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ABSTRACT

The case law of the European Court of Human Rights on discrimination under
Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights is typically considered to
be unclear and conflicting. Against that background, new possibilities for more
effective protection against discrimination under the Convention are opening up
through recent developments in the case law on Article 14 and the advent of the new
Protocol 12 to the Convention. The arguments forwarded in this study will be based
on an analysis of the Court's case law as well as on analysis of the new Protocol 12.
The study demonstrates that the 'objective and reasonable justification' test and
conventional treatment of non-discrimination under the Convention in scholarly
literature are not apt for dealing with the emerging new possibilities in protection
against discrimination or for explaining the variations in strictness of review that
truly govern the level of protection against discrimination already provided by the
Convention. The study suggests a new approach to understanding protection against
discrimination under the Convention developed by focusing on variations in the
strictness of objective justification review as applied by the Court.

To identify the point at which a case becomes susceptible to the factors that influence
the strictness of objective justification review, the study proposes a new
interpretation of the traditional understanding of the burden of proof under Article
14. A three-tiered model of factors that influence the strictness of objective
justification review under the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention is
then suggested and developed. The model encompasses various influencing factors
that interact with and may support or negate the influence of each other. The
elaboration of influencing factors under this model requires the development of the
concept of "passive discrimination", which is intended to capture the new
possibilities hinging on positive state obligations under the non-discrimination
provisions of the Convention. Finally, from the induction and elaboration of the
influencing factors functioning under the model, it is argued that the equality and
non-discrimination provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights have
moved towards an asymmetrical and substantive approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Equality and non-discrimination in the European Convention on
Human Rights; towards a substantive approach

The title of this thesis is "Equality and non-discrimination in the European
Convention on Human Rights; towards a substantive approach".

Legal theory has discussed the difference between formal and substantive equality
and non-discrimination. Various solemn declarations in national and international

law alike may have the potential for wide reaching substantive impact but critical

legal scholars have pointed out the tendency of equality and non-discrimination law
to shrink into its formal component when it comes to application by the courts. The
formal approach is primarily characterised by the symmetrical equal treatment of
what is considered equal in the definition of prevailing groups in society. A
substantive approach would focus more on the asymmetrical application of equality
and non-discrimination law. Such an approach entails that the strictness of

application of prescriptions of non-discrimination is sensitive to the context in which

discrimination takes place, in particular to a history of social disadvantage of certain

groups of people. Research into equality and non-discrimination provisions, in

particular as regards open-model provisions, has accordingly focused increasingly on

the strictness of review in their actual application as indicative of their content and

potential.1

As regards the strictness of review under the European Convention on Human

Rights, the European Court of Human Rights has developed the doctrine of the

margin of appreciation. It refers to this doctrine when delimiting its competencies
vis-a-vis the national authorities of the contracting states and adjusting the strictness
of review applied in individual cases. Legal scholarship on the margin of

' See generally the more detailed treatment of these issues in Chapter 2, with references.
2 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, ETS No. 5 (hereinafter
referred to as "the Convention" or "the European Convention on Human Rights").
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appreciation in relation to the non-discrimination provision in Article 14 of the
Convention has identified certain factors that influence the margin of appreciation.
The literature elaborating the influencing factors focuses on one type of influencing
factors, the "badge of differentiation" (sex, race, etc.) at stake in a case and does not

• • 3
discuss other factors or their interaction with the badge of differentiation. It further

generally has a formal tone that seems rather to advocate the symmetrical application
of these influencing factors, irrespective of whether it is a member of a privileged or

a disadvantaged group in society who suffers discrimination.4

Any given claim under an open-model prescription of non-discrimination such as

Article 14 of the Convention and Article 1 of Protocol 12 to the Convention5 will

entail three basic variables. These variables will be a) a claim of a particular type of

discrimination, b) based on a particular badge of differentiation and c) encroaching

upon a particular interest. An example might be direct discrimination on the basis of
sex in employment. The thesis of this study is that each of these variables can be
elaborated on and shown to be an important category of factors influencing the
strictness of review in interplay with each other. Under this model new influencing
factors will be induced from the materials and elaborated on, including the concept

of "passive discrimination". Establishing this model of the factors influencing the
strictness of review and their interplay supports the conclusion that the approach of
the European Convention of Human rights and the European Court of Human Rights
has become increasingly substantive and asymmetrical in recent years.

D.J. Harris, M. O'Boyle and C. Warbrick: Law of the European Convention on Human Rights,
London: Butterworths, 1995, p. 472 coined the phrase "badge" for: "...the criterion on the basis of

which the difference in treatment has been meted out...". A badge of differentiation may for example
be sex, race, religion or "other status".
4 See generally the more detailed treatment of these issues in Chapter 5, with references.
5 Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
ETS No. 177 (hereinafter referred to as "Protocol 12"). Protocol 12 was opened for signature on the
occasion of the 50th anniversary of the European Convention on Human Rights, 4 November 2000. It

was signed by 25 states. It will enter into force when 10 states have ratified it, cf. its Article 5.
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The arguments put forward in this study will be based on an analysis of the case law
of the European Court of Human Rights on Article 14 of the Convention as well as
on analysis of the new Protocol 12 to the Convention. All the judgments of the Court
that deal with Article 14, pronounced from 23 July 19686 until 1 May 2001,7 will be
analysed. They will be referred to by giving the name of the case and the date of the
judgment. As of 1 August 2001 publications of judgments in the official reports of
the judgments of the Court only reach as far as May 1999.8 The more recent

6 "Case relating to certain aspects of the laws on the use of languages in education in Belgium",
hereinafter referred to as Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968 was the first case in which the Court applied
Article 14. As the paragraphs in this judgment are not in consecutive order throughout the judgment,
it will be cited with reference to paragraph number and page number in Publications of the European
Court ofHuman Rights, Series A.
1 With Protocol 11 to the Convention for the Protection ofHuman Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,

Restructuring the Control Machinery Established Thereby, ETS No. 155 (hereinafter referred to as

"Protocol 11"), the whole control system under the Convention was revised. Protocol 11 entered into
force 1 November 1998. After the revision of the control system, judgments on the merits of

applications are pronounced either by a Grand Chamber of 17 judges or by Chambers of 7 judges, cf.
Article 27 of the Convention. A Grand Chamber only hears cases in exceptional instances. The first

possibility is when a Chamber has relinquished jurisdiction as the case at hand: "...raises a serious

question affecting the interpretation of the Convention or the protocols thereto, or where the resolution
of a question before the Chamber might have a result inconsistent with a judgment previously
delivered by the Court...", cf. Article 30. The second possibility is that the Grand Chamber hears a

case that has already been decided by a Chamber. In these cases any party to the case may in

exceptional cases request referral to the Grand Chamber, which shall be accepted: "...if the case

raises a serious question affecting the interpretation or application of the Convention or the protocols
thereto, or a serious issue of general importance", cf. Article 43. Grand Chamber judgments are final.

Judgments of Chambers become final when the parties declare that they will not request referral to the
Grand Chamber, when a panel of Grand Chamber members rejects a request of referral under Article
43 or three months after the date of the Chamber judgment if reference of the case to the Grand

Chamber has not been requested, cf. Article 44. All the Chamber judgments of the Court pronounced
until 1 May 2001 and dealt with in the present study have become final except the following

judgments where referral to the Grand Chamber has been requested according to Article 43: Qigek v.

Turkey, 27.02.2001, P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001 and Platakou v. Greece, 11.01.2001. A note to the

effect that the judgment is not final and that a referral to a Grand Chamber has been requested will

accompany referrals to any of these three judgments.
8
Reports ofJudgments and Decisions, Koln: Carl Heymanns Verlag, 1999-III.
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judgments dealt with in this study are derived from HUDOC, the searchable database
of the case law of the European Convention on Human Rights, accessible via
htty://hudoc.echr.coe.int/hudoc/. Judgments on the database may be subject to

editorial revision before their reproduction in final form in the official reports of
selected judgments and decisions of the Court. Tables 1-3, pp. 272-299 present the
judgments dealt with from various analytical standpoints. Table 1 exhibits which
analytical tests the Court refers to in cases where reasonable and objective
justification review has been undertaken. Table 2 exhibits a combination of the
badge of differentiation and the type of claim being made in cases where the Court
has reviewed the Article 14 question. Table 3 exhibits the approach of the Court to
the question of whether it is necessary to review the Article 14 issue at stake in the
case. Article 14 is generally only reviewed in conjunction with other substantive
Convention Articles. The following study will not refer to these other Convention

provisions when discussing the judgments of the Court on Article 14. In this respect

reference is made to Table 3, which exhibits these other Convention provisions in all
the individual cases analysed.

With Protocol 11 to the Convention, the European Commission on Human Rights9
has ceased to exist. The present study will not dwell on the case law of the
Commission. To begin with the study agrees with the stance of Bratza and O'Boyle
who argue that: "The legacy of substantive case law left by the Commission to the

new Court is [...] difficult to assess.".10 While it does not deny that many important

developments in the field of Convention rights have originated in the case law of the

Commission,11 it is aware that it has been an equal possibility in the Convention

9 Hereinafter referred to as "the Commission".
10 Nicholas Bratza and Michael O' Boyle: Opinion: The Legacy of the Commission to the New Court

under the Eleventh Protocol, (1997) 3 European Human Rights Law Review, p. 210, at p. 225.
" Ibid. See for example Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 38 where the Commission in a

novel interpretation of Article 14 considered that it: "...was violated not only when States treated

differently persons in analogous situations without providing an objective and reasonable justification,
but also when States, without an objective and reasonable justification, failed to treat differently
persons whose situations were different.". This interpretation was, then, adopted by the Court, cf.
para. 44.
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• 12 •

system that the Court rejects the approach of the Commission. This has applied to
the relationship of the old Court and the Commission and the relationship of the new

permanent single Court established on 1 November 1998 and the Commission
alike.13 It is, therefore, not until the Court embraces indications from the case law of

the Commission that they reach the level of established Convention jurisprudence. It
follows that indications from the case law of the Commission only have the status of
unsubstantiated possibilities for developments in Convention protection. This
uncertain status of Commission case law that has not been expressly dealt with by
the Court is the main reason why the present study will focus exclusively on the
Court's case law. In addition, as the Commission has now ceased to exist, it is the

stance of the study that its case law is bound to become increasingly irrelevant to the

development of the Convention's protection against discrimination. To begin with,

12 See the numerous examples mentioned by Bratza and O'Boyle, pp. 225-227. For a few recent

examples concerning Article 14 where the Commission and the Court have reached different
conclusions see e.g. Elsholz v. Germany, 13.07.2000, Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France,
27.06.2000 and Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998. The judgment in Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998 is
an interesting example as it exhibits the Commission's greater willingness to acknowledge a positive

obligation to extend a measure applied to one group (mothers) to another group in a similar situation

(fathers). See generally Chapter 5.1.3.2. B infra.
13 In a transitional period the new permanent Court heard many cases from various stages of the
former control mechanism. In accordance with Article 5, Paragraphs 3-5 of Protocol 11 these were

the following types of cases: "1. Applications which have been declared admissible at the date of

entry into force of this Protocol shall continue to be dealt with by members of the Commission within
a period of one year thereafter. Any applications the examination of which has not been completed
within the aforesaid period shall be transmitted to the Court which shall examine them as admissible

cases in accordance with the provisions of this Protocol. 2. With respect to applications in which the

Commission, after the entry into force of this Protocol, has adopted a report in accordance with former
Article 31 of the Convention, the report shall be transmitted to the parties, who shall not be at liberty
to publish it. In accordance with the provisions applicable prior to the entry into force of this Protocol,
a case may be referred to the Court. The panel of the Grand Chamber shall determine whether one of
the Chambers or the Grand Chamber shall decide the case. If the case is decided by a Chamber, the
decision of the Chamber shall be final. Cases not referred to the Court shall be dealt with by the
Committee of Ministers acting in accordance with the provisions of former Article 32 of the

Convention. 3. Cases pending before the Court which have not been decided at the date of entry into
force of this Protocol shall be transmitted to the Grand Chamber of the Court, which shall examine

them in accordance with the provisions of this Protocol."
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the Court no longer has any need or real incentive to address the indications arising
out of the Commission's case law. Second, one of the Court's principal approaches
to interpretation is evolutive interpretation that refers to understanding of the
Convention's provisions in light of contemporary social and cultural ideas.14 While a

few years are indeed a short time in the development of Convention jurisprudence, it
is clear that the older the Commission case law becomes, the less direct relevance it

will have to the development of Convention standards. Third and most important are
the recent developments in the Convention's protection against discrimination that
the Commission has never addressed and/or will not address further. Indications

from the new Protocol 12 to the Convention and from the Court's most recent

jurisprudence have opened up a wealth of new possibilities that will be developed by
the Court exclusively.

Together all the factors mentioned above make it not only difficult but also

unnecessary to trace or attempt to assess the impact of the Commission's case law on

the jurisprudence of the Court under Article 14. The Commission's case law is all
the more irrelevant to the development of new concepts and indications for the future
derived from Protocol 12 in the study. In sum, the following study is a study

describing the present status of the established case law of the European Court of
Human Rights on Article 14 of the Convention as well as the indications of that case
law and the new Protocol 12 for the future development of the Convention's

protection against discrimination. It does, therefore, not address the case law of the

Commission.

1.2. Equality and non-discrimination; two sides of the same coin

The two provisions subject of study are Article 14 of the European Convention on

Human Rights which prohibits discrimination in the enjoyment of Convention rights
and Article 1 of Protocol 12 to the European Convention on Human Rights which
entails a general prohibition of discrimination.

14 See generally Chapters 3.3.4.1. and 3.3.4.2. infra.
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The prohibition of discrimination in Article 14 is stipulated in the following terms:

"The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall
be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with
a national minority, property, birth or other status."

Article 1 of Protocol 12 likewise stipulates a general, open model non-discrimination
clause:

"□The enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without
discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national
minority, property, birth or other status.
□No one shall be discriminated against by any public authority on any
ground such as those mentioned in paragraph 1."

Both provisions refer only to securing non-discrimination and not to the concept of

equality. The title of this study nevertheless refers to equality and non¬

discrimination in the European Convention on Human Rights. It is the approach of
the study, and an important factor in the arguments presented, that these concepts in
essence connote the same idea. By the same token, equality and discrimination

connote opposites. As for the taxonomy under the Convention, the case law of the
Court as well as the Explanatory report to Protocol 12 have confirmed this approach.
The Explanatory report to Protocol 12 refers to Article 14 as providing protection
"...with regard to equality and non-discrimination..."15 and states:

"While the equality principle does not appear explicitly in the text of either
Article 14 of the Convention or Article 1 of this Protocol, it should be noted
that the non-discrimination and equality principles are closely intertwined.
For example, the principle of equality requires that equal situations are
treated equally and unequal situations differently. Failure to do so will
amount to discrimination unless an objective and reasonable justification

15 Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,

Explanatory report, ETS No. 177 (hereinafter referred to as "Explanatory report to Protocol 12"), para.

1, referring also to "The general principle of equality and non-discrimination...".
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exists. [...] The Court, in its case-law under Article 14, has already made
reference to the "principle of equality of treatment" [...] or to "equality of the
sexes" [,..]"16

This is an approach to the concepts of equality and non-discrimination widely

recognised in the literature as equality and non-discrimination are generally taken to
• •17

be the positive and negative statements of the same principle.

In 1990 Asbjorn Eide and Torkel Opsahl argued that non-discrimination was only
• • | o

one possible way in which to approach the vague idea of a "right to equality".

Accordingly they divided their treatment of the subject of equality and non¬

discrimination into two distinct chapters. Chapter 3 discussed contemporary human

rights law of non-discrimination, including Article 14 of the Convention. In chapter

4, however, they discussed: "Other Approaches to Promote Equality in Modern
Human Rights Law". Under this heading, they linked the concept of a right to

equality with an independent provision (not accessory like Article 14 of the

Convention) and the ideas of positive obligations,19 affirmative action,20 the

16 Ibid, para. 15.
17 On equality and non-discrimination being the positive and negative statements of the same principle
see Anne F. Bayefsky: The Principle of Equality or Non-Discrimination in International Law, (1990)
11:1-2 Human Rights Law Journal, p. 1, at p. 1, footnote 1 with extensive references.
18
Asbjorn Eide and Torkel Opsahl: Equality and Non-Discrimination, cited from Asbjorn Eide, Jan

Helgesen, Njal Hostmaelingen and Erik Mose (eds.): Law and Equality, Selected Articles on Human

Rights, Oslo: Ad Notam Gyldendal, 1990, p. 165, at p. 173. This paper was presented as a general

report to the 7th International Colloquy on the European Convention on Human Rights. See Council

of Europe: Rights of Persons Deprived of Their Liberty, Equality and Non-Discrimination,

Proceedings of the 7th International Colloquy on the European Convention on Human Rights

organised by the Secretary General of the Council of Europe in collaboration with the Danish,

Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish Institutes ofHuman Rights, Copenhagen, Oslo, Lund (30 May — 2
June 1990), Kehl am Rhein: N.P. Engel, 1994, p. 97.
19 Ibid, p. 193.
20 Ibid, p. 194.
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importance of economic, social and cultural rights,21 and non-assimilationist equal
22

treatment that takes relevant differences into account.

Whatever difference Eide and Opsahl perceived between the concepts of non¬

discrimination and equality in 1990 is increasingly becoming the subject of
corrosion. The issues Eide and Opsahl connected with the concept of equality over

and above the concept of non-discrimination are issues that have in recent years been
discussed as inherent in substantive approaches to non-discrimination and equality
alike rather than forming a conceptual distinction between them, cf. Chapter 2 infra.
More importantly they are all issues that have in recent years gradually earned

recognition under the European Convention on Human Rights as part and parcel of
its non-discrimination provisions. The general prohibition of discrimination in
Article 1 of Protocol 12 is an independent provision that reaches into the field of

economic, social and cultural rights and, as discussed in the Explanatory report

thereto, may entail positive obligations. Recently, positive obligations have also
become acknowledged under Article 14, even as regards the positive duty to

accommodate for differences. At present under the Convention system, the
difference between the concepts of equality and non-discrimination can, at the most,

be taken as one of the degree to which positive obligations are implied as incumbent

upon states.

1.3. Equality and non-discrimination; complex ideas

1.3.1. The equality maxim

To many authors: "The study of equality begins with Plato and Aristotle, the first to

proclaim that likes should be treated alike...".24 In his Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle

21 Ibid, pp. 195-196.
22 Ibid, p. 196.
23 See in particular Chapter 5.1.3. infra.
24 Peter Westen: The Empty Idea of Equality, (1982) 95 Harvard Law Review, p. 537, at p. 542. See
also for example: Gregory Vlastos: Justice and Equality, cited from Louis P. Pojman and Robert
Westmoreland (eds.): Equality - Selected Readings, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997, p. 120
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discussed the maxim that equals should be treated equally and unequals unequally as

part and parcel of distributative justice. In his Politics he developed further the
argument that the concept of justice entails that equals should be treated equally and

unequals unequally.25 This understanding that equal treatment of equals and unequal
treatment of unequals are two different conceptions of the same maxim has carried

through to modern legal-philosophical discussion. Peter Westen for example

emphasises that the former (equals should be treated equally...), necessarily entails
the latter, (...and unequals unequally) for all rules of equality can be stated in either
form. A rule of treatment can be stated as generating one class of people who are

defined as equal in possessing a trait, say the trait X, to whom a certain equal
treatment, say Y, is prescribed. Here equals are treated equally. The same rule can

also be stated as generating two classes of people, those who possess the trait X and
those who do not, and the classes are therefore made of unequals. Only the ones who

possess the trait X are accorded the treatment Y. So, logically the same rule also
entails that unequals are treated unequally. Therefore: "Both statements are true

because they are alternative ways of referring to the same normative

relationships.".

The classical equality maxim begs two questions, respectively: "who are equals?"
and "what constitutes equal treatment?". To apply it as a legal prescription these two

questions need to be answered, but the maxim itself does not provide the answers. If

and R. M. Hare: Justice and Equality, originally published in Louis P. Pojman and Robert
Westmoreland (eds.): Equality - Selected Readings, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997, p. 218.
25 Aristotle: Ethica Nicomachea, V.3., discussing distributative justice: "...this is the origin of

quarrels and complaints - when either equals have and are awarded unequal shares, or unequals equal
shares.". Cited from Louis P. Pojman and Robert Westmoreland (eds.): Equality - Selected Readings,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997, p. 17, at p. 20. See also Aristotle: Politics, Book III, cited

from Louis P. Pojman and Robert Westmoreland (eds.): Equality - Selected Readings, Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1997, p. 24.
26 Peter Westen: Speaking ofEquality, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990, p. 206. See also,
J. R. Lucas: Against Equality, cited from Louis P. Pojman and Robert Westmoreland (eds.): Equality
- Selected Readings, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997, p. 104. Lucas starts with the premise
that equals should be treated equally, and formulates it into the principle that different treatment must
be justified by relevant differences in situations.
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an attempt at an answer is made on the basis of the maxim, the answer to the

question of "who are equal?" would be "those who should be treated equally", and if
the question "what constitutes equal treatment?" is asked the maxim only provides us

with the answer "the treatment of those who are equal". It is therefore a logical
• • 27

conclusion that the maxim per se is indeterminate as a legal prescription. It is easy

to exhibit the indeterminate nature of the maxim. Any type of equality and any type

of equal treatment can be inserted into it and the result, although absurd and against a

particular moral view of what is egalitarian, does not violate the equality maxim per

se. For example the equality of situations of having red hair and the equal treatment
in being executed could be inserted into the equality maxim formula and render the
result that all redheads should be executed without violating the maxim per se.

The equality maxim needs to be interpreted, construed and impregnated with a

substantive directive of some sort to become functional. This was discovered already

by Aristotle himself who pointed out that considerations concerning equality as a

synonym for just can be based on various moral principles: "...for all men agree that
what is just in distribution must be according to merit in some sense, though they do
not all specify the same sort of merit, but democrats identify it with the status of

freeman, supporters of oligarchy with wealth (or with noble birth), and supporters of

27 The conclusion of indeterminacy has been expressed in various forms in the literature. See for

example: H. L. A. Hart: The Concept of Law, 2nd. ed., Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994, p. 159:
""Treat like cases alike" must remain an empty form.". See also Westen: The Empty Idea of

Equality, p. 547 (footnote reference omitted): "So there it is: equality is entirely [c]ircular [...] when
we ask who "like people" are, we are told that they are "people who should be treated alike." Equality
is an empty vessel with no substantive moral content of its own. Without moral standards, equality
remains meaningless, a formula that can have nothing to say about how we should act.". Steven J.

Burton: Comment On "Empty Ideas": Logical Positivist Analyses of Equality and Rules, (1982) 91

The Yale Law Journal, p. 1136, at p. 1151, takes issue with Westen's logical positivist analysis of the

concept of equality but argues that: "...one might not quarrel with an analysis of equality along the
lines of that employed by Professor Westen if it were to show the incompleteness of the equality

principle itself, and the consequent ways in which arguments from equality often are question-begging
or misleading.".
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aristocracy with excellence.".28 The equality maxim needs to be impregnated with
an additional substantive guide to behaviour to become functional.

1.3.2. The indeterminacy of the equality and non-discrimination prescriptions
of the European Convention on Human Rights

As discussed in Chapter 1.3.1. supra the equality maxim, and hence the concept of

equality and non-discrimination, are normatively indeterminate per se. When present
• 29

in a legal prescription such concepts pose great problems of interpretation. Most

legal concepts may be argued to be normative, ambiguous and permeated with
TO

indeterminacy to varying degree. This may apply in particular to the open-textured

language of the general principles of constitutional and international human rights
law.31 They need to be applied, interpreted and construed to acquire specific

meaning and become functional as legal prescriptions. Under the European
Convention on Human Rights the role of interpreting the general principles stipulated
in the Convention is entrusted to the European Court ofHuman Rights.

The classical Aristotelian equality maxim is central to the non-discrimination

provisions of the Convention. This is evidenced in the case law of the Court and the
32

Explanatory report to Protocol 12 alike. The Court has also repeatedly indicated

28 Aristotle: Ethica Nicomachea, V.3., cited from Louis P. Pojman and Robert Westmoreland (eds.):

Equality - Selected Readings, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997, p. 20.
29 This led Westen: The Empty Idea of Equality, p. 542, to conclude that: "Equality, therefore, is an

idea that should be banished from moral and legal discourse as an explanatory norm.". See also his
treatise in Westen: Speaking ofEquality. This similarly led Alf Ross to conclude that a principle of

equality was: "...no real principle, but the abandonment of any attempt at a rational analysis.". See
Alf Ross: On Law and Justice, London: Stevens & Sons, 1958, p. 288.
30 For example Burton, p. 1148.
31 Kent Greenawalt: How Empty is the Idea of Equality?, in (1983) 83 Columbia Law Review, p.

1167, at p. 1184, referring to the concepts of "privacy", "freedom" and "rights".
32

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 15, referring to the case law. See also Thlimmenos v.

Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44 where the non-discrimination provision is said to be violated when

persons in analogous situations are treated differently and when persons whose situation is

significantly different are not treated differently.
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that Article 14 secures the equal treatment of those who are in relevantly similar

situations, either implicitly or by explicitly referring to a criterion of relevance or to

similar terms.33 In the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment it added for the first time that
Article 14 is violated not only when persons in analogous situations are treated

differently but also when persons whose situations are significantly different are not

treated differently. The referral in the judgment to significant differences seems to

indicate a heightened relevance requirement when a case concerns the different
treatment of different situations.34 The approach of the Court is, then, clearly to

build on the equality maxim with a criterion of relevance attached. In the approach
of the Court, relevant equalities prescribe equal treatment and (highly) relevant

inequalities prescribe unequal treatment. This, again, follows the Aristotelian
tradition, which implies relevance as a guide to construing what equalities or

inequalities should count in the maxim that equals should be treated equally and

unequals unequally.35 This might at first glance seem to eliminate the rather

33 See e.g. Fredin v. Sweden, 18.02.1991, para. 60, Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995, para
45 and The National & Provincal Building Society, The Leeds Permanent Building Society and the
Yorkshire Building Society v. The United Kingdom, hereinafter referred to as Building Societies v. The
United Kingdom, 23.10.1997, para. 90, which all refer to relevance. The language of the Court is not

uniform on this issue, cf e.g. Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44 referring to analogous
situations and Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999, para. 26 where the Court referred to

comparable situations ("situations comparables"). In Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999, para. 24, it can
be discerned that the applicant claimed to be in an analogous situation to that of a certain group of

people but the Court found him to be in a "relevantly similar situation" to that of the group, cf. para.
29. In Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000, paras. 51-52 the Court referred to the criterion of

relevantly similar situations and concluded that the situations compared were not analogous. The
Larkos v. Cyprus and Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy judgments seem to indicate that the terms analogous
situations and relevantly similar situations are taken to be identical.
34 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44.
35 "But there still remains a question: equality or inequality of what?", Aristotle, Politics, Book III,

cited from Louis P. Pojman and Robert Westmoreland (eds.): Equality - Selected Readings, Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1997, p. 25. In rejecting the argument that any equality/difference may

count to construe equal/different treatment, Aristotle argued for a criterion of relevance by way of an

example that in distributing flutes between flute players the best flute should not be given to the one

who is best born but to the one who is superior in flute playing, "...unless the advantages of wealth
and birth contribute to excellence in flute-playing, which they do not.", ibid.
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uncomfortable conclusion that an additional guide to behaviour must be found and
construed as part of the equality maxim to make it functional. Indeed, this appears to
be the stance of the Court itself as it never refers to or even alludes to any specific

theory of equality over and above the "equal treatment" of relevantly similar
situations or the unequal treatment of (highly) relevantly different situations. This
seems to be the first basic step along the way to impregnating the equality maxim
with meaning.

But what does "relevant" stand for? W. T. Blackstone offers a good explanation of
the concept of relevance: "To say "x is relevant," when we are speaking about the
treatment of persons, means "x is actually or potentially rated in an instrumentally

helpful or harmful way to the attainment of a given end".". Now, this is a

significant feature of the concept of relevance, namely that things cannot be simply
"relevant" but necessarily have to be relevant to something, i.e. relevant in that they
are instrumentally helpful or harmful to a given end. Hence, identifying relevantly
similar or dissimilar situations necessarily also entails identifying them as relevant to
a given end. Under the maxim of "equals should be treated equally and unequals

unequally", the descriptively relevant traits rendering persons in equal or unequal

situations, must logically be relevant to the equal or unequal treatment they should
receive. The similarity or dissimilarity of situations is, thus, evaluated in relation to

the treatment required in a case. The philosopher R. M. Hare has argued that: "It is
a great mistake to think that there can be a morally or evaluatively neutral process of

picking out the relevant features of a situation, which can then be followed by the job
T 7

of appraising or evaluating the situation morally". He points out that it is possible

36 W. T. Blackstone: On the Meaning and Justification of the Equality Principle, (1967) 77:4 Ethics, p.

239, at p. 241.
,7
R. M. Hare: Relevance, in Alvin I. Goldman and Jaegwon Kim (eds.): Values and Morals, Essays

in Honor of William Frankena, Charles Stevenson and Richard Brandt, Dordrecht: D. Reidel

Publishing Company, 1978, p. 75. Hare was not the first to identify this issue, but he treats it in a very

enlightening way. Before Hare, Oppenheim for example discussed this characteristic of the relevance

criterion, see Felix E. Oppenheim: Egalitarianism as a Descriptive Concept, cited from Louis P.

Pojman and Robert Westmoreland (eds.): Equality - Selected Readings, Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1997, p. 55, at p. 59: "...relevance of a personal characteristic is an evaluative, not a
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to describe a situation without any moral judgment but as soon as we proceed to

identify which features of the descriptive situation are relevant: "...we are already in
the moral business.".38 The same type of reasoning applies to the legally relevant
similarities and dissimilaritites prescribing equal or different treatment under the

equality maxim. Identifying which features of a situation are to be taken as legally
relevant under the equality maxim actually entails invoking the legal principle

according to which treatment is prescribed under the maxim. This is no simple task
as it indicates the construction of the substantive principle to insert into the equality
maxim to make it functional. Thus, assessing whether situations are relevantly
similar or dissimilar under the equality maxim cannot really be disentangled from the

question of what treatment the maxim prescribes. And this may provide the answer

to one often-noticed but never-explained puzzle of the case law of the Court; the
common merger of the evaluation ofwhether similar situations have been established

descriptive, term. While the ascription of characteristics such as a certain age or income to a person is
a matter of fact, judgments to the effect that such characteristics are relevant or irrelevant to some kind
of distribution are valuational, not factual.". Bernard A. O. Williams before them approached the
issue from a different angle, see Bernard A. O. Williams: The Idea of Equality, cited from Louis P.

Pojman and Robert Westmoreland (eds.): Equality - Selected Readings, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1997, p. 91. Williams argued that the question of relevance to a moral consideration was not

evaluative and took the example of race as relevant to treatment as an arbitrary assertion of will and
not a moral consideration. Oppenheim's answer to Williams' argument was that to deny that this

particular consideration can denote a moral view is to employ the term moral in a very restricted way,

only embracing the morals oneself subscribes to, see Oppenheim: Egalitarianism as a Descriptive

Concept, p. 59. Contra see Westen: Speaking ofEquality, p. 61 who seems to approach the issue of
relevance from a the strictly logical positivist angle that descriptive equalities/inequalities can be

objectively verified truth statements: "Descriptive equalities are rarely the subject of serious dispute

[as they] tend to lend themselves to objective resolutions because we assume they rest on verifiable
assertions of fact.".

38
",..[T]o call a feature morally relevant is already to imply that it is a reason for or against making

some moral judgment; and to say this is already to invoke a moral principle. [...] The question of
what features of a situation are morally relevant thus collapses into the question of what moral

principles apply to the situation; any feature which figures in one of these principles is relevant.",
Hare: Relevance, p. 75.
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and the evaluation of whether an objective and reasonable justification exists for the
39

treatment in question.

Again it becomes apparent that the equality maxim needs to be imbued with a

substantive guide for behaviour. Inserting the relevance criterion into the equality
maxim does not really solve the problem of indeterminacy as it only masks the need
to identfy a criteria by which the treatment due under the non-discrimination
provisions can be evaluated.

1.3.3. The value choices inherent in application of the equality and non¬
discrimination prescriptions of the European Convention on Human Rights

Even after inserting the equality maxim and a relevance criterion, the non¬

discrimination provisions of the Convention are still indeterminate. They do not tell
us what treatment is due under them. The indeterminacy of the concepts of equality
and non-discrimination entails that the true substantive guides for behaviour

functioning under Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12 are not expressly identified
in the provisions. It has been the task of the Court to interpret and construe Article
14 of the Convention, as it will in future be its task to interpret and construe Article 1

of Protocol 12. The Court's construction and application of the provisions de facto
inserts a normative prescription into them that remedies the indeterminate nature of

their basic content.

Amartya Sen, who in 1998 won the Nobel Prize for his contribution to welfare

economics, has argued that virtually all theories on the organisation of society are

based on some idea of equality, albeit not the same idea of equality.40 Indeed, there

39
E.g. P. van Dijk and G.J.H. van Hoof: Theory and Practice of the European Convention on Human

Rights, 3rd ed., The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1998, p. 722, Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p.
475 and Donna Gomien, David Harris and Leo Zwaak: Law and Practice of the European
Convention on Human Rights and the European Social Charter, Strasbourg: Council of Europe

Publishing, 1996, p. 354.
40
Amartya Sen: Inequality Reexamined, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992, preface, p. ix: "I also argue

that a common characteristic of virtually all the approaches to the ethics of social arrangements that
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exist many different theories and conceptions of equality. It is simply a matter of
construction based on underlying values that governs decision on which idea of

equality is inserted into the concept of equality when it is applied in political, moral
and legal discourse. Similarly, when it comes to the application of Article 14, and in
future of Article 1 of Protocol 12, their construction as evidenced in application to

individual cases is inevitably based on certain underlying values. The indeterminate

concepts of equality or non-discrimination as such give little guidance on these
values. Given the vide range of the different possible conceptions of equality these
values essentially originate elsewhere or only indirectly in the indeterminate

concepts of equality and non-discrimination.41

have stood the test of time is to want equality of something- something that has an important place in
the particular theory.".
41 See e.g. E.W. Vierdag: The Concept ofDiscrimination in International Law, The Hague: Martinus

Nijhoff, 1973, p. 15: "Whether equality or inequality prevails is a matter of value judgment, a matter

of choice, we said.". Brita Sundberg-Weitmann: Legal Tests for Applying the European Convention
on Human Rights and Freedoms in Adjudicating on Alleged Discrimination, in (1980) 49 Nordisk

Tidsskrift for International Ret, p. 31, at p. 35 argues that the test for drawing the line between

justifiable differences in treatment and discrimination: "...no matter what we call it, is a value

judgment.". Warwick McKean: Equality and Discrimination under International Law, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1983, p. 4: "The question then arises: "What reasons are sufficient and why, and
what attributes are relevant and why?". In order to answer these questions it is clear that values other

than equality itself must be taken into account.". Karl Josef Partsch: Discrimination, in R. St. J.

Macdonald, F. Matscher and H. Petzold (eds.): The European System for the Protection ofHuman

Rights, Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 571, at p. 587: "...certain values and

interests have to be considered and evaluated to determine what makes a different treatment

acceptable.". Louise Mulder: How Positive Can Equality Measures Be?, in Titia Loenen and Peter R.

Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination Law: Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law

International, 1999, p. 65, at p. 66: "As in the case of the notion of formal equality, the legal purport
of substantive equality rests ultimately upon value judgments which cannot be expressed in one

universally applicable formula.". Nicola Lacey: Legislation Against Sex Discrimination: Questions
from a Feminist Perspective, in (1987) 14:4 Journal ofLaw and Society, p. 411 at p. 413: "One way

of looking at this question is to understand anti-discrimination law as proceeding from a commitment
to the value of equality, which rules out discrimination on certain grounds. Equality, however, is a

deeply contested notion, and several conceptions of equality present themselves as possible candidates
to be bases for anti-discrimination law.".
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1.3.4. The content of the equality and non-discrimination provisions of the
European Convention on Human Rights.

Given the indeterminate nature and underlying value choices involved in applying

the concepts of equality and non-discrimination as legal prescriptions it is clear that

great problems of interpretation are bound to arise. The non-discrimination

provisions in Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12 of the Convention are simply

general and open textured prescriptions of non-discrimination entailing little
guidance as to their precise construction. Given the indeterminacy of the provisions
themselves, the values and normative prescriptions governing their construction are

not explicit in the text of the Convention. In coming to grips with the difficult task
of interpreting and applying Article 14 of the Convention the European Court on
Human Rights has had to develop the parameters of the concept of discrimination.
The first step, as already discussed, involves the equality maxim as the central tenet
of the provision, with a criterion of relevance attached. The first step of analysing
cases in the approach of the Court correspondingly refers to the establishment of
different treatment of relevantly similar situations or, in the newly expanded
construction arising from the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment, the same treatment of

(highly) relevantly different situations.42 But, as discussed in Chapters 1.3.2. and
1.3.3. supra, even after attaching the equality maxim and a criterion of relevance to

the general non-discrimination provision in Article 14, it still remains indeterminate.
The Court has no choice but to add another facet to Article 14 in an endeavour to

come closer to the normative prescription entailed in the provision. This additional
facet is intended to capture the dividing line between instances when a difference of

treatment is discriminatory and instances when a difference of treatment is not

discriminatory. It would be an impossible construction of the non-discrimination

clause that every difference of treatment is discriminatory. It is after all an essential
characteristic of legislation and other state action that it classifies people into various

groups and provides for different treatment of such groups. States must have the

possibility to provide differently for the various shades of factual differences and
different situations that occur in life. The Court has indeed made clear that not every

42 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44.
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form of different treatment is prohibited under Article 14. In the Belgian Linguistics
case it referred to such a construction as capable of rendering "absurd" results.43
Therefore, in addition to requiring that relevant equalities/differences prescribe

equal/different treatment the Court has added an objective and reasonable
justification test under Article 14. Under this approach the principle of equality of
treatment is violated if relevantly similar situations are treated differently or if

(highly) relevantly different situations are treated equally without an objective and
reasonable justification. Such objective and reasonable justification exists if the
treatment pursues a legitimate aim and if there is a: "...reasonable relationship of

proportionality between the means employed and the aim sought to be realised.".44

The analytical approach of the Court, requiring the establishment of relevantly
similar/different situations and the establishment of an objective and reasonable

justification in the form of a legitimate aim and a requirement for proportionality, is
the tool with which it comes to grips with the indeterminate non-discrimination

provisions. The Court has, thus, filled the indeterminate principle of non¬

discrimination in Article 14 with meaning through developing an analytical approach
and applying it to individual cases.45 Legal scholarship on the case law of the Court
has mostly involved the induction of general guidelines and principles from these
instances of application and sometimes also their discussion in light of theoretical
considerations originating outwith the case law itself. Through this process of
discourse between the Court and legal scholars, a clearer and continually evolving

43
Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34, moving on to reason that: "One would, in effect,

be led to judge as contrary to the Convention every one of the many legal or administrative provisions
which do not secure to everyone complete equality of treatment in the enjoyment of the rights and
freedoms recognised. The competent national authorities are frequently confronted with situations
and problems which, on account of differences inherent therein, call for different legal solutions;

moreover, certain legal inequalities tend only to correct factual inequalities.".
44
Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34. This was the first case where the Court based its

decision on Article 14 and set out its analytical approach.
45 A process which Alf Ross actively took part in, albeit having previously rejected the principle of

equality as a functional part of a legal prescription. See Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, Collective

dissenting opinion of Judges Homback, Rodenbourg, Ross, Wiarda and Mast, agreeing with the well
foundedness of the analytical approach set out by the majority of the Court.
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understanding of the meaning of the non-discrimination provision in Article 14, and
now in Article 1 of Protocol 12, should emerge.46 The preferable conclusion would
be that a clear and consistent picture emerged from this process, but the literature, on
the contrary, exhibits that the case law of the Court on Article 14 is typically
considered unclear and conflicting.47 Commentators have pointed out various and
numerous inconsistencies in the Court's case law. These are perceived as

inconsistencies as the scholarly literature has not been able to explain them under the
traditional scholarly approaches to the Court's case law on non-discrimination that
follow the Courts explicit delimitation of the parameters of Article 14 as comprised

by evaluating the relevant similarity of situations and the objective and reasonable
justification test.48 A common complaint is how the Court in application mixes up

the presumably distinct tests of establishing relevantly similar situations and

establishing objective and reasonable justification with the effect that the precise
content of these tests is unclear 49

At the 7th International Colloquy on the European Convention on Human Rights
which was held in 1990 and which inter alia dealt with equality and non¬

discrimination one of the commentators, Daniele Tochak, agreed with Marc

46 As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.2.3. infra, the construction of the concept of
discrimination and the analytical approach under the new Article 1 of Protocol 12 build on the

established practice under Article 14.
47 For general comments on the complexity and/or inconsistency of case law on Article 14 see

Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 346 and Dijk and Hoof, p. 711.
48 The development in Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, entailing that significantly different
situations require different treatment is so recent that is has not been dealt with to any extent in the
literature yet. It will be dealt with in more detail in Chapter 5.1.3. infra.
49
Dijk and Hoof, pp. 722-726, Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 474, Bayefsky, pp. 12-13. Another

type of criticism concerns instances where individual cases do not follow the analytical approach or

contradict the general trends in the case law of the Court in certain fields of discrimination, see for

example Aalt Willem Heringa: Standards of Review for Discrimination. The Scope of Review by the

Courts, in Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination Law: Comparative

Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 25, at p. 31, who criticises the Petrovic

v. Austria, 27.03.1998 judgment for being inconsistent with the body of case law produced by the
Court generally on sex discrimination.
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Bossuyt's conclusion that the concept of discrimination had lost its homogeneity and
become something decided as an individual case by the courts.50 Lochak attributed
this to the case law of the European Court of Human Rights upon the conclusion that
its analysis exhibited that it was not careful legal analysis that decided cases before
the European Court of Human Rights, but rather some kind of an overall assessment
of whether the treatment complained of was "shocking". She concluded that the
situation in non-discrimination law under the Convention was unsatisfactory as the

case law exhibited: "...the extent to which the judge's assessment of the "objective"
and reasonable nature of the justifications put forward is subjective.".51 In a similar

vein, Karl Joseph Partsch went so far as to ask: "...whether the requirement of a

legitimate aim and the proportionality relationship are separate issues or only two

forms of appealing to the spirit of justice, disguised as an objective criterion of a

legal nature.".52

Conclusions such as Lochak's and Partsch's must be rejected if they are construed as

indicating that the judgments of the Court are the arbitrary results of: "subjective
and emotional opinion[s]". It is the approach of this study that, behind the facade
of the analytical approach and traditional reasoning presented in the case law of the

Court, the true normative reasoning governing decision can be detected and

presented systematically as a structured approach to non-discrimination under the

Convention. Conclusions on the futility of the Court's analytical approach in

searching for the true normative reasoning behind decision in individual cases, thus,

50 Daniele Lochak: The notion of discrimination and its place in the conventional international law
and in case-law, in Council of Europe: Rights of Persons Deprived of Their Liberty, Equality and
Non-Discrimination, Proceedings of the 7th International Colloquy on the European Convention on

Human Rights organised by the Secretary General of the Council ofEurope in collaboration with the

Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish Institutes of Human Rights, Copenhagen, Oslo, Lund (30

May - 2 June 1990), Kehl am Rhein: N.P. Engel, 1994, p. 133, at p. 140, referring to Marc Bossuyt:
L'interdiction de la discrimination dans le droit international des droits de I'homme, Brussels:

Bruylant, 1976, p. 231.
51 Lochak, p. 140.
32
Partsch, p. 590.

53
Ross, p. 288.
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only have a grain of truth in them if construed as indicating that this normative
reasoning is obscure. The value choices and normative reasoning that govern the
variations in outcomes of cases under Article 14, and in future under Article 1 of

Protocol 12, are indeed obscure in the language of the Convention, and also to a large
extent in the explicit analytical approach and reasoning of the Court as well as in the
literature. They are "hidden" behind the facade of the ritual incantation of relevant

similarity of situations, legitimate aims and proportionality. The true evaluative

reasoning of the Court in applying Article 14, takes place at levels different to these

fa?ade arguments.54 The relatively recent identification of stricter scrutiny in cases

involving certain "sensitive" badges of differentiation is one level at which these
value choices have become increasingly visible as the case law of the Court
evolves.55

It is the task of the following study to identify and elaborate on the levels at which
the true values and normative reasoning implied in the application of the equality and
non-discrimination provisions of the Convention take place. These levels are the

basic variables of any discrimination claim; a) the type of discrimination alleged, b)
the badge of differentiation and c) the interest at stake. The study suggests a wholly
new approach to understanding protection against discrimination under the
Convention. This approach is developed by focusing on variations in the strictness
of objective and reasonable justification review as applied by the Court and

identifying the various factors that influence this strictness of review. The variations
in strictness of review are the true expressions of the values and normative reasoning
behind the application of the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention.56 The

identification and elaboration of the function of variations in strictness of review not

only explains the many perceived complexities in the already existing case law of the
Court but also provides a viable framework for dealing with the emerging new

possibilities relating to the new Article 1 of Protocol 12 and the recent development
in case law that acknowledges accommodation for differences as part of the

54 These issues will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.3.2. infra.
55 See generally Chapter 5.2.4. infra.
56 See in more detail Chapters 2.3.2. and 3.3. infra.
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protection against discrimination. Finally, the identification and elaboration of
factors influencing the strictness of review under the non-discrimination provisions
of the Convention will facilitate the positioning of these provisions on the formal-
substantive scale of equality.
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2. SUBSTANTIVE EQUALITY

2.1. Why focus on the difference between formal and substantive

equality?

The literature on equality in law has long since taken notice of a difference between
formal and substantive equality. Classically the line between formal and substantive

equality has been drawn along the lines of whether it concerned respectively only the

application of the law regardless of its content or whether it concerned the content of
the law as in a requirement of a just distribution of benefits and burdens or some

form of social justice.57 Flowing from this basic distinction, there are two other
characteristics that have been associated with substantive equality. One is the

significance of difference in that different situations should be treated differently,

implying that different treatment may involve some form of positive measures

designed to promote equality and benefit underprivileged groups. Substantive

equality is considered to allow such different treatment that, hence, is not to be
considered discriminatory. Secondly, the literature has linked positive obligations
to the concept of substantive equality, i.e. the state may positively be required to

prevent or protect against discrimination.59

Recent legal literature in the field of equality rights bears witness to a proliferation of
concern with the distinction between formal and substantive equality. It seems that

57 See Vierdag, pp. 16-18, Torkel Opsahl: Equality in Human Rights Law With Particular Reference
to Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, in M. Nowak, D. Steurer and
H. Tretter (eds.): Fortschritt im Bewu2tsein der Grund- und Menschenrechte, Festschrift fur Felix

Ermacora, Kehl am Rhein: N.P. Engel, 1988, p. 51, at p. 53 and Manfred Nowak: UN Covenant on

Civil and Political Rights - CCPR Commentary, Kehl am Rhein: N.P. Engel, 1993, pp. 466-469.

Typically the formal component of equality is considered entailed in the term "equality before the
law" while the substantive component is considered entailed in a variety of other terms such as

"equality in law" (Vierdag, p. 17), "equal protection of the law" and "non-discrimination" (Opsahl, p.
53 and Nowak, p. 469).
58
Vierdag, p. 18, McKean, pp. 6-7 and Dijk and Hoof, p. 719 make this point particularly clearly.

59
Nowak, pp. 468-469. Nowak clearly links such positive obligations to the substantive component

ofArticle 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, UNTS 171.
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despite elaborate legal provisions on equality, disadvantage and discrimination
persist in fact. This has been attributed to the fact that prescriptions of equality that
may embody the formal and substantive components alike seem commonly to shrink
into their formal element when it comes to legal practice.60 This has prompted
critical legal scholarship that canvasses a more substantive approach to equality,
much of this scholarship being from a feminist perspective and, thus, focusing on

gender equality.61 But what do the concepts of formal and substantive equality
connote? Given the indeterminacy of the term equality, the terms substantive or

formal equality seem permeated with at least the same indeterminacies. As pointed
out by Louise Mulder the term substantive equality escapes clear cut definition over

and above it implying a right to: "...better material conditions and social

opportunities for those who have fallen behind.". Without pretending to propose a

"grand theory" on substantive equality, an explanation of the principal elements

pertaining to the concept can be elaborated on to some extent.

Legal practice reflects the theoretically elaborated concerns associated with the
zro

concept of substantive equality. The (feminist) theoretical probing into the nature,

limitations and potential of prescriptions of equality has indeed provided valuable

insights and has in fact informed developments in legal practice. An example of this
is the development of European Community gender equality law after the Kalanke

judgment and the criticism thereof.64 A policy that gave priority to women applying
for promotion provided that women were under-represented in the relevant grade was

60 See Klaartje Wentholt: Formal and Substantive Equal Treatment: the Limitations and the Potential

of the Legal Concept of Equality, in Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination

Law: Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 53, at p. 54 and
Titia Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, in (1994) 12:3 Netherlands Quarterly of
Human Rights, p. 253 at p. 254. See also Catherine MacKinnon: Towards a Feminist Theory of the
State, Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1989, p. 229.
61 See for example Sandra Fredman: European Community Discrimination Law: A Critique, in

(1992) 21:2 Industrial Law Journal, p. 119 and Lacey, p. 411.
62
Mulder, p. 66.

6j See for example the analysis and conclusions of Wentholt, pp. 62-64.
64 Case C-450/93 Kalanke v. Freie Hansestadt Bremen (1995) E.C.R. 1-3051.
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found discriminatory against men on the grounds of sex. The arguments of the

European Court of Justice centred on the view that absolute and unconditional
priority to women went beyond the equality ofopportunity envisaged in Article 2(4)
of The Equal Treatment Directive63 and onto promoting the equality of results which
was considered to be outside the scope of allowed affirmative action programs and

only to be arrived at indirectly by providing equality of opportunity. Summarising
the critique of the judgment, it can be said that it was primarily criticised for being
formal and failing to take into account the structurally different social situation
between women and men in the labour market.66 Following the criticism the

European Court of Justice modified its stance considerably, cf the Marschall case
where the Court, albeit in a qualified manner, approved of affirmative action.67

The theoretical insights as to the juxtaposition of formal and substantive aspects of

gender equality elaborated on in feminist legal theory can have a general relevance as

regards open-ended prescriptions of equality. This general relevance has been
confirmed both in theory and practice. A practical example is the jurisprudence of
the Supreme Court of Canada in the landmark judgment of Andrews v. Law Society

68
ofBritish Columbia concerning discrimination between citizens and non-citizens as

regards the practice of law in British Columbia. The approach taken by the Court

65 Directive 76/207 of February 9, 1976, (1976) O.J. L39/40.
66 See for example: Sandra Fredman: Reversing Discrimination, (1997) 113 Law Quarterly Review,

p. 575, S. Prechal: Case Law A. Court of Justice, (1996) 33 Common Market Law Review, p. 1245
and E. Szyszczak: Positive Action after Kalanke, (1996) 59:6 The Modern Law Review, p. 877. The
issues raised by this criticism will be revisited in Chapters 2.2.1. - 2.2.3. infra.
67 Case C-409/95 Helmut Marschall v. Land Nordrhein-Westfalen (1997) E.C.R. 1-6363. The

judgment has been argued as amounting: "...in reality to a blunt overruling of Kalanke.", cf. Pedro
Cabral: A Step Closer to Substantive Equality, in (1998) 23 European Law Review, p. 481, at p. 485,
see also Helen Fenwick: From Formal to Substantive Equality: the Place of Affirmative Action in

European Union Sex Equality Law, in (1998) 4:4 European Public Law, p. 507. The Kalanke

judgment also prompted a response at the legislative plane. Following the judgment The European
Commission drafted a Directive amending the relevant provisions of the Equal Treatment Directive,

cf. Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 76/207/EEC..., COM (96) 93 final. These

amendments, however, never took place.
68 Andrews v. Law Society of British Columbia (1989) 1 S.C.R. 143.
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was to analyse cases in contextual terms relating to the historical or social

disadvantage that certain groups in society have suffered.69 This approach of the
Court has been described as being based on the "subordination" or "disadvantage"
model of equality elaborated in feminist legal theory.70 In the present study the
theoretically elaborated concerns regarding formal and substantive equality will be
taken to have a general relevance, mutatis mutandis.

2.2. Substantive equality in theory

In arguing for a wholly new approach to equality issues in human rights law, Cliona
J.M. Kimber has elaborated three different models of equality to contrast with her

preferred alternative of a principle of self-determination.71 As it is, in fact,

legislative provisions on equality and not self-determination this study addresses it
will not dwell on Kimber's arguments as to her self-determination model. Rather, it

69 See Beatrice Vizkelety: Adverse Effect Discrimination in Canada: Crossing the Rubicon from
Formal to Substantive Equality, in Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination
Law: Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 223 and Carl F.

Stychin: Essential Rights and Contested Identities: Sexual Orientation and Equality Rights

Jurisprudence in Canada, in Conor Gearty and Adam Tomkins (eds.): Understanding Human Rights,
London: Mansell Publishing, 1996, p. 218.
70 Cliona J.M. Kimber: Equality or Self-determination, in Conor Gearty and Adam Tomkins (eds.):

Understanding Human Rights, London: Mansell Publishing, 1996, p. 266, attributing the clearest

origins of the approach to Catharine MacKinnon's: Towards a Feminist Theory of the State,

Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1989.
71
Kimber, ibid. As Kimber's analysis straddles well-known and heavily theorised issues of equality

in law a similar classification into models of sameness/difference equality and elaboration of possible
alternatives can be found in many other works. See for example: MacKinnon: Towards a Feminist

Theory of the State, Chapter 12 (sameness/difference/domination), Deborah Rhode: The Politics of

Paradigm: Gender Difference and Gender Disadvantage, in Gisela Bock and Susan James (eds.):

Beyond Equality and Difference: Citizenship, Feminist Politics and Female Subjectivity, London:

Routledge, 1992, p. 149 (sameness/difference/disadvantage), Christine A. Littleton: Reconstructing
Sexual Equality, in (1987) 75 California Law Review, p. 1279 (sameness/difference/acceptance) and
Joan C. Williams: Deconstructing Gender, in Patricia Smith (ed.): Feminist Jurisprudence, New
York: Oxford University Press, 1993, pp. 531. (sameness/difference/deinstitutionalisation). Kimber
moves on from these issues to suggest a wholly different approach, that of self-determination.
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is the illuminating elaboration of the three equality models that is of interest in the
present context. Kimber's discussion encapsulates the essence of each of the three
equality models which all have a clear relevance for the present study. First, the
three models seem to distil certain developments in the mainly feminist legal theory,
which has prompted their elaboration.72 Second, Kimber's elaboration takes the
models and the related concerns out of a narrow feminist and gender-oriented context

and exhibits how they relate to equality issues in other respects, mutatis mutandis.

Third, as pointed out by Kimber, the three models have approximate correlatives
from equality law and jurisprudence. Finally, the three equality models can be

applied as explicatory instruments as to the difference between formal and
substantive equality.

2.2.1. The formal approach

2.2.1.1. Characteristics

The first model is that which Kimber calls "strict identical treatment" which she also

terms the sameness or the formal approach. Sometimes this approach is also referred
7T • •

to as symmetrical. This approach is built upon the equality maxim that equals
should be treated equally and unequals unequally, but focuses on rendering certain

distinctions, such as those based on gender, race, religion, etc. completely
irrelevant.74 Rendering these characteristics completely irrelevant leads to them
never constituting differences that may result in differential treatment.75 Thus, the
focus is on identical treatment irrespective of the possible unequal results flowing
from such identical treatment.76 This focus on identical treatment excludes indirect

72 Ibid.

73 Fredman: Reversing Discrimination, p. 576.
74
Kimber, p. 267, thus referring to this model as assimilationist.

75 Ibid. Hence, Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 257 argues that the formal

approach only concerns the first part of the Aristotelian equality maxim (equals should be treated

equally) but "forgets" the second part (unequals should be treated unequally).
76 See Tita Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, in
Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination Larw: Comparative Perspectives,
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discrimination and sometimes manifests itself as an emphasis on intentional or

express discrimination in discrimination analysis.77 The formal approach implies
symmetry in application in that unequal treatment that benefits underprivileged
groups is considered as pernicious as unequal treatment that benefits the already
privileged.78

The formal model has been attributed to liberalism and liberal feminism in line with

a liberal conception of the state.79 Its symmetry and focus on the same treatment is

directly related to its focus on individualism in that individual merit and fault are
instrumental in analysis and not the structural disadvantages pertaining to

membership in a certain group. Therefore, positive measures designed to promote
80

equality ("affirmative action") cannot be justified under the formal approach.

The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 195, at p. 198. An example would be the uncritical

application of a criterion that stipulated that all fire fighters must be at least 190 cm of height

irrespective of gender, thereby ensuring the identical treatment of men and women but resulting in

unequal outcomes as extremely few women would be able to meet the criteria.
77 Kimber does not discuss indirect discrimination and its place within her models at all. Indirect

discrimination concerns measures that are based on neutral criteria but have an adverse effect on

certain groups of people, cf. for example Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between
Containment and Revolution, p. 195. The link with intentional discrimination seems most developed
in American law, cf. Robert A. Sedler: The Role of "Intent" in Discrimination Analysis, in Titia
Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination Law: Comparative Perspectives, The

Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 91 and Michael Selmi: Indirect Discrimination: a

Perspective From the United States, in Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-
Discrimination Law: Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 213.
78 See e.g. Fredman: European Community Discrimination Law: A Critique, p. 128, labelling this the

assumption of neutrality.
79 See Stephanie Palmer: Critical Perspectives on Women's Rights: The European Convention on

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, in Anne Bottomley (ed.): Feminist Perspectives on The
Foundational Subjects ofLaw, London: Cavendish Publishing, 1996, p. 223, at p. 228, citing Wendy
Williams: The Equality Crisis: Some Reflections on Culture, Courts and Feminism, in (1982) 7:3
Women Rights Law Reporter, p. 175.
80 See Fredman: Reversing Discrimination, pp. 576-577 and Fredman: European Community
Discrimination Law: A Critique, pp. 132-133. Affirmative action such as priority hiring of women
from a group of equally qualified applicants cannot be justified as it confers benefits that are not

related to individual merit upon members of certain groups (women) and confers burdens that are not
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Correlative is emphasis on the passive role of the state in the formal model of
equality only requiring abstention from overt discrimination and therefore a negative

81
obligation of the state and no positive obligations.

2.2.1.2. The strengths ofthe approach

Kimber analyses the traits of this model and on the positive side finds that it is
simple, effective in combating overt discrimination and: "...fits well within the

• 82
political and legal frameworks of most Western democracies.". Kimber, however,
argues that the drawbacks of the formal model override its benefits.

2.2.1.3. The weaknesses ofthe approach

A. Normative indeterminacy

To begin with the formal model is normatively indeterminate in two respects, like the
classical Aristotelian equality maxim, cf. Chapter 1.3. supra. It is normatively
indeterminate in that it guarantees consistency of treatment but makes no demands

related to individual fault upon members of certain groups (men). See also the discussion of
individual regarding equality and group regarding equality in Donald W. Jackson: Affirmative Action
in Comparative Perspective: India and the United States, in Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues

(eds.): Non-Discrimination Law: Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law International,

1999, p. 249, at p. 249 with references.
81 Sandra Fredman argues that the formal approach rests inter alia upon the basic premise of neo-
liberal state neutrality postulating abstention from intervention in the free market. See Fredman:

Reversing Discrimination, p. 577.
82 Kimber, p. 268.
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on the content of that treatment.83 It is also normatively indeterminate in that it does
• • 84

not tell us who are equal and who are unequal for the purposes of its application.

B. Comparability

The formal model is also limited by its reliance on comparability. First, it requires a

suitable comparator before an issue can even be addressed as one of equality, leaving
aside from equality analysis issues where no obvious comparators exist. Kimber
mentions the cases of pregnancy, part-time work and disabilities as problem areas in
this respect.85 Second, the reliance on comparability mixed with the normative
indeterminacy of the formal model leads to the fact that members of underprivileged

groups can only claim the same treatment that privileged groups already have and
also only to the extent that the privileged groups enjoy it although the needs of the

underprivileged group may be completely different. Examples in this direction
mentioned by Kimber include pregnant women, disabilities and special needs in
education.86 Minority rights would also be a good example.87 Thus, the conditioning
of rights by having to show sameness with a comparator combined with normative

oo

indeterminacy entails that difference leads to exclusion.

8j Ibid (first weakness). See also Sandra Fredman: Less Equal than Others - Equality and Women's

Rights, in Conor Gearty and Adam Tomkins: Understanding Human Rights, London: Mansell

Publishing, 1996, p. 197, at p. 202 who argues that: "Equality demands consistent treatment between
men and women in similar circumstances, but it gives no guarantees in respect of substantive rights.".
84

Kimber, p. 268 (second weakness). She does not discuss this under the rubric of normative

emptiness.
85
Ibid, p. 269 (third weakness).

86 Ibid, p. 269 (fourth and fifth weaknesses). Kimber does no relate these problems to the normative

emptiness of the formal model but only to its reliance on comparability.
87 See for example Bill Bowring: Multicultural Citizenship: A More Viable Framework for Minority

Rights, in Deirdre Fottrell and Bill Bowring (eds.): Minority and Group Rights in the New

Millennium, The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1999, p. 1 at p. 19 with references.
88 If the appropriate comparator or already existing treatment cannot be found, the formal approach
entails that the situation of the socially and economically disadvantaged does not even qualify as an

issue of legal equality. Hence, difference leads to exclusion. See Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as

a Human Right, p. 254.
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C. Uncritical of structural disadvantage

Finally, the formal model uncritically accepts prevailing social and political
structures. Comparability per se calls for this as it makes the prevailing group in
society: "...the measure of all things".89 Thus, the formal model of equality does
not address in any way the question of how existing social structures perpetuate

situations of privilege and deprivation and how the standards of the dominant groups
in society dictate the treatment accorded to people belonging to other groups.90

2.2.2. The substantive "difference" approach

2.2.2.1. Characteristics

The second model of equality is that which Kimber calls "identical treatment

combined with special treatment". It is also commonly referred to as the difference
model.91 It has been described as being substantive and asymmetrical92 or as only

QT • . • • « •

having substantive elements. This model builds on the Aristotelian equality maxim

89 In the context of framing questions of gender equality in terms of sameness or difference

MacKinnon, p. 220 coined the powerful phrase that it concealed: "...the substantive way in which
man has become the measure of all things.". This, she argued, provides: "...ways for the law to hold
women to a male standard and to call that sex equality.", ibid, p. 221. See also Lacey, p. 417.

Kimber, p. 269 translates this into any dominant group in society, but discusses it simply as a question
of comparability (third weakness), missing the important point that such comparisons perpetuate the

prevailing dominance of the group of comparison.
90 Kimber, pp. 269-270 (sixth weakness). See also Wentholt, p. 57.
91 Wentholt, p. 58 argues that: "...the substantive approach to equality requires differences to be taken
into account...".

92 Fredman: Reversing Discrimination, pp. 577-579 and Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human

Right, pp. 268-269. Many authors do not categorise the second and third models of equality into

qualified substantive or fully substantive approaches, cf. Chapter 2.3.1. infra.
93 M. Thornton: Feminist Jurisprudence: Illusion or Reality, in (1986) 3:5 Journal of Law and

Society, p. 13, cited by Kimber, pp. 271-272.
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as well as the formal model but accommodates more clearly for differences.94 Under

the purely formal approach, difference leads to exclusion either by simply lacking an

appropriate comparator or by the fact that formal equality claims no normative
content for the treatment accorded to different situations.95 Under the difference

model, however, it is recognised that some differences must be acted upon in order to
achieve substantive equality. What is acknowledged here is that the difference

approach requires differences to be dealt with appropriately.96 Kimber associates
this model with differences that are "immutable and unchangeable" and classical

examples of special treatment required by the difference model of equality include

pregnancy and maternity leave, minority languages in education and various
situations of positive measures accommodating for disabilities.97 This way the
difference model imports a normative element into the equality maxim as regards the

question of which treatment is required by difference. And the normative content

dictates that the treatment required is one that leads to substantive equality, i.e.
no

moves matters closer to equality of results. A focus on equality of results opens the

possibility for challenging indirect discrimination in that different results as between

groups, irrespective of intent, call for equality analysis and objective justification.99
An important characteristic of the difference model is that situations of

accommodating differences are generally dealt with as exceptions from identical
treatment.100

94 Kimber, p. 270.
95 In this latter situation equality analysis ends with the finding that cases are different as the different
treatment complained about is, then, justified, whatever its content. See e.g. Loenen: Rethinking Sex

Equality as a Human Right, p. 257.
96 Kimber, p. 270, Wentholt, pp. 55-58.
97
Kimber, p. 270.

98 Ibid, pp. 270-271. Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 258 argues that a

substantive approach to equality is result-oriented and that this way: "...difference calls for

accommodation and thus inclusion, instead of exclusion.".
99
Loenen, Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, pp. 199-201.

100
Kimber, p. 271, Wentholt, p. 57.
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In the context of gender equality, the roots of the difference approach have been
identified as lying in cultural feminism and its focus on the differences between men

and women and on women's distinctive values and needs.101 More generally

speaking, the difference approach acknowledges the need to respond to the effects of
discrimination on certain groups of people that continue to exist despite formal

equality. While arguably not rejecting the individualistic ideal where group

membership plays no role at all: "...the ideal should not be confused with present

reality, in which status ascriptions play a central role in determining an individual's

opportunities.".102 Hence, the difference approach rejects the strict individualism of
the formal approach and allows the justification of positive measures designed to

promote equality ("affirmative action"). Correlative here is the view that a non-

interventionist state with purely negative obligations only functions to perpetuate a

status quo in unequal situations and thus is not enough to ensure equality.103 The
difference approach, thus, is more in line with the historical development of human

rights from a simple focus on protection from state absolutism to its combination
with a positive role for the state in implementing and ensuring human rights, now
entrenched in important treaty law.104 The positive obligations incumbent upon

states under the difference approach may range from simple actions to prevent

discrimination to positive measures to promote equality ("affirmative action"

programs).105

101 Palmer, p. 229.
102 Fredman: Reversing Discrimination, p. 578.
103 Ibid, pp. 578-579.
104 See Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, UNTS 171, and Article 1
of the European Convention. The historical development of human rights has been described as an

evolution from negative obligation libertarian "freedom from" rights, to positive obligation "rights to"
certain conditions and onto third-generation collective rights. The thesis of three generations was first

developed by Karel Vasak. See Karel Vasak: A 30-year Struggle: The Sustained Efforts to Give
Force of Law to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Unesco Courier, November 1977, p. 29.
See also Scott Davidson: Human Rights, Buckingham: Open University Press, 1993, pp. 6-7.
105 Kimber, pp. 270-271. See generally Chapter 5.1.3.1. and 5.1.3.4. infra, elaborating on different
levels of positive obligations ranging from simple preventive measures to positive measures.
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2.2.2.2. The strengths ofthe approach

Kimber mentions that one of the laudable aspects of the difference models is that it

escapes the first dilemma associated with comparability mixed with normative

indeterminacy under the formal model in that it does not require an appropriate

comparator to be identified.106 It seems clear that the difference model also escapes

the other dilemma of limiting claims to the treatment already accorded to a group of

comparison. Its normative import entails that the treatment it is possible to claim
under the difference model is not limited to such treatment already accorded to

others. Another benefit of the difference approach mentioned by Kimber is that it
allows special positive measures ("affirmative action") to be justified.107 There is
also a strong link between the concept of substantive equality and positive

obligations of states, ranging all the way from an obligation to remedy simple
lacunae in the legislative protection from direct discrimination to enacting positive

108 • •

measures to promote equality. This entails that not only does this model of

equality allow positive measures as non-discriminatory; it may possibly in certain
circumstances require the state to enact or apply such positive measures. An

additional benefit mentioned by Kimber is that the difference model targets special

problems of equality and thus aims at equality of results in those areas. Finally she
mentions that the model acknowledges diversity in the sense that it actively requires
the accommodation for differences.109 There remain, however, a handful of

disadvantages under the difference approach.

2.2.2.3. The weaknesses ofthe approach

A. Normative indeterminacy and ambiguity

106
Ibid, p. 271.

107 Ibid.

108 See generally Mulder, pp. 66-71.
109

Kimber, p. 271.
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On the one hand the difference approach is still normatively indeterminate as to the

question of which differences should justify or require special treatment.110 One
acknowledged issue in this respect is whether only biological or immutable
differences count or whether any and all differences may count.111 On the other
hand, while there is a normative import into the treatment aspect of the difference
model it is still somewhat ambiguous as to the content of the treatment in question.
Since difference can be construed as a meaningful basis for beneficial special
treatment in some respects, it can also be construed as a meaningful basis for

112
invidious special treatment in other respects.

B. Uncritical of structural disadvantage

Framing equality analysis in terms of a comparative concept like difference
maintains the approach that the prevailing groups in society become the standard of
measure and thus it can perpetuate situations of privilege and deprivation in society
like the formal approach, cf Chapter 2.2.1.3. C supra. Therefore, in its simple form
it is sometimes only considered to achieve a qualified substance.113 A related

critique is that special treatment can function as stigmatising for the groups that
receive it and, thus, come to perpetuate the status quo in unequal situations.114
Finally the difference approach can be criticised for its potential for the perpetuation

110 Ibid, (first weakness).
111 Ibid. See also Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 256.
112

Kimber, p. 272 (fourth and sixth weaknesses). Kimber does not relate this weakness to normative

ambiguity but mentions two separate examples. One is protective legislation that may end up

excluding women from certain jobs and the other is the notorious example from United States equality

jurisprudence in the Sears case where the argument that women generally preferred the lower-paid,
more secure and stress-free sales jobs was found to justify the under-representation of women in the

higher-paid commission sales jobs. See EEOC v. Sears, Roebuck and Co., 628 F Supp, 1264 (1986).
See also Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 256.
113 Kimber, p. 271-272 (second weakness), citing Thornton, p. 13.
114 Ibid, p. 272 (third weakness), noting that this has lead to doubts as to whether affirmative action

programs are in fact beneficial. See also Fredman: Reversing Discrimination, p. 598 and MacKinnon,

p. 225.
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of stereotypical views of groups that are "different", which in turn can entrench
disadvantage.11"

2.2.3. The substantive "disadvantage" approach

2.2.3.1. Characteristics

This approach is the most recent on the scene both in theory and practice.116 Kimber
refers to this approach as "the subordination principle" and it encompasses the
contextual approach to equality advocated in equality models that focus on the

117
asymmetrical structures ofpower, dominance and disadvantage at work in society.
The model analyses whether the measure under scrutiny: "...operates to increase or

•t i 118*decrease the conditions of disadvantage of a disadvantaged group.". This model
of equality is considered to aim clearly at equality of results through requiring the
eradication of practices and policies that increase disadvantage and requiring: "...the

changing of social and political structures.".119 Wide-reaching outlawing of indirect
discrimination can be considered as belonging to this model as indirect

115
Kimber, p. 272. See also Fredman: European Community Discrimination Law: A Critique, pp.

126-127. Fredman mentions the example of the Hoffman case decided by the ECJ, cf. Case 184/83
Ulrich Hofmann v. Barmer Ersatzkasse (1984) E.C.R. 3047, where it was not considered

discriminatory that a father was denied state funded benefits available to mothers as maternity leave
with reference to the special relationship between the mother and child after birth. She points out that
the judgment has connotations to the effect that child-caring responsibilities of women are somehow

natural or immutable over and above the strictly biological role of women in childbirth. Also the fact

that parental leave is made financially viable for women only encourages women, and not men, to

pause their carriers on account of childbirth. Thus, this: "...perpetuates both stereotypes and

disadvantage.". This type of criticism coincides with criticism of cultural feminism more generally,

cf. Palmer, p. 229.
116

Kimber, p. 273. See also footnote 71 supra.
117 Ibid. See also Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, pp. 268-269.
118 Kimber, p. 273.
119 Ibid.
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discrimination is commonly referred to as potentially revolutionary in challenging
120

structural disadvantage.

This approach has been elaborated as a response to the weaknesses of framing
questions of equality in terms of the comparative concepts of sameness or difference
and the weaknesses of the sameness and difference approaches, as discussed in

Chapters 2.2.1.3. and 2.2.2.3. supra. It has been developed in the feminist

scholarship proceeding to move forward from the focus on sameness or difference
* 121 •

per se onto the structural or systemic consequences of gender. As such it can be
• • • 122 •

lumped together under the heading of social constructionist feminism. In a wider
context than that of gender and feminism it can be argued that theories of social
construction generally form the backbone to the disadvantage approach. In fact,
social construction theory seems tailor-made to fit this kind of substantive equality

analysis. As elaborated by Ian Hacking: "Social construction work is critical of the
19T

status quo.". It raises awareness that: "...the existence or character of X is not

determined by the nature of things. X is not inevitable. X was brought into
existence or shaped by social events, forces, history, all of which could have been

120 Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 195.
Loenen argues that the question whether indirect discrimination is revolutionary in effect lies in the

approach of the Courts to its analysis as to the stringency of justification needed for indirect
discrimination and the stringency of requirements for proving the disparate impact of the measure in

question, cf. p. 211. See also Ina Sjerps: Effects and justifications - Or How to Establish a Prima

Facie Case of Indirect Sex Discrimination, in Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-
Discrimination Law: Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 237,
at p. 237.
121

Palmer, p. 330.
122 The social construction of gender has been described as a theoretical perspective: "...which
informs a feminist understanding of the systemic aspects of the position of women in society and also

integrates empirical research to demonstrate this reality in women's and men's lives.", Judith Lorber

and Susan A. Farrell (eds.): The Social Construction of Gender, Newbury Park CA: Sage
Publications, 1991, Introduction p. 1.
I2j Ian Hacking: The Social Construction of What?, Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1999,

p. 6.
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different.".124 "X" in the context of equality analysis could be both a certain trait
attributed to certain people or the social fact of discrimination or disadvantage.
Social construction theory thus rejects essentialism, the claim that certain traits are

• 1 9 S
"natural" or "immutable", and focuses attention on them being social constructs as

well as critically focusing attention on the systemic patterns of power, dominance
and disadvantage in society. More generally, the disadvantage approach clearly

rejects the focus on individualism and the laissez-faire state inherent in the formal

approach. This is a similar take to that of the difference approach, but the
disadvantage approach seems to take this rejection to its fullest capacity. The
clearest indication is that the disadvantage approach does not consider special
treatment as exceptions from the main rule of identical treatment but as simply

• • 196
sometimes required to eliminate discriminatory social and political structures.

2.2.3.2. The strengths of the approach

The strengths of this approach seem clear as compared with the weaknesses of the
other two approaches. To begin with it has a clearer normative content as to the

treatment due, i.e. that of the equality of results through: "...ameliorating conditions
of disadvantage, and ending relationships of hierarchy and dominance.".127
Secondly, it has been argued that it does away with the problems connected with the

focus on comparability and analysis in terms of sameness and difference.
Classification in terms of sameness and difference is simply not part of the analysis

1 98
the disadvantage approach calls for. Finally, this approach is more critical of
structural disadvantage by being critical of the status quo of existing social and

124
Ibid, pp. 6-7. Hacking goes on to argue that social construction theory often moves on to argue

that the X in question is bad and that it should be eliminated or transformed. In the context of non¬

discrimination law, X being a certain type of discrimination, that part is explicitly declared by
normative legal prescriptions.
125

Ibid, p. 20. Hence, the rather obvious juxtaposition of cultural feminism and social constructionist

feminism.

126 Kimber, p. 273.
127 Ibid, pp. 274-275 (second and third strengths).
128

Ibid, p. 274 (first strength).
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political structures. Correspondingly it enables all sorts of issues connected to
129

structural disadvantage to be addressed as equality issues.

2.2.3.3. The weaknesses ofthe approach

A. Remaining problems

While having normative content as to the treatment aspect the disadvantage approach
is still normatively indeterminate in terms of identifying the groups that are

i in

disadvantaged and therefore entitled to the treatment prescribed. It has been

pointed out that categorising into disadvantaged groups raises similar problems to

categorising into different groups. Both in fact construe a deviation from a
ill

prevailing norm that: ".. .remains invisible and unproblematic.".

B. The role of the Courts

Another weakness is related to the competence of the courts in determining which

groups are disadvantaged. The contextual analysis called for here is of a different
nature from that the courts traditionally encounter; it is rather a: "...sociological

analysis of the society in question, an individual's place in that society and the

political and sociological effect of law in its broadest sense.".132 In addition, the

courts' analysis of these issues may be very different from that of the parties
1 • •

concerned. This last issue goes right back to the courts themselves being social

constructs, prone perhaps to maintaining the view of the prevailing group in society

129
Ibid, p. 275 (fourth and fifth strengths).

130
Ibid, p. 275 (second weakness). The example Kimber mentions are white middle-class women, are

they disadvantaged under present day conditions?
131

Stychin, pp. 221-223 discussing the categorical thinking of the Canadian disadvantage approach
under which discrimination comes under scrutiny if based on explicitly enumerated grounds or

grounds analogous thereto on basis of historical or social disadvantage.
132

Kimber, p. 273. See also p. 275 (third weakness).
133 Ibid, p. 275 (fourth weakness).
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as "the measure of all things" rather then being an effective vehicle for change of
social and political structures.

C. Distance from doctrinal roots

Perhaps most disturbingly for the disadvantage model, Kimber argues that it actually:
"...is almost unrecognisable as equality. The doctrinal basis of the subordination
model gains nothing from its adherence to the equality principle...".134

2.3. Substantive equality in legal practice

2.3.1. A sliding scale

Cliona Kimber, to be sure, does not argue that her three equality models actually
exist anywhere in their pure form. Instead she refers to their "parameters" and to

• 1TS •

legislation that may conform "very nearly" to the models. This is a point worth

emphasising. Rather than constituting distinct and mutually exclusive categories, the
three models constitute snapshots of positions on a sliding scale from the more

formal approaches to equality to the more substantive approaches. Under the most

formal approach a legal prescription of equality is completely toothless. But for the

most critical of critical scholars nothing short of a social revolution seems sufficient.

It may well be that the law approaches reality in a categorised manner and that the
courts themselves are a social construct but theorising criticism of that seems to have
more to do with a problem with the law as a tool for social revolution than a problem
with a particular model of equality in law. Most jurisdictions will find themselves
somewhere in the middle, and perhaps at different locations on the scale depending
on context. Some jurisdictions may currently be at pains to locate themselves on the

lj4
Ibid, p. 275. This is why she proceeds to propose a principle of self-determination.

135 Ibid, p. 266.
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formal-substantive scale.136 In fact, a search for balance may well be a perpetual

condition of equality law.

Many scholars do not distinguish between the two substantive models and proceed
on the presumption that the difference model is truly substantive, often indeed by
incorporating some form of the contextual analysis associated with the disadvantage
model into the difference model. Titia Loenen for example clearly places herself
within the difference camp while arguing for an asymmetrical and contextual

equality analysis by the courts, i.e. a stricter scrutiny of discrimination affecting
1 ^7

"sensitive" groups confronted with structural disadvantage. In arguing for her

approach Loenen exhibits sensitivity to the role of the courts in a democratic society
often missing from the more critical and deeply theoretical debates.

2.3.2. Back to values, then onwards to the strictness of review

In varying degrees all three equality models exhibit some form of normative

indeterminacy or ambiguity. Normative indeterminacy dominates the formal model
and from there it is an uphill climb along the scale towards a clearer normative
directive in the substantive models. In all models, however, normative

indeterminacy as to the construction of sameness/difference/disadvantage is a

problem as well as varying degrees of ambiguity as to the treatment prescribed. As

correctly pointed out by Louise Mulder: "As in the case of the notion of formal

equality, the legal purport of substantive equality rests ultimately upon value

judgments which cannot be expressed in one universally applicable formula.".138

136 This may be the case for EC law as well as American law. See Fredman: Reversing
Discrimination. She argues that the EC approach argues from both the formal and substantive camps

on the issue of positive action, pp. 585-587 and similarly as to the struggle over affirmative action in
the Supreme Court of the United States of America, cf. pp. 590-596.
137 Titia Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, pp. 268-269. Similarly see Wentholt, p.
59.

138
Mulder, p. 66.
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In open-ended prescriptions of equality such as Article 14 or Article 1 of Protocol 12
to the Convention, these value judgments and this normative import into the legal

prescription take place through court practice.139 It is through application that it
becomes apparent whether the formal or the substantive models are at work. To be
sure, awareness of the theoretical probing into the function and nature of equality
reflected in the scale from formal to substantive equality informs the choices made in

application, as evidenced in the examples of the sex equality law of the European

Community and Canadian equality law mentioned in Chapter 2.1. supra. It is, thus,

primarily through the case law of the implementing organs that a study such as the
present can analyse the degree to which an open-ended prescription of equality has
substantive elements. It is how the implementing organs analyse the individual case
that becomes instrumental. As pointed out by Titia Loenen in discussing how
indirect discrimination can oscillate between containment and revolution the

important factor is: "...the strictness of the review involved.".140

The review of discrimination is undertaken through analysis in two principal steps.
The first step in analysis must establish the existence and basis of differentiation.

Following that the question arises whether the differentiation is justified and the

objective and reasonable justification test decides where the line between banned
discrimination and permitted or even desirable differentiations lies.141 Strictness or

leniency in the review, placing respectively maximal or only minimal burdens on the
establishment of difference of treatment and the justification for differentiation,

implies whether the approach is formal or substantive. Thus, the strictness of review
becomes absolutely instrumental in positioning a case on the sliding scale from
formal to substantive equality.

Ij9
Bossuyt, p. 231 argues that discrimination collapses into individual cases that the Courts must

decide. See generally Chapter 1.3.4. supra.
140 Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 206.
141 On the analytical approach under Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12 to the Convention, see

Chapters 3.2.3. and 3.3.2. infra. Generally see Irene P. Asscher-Vonk: Towards One Concept of

Objective Justification?, in Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination Law:

Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 39, at p. 39.
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2.4. An integrated approach to substantive equality

From the discussion of substantive equality in theory and practice, supra, the

principal elements pertaining to substantive equality can be discerned.

The development of the concept of substantive equality is based on three principal

theoretically elaborated concerns. First, it is based on a normative import into the

concept of equality that exhibits some form of a concern for social justice in the form
of equal outcomes. Second, it is based on a concern for equality in terms of social

groups as opposed to individuals and is, thus, relatively indifferent to individual
intention to discriminate. Finally, it draws on a contextual analysis of difference or

disadvantage accompanied by a critical reflection of the asymmetrical social
relations of groups.

These concerns inform the level and kind of scrutiny attached to the review of
discrimination cases in practice. A shorthand definitional phrase for the kind of

scrutiny required by a substantive approach is a purposeful and contextual scrutiny.
Such scrutiny is conscious of the social realities of structural patterns of

disadvantage. It is strict on stereotypes, bigoted and paternalistic differentiations
while being lenient, or even openly inviting, on differentiations that function to

alleviate the burdens of the disadvantaged.

The strictness of scrutiny reaches through the whole sphere of discrimination

analysis to become instrumental in deciding whether formal or substantive

approaches to equality are at play. A purposeful and contextual approach to non¬

discrimination is strict on direct forms of discrimination and has allowed the

development of the legal definitional phenomena of indirect discrimination, positive
measures and positive obligations of states under general non-discrimination

provisions.

A study positioning a particular jurisdiction on the scale from formal to substantive

equality greatly contributes to our understanding of its potentials and limitations.
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The present study will in Chapter 5 turn to elaborating on the three levels and various
factors affecting strictness of review under the non-discrimination provisions of the
Convention. In Chapter 7, Conclusions, the position of the non-discrimination

provisions of the Convention on the formal-substantive scale of equality will be

extrapolated from the characteristics of these influencing factors.



3. PROTECTION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION UNDER THE EUROPEAN
CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

3.1. Introduction

The present part of the study will focus on the general parameters of Article 14 of the
Convention and Article 1 of the new Protocol 12 to the Convention, which was

opened for signature in November 2000 and will enter into force three months after
10 member states have ratified it, cf. its Article 5. In Chapter 3.2. the structure,

scope and basic parameters of the provisions, as well as their interrelationship will be
discussed. This part of the study will primarily be based on the analytical approach

explicitly set out by the Court when dealing with cases under Article 14, the

Explanatory report to Article 1 of Protocol 12, as well as the traditional literature on

these issues. Only a few critical comments will be added. The purpose is to provide
a relatively clear picture of the traditional approach of theory and practice to the non¬

discrimination provisions of the Convention. Then, in Chapter 3.3., the analytical

approach developed by the Court to deal with discrimination issues and the
traditional literary approach to it will be discussed in more detail and critically
evaluated. Chapter 3.3. concludes that the traditional approach is ineffective for

explaining the existing case law of the Court and not viable as the approach for

dealing with the emerging new possibilities in the Convention's protection against
discrimination. This conclusion forms the basis to the new approach to the
Convention's protection against discrimination suggested in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.2. The non-discrimination provisions of the European Convention on

Human Rights - Article 14 andArticle 1 of Protocol 12.

3.2.1. Structure

The structure of a non-discrimination clause may have significant consequences as to

its interpretation and application. There are two distinguishing structures for
discrimination clauses, an open model and a closed model. Open model
discrimination clauses do not limit the potential range of the clause in two significant
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ways; they do not limit the possible grounds of discrimination and they do not define
in any way what may constitute discrimination. In contrast, closed models limit the
possible grounds of discrimination and endeavour to elaborate on what may

constitute an objective justification for certain situations.142

Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights has been considered the

epitome of an open-model non-discrimination clause.143 Article 1 of Protocol 12 to
the Convention follows the structure of Article 14 in this regard.144 The analytical

approach to Article 14 has, therefore, been developed solely through the Court's case

law and Article 1 of Protocol 12 follows the already established approach of the
Court.145

The first issue of importance is that the open-model formulation in Article 14 entails
that the provision itself does not elaborate on the test for drawing the line between

illegal discrimination and justified differentiations and does not limit in any way the

possible justifications for differentiation. All types of justifications are therefore
allowed under the objective and reasonable justification test developed in the case

law and followed by Article 1 of Protocol 12.

The second issue of significance concerns the list of discrimination grounds, or in
other words the list of badges of differentiation, banned under the provisions. In this

regard, it is clear that Article 14 does not attempt to stipulate an exhaustive list as it

142
Heringa, p. 27.

143
Ibid, p. 28 and Bayefsky, p. 5 referring to the non-exhaustive list of discrimination grounds only.

Article 14 stipulates: "The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be
secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, religion, political or other

opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.".
144 Article 1 of Protocol 12 stipulates: "DThe enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured

without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other

opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.

□No one shall be discriminated against by any public authority on any ground such as those

mentioned in paragraph 1
145

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, paras. 18-20.
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bans discrimination "on any ground", proceeds to mention certain types of
discrimination grounds by way of example and ends with the mention of "other
status" as a possible badge of differentiation. The enumeration of discrimination
grounds in Article 1 of Protocol 12 is identical to that in Article 14. The lists of both

provisions mention the following badges of differentiation: sex, race, colour,

language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association
with a national minority, property, birth or other status. While it was acknowledged
that new discrimination grounds such as disability, sexual orientation and age have
become more important since Article 14 was drafted, the Explanatory report to

Protocol 12 states that it was not considered necessary to add further grounds to the
list. This was supported by the arguments that the list is non-exhaustive and that the
Court has already applied Article 14 to grounds of discrimination not explicitly
enumerated on the list. The inclusion of new discrimination grounds was considered
able to: "...give rise to unwarranted a contrario interpretations as regards
discrimination based on grounds not so included.".146 A fear of exclusion of
discrimination grounds other than those mentioned or interpretations implying a

hierarchy in relation to discrimination grounds seems to form the basis to this

approach. The argument forwarded for it, however, seems to be rhetorical.

Regardless of the number of enumerated grounds, the fact that the list is non-

exhaustive should suffice to prevent a contrario interpretations leading to the
exclusion of certain discrimination grounds. It is hard to see why the addition of new
discrimination grounds into a clearly non-exhaustive list would at present lead to

such interpretations as it did not following the adoption of Article 14. As regards a

possible hierarchy between discrimination grounds, such a hierarchy in a sense

already exists in the case law of the Court. As will be discussed in more detail in

Chapter 5.2. infra, the intensity of scrutiny in Article 14 cases varies in relation to the

different discrimination grounds and it is to be expected that the same methods will

146
Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 20. The Parliamentary Assembly had called for the

inclusion of sexual orientation on the list of grounds as it believed that the enumeration of grounds
was meant to list particularly odious forms of discrimination, cf. Draft Protocol No. 12 to the

European Convention on Human Rights, Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly, Opinion No.
216 (2000), para. 6.
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be applied in the adjudication of Article 1 of Protocol 12. This, indeed, is an

approach that has been hailed as in the spirit of a substantive approach to equality or
non-discrimination.147 A clear mention of additional discrimination grounds in

Protocol 12 could have indicated a common ground between the contracting states

that they were of particular relevance or considered particularly serious. That, in turn,

could have had the influence that such discrimination grounds were subject to stricter

scrutiny. In effect, Protocol 12 leaves it up to the Court to develop the protection of
the various discrimination grounds. The Court can already and will continue to be
able to add weight to discrimination grounds that are not explicitly included on the

148
list of grounds in Article 14. While the approach of the Protocol does not exclude

continuing developments of that kind, the addition of discrimination grounds could

certainly have accelerated them.

Regardless of the influence the list of badges of differentiation could have on the
strictness of review under the non-discrimination provisions, the non-exhaustive list
has a very significant effect on the extent of protection they afford. The extensive

protection entails that distinctions of any kind may engage Article 14 or Article 1 of
Protocol 12 scrutiny: "...and the issue of whether or not it has been violated does
not turn on questions such as whether sex includes sexual orientation or

pregnancy...".149

3.2.2. Field of application

3.3.2.1. Autonomous but accessory nature ofArticle 14

147 Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 269.
148 As will be discussed in Chapter 5.2.4. infra, the case law of the Court has already acknowledged
the unlisted ground of illegitimacy as ground for strict scrutiny and it can be argued that sexual
orientation has also by now reached that status.
149

Bayefsky, p. 6. Non-discrimination provisions that contain exhaustive lists of badges of
differentiation call for more detailed interpretation of what the enumerated badges of differentiation
entail.
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Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights is expressly confined to the

prohibition of discrimination in the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms otherwise
set forth in the Convention and has correspondingly been interpreted by the Court as

being autonomous in meaning but accessory in scope. The autonomous meaning of
Article 14 entails that its application does not presuppose the violation of another
Convention provision but because of the accessory scope its application is contingent

upon the facts of the case falling within the "ambit" of another Convention
provision.150 Because of the accessory scope of Article 14 it is reviewed "in
conjunction" with other Convention provisions. It has been argued that through time
the degree of relationship the discrimination issue has to have with the other

150 For a chronological account of the development of case law on the autonomous but accessory
nature of Article 14, see Dijk and Hoof, pp. 711-716 and Harris O'Boyle and Warbrick, pp. 464-469.
See also Stephen Livingstone: Article 14 and the Prevention of Discrimination in the European
Convention on Human Rights, (1997) 1 European Human Rights Law Review, p. 25, at pp. 26-27.
The analysis of cases in Table 3, pp. 278-299 refers inter alia to the judgments where the Court has

expressly dealt with the scope of Article 14. On the autonomous meaning and accessory scope of
Article 14 see Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 9, pp. 33-34, National Union ofBelgian Police v.

Belgium, 27.10.1975, para. 44, Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, Van der Mussele v. Belgium,
23.11.1983, para. 43, and the standard test, first presented in Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984,

para. 29: "Article 14 complements the other substantive provisions of the Convention and the
Protocols. It has no independent existence since it has effect solely in relation to "the enjoyment of
the rights and freedoms" safeguarded by those provisions. Although the application of Article 14
does not necessarily presuppose a breach of those provisions - and to this extent it has an autonomous

meaning -, there can be no room for its application unless the facts at issue fall within the ambit of one
or more of the latter.". The following subsequent cases have referred to the Rasmussen v. Denmark
"ambit" formula: Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 71,
Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987, para. 36, Karlheinz Schmidt v. Germany, 18.07.1994, para 22, Van Raalte
v. The Netherlands, 21.02.1997, para. 33, Petrovic v. Austria, 08.07.1999, para. 22 and Thlimmenos v.

Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 40. In a similar vein see also Rekvenyi v. Hungary, 20.05.1999, para. 67.
The judgment in Botta v. Italy, 24.02.1998 is an example of how the Article 14 issue can be excluded,
as the facts of the case do not fall within the ambit of another Convention Article. In this case the

claims of the applicant under Article 8 concerned the positive obligation to remedy omissions by

private bathing establishments, which did not provide disabled access. Article 8 was not found

applicable as the claim concerned such broad and indeterminate interpersonal relations that there was

no link between it and the state's obligation. Hence, Article 14 could not apply, cf. para. 39.
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substantive Convention rights has become more relaxed.151 It is interesting to note

that it has become more frequent in recent judgments that the Court does not

expressly deal with Article 14 "in conjunction" with another Convention
provision.132 This seems to indicate a continuing such development. There must
nevertheless exist a relationship between the substantive rights and freedoms

protected in the Convention and the discrimination issue for it to be reviewable under
Article 14.

While issues of protection from discrimination may be relevant in any and all fields
of law and social relations, the lack of protection against discrimination in the

enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights is particularly conspicuous.
Article's 14 autonomous meaning but accessory scope is a well-known and often
criticised handicap of the Convention's protection against discrimination. Criticism
has in particular been directed at the fact that the level of protection afforded by the

European Convention is lesser than that in other instruments of international human

rights protection.153

151
Dijk and Hoof, pp. 713-715, with the conclusion that "...at least some kind of relation..." is

required, cf. p. 715.
152 See the following judgments: Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Bilgin v. Turkey, 16.11.2000, Ozgiir
Giindem v. Turkey, 16.03.2000, Beyeler v. Italy, 05.01.2000, Ergi v. Turkey, 28.07.1998, Tekin v.

Turkey, 09.06.1998 and Akdivar and Others v. Turkey, 16.09.1996. This is also the case in P.M. v.

Italy, 11.01.2001, which is a Chamber judgment that has not become final as referral to the Grand

Chamber has been requested according to Article 43. It will be unnecessary to review the
discrimination issue "in conjunction" with another Convention provision under the new independent
ban against discrimination in Article 1 of Protocol 12.
153 See e.g.: Partsch, p. 571, Lars Adam Rehof and Tyge Trier: Menneskeret, Copenhagen: Jurist- og
0konomforbundets Forlag, 1990, p. 393 and Dijk and Hoof p. 711. See also Gay Moon: The Draft
Discrimination Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights: A Progress report, (2000) 1

European Human Rights Law Review, p. 49. Eide and Opsahl, pp. 200-204 put forward the criticism
of lesser protection than in other international instruments and discuss possible future developments of
the protection against discrimination in the European Convention. This article was among the ones

reprinted in a collection of Opsahl's work in Asbjorn Eide, Jan Helgesen, Njal Hostmaelingen and Erik
Mose (eds.): Law and Equality, Selected Articles on Human Rights, Oslo: Ad Notam Gyldendal, 1990.
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The limited accessory nature of Article 14 has two main consequences. First, it
leaves the Convention short of expressly recognising a general principle of equality
and non-discrimination that has been argued as being recognised generally in
international law.154 No less importantly it leaves the Convention provisions short of

recognising an independent "right to equality"155 or a right to non-discrimination
applicable beyond the confines of the other enumerated rights of the Convention.

3.3.2.2. The new independent Article 1 ofProtocol 12

The initiatives of the Council of Europe's Steering Committee for Equality between
Women and Men and the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance lay
at the foundation of the elaboration of Protocol 12. Both bodies emphasised the need
for an independent right in an effort to strengthen the Convention's protection of

equality and non-discrimination in their respective fields.156 The new Protocol was
intended to: "[broaden] in a general fashion the field of application of Article
14...".157 It is clear that the scope of protection of Article 14 is expanded

considerably in Article 1 of Protocol 12. The Explanatory report explains that the

expansion reaches discrimination in the following fields:

In a review of this collection of Articles it has been pointed out that they missed mentioning the future

possibility of Article 14 jurisprudence developing so as to encompass positive obligations, which is
indeed what has by now clearly happened with the Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000 judgment, cf

Chapter 5.1.3.2. C infra. See Oddny Mjoll Arnardottir: Book Review, (1998) 67 Nordic Journal of
International Law, p. 491, at p. 492.
154 The preamble to Protocol 12 to the Convention refers to such a principle as well as the Explanatory

report to the protocol. See generally Bayefsky.
135 A phrase coined by Torkel Opsahl in drawing a distinction between Article 14 of the European
Convention and Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, UNTS 171, i.e.

respectively accessory equal rights contingent upon the scope of other human rights and an

independent right to equality irrespective of other human rights. See Opsahl, p. 54 and 59.
156

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, paras. 4-7.
157 Ibid, para. 10.
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"i. in the enjoyment of any right specifically granted to an individual under
national law;
ii. in the enjoyment of a right which may be inferred from a clear obligation
of a public authority under national law, that is, where a public authority is
under an obligation under national law to behave in a particular manner;
iii. by a public authority in the exercise of discretionary power (for example
granting certain subsidies);
iv. by any other act or omission by a public authority (for example, the
behaviour of law enforcement officers when controlling a riot)."158

Clearly the focus of the Protocol and the Explanatory report, like the prevailing focus
of Article 14 jurisprudence, is on human rights in the public sphere and not on

relations between private parties. The field of application of Protocol 12 is

accordingly limited to the conduct of "public authorities". According to the

Explanatory report, the term public authority refers to administrative authorities,
courts and legislative bodies alike.159

Once the new Protocol 12 enters into force, the question of whether the facts of a
case raised as one of discrimination come within the "ambit" of another Convention

provision will not be an issue limiting the possible review of the case. For the future,
then, the "ambit" test is bound to become redundant.

3.2.3. The concept of discrimination and the analytical approach of the Court

158
Ibid, para. 22. The combined effect of Article 1 of Protocol 12 as a whole is to reach all the above

elements and it was considered irrelevant to specify which of the elements fell under each of its

paragraphs, ibid, para. 23. Finally, para 29 of the Explanatory report states that in Article 1 of the
Protocol: "The word "law" may also cover international law, but this does not mean that this

provision entails jurisdiction for the European Court of Human Rights to examine compliance with
rules of law in other international instruments.".
159 Ibid, para. 30. The term is intended to have the same meaning as in Articles 8 and 10. Questions

relating to the "drittwirkung" or indirect horizontal effect of Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12

will be discussed in Chapter 5.1.3 infra. Article 14 also reaches the conduct of administrative

authorities, courts and legislative bodies alike, cf. Oddny Mjoll Arnardottir: Urn gildissvid og edli
hinnar almennu jafnraedisreglu Stjornarskrarinnar, (1997) 47:2 TImarit Logfrcedinga, p. 94 at p. 102.
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The concept of discrimination and the analytical framework for Article 14 is more or

less clearly established in the case law of the European Court of Human Rights. The
test set out in the Belgian Linguistics case is still instrumental.160 To begin with, the

concept of discrimination and the analytical approach of the Court hold that a

difference in treatment must exist. Sometimes, the Court adds to its express

delimitation of the analytical framework that it is different treatment of persons in

analogous or relevantly similar situations that must exist.161 In other cases no

express reference is made to this issue as part of the analytical approach, but it seems

generally to be implied and present in the reasoning of the Court. If the required
difference in treatment is established the Court proceeds to the objective justification
test.162 Under the objective justification test a violation occurs if the difference in
treatment has no objective and reasonable justification. Such objective and
reasonable justification exists if the difference of treatment pursues a legitimate aim

and if there is a "...reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means

employed and the aim sought to be realised.".163

In the approach of the Court, differences in situations may be relevant in two ways.

First, if no relevantly similar situations exist there may be no need to proceed any

further in the analysis of the case. In such cases, it is analytically possible that no

justification is required for the difference in treatment.164 Second, differences in

160
Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34.

161 As early as in National Union ofBelgian Police v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, the second case in which

the Court decided on Article 14, the consideration was added that: "...it safeguards individuals, or

groups of individuals, placed in comparable situations.", cf. para. 44. For a recent restatement of the

analytical approach that includes the analogous situation condition see Thlimmenos v. Greece,

06.04.2000, para. 44. For additional cases where the relevantly similar situations test is expressly
mentioned see footnote 33 supra.
162 As will be discussed in Chapters 4.3.3. and 4.4. infra the Court sometimes runs together the
consideration of whether there exist analogous or relevantly similar situations and the objective

justification test. See Dijk and Hoof, p. 720.
163

Belgian Linguistics, para. 10, p. 34 (italics added).
164

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 475, noting that justifications are nevertheless often examined in

such cases. The similar judgments in Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000 and P.M. v. Italy,
11.01.2001, which is a Chamber judgment that has not become final as referral to the Grand Chamber
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situations may count as a justification for their different treatment. Commentators
take these as instances where the objective and reasonable justification test is

performed and the differences inherent in the compared situations function as

justifications under the test. Hence, they often take such cases as mixing up the two

allegedly distinct tests of establishing comparability and relevantly similar situations
on the one hand and of establishing objective justification on the other.165 A standard
formula applied by the Court in this respect links the question of differences as

justifications for different treatment with the margin of appreciation accorded to the

contracting states. The formula holds that the contracting states are allowed a margin
of appreciation: "...in assessing whether and to what extent differences in otherwise
similar situations justify a different treatment in law...".166

In the recent landmark judgment of Thlimmenos v. Greece the Court restated its

analytical approach in the above terms. On the basis of this not being the only

possible facet of the prohibition against discrimination the Court formulated a wholly
new test under Article 14: "The right not to be discriminated against in the

enjoyment of the rights guaranteed under the Convention is also violated when States
without an objective and reasonable justification fail to treat differently persons

whose situations are significantly different.".167

has been requested according to Article 43, are examples of the Court undertaking no reasonable and

objective justification scrutiny regarding comparisons between landlords and tenants. In Edoardo
Palnmbo v. Italy, para. 52, the Court reasoned: "In view of the fundamental differences between a

landlord and a tenant, the Court does not find that these two situations can be compared as being

analogous and considers therefore that no question of discrimination arises in the present case.

Accordingly, there has been no breach of Articles 14 and 1 of Protocol No. 1 taken together.". In

Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995, para. 46, the Court had undertaken some form of an

objective and reasonable justification test on the different treatment of landlords and tenants by

referring to considerations of proportionality under Article 1 of Protocol 1. The shorter and more

formal reasoning of the Court in Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy and, then, in P.M. v. Italy (not final) may
have built on the Court's already established stance in the earlier case.
165

E.g. Livingstone, p. 30 and Dijk and Hoof, p. 720.
166 For example: Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, para. 72. For an in-depth
discussion of the issues raised here, see Chapters 4.3.3. and 4.4. infra.
167 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44.
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The Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment concerned the lack of accommodation for the

applicant's different status as a Jehovah's Witness and a conscientious objector as

compared with other people convicted of a felony. Before the judgment the focus of
the case law on Article 14 had been on the equal treatment of situations that were

considered analogous. That approach focused on the first part of the equality maxim
that equals should be treated equally but not on its second part, that unequals should
be treated unequally. The prevailing approach under the Convention had, therefore,

168 • • •

been characterised as a formal approach. The consideration of differences or

unequal situations had been either a vehicle for excluding review or confined to

functioning as a justification for different treatment under the objective and
reasonable justification test. Never before had it been the basis for active
accommodation of such difference. The Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment can

therefore be characterised as planting the seeds for a more substantive approach to

equality under the Convention.

The new Article 1 of Protocol 12 builds on the prevailing approach to the concept of
discrimination as: "The meaning of the term "discrimination" in Article 1 is

intended to be identical to that in Article 14 of the Convention.".169 In particular,
both the Explanatory report and the opinion of the Court on the new Protocol,
reiterate the established analytical approach stemming from the Belgian Linguistics
case as well as referring to the margin of appreciation of national authorities to assess

how differences in otherwise similar situations may justify differences of
treatment.170

168 Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 263. The formal approach is discussed

generally in Chapter 2.2.1. supra.
169

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 18.
170

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, paras 18-19. Opinion of the European Court of Human Rights
on draft Protocol 12 to the European Convention on Human Rights (adopted at the plenary
administrative session of the Court on 6 December 1999) PA, Doc. 8608, para. 5.
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3.2.4. The relationship between Article 14 and Article 1 ofProtocol 12.

The adoption of Protocol 12 is not intended to amend or abrogate Article 14 of the
Convention. Article 14 will therefore continue to apply, cf. Article 3 of Protocol 12,
which stipulates that Articles 1 and 2 of the Protocol shall be regarded as additional
articles to the Convention and that all the provisions of the Convention shall continue
to apply.171 There is a considerable overlap between the two provisions in Article 14
of the Convention and Article 1 of Protocol 12. The Explanatory report to Protocol
12 states this in the following terms: "Article 1 of the Protocol encompasses, but is

• 172
wider in scope than the protection offered by Article 14 of the Convention.".

Protocol 12 does more than expand the scope of application of Article 14. As will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 5.1.3. infra it also touches upon several important
issues of positive obligations and indirect horizontal effect. While being issues that
have been discussed under Article 14, these are not phenomena that have to any

considerable extent been acknowledged as encompassed by Article 14. The
Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment is the first sign that accommodation for differences
is encompassed by Article 14 and among the first signs that positive obligations are

in fact part of state obligation under Article 14. It is noteworthy that the judgment
was pronounced during the period when the preparation of Protocol 12 and the

related debate was at its zenith in the Council of Europe.173 It is quite possible,
indeed likely, that the draft Protocol and its content on positive obligations had an

effect on the new and progressive interpretation of Article 14 evidenced in the

Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment.

171 Article 1 of Protocol 12 is its substantive article, stipulating a general prohibition of discrimination;
Article 2 of Protocol 12 concerns the territorial application of the Protocol.
172 See generally Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 33.
173 The Court adopted its opinion on the draft protocol on 6 December 1999, cf. PA Doc 8608. The

Steering Committee on Human Rights finalised the text of the protocol and the Explanatory report at a

meeting held on 9 and 10 March 2000, cf. Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 12. The
Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment was delivered on 6 April 2000.
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Clearly, the conceptual frameworks of Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12 are

intended to be identical. It is up to the Court to interpret the two provisions and their

relationship. In light of the clear intention for conceptual convergence and the
indication from the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment, it is suggested here that the

interpretation of the two provisions will in all likelihood be in concert on all issues
other than those related to the clear difference of scope. Therefore, the concept of

discrimination, the analytical approach and all the factors that may influence the
strictness of review will be taken generally to be subject to the same principles and
considerations under the two provisions.

In the following analysis, the observations based on the case law on Article 14 may

be taken to apply generally to Article 1 of Protocol 12. Otherwise, if and when
Protocol 12 calls for specific discussion it will be addressed separately.

3.3. Strictness of review and the margin of appreciation doctrine

3.3.1. Introduction

Chapter 3.3.2. will deal with the analytical tests the Court explicitly applies in its

reasoning under Article 14. The stance argued for is that these tests do not capture or

explain the true substantive reasoning governing the outcome of cases but rather
function to mask it. Instead, it is argued that the strictness of review in application is
the key to understanding Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12. In the context of

the European Convention on Human Rights the strictness of review can primarily be
understood through the doctrine of the margin of appreciation afforded to the

contracting states. The principle of subsidiarity and the margin of appreciation
doctrine will be discussed in Chapters 3.3.3. and 3.3.4.

3.3.2. The analytical approaches of the Court critically examined

3.3.2.1. Establishing the different/equal treatment ofrelevantly similar/different
situations
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As discussed in Chapter 1.3.2. supra, the equality maxim is central to Article 14 of
the Convention. Under the equality maxim equal situations prescribe equal treatment
and different situations prescribe different treatment. The analytical approach of the
Court accordingly entails that in order to evaluate whether Article 14 has been
violated, it must first be established that different or similar treatment has taken

place, that it is based on a certain badge of differentiation and that relevantly similar
situations or (highly) relevantly different situations exists. The literature on Article
14 generally forwards the interpretation that the applicant who claims to be the
victim of discrimination bears the burden of proof for establishing these factors. The
issues raised by this part of analysis of cases under Article 14 will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 4 infra, which offers a new interpretation of the Court's case law on

the burden of proof for the similarity or difference of situations under Article 14.
Differences that are inherent in the otherwise similar situations compared may also
function as justifications for different treatment. This as an analytical test will be
dealt with in Chapter 3.3.2.3. infra.

3.3.2.2. The objective and reasonable justification test

Establishing the different treatment of relevantly similar situations or the same

treatment of (highly) relevantly different situations is not enough to finally decide a

case under Article 14. As discussed in Chapter 1.3.4. supra, the Court has had to add
other facets to its analysis under Article 14 in order to delimit the boundaries
between illegal discrimination and allowed forms of treatment. The objective and
reasonable justification test is the primary test under which a violation of Article 14

is decided. The test holds that Article 14 is violated if relevantly similar situations
are treated differently or if (highly) relevantly different situations are treated equally
without an objective and reasonable justification; that is if the treatment does not

pursue a legitimate aim or if there is no "...reasonable relationship of proportionality
between the means employed and the aim sought to be realised.".174

174
Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34.
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So the concepts of legitimate aim and proportionality form additional guidelines for
analysis under the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention. The objective
and reasonable justification test, however, raises problems of its own. Without
further elaboration of what, more precisely, it takes to establish legitimate aims and

proportionality, a test referring to these phenomena seems: "...hardly more than a

different way of expressing the problems inherent in the notion of
discrimination.".175

A. Legitimate aim

The first level of the objective and reasonable justification test requires that the
contested measure pursue a legitimate aim. As a legal test for establishing whether
certain treatment is discriminatory, assessing whether the respondent state has

pursued legitimate aims raises at least two significant issues. The first issue is that it
seems quite clear that any treatment can be argued to pursue an aim that may qualify
as legitimate. Consequently a legitimate aim can almost always be found and argued
for in a case under Article 14.176 Governments can always claim good intentions and
noble aims and the assessment of whether the aim pursued is legitimate only focuses
on the aim in isolation. It does not call for assessment of whether the measure taken

was actually conducive towards the attainment of that aim or whether the measure

taken functions to the detriment of certain groups in society. For example, blatant

discriminatory racial segregation can be argued to pursue legitimate aims such as

conducing towards public tranquillity, restoring calm and order in society or similar
aims which in themselves would be considered legitimate under the Convention.177

175
Sundberg-Weitmann, p. 36. Partsch, p. 590 similarly doubts whether legitimate aim and

proportionality are separate issues in analysing cases under Article 14 or simply two different ways of

referring to the spirit of justice. As referred to in Chapter 1.3.1. the Aristotelian concept of justice
entails the equality maxim.
176

E.g. Partsch, p. 587.
177 For example, in Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 81,
the Court per se accepted the aim of advancing public tranquillity in respect of immigration rules that
discriminated against immigrant husbands as compared with immigrant wives, but found that the

measure in question did not serve the aim.
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In the absence of very clear cases of invidious discriminatory intent, the legitimate
aims test per se seems able to be satisfied in any case. The second issue arises if the
legitimate aims test is taken more seriously and focuses on actually assessing the
viability of the aims claimed pursued by the state. Such a test would raise serious
questions concerning the competence of the Court to judge the aims pursued by
states. Actively assessing the aim sought to be realised by a state entails not only

assessing the intentions of a state in how it governs its matters but also the legitimacy
of the policies it has, through democratic processes, decided to pursue. If taken
seriously and applied strictly, the legitimate aim test, thus, lands right at the heart of

subsidiarity and margin of appreciation concerns.178 The principle of subsidiarity in
the Convention system, after all, entails that: "The national authorities remain free to

choose the measures which they consider appropriate in those matters which are

covered by the Convention. Review by the Court concerns only the conformity of
these measures with the requirements of the Convention.".179 It would be difficult to
reconcile these concerns, relating to the role of the Court vis-a-vis the contracting
states' freedom to choose the policies they decide to pursue, if the Court actively
assessed the legitimacy of those very policies.

In response to the problem that some legitimate aim can always be found and

forwarded, some commentators have endeavoured to argue for a legitimate aims test

that encompasses a more detailed guide for behaviour and places a defined constraint
on which aims can be considered legitimate. Partsch suggests a legitimate aims test

that only allows limitations on the non-discriminatory enjoyment of Convention

rights (aims) that are inherent in the nature of the right at stake or are designed to
i • • • 180 •

remedy inequalities. This would in his contention render a legitimate aims test

that: "...would exclude giving preference to public interests in relation to individual
ones in so far as these are not included in limitation clauses.".181 Sundberg-
Weitman, in a similar vein, suggests a legitimate aims test that is based on protected

178 Discussed in more detail in Chapters 3.3.3. and 3.3.4. infra.
179

Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34.
180 Partsch, p. 587.
181 Ibid, p. 588.
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Convention values: "Thus, an aim that runs counter to the state of affairs sought to
be realised by the Convention should not be held to be a "legitimate" aim under the
Convention.".182 Although forwarded under their discussion of the legitimate aims
test, the concerns expressed seem to relate more clearly to the proportionality test as

the test that weighs the public interest in pursuing a certain policy against the private
i oi

interests related to the enjoyment of the Convention rights at stake. These

interpretations of the legitimate aims test have moved from focusing purely on the
legitimacy of aims to considering the relationship between that aim and the effect of
the measure in question.

The attempts of Partsch and Sundberg-Weitman to elaborate on a more concrete
• • • • • 184

legitimate aims test, thus, only amount to merging it with the proportionality test.

The principle of subsidiarity and the doctrine of the margin of appreciation entail that
the Court should not assume the role of assessing the legitimacy of the policies the

contracting states choose to pursue, but only their conformity in effect with the

requirements of the Convention. Approaches to the legitimate aims test that go

further than those discussed by Partsch and Sundberg-Weitman and seek guidance
elsewhere than in the protected individual interest under the Convention would,

therefore, seem to miss the difficulty of reconciling assertive application of the test

with the principle of subsidiarity. As a result, the most viable interpretation of the

legitimate aims test seems to be that it only entails the absence of discriminatory
1 8S

intent in the aims pursued. This interpretation seems to have some express support

182
Sundberg-Weitmann, pp. 48-49.

183 See the discussion of the proportionality test in Chapter 3.3.2.2. B. infra.
184 Other authors that argue for substantive constraints on the legitimate aims at stake in a case

expressly subsume that consideration under a proportionality concern, see Sheldon Leader:

Proportionality and the Justification of Discrimination, in Janet Dine and Bob Watt (eds.):
Discrimination Law: Concepts, Limitations and Justifications, London: Longman, 1996, p. 110, at p.
111.

185 An interpretation forwarded by Lochak, p. 139. Lochak, however, does not reason out why she
forwards this interpretation.
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in the case law of the Court.186 However, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.3.1.2. A

infra, states can almost always rationalise legitimate intentions and it is extremely
difficult for applicants to substantiate a claim of discriminatory intent. In terms of
the reality of the Court's case law, this construction of the legitimate aims test
therefore entails that it is completely toothless in combating discrimination.

When analysing the case law of the Court it indeed becomes clear that the difficulties
related to the construction of the legitimate aims test have rendered it completely
redundant. As pointed out by many commentators, states will usually have no

difficulty in convincing the Court of the legitimate aims of the measures in

question.187 Any treatment can be argued to pursue a legitimate aim and a simple
rhetorical assertion of that aim seems to satisfy the Court. Only in two cases has the

• *188

respondent state been found not to pursue a legitimate aim. The first case was

Darby v. Sweden, in which the Government did not argue that the measure in

question had a legitimate aim.189 The second example is more perplexing. In the
Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment the Court, sitting as a Grand Chamber, concluded
that the measure in question was disproportionate and, then, reasoned: "It follows

186 National Union of Belgian Police v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, para. 48, Schmidt and Dahlstrom v.

Sweden, 06.02.1976, para. 40 and Swedish Engine Drivers' Union v. Sweden, 06.02.1976, para. 46 all
link the legitimate aims test with the absence of ill intentions on behalf of the state. The more recent

case law of the Court also provides some examples. In Ozgiir Giindem v. Turkey, 16.03.2000, para.

73, and the very similar case of Ibrahim Aksoy v. Turkey, 10.10.2000, para. 83, the Court found that
the restrictive measures on the applicants' freedom of expression pursued a legitimate aim and that
there was, therefore, nothing to suggest that they could be attributed to a difference of treatment based
on ethnic origin. Similarly also in Magee v. The United Kingdom, 06.06.2000, para. 50, the Court

found that the difference of treatment complained of (different prevention of terrorism legislation in
different parts of The United Kingdom) was not based on the alleged badge of differentiation of
national origin or association with a national minority but on geographical location within a federal
state.

187
Livingstone, p. 32, Partsch, p. 591, Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 479-480 and Yutaka Arai:

The ECHR and non-discrimination, in (1998) 7 Amicus Curiae, p. 6, at p. 7.
188 See Table 1, p. 272 infra.
189

Darby v. Sweden, 23.10.1990, para. 33. Livingstone, p. 32 and Arai, p. 7 seem to miss the point
that the Government forwarded no legitimate aim in its defense and interpret the judgment as

indicating the possibility of a substantive application of the legitimate aims test.
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that the applicant's exclusion from the profession of chartered accountants did not

pursue a legitimate aim.".190 This reasoning seems to indicate that a finding on the
lack of proportionality by definition entails the lack of a legitimate aim. This goes

against the established case law of the Court, which has in many instances concluded
on the existence of a legitimate aim but the lack of proportionality or objective and
reasonable justification.191 In the subsequent judgment of Camp and Bourimi v. The
Netherlands the Court, now as a Chamber, reverted back to the original approach that
the legitimate aims test is not simply part of the proportionality test and found that
there existed a legitimate aim but no reasonable relationship of proportionality

109 • •

between that aim and the measure in question. However this question may play
out in the future case law of the Court, it is clear that the legitimate aims test in either

interpretation is redundant as an independent test. In the established interpretation it
can only entail the lack of discriminatory intention, which is in effect a redundant

test. In the Thlimmenos v. Greece interpretation, like in Partsch's and Sundberg-
Weitmann's, it can only be a part of the proportionality test.

In conclusion, the true substantive reasoning of the Court upon which a case is
decided does not really depend on assessing the "legitimate aim" of the contested
measure. The establishment of a legitimate aim has become a rhetorical and artificial
assertion that has nothing to do with the issues truly deciding the case.

B. Proportionality

190 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 47.
191 See Table 1, pp. 272-274 infra. In Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands, 03.10.2000, Salgueiro
daSilva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999, Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993, Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987,
and Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1985 (concerning question no. 5), the Court found a legitimate aim but
no reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means employed and that aim. In

Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985 (concerning discrimination
based on sex) the Court found a legitimate aim but no justification and in Marckx v. Belgium,
13.06.1979 the Court found a legitimate aim but no objective and reasonable justification.
192

Camp andBourimi v. The Netherlands, 03.10.2000, para. 39.
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The second part of the objective and reasonable justification test, the question of the
proportionality of the measure in relation to the legitimate aim, emerges as what is
emphasised in case law and by commentators as what controls the outcome of the

• • • 193
case much rather than the legitimate aim test.

Marc-Andre Eissen has argued for the existence of the principle of proportionality

throughout the European Convention. Although not expressly stipulated anywhere in
the Convention, the principle of proportionality can be identified in the second

paragraphs of Articles 8-11 of the Convention, allowing limitations on rights that are

"necessary in a democratic society".194 It can also be identified in the case law of the
Court as part and parcel of many other Convention provisions, in particular when it
comes to defining the scope of rights or the scope of allowed limitations to

Convention rights.195 The principle of proportionality has consistently been
associated with the "fair balance" test that weighs the public interest in a certain
measure against the individual interest involved in the enjoyment of Convention

rights.196 In applying the proportionality test, the case law of the Court has balanced

the consideration of whether certain measures are disproportionate against
consideration of the margin of appreciation states enjoy.197

The concept of proportionality under Article 14 of the Convention seems to be

closely connected to the general principle of proportionality as present throughout

193 See footnote 191 supra on judgments where legitimate aim is considered to exist but the

requirement for proportionality is not met. See also Livingstone, p. 30, Arai, pp. 7-8 and Harris,

O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 480. Partsch, pp. 590-591, however, distinguishes between the weighing of
interests at stake and the proportionality tests and argues that the proportionality test is redundant.
194 See Marc-Andre Eissen: The Principle of Proportionality in the Case-Law of the European Court
of Human Rights, in R. St. J. Macdonald, F. Matscher and H. Petzold (eds.): The European System
for the Protection ofHuman Rights, Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 125, at pp. 126-
131.

195
Ibid, pp. 131-137 (limitations and restrictions) and pp. 137-140 (scope of a right).

196 Ibid, p. 144.
197

Ibid, p. 145. See also Matscher, p. 79, arguing that: "The principle of proportionality thus acts as a

corrective and restriction of the margin of appreciation doctrine.". The margin of appreciation
doctrine will be discussed in Chapter 3.3.4. infra.
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the Convention. Many judgments of the Court reach a conclusion on proportionality
under Article 14 by reference to the analytical tests, encompassing proportionality
concerns, applied under other Convention provisions. In Cha 'are Shalom Ve Tsedek
v. France, the Court reviewed the measure in question under Paragraph 2 ofArticle 9
and found that, with reference to the margin of appreciation, the measure in question
could not be considered excessive or disproportionate. For the same reasons it found
that the difference of treatment in question had an objective and reasonable

justification under Article 14.198 In Rekvenyi v. Hungary, the Court found that,

having regard to the margin of appreciation, the measure complained ofwas justified
as pursuing a legitimate aim and not being excessive in scope or effect under the

"necessary in a democratic society" test relevant to the second paragraphs of Articles
10 and ll.199 As regards review under Article 14, it simply noted that these
considerations provided justification, as they were: "...equally valid in the context of
Article 14...".200 In Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt v. Belgium the Court allowed for

implied limitations on the right to free elections under Article 3 of Protocol 1 and
formulated a test for a legitimate aim and proportionality of the limitation to the

• 201 i • •aim. The measure in question was, with reference to the margin of appreciation,
not found disproportionate to the legitimate aim of defusing the language disputes in

909
the country. As regards review under Article 14 the Court simply referred to its
reasons for a finding of non-violation under Article 3 of Protocol 1.203 The "fair

balance" test, that assesses whether a measure strikes: "...a fair balance between the

demands of the general interests of the community and the requirements of the

protection of the individual's fundamental rights."204 has also been referred to as

198 Cha 'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France, 27.06.2000, paras. 84 and 87. The measure in question was

denying the applicant association approval to carry out ritual slaughter.
199

Rekvenyi v. Hungary, 20.02.1999, paras. 41, 46-49 and 61. The measure complained of was the

prohibition on police officers' membership in political parties.
200 Ibid, para. 68.
201 Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt v. Belgium, 02.03.1987, para. 52.
202 Ibid, para. 57. The effect of the system complained of was that parliamentarians belonged to

language-groups and institutions depending on the language they took the parliamentary oath in.
203 Ibid, para. 59.
204

Spadea andScalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995, para. 33.
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encompassing the proportionality requirement under Article 14. In Spadea and
Scalabrino v. Italy the "fair balance" test was applied, in view of the margin of
appreciation, to evaluate state control of property allowed in the second paragraph of
Article 1 of Protocol 1. Review of the same issue under Article 14 as discriminatory

against landlords simply referred to that finding.205 Similarly, in the Sheffield and
Horsham v. The United Kingdom judgment, the claim of the applicants hinged upon

the state's positive obligation under Articles 8 and 14 to accommodate for their status
as transsexuals. When assessing the possible positive obligations under Article 8, the
Court referred to the: "...fair balance that has to be struck between the general

70
interest of the community and the interests of the individual..." and found no

violation. When reviewing the applicants' claim under Article 14 the Court reasoned
that the fair balance test was equally encompassed in the reasonable and objective

707 •

justification test and found no violation. In this case the Court also balanced the

application of the analytical tests under Article 8 and Article 14 against the margin of
708

appreciation allowed to the state. Finally, in the Belgian Linguistics judgment,
when applying the analytical objective and reasonable justification test to questions
1-3 and 6, the Court referred to considerations related to the fair balance test.209

205
Ibid, paras. 40 and 46. The measure complained of was that the landlord could not recover his

property until the tenants, who were not in arrears, left of their own accord. In view of the margin of

appreciation, this was not found disproportionate to the aim of protecting tenants in a situation of

housing shortage.
206

Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, para. 52.
207

Ibid, para. 76.
208

Ibid, paras. 59 and 76.
209

Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 7, p. 44, para. 13, p. 50, para. 19, p. 56 and para. 42, p. 86.
The measures complained of were 1) preventing state schools in unilingual areas that did not teach in
the language of the area, 2) preventing the operation of mixed language schools in unilingual areas, 3)

special status communes where only primary education could be in French and had to be accompanied

by compulsory study of Dutch and 6) certificates from some schools not admissible for homologation.
On questions 1-3 and 6 the finding of the Court was that the measures in question were not

disproportionate. The Court emphasised that the measures did not upset the balance between the

public interest and the individual rights guaranteed by the Convention.
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Under Article 14 more specifically, the principle of proportionality has been

consistently referred to in the terms that Article 14 is violated if there is no:

"...reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means employed and the
aim sought to be realised.".210 When it comes to elaborating on the proportionality
test in more detail, however, the case law and the literature seem to have little to add
to this general statement. The literature has characterised the proportionality

• 211
principle as assessing the "fit" between the measures taken and the aims advanced
or by weighing the harshness of the measures against the importance of the aim
pursued.212 Assessing the fit and the harshness of the measure in question evaluates

210
Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34, was the first judgment in which proportionality

was referred to in these terms. It has been referred to consistently in these terms ever since. For
recent examples see e.g. Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands, 03.10.2000, para. 37, Cha'are
Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France, 27.06.2000, para. 87, Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 46,

Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, para. 91 and Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999, para. 28.
In Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34 it was expressly stated that this relationship of

proportionality had to be clearly established. Jeroen Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of
Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, in (1998) 19:1
Human Rights Law Journal, p. 20, at p. 21 points out that although this wording may indicate that the

proportionality test is less strict under Article 14 than under other Convention provisions, this does not

give rise to any clear conclusions as the strictness of review varies from case to case under all

Convention articles. The conclusion that the qualification that the lack of proportionality must be

clearly established is not of significance is also supported by the fact that that it has not been part of
the Court's statement of the law under Article 14 since the judgments ofBelgian Linguistics, ibid, and
National Union ofBelgian Police v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, paras. 46 and 49.
211

Livingstone, p. 32.
212

Sundberg-Weitmann, p. 53. She argues that the proportionality test entails weighing the

importance of the aim against the harshness of the means employed and that this as a test under the
Convention goes too far, as judgment of the importance of state policies would conflict with the

principle of state sovereignty. Instead she argues for a test that only measures arbitrariness and is
limited to assessing whether the aim in question could have been attained by a different measure. The
reference to the individual interest in the enjoyment of Convention rights inherent in the

proportionality test makes protected Convention rights the source of judgment and, thus, seems to

minimise the need for Sundberg-Weitmann's concern in relation to state sovereignty (the principle of
subsidiarity). Her argument for a different arbitrariness test measuring only whether the aim could
have been reached by different means seems redundant. As the lesser is entailed in the greater the
reasonableness test as set out by Sunderg-Weitmann is encompassed in the proportionality test as
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its effect on the private interest in the enjoyment of Convention rights. This private
interest is, then, weighed against the public interest involved in the legitimate aims
pursued.213 The proportionality principle may be stated as a requirement that the
disadvantage or impingement on a Convention right suffered by the individual is not
excessive in pursuit of the public interest aim in question.214

As regards the case law, Table 1, pp. 272-274 infra, exhibits that less than half of the
cases decided on basis of Article 14 actually refer to the proportionality test in their

reasoning.215 If they do, most of the judgments simply repeat the standard formula

relating to the requirement for proportionality and then emphasise some of the
factual circumstances of the case in support of a finding on whether the measure in

• 91 f\ • •

question is disproportionate to the aim or not. Quite commonly, the application of

applied by the Court cf. Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987, para. 44 where the Court reasoned that it was

established that: "...the aim of the legislation in question could also have been achieved by applying
criteria other than that based on birth in or out ofwedlock.".
21j

Dijk and Hoof, p. 726 clearly connect the proportionality principle with the weighing of public and

private interest. See also generally Eissen, p. 144 associating the proportionality principle with the
"fair balance" test. Partsch, pp. 588-590, however, distinguishes between the weighing of public and

private interests and the proportionality test as two distinct tests and emphasises the weighing of
public and private interest as the more important test.
214 See National Union of Belgian Police v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, para. 49, which states that the

disadvantage suffered by the applicant is not excessive in relation to the legitimate aim pursued by the
Government. See also Leader, p. 111.
215 In most judgments the analytical approach, referring to the objective and reasonable justification
test, is set out by the Court as a general statement of the law. When it comes to applying the law to

the facts of the case, the actual reasoning of the Court, it differs which parts of the analytical tests, if

any, are emphasised. See generally Table 1, pp. 272-274 infra.
216

Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands, 03.10.2000, para. 39 (Other heirs not unaware of the

illegitimate child's existence and the exigencies of the situation did not require the level of protection
afforded to the deceased parents and siblings to the detriment of his son. Disproportionate.),
Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 47 (Conscientious objection does not imply dishonesty or

moral turpitude and the applicant did serve a prison sentence for it. Imposing a further sanction on the

applicant, therefore, disproportionate.), Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999, para. 36

(In a custody case, a distinction was drawn on basis of the father's sexual orientation.

Disproportionate.), McMichael v. The United Kingdom, 24.02.1995, para. 98 (A natural father's need
to apply to a court to obtain legal recognition of his parental role respected the principle of
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the proportionality test is also expressly balanced against the margin of appreciation
allowed to a state.217

proportionality.), Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993 (In a custody case, a distinction was drawn on

basis of the applicant's religion. Disproportionate.), Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986, para.
65 (Preferential treatment of persons with strong links to Guernsey did not render the system of
housing control disproportionate), Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom,
28.05.1985, para. 88 (Concerning discrimination on the ground of birth the Court found that there
were persuasive social reasons for the preferential treatment of those whose link with a country stems

from birth within it and found the treatment complained of proportionate to the legitimate aim

pursued.), Schmidt and Dahlstrom v. Sweden, 06.02.1976, paras. 40-42 (In light of the solidarity and

support that prevailed between all union members, the principle of proportionality was not offended in

applying the legitimate principle that "a strike destroys retroactivity" even to members of a striking
union that had not been on strike.), National Union ofBelgian Police v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, paras.
48-49 (Declining consultation with a trade union as it was not among the "most representative" was
not an excessive disadvantage suffered by the applicant in relation to the legitimate aim pursued by
the Government. The aim was to avoid trade union anarchy and ensure a coherent and balanced staff

policy.), Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 32, p. 70 (In the special status communes, Dutch
classes were available to all but French classes were only available to children whose parents lived in
the special status communes. In light of the residence condition not being imposed in a public interest
such as for administrative or financial reasons, but solely on basis of language, the measure was found

disproportionate.)
217 See Cha 'are Shalom Ve Tsedekv. France, 27.06.2000, Rekvenyi v. Hungary, 20.02.1999, Mathieu-
Mohin and Clerfayt v. Belgium, 02.03.1987, Spadea andScalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995, Sheffield and
Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998 and Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, discussed supra as

subsuming Article 14 proportionality review under the analytical tests applied under other Convention

provisions. See also Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986, para. 66 (The exclusion of around
10% of houses from housing control as they were expensive and not likely to be sought after by
persons in need of housing protection not considered as imposing a disproportionate burden on

owners ofmore modest houses. Regard had to the margin of appreciation.), James and Others v. The

United Kingdom, 21.02.1986, paras. 76-77 (Tenants' right to acquisition of property under the "long
leasehold" system of tenure pursued the aim of securing social justice in housing. Applying this right
only to a class of property defined by two criteria was not considered disproportionate in light of the
margin of appreciation.), Ireland v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.1978, paras. 229-230 (Bearing in
mind the limits on its powers of review, the Court could not conclude that the more widespread
application of special powers of arrest and detention without trial to IRA terrorist than to Loyalist
terrorists was disproportionate to the legitimate aim of eliminating the most formidable organisation

first.), Engel and Others v. The Netherlands, 08.06.1976, para. 72 (The Court took note of a

considerable margin of appreciation as regards the ranking of servicemen inherent in the hierarchical
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The Court has elaborated somewhat on the requirements posed by the proportionality

principle in one category of cases. These are the cases where the Court requires that
"very weighty reasons" be forwarded as justification for a difference of treatment on
the basis of sex, illegitimacy or nationality.218 The literature has in addition argued
for a similar heightened requirement for justification in respect of discrimination on

basis of race and religion 219 None of the Court's other judgments on proportionality
under Article 14, or their literary treatment, actually elaborate on the degree of "fit"

required between the aim and the measure under review or the characteristics

required of public or private interests to outweigh each other under the

proportionality test.220 In addition it has been pointed out in the literature that if the

structure in armies. Different disciplinary measures according to rank, as only privates risked
committal to a disciplinary unit but only other servicemen risked reduction in rank, were not found

disproportionate to the legitimate aim of: "...preservation of discipline by methods suited to each

category of servicemen."), Swedish Engine Drivers' Union v. Sweden, 06.02.1976, paras. 46-48 (The
aim to sign collective agreements only with the most representative organisations so as to avoid

dissipating efforts and arrive more easily at results was legitimate. Declining to sign a collective

agreement with the applicant union was not found disproportionate. The power of appreciation not

exceeded.)
218 See generally the discussion in Chapter 5.2.4.1. infra.
219 See Chapters 5.2.4.3. and 5.2.4.6. infra.
220 F. Matscher: Methods of Interpretation of the Convention, in R. St. J. Macdonald, F. Matscher and
H. Petzold (eds.): The European System for the Protection ofHuman Rights, Dordrecht: Martinus

Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 63, at p 63 argues that: "the Court's case-law is largely casuistic and only
occasionally contains statements capable of general application...". Iain Cameron: Protocol 11 to the

European Convention on Human Rights: the European Court of Human Rights as a Constitutional

Court?, in (1995) 15 Yearbook ofEuropean Law, p. 219, at p. 229 points out the practical problems
involved in interpreting the judgments of the Court as: "...the fact that the Court is careful to keep as

close as possible to the facts of the case at hand reduces the value of its judgments as general
statements of the law.". Although forwarded in the context of discussing the value of the Court's

judgments as a source of law for domestic courts and administrative agencies Cameron's comments

are equally relevant to the interpretation of the Court's case law per se and support the present

argument. The practice of the Court to simply restate the standard proportionality formula and then to

emphasise some of the factual circumstances of each individual case exhibit clearly the casuistic
nature of the Court's judgments and the difficulty in inferring from its case law any general guidelines
as to the principle of proportionality as a legal test under Article 14. For a possible explanation as to
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proportionality principle as a justification under a non-discrimination provision only
concerns assessing the relationship of proportionality of means to the aim sought to
be realised, without placing substantive constraints on what aims can be chosen, the
justifications provided by it are artificial as the outcome of the assessment can be
controlled through the choice of the aim in question.221 This sometimes seems to

happen in the reasoning of the Court 222 In any case, as the assertion of a legitimate
aim is uncritical and rhetorical but the assessment of proportionality refers to that

aim, the proportionality assessment under Article 14 becomes "weak". The
considerations actually governing the outcome of a case seem to have very little to

do with truly evaluating the aim in question or the proportionality of the measures

taken to that aim.

why the Court limits its reasoning to the facts of the particular case, see Paul Mahoney, Judicial
Activism and Judicial Restraint in the European Court of Human Rights: Two Sides of the Same

Coin, in (1990) 11:1-2 Human Rights Law Journal, p. 57, at p. 77.
221

Leader, pp. 115-117, referring to this as the "weak" version of the proportionality principle.
222

Rekvenyi v. Hungary, 20.05.1999 seems to be a good example of how the outcome in a case may

be governed by the choice of a legitimate aim. The case concerned the prohibition on police officers'

membership in political parties. The aim of the measure was the protection of national security and
public safety and the prevention of disorder (para. 41) in the form of having a politically neutral police
force (para. 46). The measure in question was not found disproportionate to that aim as indeed could

almost any restriction on the political activity of police officers once the legitimate aim ofmaintaining
a politically neutral police force has been asserted. In Engel and Others v. The Netherlands,

08.06.1976, para. 72, the legitimate aim in question was the: "...preservation of discipline by
methods suited to each category of servicemen.". Almost any difference in disciplinary measures

based on rank seems potentially proportionate to such an aim. In Swedish Engine Driver's Union v.

Sweden, 06.02.1976, para. 46, consideration of the aim in question took the following form: "...the
Office prefers as a general rule to sign collective agreements only with the most representative

organisations; it is anxious not to find itself faced with an excessive number of negotiating partners, in
order to avoid dissipating its efforts and to arrive more easily at concrete results. The Court deems
this aim to be legitimate...". Declining to sign a collective agreement with the applicant union was

not found disproportionate to this aim as could almost any measure that simplifies the collective

bargaining process for the state. Similarly in National Union of Belgian Police v. Belgium,
27.10.1975, paras. 48-49, the aim found legitimate was that of avoiding trade union anarchy and

ensuring a coherent and balanced staff policy. Declining consultation with a trade union, as it was not

among the "most representative" was not found disproportionate to that aim as could almost any
measure restricting the possible proliferation of the number of unions consulted.
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From the case law of the Court it seems that elaboration of the proportionality test is

impossible. With the exception of the cases on discrimination based on race,

illegitimacy and nationality that require "very weighty reasons" to justify differences
in treatment, there are no structured guidelines to follow in inducing the necessary

characteristics of public or private interest or the degree of fit required. This may

explain why no commentator on Article 14 seems to have succeeded in elaborating
convincingly on the factors that actually govern the evaluation of proportionality as

the test that primarily directs the outcome of a case. Rather than elaborating on the

proportionality test as such, they seem to proceed to discussing the strictness of
review applied in a case as the phenomenon that governs its outcome. As pointed
out by Stephen Livingstone the proportionality test is intended to measure the "fit"
between the measures in question and the aim sought to be realised, and: "The

problem for any court applying this sort of test is how intensive its review should
be.".223

3.3.2.3. The differences in otherwise similar situations test

As early as in the Belgian Linguistics judgment, the Court exhibited a concern for the

similarity or difference of situations compared as an element of justification under
Article 14. When applying the objective and reasonable justification test set out in
the judgment, the Court found that the sixth question discussed concerned unequal
situations and found the measure complained of justified as pursuing a legitimate aim
and not being disproportionate to that aim. In the Engel and Others v. The
Netherlands and Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark, its fifth and sixth

judgments based on Article 14, the Court for the first time referred to differences

inherent in the situations compared as the basis for its judgment, without linking this
to the objective and reasonable justification test.224 In three other cases, judgment

223 Livingstone, p. 32.
"4

Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 42, p. 86. Engel and Others v. The Netherlands, 08.06.1976,

para. 73, concerning the difference of treatment between civilians and servicemen: "However, this

does not result in any discrimination incompatible with the Convention, the conditions and demands
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was based on the comparability of situations or lack of different treatment, without
225 •

reference to the objective and reasonable justification test. Then, in the
Rasmussen v. Denmark judgment, the Court formulated a specific "differences in
otherwise similar situations" test and linked it to the margin of appreciation: "The

Court has pointed out in several judgments that the Contracting States enjoy a certain
'margin of appreciation' in assessing whether and to what extent differences in

• • • 226 • •

otherwise similar situations justify a different treatment in law.". This differences
• 227

in otherwise similar situations test has been restated in Article 14 cases ever since.

of military life being by nature different from those of civilian life.". Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and
Pedersen v. Denmark, 07.12.1976, para. 56: "Accordingly, the distinction objected to by the

applicants is founded on dissimilar factual circumstances and is consistent with the requirements of
Article 14.".

225 In Ireland v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.1978, concerning the second period considered, the Court
found no different treatment. In Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (I), 26.04.1979, para. 71, the

press and parliamentarians were not found to be placed in comparable situations and there was no

different treatment established between newspapers. The judgment in Van der Mussele v. Belgium,
23.11.1983, para. 46, found no similarity between the disparate situations of advocates and other

professions.
226 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 40. The Court stated that it had pointed this out

previously. This is not entirely accurate as the Rasmussen v. Denmark judgment is, in fact, the first

judgment that relates the margin of appreciation to precisely the issue of differences in similar
situations as justifications. In Ireland v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.1978, para. 229 the Court
referred generally to the: "...limits on its powers of review...". In Engel and Others v. The
Netherlands, 08.06.1976, para. 72, the Court referred to: "...a considerable margin of appreciation.".
In Swedish Engine Drivers' Union v. Sweden, 06.02.1976, para. 47, the Court mentioned in a general
manner the: "...power of appreciation..." left to the state. Finally in National Union of Belgian
Police v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, para. 47, the Court referred to concerns related to the principle of
subsidiarity. Other earlier judgments concerning Article 14 do not refer to subsidiarity or margin of
appreciation concerns, cf. De Jong, Baljet and van den Brink v. The Netherlands, 22.05.1984, Van der
Mussele v. Belgium, 23.11.1983, Sporrong and Lonnroth v. Sweden, 23.09.1982, Marckx v. Belgium,
13.06.1979, Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (I), 26.04.1979, Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and
Pedersen v. Denmark, 07.12.1976 and Schmidt and Dahlstrom v. Sweden, 06.02.1976.
227 The test has been a part of the statement of the law in the following judgments: Abdulaziz, Cabales
and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, James and Others v. The United Kingdom,
21.02.1986, Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom, 08.07.1986, Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987,
Kamasinski v. Austria, 19.12.1989, Stjerna v. Finland, 25.11.1994, Gaygusuz v. Austria, 16.09.1996,
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Strictly speaking, the only possible justification for differences of treatment under
the equality maxim would be differences in the situations compared. The importance
of the equality maxim repeatedly finds expression in the reasoning of the Court as

the dividing line between discrimination and justifiable differences is reasoned out
with reference to the differences in the situations compared. As exhibited in Table 1,

pp. 272-274 infra, around a third of the Court's case law does not expressly refer to
the objective and reasonable justification test when applying Article 14. Instead,
these judgments refer to the different treatment or its basis not being established or

the lack of similar situations as the reason for the outcome of the case. This case

group constitutes around half of the findings of non-violations of Article 14, whereas
the finding of non-violation in the other half of the judgments is based on reference
to the objective and reasonable justification test or specific aspects of it.228 Many of
the judgments that do refer to the objective and reasonable justification test,

however, also discuss the similarity or differences inherent in the situations

compared as significant factors under that test. A few clear examples include the

judgments of Thlimmenos v. Greece, Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy and Rasmussen
v. Denmark, which all primarily focused on the situations compared to reach a

conclusion while linking that conclusion to the objective and reasonable justification
test. Another type of judgments combines considerations related to the objective

Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, Van Raalte v. The Netherlands,

21.02.1997, Building Societies v. The United Kingdom, 23.10.1997, Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998,

Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999 and Camp
and Bourimi v. The Netherlands, 03.10.2000. However, only some of these judgments emphasise the
test in the operative part of their reasoning when applying the law to the facts of the case and other

judgments emphasise considerations relating to the test without expressly referring to it, see Table 1

pp. 272-274, infra.
228 See Table 1, pp. 272-274 infra. Some judgments address more than one question under Article 14
and may refer to the objective and reasonable justification test in respect of some aspects of the case

while not referring to it in respect of other aspects.
229 In Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 47, the Court discussed the difference between

conscientious objectors to military service and other people convicted of serious criminal offences and
related this to a finding of a lack of proportionality and legitimate aim. In Spadea and Scalabrino v.

Italy, 28.09.1995, para. 46 the different use made of residential and non-residential property provided
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and reasonable justification and differences in otherwise similar situations tests.
These are examples like the judgments of Building Societies v. The United Kingdom,
Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom and Kamasinski v. Austria, that find no

different treatment and/or no similar situations but nevertheless proceeded to
230

conclude that there exists objective and reasonable justification.

It may be argued that the differences in otherwise similar situations and objective and
reasonable justification tests are two distinct tests.231 It may also be argued that the
reference to differences in otherwise similar situations is a concrete expression of
one of the viable justifications under Article's 14 objective and reasonable

justification test.232 The differences in otherwise similar situations test as applied in
the case law of the Court makes no attempt at locating itself on either the legitimacy
of aims or proportionality requirements inherent in the objective and reasonable

an objective and reasonable justification. In Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, paras. 40-41, the
Court referred to the contracting states' margin of appreciation in assessing whether and to what
extent differences in situations justify a different treatment in law, discussed the differences in

situations and found them establishing that the principle of proportionality was not transgressed.
2j0

Building Societies v. The United Kingdom, 23.10.1997, para. 89-90, where the Court found that no

relevantly similar situations existed but proceeded to pronounce that even if they did, there existed

objective and reasonable justification. Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996,

paras. 73-74, where no disparity in treatment and no analogous situations were found, but even if

comparisons could properly be drawn the differences in situations provided objective and reasonable

justification. Kamasinski v. Austria, 19.12.1989, paras. 93, 100 and 108, where the Court reasoned

that even assuming the existence of comparable situations or different treatment, the measures

complained of had objective and reasonable justifications.
231 It has been argued that the legitimacy of aims and proportionality tests cannot be the right tests for

determining whether certain treatment is allowed under a non-discrimination provision as a difference
of treatment can only be justified if the facts of the case require different treatment by exhibiting
differences in situations. Such an interpretation would be consistent with a literal reading of the
equality maxim. See W. Kewenig: Der Grundsatz der Nichtdiskriminierung im Volkerrecht der
internationalen Handelsbeziehungen, Vol. 1, Frankfurt: Athenam Verlag, 1972, p. 106.
2,2 Brita Sundberg-Weitmann, p. 35, takes the comparability of situations and the justification tests as

being, in effect, the same tests: "In the following, only the condition of comparability of situations
will be discussed. In practice it may be referred to in other ways, e.g. "lack of justification". What is
stands for, no matter what we call it, is a value judgment." (footnote reference omitted).
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justification test and the case law exhibits that the tests may be referred to

simultaneously or separately. The relationship of the two tests is far from being clear
in the case law of the Court.

From Article's 14 basic content of the equality maxim, the Court needed a more

concrete normative directive to assess discrimination claims. It, thus, in the Belgian

Linguistics judgment spelled out the objective and reasonable justification test and
referred to concerns related to the principle of subsidiarity, that later developed into
the margin of appreciation doctrine.233 Then, in the Rasmussen v. Denmark

judgment the Court either concretised this test, or alternatively added as an additional
test the requirement that differences in otherwise similar situations may function as

justifications and that the contracting states enjoy a margin of appreciation in

assessing that for themselves. A test that refers to differences in otherwise similar
situations as a justification for different treatment is, really, only restating the

equality maxim that differences prescribe different treatment. The attempts of the
Court to come closer to the normative content of Article 14 have, thus, travelled a

full circle; from the basic content of the indeterminate equality maxim, via the

objective and reasonable justification test, to the indeterminate equality maxim again.
It is apparent that the differences in otherwise similar situations test, as an attempt to

spell out the dividing line between allowed differentiations and discrimination, adds

very little to understanding ofArticle 14.

The case law demonstrates clearly the importance of assessing differences in
situations as justifications for different treatment. This is a significant feature in the
Court's normative reasoning and many cases are decided by express reference to

assessments of the sameness or differences in the compared situations. The unclear

link this assessment has with the objective and reasonable justification test exhibits

equally clearly how that test does not really capture or explain the true normative

reasoning of the Court.

2jj
Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.19868, para. 10, p. 34. On the principle of subsidiarity and the margin

of appreciation doctrine see Chapters 3.3.3. and 3.3.4. infra.
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3.3.2.4. Positive obligations

As exhibited in Table 1, p. 274, infra, there are two judgments that refer to none of
the express analytical tests the Court has developed to deal with claims under Article

234
14. These are the judgments in Petrovic v. Austria and Vermeire v. Belgium.

As will be discussed in Chapter 5.1.3.2. infra, both of these judgments concern a

claim of state action hinging on positive obligations under Article 14. The

judgments exhibit how the analytical tests elaborated by the Court under Article 14
are ill suited for dealing with claims of positive obligations. Recent developments
under the European Convention have acknowledged that positive obligations are

indeed part of state obligation not to discriminate. This is evidenced, in particular, in
the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment and by the advent of Protocol 12 to the
Convention and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.1.3. infra. In Thlimmenos v.

Greece, the Court managed to tailor its arguments on positive obligations to the

objective and reasonable justification test in the formulation that discrimination may

arise if states: "...without an objective and reasonable justification fail to treat
• •• •• • 7TS

differently persons whose situations are significantly different.". But the actual

reasoning behind a conclusion of violation focused on the differences in situations

akin to the differences in otherwise similar situations test. Generally, the reasoning
forwarded in the judgment did not explicate the characteristics required of public and

private interest to result in a finding of a violation of a positive obligation or why this

judgment resulted in a finding of violation in comparison with earlier findings of
non-violations when claims hinged on positive obligations.

As regards the question of positive obligations under Article 14, or in future under

Article 1 of Protocol 12, it is clear that the traditional analytical tests are permeated
with at least the same indeterminacies as ever. Given the delicate issues concerning
the role of the Court vis-a-vis the national authorities raised by claims of positive

obligations, the traditional analytical tests seem particularly inapt to meet the

2j4 Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998 and Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991.
235 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44.
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complicated questions bound to arise in future application of the Convention's non¬

discrimination provisions.

3.3.2.5. Conclusions

As exhibited in the preceding discussion it is almost impossible to make sense of the
case law of the Court when following the ritual incantation of the analytical tests the
Court itself poses as encompassing its reasoning. They are applied without much
elaboration on their characteristics; the legitimate aims test seems redundant, the

proportionality test seems unclear and "weak" and the differences in otherwise
similar situations test seems just as indeterminate as the equality maxim itself. The
unclear relationship between the objective and reasonable justification test and the
differences in otherwise similar situations test complicates the picture greatly.

Commentators have sought answers in the margin of appreciation doctrine in

response to the difficulties and indeterminacies of the analytical tests applied by the
Court. Instead of elaborating on the analytical tests as such, commentators generally

proceed to discuss variations in strictness of review as a result of variations in the

width of the margin of appreciation. This is in line with the general realisation in the
literature that: "The principled management of national margins of appreciation has
become one of the most important and difficult tasks in mature systems for the

"J'if.

protection of human rights.". The literary consideration of variations in strictness
of review generally only concerns cases where the Court requires "very weighty
reasons" to justify differences in treatment or cases similar to them.237 This

discussion of variations in strictness of review under Article 14 has been linked

decisively to the assessment of proportionality under the objective and reasonable

236 Julianne Kokott: The Burden ofProof in Comparative and International Human Rights Law, The

Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1998, p. 234. See also generally Heringa, p. 36: "Courts are

looking for refined models of scrutiny...".
237 See generally Chapter 5.2.4. infra.
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justification test.238 The Court itself, however, has linked margin of appreciation
concerns more decisively to the differences in otherwise similar situations test as

expressed in the Rasmussen v. Denmark judgment.239 Variations in strictness of
review can indeed be formulated into different tests with reference to the balancing

of public and private interest inherent in the proportionality test. Thus, the intensity
of review may vary from a simple rationality requirement, where the degree of fit
required is only a rational relationship between the means employed and the aim
sought to be realised to the other end of the spectrum where a strict test may require:
"...a compelling interest which can only be furthered by the disputed discriminatory
act...".240 However, the question of how and when each type of a test is required is

238 In the earlier literature, commentators endeavored to elaborate on and propose changes to the

analytical tests of the Court, see for example Sundberg-Weitmann, pp. 56-57 (1980) and Partsch, p.
591-592 (1993). In the more recent literature, however, these efforts have been replaced by discussion
of variations in strictness of review. Livingstone, p. 32 argues that the problem in applying the

proportionality test is how intensive review should be and Arai, p. 8 refers to: "...the vigour with
which proportionality is assessed.". Schokkenbroek, The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14

of the Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 21 also refers to the margin of appreciation as

relevant to evaluating proportionality. Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, pp. 481, argue that assessing:
"...whether the difference in treatment is disproportionate to the objective of the state is subject to the
state's margin of appreciation.". Dijk and Hoof, p. 82 argue that: "There exists a close link between

these various kinds of proportionality tests and the margin of appreciation...". On pp. 726-727 they
connect the weighing of public and private interests inherent in the proportionality test under Article
14 with discussion of the strictness of review, while also mentioning the formula that the contracting
states enjoy a margin of appreciation in assessing the "differences in otherwise similar situations" test

as justification for different treatment.
239 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 40.
240

Heringa, p. 26. He clearly builds on the United States' approach under Constitutional law for

elaborating on different levels of strictness of review. The United State' approach is that distinctions
on basis of race require strict scrutiny under which a distinction must be: "...precisely tailored to

advance a governmental interest of compelling importance.". Distinctions on basis of sex require
intermediate scrutiny and therefore must be: "...substantially related to the advancement of an

important governmental interest.". Other badges of differentiation are subject to varying lower level
standards of review requiring absence of arbitrariness or a rational basis to the measure. See Sedler,

pp. 92-93. More generally, commentators have identified differently strict proportionality tests in

respect of different Convention provisions. Dijk and Hoof, p. 81 argue that where the "necessary in a

democratic society" requirement of the second paragraphs of Articles 8-11 are at stake a strict
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not answered by the proportionality test itself. The factors influencing the strictness
of review do not arise from the proportionality test, but from factors external to it.
As formulated by the Court in the Rasmussen v. Denmark judgment: "The scope of
the margin of appreciation will vary according to the circumstances, the subject
matter and its background; in this respect, one of the relevant factors may be the
existence or non-existence of common ground between the laws of the Contracting
States.".241

It is the stance of the present study that analysis of case law that follows the ritual
incantation of the analytical tests is an unfruitful avenue to follow in search for

understanding of the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention. The

analytical tests as applied by the Court only seem to mask the true criteria by which
the treatment due under the non-discrimination provisions is evaluated. The factors
that influence the strictness of review applied in individual cases are more revealing
as to the considerations truly governing the outcome of the case. The literature has

begun to identify these factors in relation to the strict review required in cases based
on certain "sensitive" badges of differentiation. The following study will analyse the
case law of the Court and the recent developments in Protocol 12 by focusing on

variations in strictness of review. The following analysis of case law is not restricted
to certain parts of the analytical tests or certain badges of differentiation as is the case

with the hitherto limited literature on the strictness of review under Article 14 of the

Convention. Instead a new approach is taken; an approach that takes variations in

strictness of review as its starting point and as encompassing all aspects of analysis.

proportionality test applies requiring a "pressing social need" and "relevant and sufficient" reasons,

whereas a more lenient test applies under Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 1, requiring only a

"reasonable" relationship of proportionality. Similarly Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 354 argue that
the standard for review under Article 14 is lower than that under other Convention provisions. The

present study does not compare generally the strictness of review under Article 14 as compared with
other Convention provisions.
241 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 40.
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3.3.3. Subsidiarity

Subsidiarity is a basic principle under the European Convention on Human Rights.
As elaborated on by Herbert Petzold the principle of subsidiarity is: "...implicit in
the Convention, inherent in the system of protection established by the Convention,

• • • • 242
and it has been confirmed as such by the case-law of the Convention institutions.".
That the Convention system of protection is envisaged as subsidiary is most clearly
evident in its Articles 1, 13 and 35. Article 1 stipulates that it is the primary

responsibility of the contracting parties to secure the rights and freedoms defined in
the Convention, Article 13 provides for a right to effective remedy before a national

authority in cases of violations and Article 35 requires the exhaustion of domestic
remedies before a case can be brought before the Court.243 The Court set out its

approach to subsidiarity in the Belgian Linguistics case. In the judgment the Court

pronounced that it could not assume the role of the national authorities as it would,

then, lose sight of the subsidiary nature of the Convention system of protection. The
national authorities were pronounced to be free to choose the measures they consider

appropriate in the field of the Convention and the review of the Court was

pronounced to be limited to scrutinising the conformity of the chosen measures with
the requirements of the Convention.244 The principle of subsidiarity thus entails that
it falls primarily upon the national authorities to protect the rights enshrined in the
Convention and ensure compliance with it. The Convention system of protection is
not designed to substitute the judgement and choices ("appreciation") made by the
national authorities, but to supervise and review their actions against the standards of
the Convention.245

242 Herbert Petzold: The Convention and the Principle of Subisdiarity, in R. St. J. Macdonald, F.

Matscher and H. Petzold (eds.): The European System for the Protection of Human Rights,
Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 41, at pp. 59-60.
243 See generally ibid, pp. 43-48 discussing other Convention Articles as well.
244

Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34, referred to by Petzold, p. 50. See also Handyside
v. The UnitedKingdom, 07.12.1976, para. 49.
245

"Subsidiarity within the legal order of the Convention has two aspects: as a procedural or

functional concept it means that before appealing to the Convention institutions, any applicant must
have had referred his or her complaints to all those domestic institutions which can be considered to
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3.3.4. The margin of appreciation doctrine

3.3.4.1. Basis andprincipal characteristics

The doctrine of the margin of appreciation has developed from the principle of

subsidiarity.246 The Handyside v. The United Kingdom judgment is the leading
precedent on the Court's approach to the doctrine. On the basis of acknowledging
that the Convention system is a subsidiary machinery of protection, the Court

pronounced that the national authorities were: "[b]y reason of their direct and
continuous contact with the vital forces of their countries..." in a better position to

make the initial assessments in the case. Consequently the national authorities had a

margin of appreciation.247 Their power of appreciation was, however, pronounced
• • 248 •limited by the powers of the Court to review their action. The doctrine has been

further elaborated on in theory and practice since. Paul Mahoney has elaborated on

the legitimacy and underlying philosophy of the doctrine.249 In addition to

offer an effective and adequate remedy in the circumstances of the case; as a material or substantive

concept it means that when aplying [.v/c] the Convention provisions, the Convention institutions have
to make, wherever appropriate, due allowance for those legal and factual features which characterize

the life of the society in the State concerned.". Petzold, ibid, p. 60. See also generally Harris,

O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 14.
246 Petzold, p. 59, Mahoney: Judicial Activism and Judicial Restraint in the European Court of Human

Rights: Two Sides of the Same Coin, p. 83, Matscher, p. 76 and Jeroen Schokkenbroek: The Basis,

Nature and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European
Court of Human Rights, in (1998) 19:1 Human Rights Law Journal, p. 30, at p. 31 all emphasise the
link between the principle of subsidiarity and the margin of appreciation doctrine.
247

Handyside v. The United Kingdom, 07.12.1976, para. 48.
248 Ibid, para. 49.
249

Mahoney: Judicial Activism and Judicial Restraint in the European Court of Human Rights: Two
Sides of the Same Coin and Paul Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural

Relativism?, (1998) 19:1 Human Rights Law Journal, p. 1. His elaboration of the legitimacy and

legal basis of the doctrine contrasts with the pragmatist justification of the doctrine that led

Macdonald to advocate a different approach to the issues at stake, cf. R. St. J. Macdonald: The Margin
of Appreciation, in R. St. J. Macdonald, F. Matscher and H. Petzold (eds.): The European System for
the Protection of Human Rights, Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 83, at p. 124.
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recognising the principle of subsidiarity as one of its fundamental bases he points to
three other basic tenets of the Convention system that contribute to the legitimacy of
the doctrine. To begin with he argues that the open-textured language of the
Convention, stipulating "[standards rather than detailed rules..."250 necessarily calls
for interpretation and leaves open a wide range of plausible choices to the Court in
this interpretation. One of the principal methods of interpretation of the Convention
is evolutive interpretation, which refers to understanding the open-textured concepts

251
of the Convention in light of contemporary social and cultural ideas. In this
situation the Court necessarily has an active role bordering on that of a lawmaker.
Thus: "Some principles of judicial review are needed to delineate acceptable

9 S9
boundaries of law-making by the Strasbourg judges.". Another basic feature of
the Convention system is its promotion of democracy as a basic value. In the

Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark judgment the Court pronounced
that the Convention is: "...an instrument designed to maintain and promote the

• • 9 ST
ideals and values of a democratic society.". Mahoney argues that as

Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the
Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, pp. 30-31 takes up the themes of subsidiarity (p.

31) and the need to delimit the Court's role in interpretational law-making (p. 30), developed by

Mahoney.
250

Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 2.
251 On evolutive interpretation see e.g. Matscher, pp. 68-70, Bernhardt, pp. 69-70 and Dijk and Hoof,

pp. 77-80. Numerous examples from case law could be mentioned. Matscher mentions the oft-

repeated statement of the Court in the Tyrer v. The United Kingdom judgment: "The Convention is a

living instrument which [...] must be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions.", cf. Tyrer v.

The United Kingdom, 25.04.1978, para. 31.
252

Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 2.
Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the
Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 30 also stresses that: "The need for the

"reviewing" body to define its own role in relation to that of the other players in the constitutional

setting is more pressing where the rules it applies are less precise...".
253

Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark, 07.12.1976, para. 53. Whatever the values and

ideals of a democratic society may mean precisely is open for discussion. To a certain extent this has

been elaborated on by the Court in repeatedly referring to pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness
as the hallmarks of democratic society, cf. e.g. Handyside v. The United Kingdom, 07.12.1976, para.
49. In Young, James and Webster v. The United Kingdom, 13.08.1981, para. 63, the Court further
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democratically elected bodies are responsible for enacting law and making policy in
democratic societies, deference to democratic governance is inherent in the
Convention and it follows that the Strasbourg Court must have a limited discretion in

law-making, in particular in the area of social and economic policy. Hence, the
Court: "...must give due recognition to the democratic processes of the many and
varied countries making up the Convention's legal community.".254 Finally

Mahoney mentions cultural diversity among the contracting states as a legitimate
concern under the Convention entailing that the Court should not strive for uniform
solutions for all the cultural and ideological variety existing in the contracting states.

Pluralism is indeed one of the hallmarks of democratic society and the contracting

states may have a choice between different solutions that could all be legitimate
under the same Convention standard as opposed to the Convention imposing a

uniform solution.255 Mahoney, however notes that: "Recognition of legitimate
cultural variety is not the same as cultural relativism.". There is always a balance
to be struck between democratic discretion and cultural diversity on one hand and the
universal standards of the Convention on the other.

On the basis of the above considerations that are fundamental to and inherent in the

Convention, the doctrine of the margin of appreciation has evolved. It has evolved to

meet the need for structured limits on how active a role the Strasbourg Court takes

added: "Although individual interests must on occasion be subordinated to those of a group,

democracy does not simply mean that the views of a majority must always prevail: a balance must be

achieved which ensures the fair and proper treatment of minorities and avoids any abuse of a

dominant position.". Mahoney: Judicial Activism and Judicial Restraint in the European Court of
Human Rights: Two Sides of the Same Coin, p. 72 takes these references to encompass the ideals and
values underlying the Convention: "...such as tolerance, fairness, equality and protection of
minorities from abuse.". These, he argues, are not only procedural values as in ensuring the proper

Junction of democratic processes but also substantive as they: "...guarantee substantive outcomes..."

and as such, they should guide the interpretation of the Convention, cf. p. 73.
254

Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 2. See also

Mahoney: Judicial Activism and Judicial Restraint in the European Court of Human Rights: Two
Sides of the Same Coin, p. 81.
255

E.g. Handyside v. The United Kingdom, 07.12.1976, para. 49 and ibid, p. 3.
256

Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 2.
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vis-a-vis the democratic prerogatives of the national authorities. In this light referrals
to the margin of appreciation as a doctrine involved with judicial self-restraint seem
valid, albeit not conclusive, in particular as it is the Court itself that passes upon its
own appropriate role.257 Commentators seem to be in agreement as to the principal
traits and functions of the doctrine. It is involved in delineating the distribution of

powers between the democratic discretion of the national authorities and the
international supervisory machinery. It is, thus, involved in delineating the

appropriateness of judicial intervention in a given case. The function of the doctrine
is to adjust the intensity ofjudicial scrutiny in a case under review, i.e. to adjust the

258
strictness ofreview.

The margin of appreciation, thus, affects the strictness of review applied in
individual cases. In that sense referrals to the width of the margin of appreciation
and the strictness of scrutiny may be used interchangeably; a narrow margin of

appreciation will indicate strict scrutiny while a wide margin of appreciation will
indicate lenient scrutiny.

3.3.4.2. The margin ofappreciation doctrine and interpretation

251
Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 3, Matscher, p.

78 and Howard Charles Yourow: The Margin ofAppreciation Doctrine in the Dynamics ofEuropean
Human Rights Jurisprudence, The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1996, p. 187. See also
Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the
Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 31 on the Court's own interpretation of the
constitutional framework it operates in. Referrals to judicial self-restraint are, however, not

conclusive. Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 4

argues that the doctrine of the margin of appreciation is not solely a voluntary exercise of self-restraint

by the Court, but also arises out of inherent constraints on the legitimate interpretations of the Court
and that it, thus, has its basis essentially in the Convention.
258

Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, pp. 3-4,

Macdonald, pp. 84 and 124, Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-

Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 31, and Dijk and

Hoof, p. 92.
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The literature on the margin of appreciation exhibits some conflict as to how

precisely to characterise the doctrine in light of its characteristics. Mahoney and
Matscher identify the doctrine of the margin of appreciation as a principle of

interpretation of the Convention, while Macdonald and Schokkenbroek have
• 259

identified it as a theory of justification under the Convention. Yourow argues that
it is a "multifunctional tool" that may take the guise of a method of interpretation, a

technique for balancing claims and defences or as a more formal standard for the

scope of review of state action under the Convention.260 Be that as it may, there is a

clear link between the margin of appreciation doctrine and the methods of

interpretation of the Convention.

The interpretation of the Convention is guided by the emphasis the Court has placed
on the object and purpose of the Convention as an instrument of effective human

rights protection. On that basis, the Court has adopted evolutive interpretation as one

of its principal methods of interpretation as well as autonomous interpretation, giving
the concepts of the Convention a meaning independent of their meaning in the laws
of the contracting states.261 While acknowledging and embracing these methods of

interpretation under the Convention, commentators have generally warned that there
are outer limits to the legitimate "judicial activism" or interpretational law making by

259
Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 2, Matscher, p.

78, Macdonald, p. 123 and Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-

Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 36. Macdonald, p.
85 speaks of the doctrine as: "...obscuring the important distinction between reviewability and

justifiability..." as a reference to the margin of appreciation may mean either that the matter is one

where the Court will defer to the states own assessment of the situation or that the matter has been

reviewed but found justified. Classifying the doctrine as a theory of justification seems to refer to the
latter function of the doctrine and not the more formal scope of review issue. Dijk and Hoof, pp. 82-
83 (written by Schokkenbroek as acknowledged in Preface to the Third Edition, p. x), argue that the

margin of appreciation doctrine is not one of interpretation of the Convention but reserved for the

application of the Convention (as interpreted) in concrete cases which seems to indicate a

characterisation of the doctrine as a doctrine ofjustification under the Convention.
260

Yourow, pp. 195-196. A technique for balancing claims and defenses seems correspond to the
classification of the doctrine as a theory ofjustification.
261 See generally Bernhardt, pp. 66-77, Matscher, pp. 65-74 and Dijk and Hoof, pp. 73-80.
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the Court. This concern for a necessary counterbalance has been linked decisively
with the doctrine of the margin of appreciation, regardless of how it should be
characterised more precisely.262 Indeed, as argued by Dijk and Hoof: "The margin
of appreciation may be seen as a certain counterweight to the Court's interpretative
activism.".263

Mahoney has argued for a clear connection between evolutive interpretation of the
Convention as a form of judicial activism and the margin of appreciation doctrine as

a form ofjudicial restraint:

"The doctrine of the margin of appreciation fits into the scheme of evolutive
interpretation, in that it represents the factors of representative government
and majority rule in counterbalance to the need for progress and evolution in
the Convention's net of protection. It helps draw the line between the
domain of the national authorities and the interpretative domain of the
Convention institutions: the broader the State's margin of appreciation, the

262
Bernhardt, pp. 67-68, discusses autonomous interpretation on one hand and the margin of

appreciation and the comparative (common standard) method on the other as its necessary

counterbalance. On p. 70 he links evolutive interpretation and necessary restrictions on judicial
activism. Matscher, p. 78 refers to the doctrine of the margin of appreciation as an expression of

judicial restraint which has a clear connection with his concern that the evolutive and autonomous

methods of interpretation can go too far and enter into the territory of law-making, cf. pp. 70 and 73.

Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 3 argues that:
"...there exist inherent constraints on what is legitimate interpretation of the Convention..." and that

they find expression in the doctrine of the margin of appreciation. See also Mahoney: Judicial
Activism and Judicial Restraint in the European Court of Human Rights: Two Sides of the Same Coin,

pp. 87-88.
26j

Dijk and Hoof, p. 95 (written by Schokkenbroek as acknowledged in Preface to the Third Edition,

p. x). Schokkenbroek's approach is that the doctrine of the margin of appreciation should be
characterised as a theory of justification under the Convention, cf. Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature
and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court of
Human Rights, p. 36. The same characterisation seems to be forwarded in Dijk and Hoof, p. 83

(written by Schokkenbroek as acknowledged in Preface to the Third Edition, p. x). This does not

prevent the acknowledgment that the doctrine functions to counterbalance interpretative law making.
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narrower will be the scope for evolutive interpretation by the Convention
institutions, and vice versa."264

In light of delimiting the interpretational law-making role of the Court by reference
to the ideas and values of democratic society, it is not surprising that one of the main
themes of the doctrine is consideration of the common ground or common standards
of European democratic societies.265 If there exists a consensus in the contracting
states on a particular issue this indicates that the margin of appreciation may narrow

down and vice versa.266 This way, the Court seeks democratic legitimation for its

264
Mahoney: Judicial Activism and Judicial Restraint in the European Court of Human Rights: Two

Sides of the Same Coin, p. 84.
265

Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 3 argues that the
Court: "...should be careful not to allow that machinery to be used so as to enable disappointed

opponents of some policy to obtain a victory in Strasbourg that they have been unable to obtain in the
elective and democratic forum of their own country. Where social values are still the subject of
debate and controversy at national level, they should not easily be converted by the Court into

protected Convention values allowing only one approach, even if that be the approach that the

Strasbourg judges personally believe to be the right one.". On the common ground factor generally
see e.g. Mahoney, ibid, p. 5 and Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-

Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 34. From the

jurisprudence of the Court see e.g. Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, para. 41, Dudgeon v. The United

Kingdom, 22.10.1981, para 60 and Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 40.
266

Mahoney: Judicial Activism and Judicial Restraint in the European Court of Human Rights: Two
Sides of the Same Coin, p. 84 and Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-

of-Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 34. The
relevant consensus may arise from the Convention itself, other international instruments or the

internal law and practices of European states, cf. Schokkenbroek, ibid, with references to cases. The
consensus must be sufficiently concrete on the issue at stake for the Court to narrow down the margin
of appreciation. See Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001. All these judgments concerned similar fact

patterns and were dealt with in almost identical terms by the Court. Hereinafter, the Chapman v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, judgment will be referred to as an example of the Court's approach in
all five cases. The applicants urged that the Framework Convention on the Protection of National

Minorities, ETS 157, exhibited an international consensus recognising the special needs of minorities
and that this should lead to a narrower margin of appreciation in the field. As the Framework
Convention sets out general principles and goals without any means of implementation, the Court was
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power and role in interpretational law making, legitimation based on one of the basic
tenets of the Convention system itself.267 At the same time this approach, if taken
too far, opens up the possibility that the Court: "...would forfeit its aspirational role

• 268
by tying itself to a crude, positivist conception of "standards".".

3.3.4.3. Factors that influence the width of the margin ofappreciation and the
strictness ofreview

As elaborated on by Macdonald, adjusting the margin of appreciation is context-
9AQ

dependent and, thus, not susceptible to definition in the abstract. The doctrine has
been developed on a case-by-case basis, generally without elaboration of principle or

even without explanatory analysis as to how the margin is adjusted in individual
970 • ....

cases. Studies of how it functions primarily focus on the identification of factors

not convinced: "...that the consensus is sufficiently concrete for it to derive any guidance as to the
conduct or standards which the Contracting States consider desirable in any particular situation.", cf.

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 94.
267

Similarly Oddny Mjoll Arnardottir: Vatneyrardomurinn i ljosi tilgatu um samspil jafhraedisreglu

stjornarskrarinnar og endurskodunarvalds domstola, in (2000) 53:2 Ulfljotur, p. 276 forwards the

hypothesis that the Icelandic Supreme Court seems to seek democratic legitimation in its application
of the Constitution's ban against discrimination through reference to the consensus or principles that

appear in ordinary domestic legislation, cf. pp. 280-281.
268

Macdonald, p. 124.
269 Macdonald, pp. 84-85. See also Bernhardt, p. 68, arguing that the borderline between national
discretion and international supervision cannot be drawn in the abstract, but only in the individual
case.

270 This has lead to quite some criticism of the margin of appreciation being a vehicle for evasion of
the real issues and for dilution of protection as well as criticism for inconsistency in its application.
See e.g. Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 2,

Macdonald, p. 84, Yourow, p. 197 and Lord Lester of Heme Hill: The European Convention on

Human Rights in the New Architecture of Europe: General Report, in Council of Europe: 8lh
International Colloquy on the European Convention on Human Rights - proceedings. Organised by
the Secretariat General of the Council of Europe in co-operation with the Ministry of Justice of

Hungary and the Institute for Legal and Administrative Sciences of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, Budapest 20-23 September 1995, Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing, 1995, pp. 235-
237. The recent judgments in Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United
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that influence the width of the margin of appreciation in the application of particular
Convention Articles.271 From such case studies, the induction of general trends and

factors that may generally influence the margin of appreciation is possible.272

As regards Article 14 scrutiny more specifically the European Court of Human

Rights, in the Rasmussen v. Denmark case, delivered the following general formula
on what factors may influence the scope of the margin of appreciation:

"The Court has pointed out in several judgments that the Contracting States
enjoy a certain "margin of appreciation" in assessing whether and to what
extent differences in otherwise similar situations justify a different treatment
in law. The scope of the margin of appreciation will vary according to the

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 are an interesting example of an

unusually detailed discussion of the appropriate width of the margin of appreciation. For the Court's
discussion of the width of the margin of appreciation under Article 8 see Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001 paras. 90-104. These judgments may indicate that the Court is responding to

the criticism of the margin of appreciation and its use by dealing more openly with the issues raised
and that it is beginning to: "...articulate the underlying reasons for why a particular amount of
deference is considered proper.", cf. Macdonald, p. 124.
271 See the studies on individual Convention Articles in Macdonald, 85 ff., and e.g. on Article 14 in
Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin of

Appreciation, pp. 20-23.
272

Mahoney forwards 7 abstract factors that may possibly affect the margin of appreciation as

hypotheses to be tested against analysis of the case law: The common ground in democratic societies,
the nature of the right protected, the nature of the duty incumbent on the state, the nature of the aim

pursued, the nature of the activities in question, the surrounding circumstances and the text of the
Convention. See Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, pp.
5-6. Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in
the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, pp. 34-35, presents from case studies on

individual Articles the general conclusions that the influencing factors are the following: The
existence of a common ground, the nature of the aim pursued and the policy context of the measure in

question, the nature of the activities and private interests in question and emergency situations.
Schokkenbroek emphasises that each of the factors is non-decisive and that they only have a relative

weight in the overall assessment of the appropriate width of the margin in each case. Similarly see

Dijk and Hoof, pp. 87-90 (written by Schokkenbroek as acknowledged in Preface to the Third Edition,

p. x).
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circumstances, the subject matter and its background; in this respect, one of
the relevant factors may be the existence or non-existence of common ground
between the laws of the Contracting States."

This general statement, referring to unclear and unexplained considerations of

"circumstances", "background" and "subject matter" does not really explicate how
the adjustment of the strictness of review functions. The only fairly concrete factor

mentioned, and notably by way of an example, is that of the existence of a "common

ground between the laws of the Contracting States". In the context ofArticle 8 of the

Convention, the Court has referred to similar unclear factors of influence: "...the

nature of the Convention right in issue, its importance to the individual and the
nature of the activities concerned.".274 Notwithstanding such general statements

pronounced by the Court, more concrete indications as the how the width of the

margin of appreciation under Article 14 is adjusted remains a puzzle to be solved by

inducing the principal influencing factors from application in individual cases.

3.3.4.4. Analysing the width ofthe margin ofappreciation and the strictness of
review in individual cases under Article 14.

The question remains of how case studies such as the present study can identify the

influencing factors that affect the strictness of review (width of the margin of

appreciation) under Article 14? Identifying the factors that influence this strictness
of review requires two steps. First it requires identifying the strictness of review, i.e.
the level of: "...intensity of judicial scrutiny...",275 to determine whether in the case

at hand it was strict, lenient or perhaps of intermediate intensity. Secondly it requires

identifying the factors that have influenced the intensity of scrutiny in the case at

hand.

Identifying the strictness of review involves a qualitative analysis of the reasoning of
the Court and the depth of discrimination analysis, i.e. how independent, critical and

273 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.1 1.1984, para. 40.
274 See e.g. Buckley v. The United Kingdom, 25.09.1996, para. 74.
275 Macdonald, p. 84.
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purposeful the discrimination analysis of the Court is in a given case. A primary
indication of the strictness of review is the outcome of the case. A finding of a
violation strongly indicates a tendency towards stricter review, while a finding of

276
non-violation indicates a tendency towards more lenient review. Sometimes the

intensity of scrutiny applied in a case may be discerned from the Court's discussion
of the margin of appreciation doctrine in a judgment. A discussion of the margin of

• • 977

appreciation may clearly indicate a tendency towards strict or lenient scrutiny.
Silence on the margin of appreciation in a judgment may also be a clear indication of
the level of scrutiny applied in that it has been suggested that judgments in which the
Court performs a review of a case but remains silent on the margin of appreciation
indicate that the case is clear and a finding of a violation or a non-violation has been
evident to the Court.278 Silence on the margin of appreciation, thus, can help identify

276
Yourow, p. 13 for example generally places great emphasis on the outcome of a case in identifying

a wide or a narrow margin. He defines the concept of the margin of appreciation along the lines of the
Court's deference to national authorities before it is prepared to declare a violation of the Convention.
277 See e.g. Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 78:

"Although the Contracting States enjoy a certain "margin of appreciation" [...] the scope of this

margin will vary...". The Court went on to argue that the equality of the sexes was a major goal in the
member states and that, hence, only very weighty reasons could justify a difference of treatment.

Here, the discussion of the margin of appreciation clearly indicates a narrow margin and strict

scrutiny. Compare with the lenient scrutiny indicated in Engel and Others v. The Netherlands,

08.06.1976, para. 72, referring to: "... a considerable margin of appreciation.".
278 Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the
Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 34. The arguments forwarded in support of the
thesis are that such cases often are simple and straightforward and, hence, decided unanimously and
with scant reasoning. Therefore, the margin of appreciation doctrine is redundant in such cases as the
role of the Court may be clear vis-a-vis the national authorities and its application reduce the force of
the judgment. See also Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the
Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 23 as regards Article 14 jurisprudence specifically,

referring to the Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, and Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991 judgments as

examples. For a more recent example, see e.g. Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999.
This argument may coincide with Mahoney's argument that the margin of appreciation doctrine only
comes into play in instances where: "...the preliminary conditions of normal democratic governance

have been shown to exist. [...] Absence of a legitimate aim or of good faith, as well as abuse of

power or arbitrariness, render the doctrine inoperative.", cf. Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of

Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 4.
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clear cases of either strict or lenient scrutiny. Sometimes, however, the jurisprudence
of the Court exhibits some sort of a middle category, where neither strong nor lenient

scrutiny is clearly indicated. In such cases the Court is really wrestling with the
appropriateness of judicial intervention and a comprehensive qualitative analysis of
the depth of review by the Court, coupled by the strong indication from the outcome
of the case, becomes instrumental in identifying the strictness of review.

The second level of inquiry is the identification of the factors that influenced the
strictness of review in a judgment. Again, the identification of these factors is a

question of a qualitative analysis of the reasoning of the Court. The analysis will
have to identify and address the factors emphasised in the reasoning of the Court and
the general circumstances of the case. The general formula of the Court is that the
factors relevant to the adjustment of the strictness of review are: "...the

279
circumstances, the subject matter and its background...". This may encompass

many different factors but the only factor hitherto singled out and principally
declared relevant by the Court is: "...the existence or non-existence of common

ground between the laws of the Contracting States.". Other relevant factors will
have to be induced from the reasoning of the Court in individual cases. On the basis

of the common ground factor, the Court has clearly identified a few classes of cases
in which the scrutiny is strict in that justification for a difference of treatment

requires "very weighty reasons". These categories are sex, illegitimacy and

nationality. Apart from clearly identifying from the "very weighty reasons"

requirement the three categories of strict scrutiny already mentioned, the literature
has identified two other categories of strict scrutiny, race and religion.2 1 On the
other hand, scholarly literature on Article 14 has identified cases on non¬

discrimination in conjunction with property rights and the area of trade union rights
as areas where the margin of appreciation is relatively wide.282 Restrictions on the

279 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 40.
280 Ibid.
281 See generally Chapter 5.2.4. infra.
282 Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 351, argue that the margin of appreciation is generally wide in
Article 14 cases and that this is most evident in two lines of cases, on the protection of property and
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expression of racial hatred have also been mentioned as an area where lenient
283

scrutiny is applied.

The literary discussion of the factors capable of influencing the strictness of review is
limited in many regards. To begin with it focuses very much on the badge of
differentiation involved, i.e. the basis of discrimination in the case. While this is

indeed a valid path of investigation and in fact the only type of influencing factor the
Court has explicitly discussed as leading to stricter review, it is quite possible that it
is not the only influencing factor susceptible to identification and elaboration.
Indeed, the case law shows variations in the levels of scrutiny applied in relation to

the same badge of differentiation that cry out in opposition to the rather simplistic

presentation of influencing factors hitherto prevalent in the literature on strictness of
review in relation to Article 14 of the Convention. Schokkenbroek and Heringa for

example discuss variations in the strictness of review in more recent cases

concerning discrimination on the basis of sex, but seem to insist on the continuing
formal and uniform application of strict review in sex discrimination irrespective of
other factors such as the issue of which of the two sexes it is that is discriminated

against. 4 Also, in relation to cases concerning property rights there has not been
drawn a clear line between cases which on the one hand concern instances of

discrimination in the enjoyment of the right to property irrespective of the badge of
differentiation at stake and cases which on the other hand concern the badge of
differentiation of "property" in some sense, irrespective of the field of life (right) at
stake. Variations in strictness of review in cases in the field of property rights have
been noted but left unexplained. " These variations in strictness of review cry out

on the rights of trade unions. See also Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article

14 of the Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 22 and Livingstone, p. 29.
283

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 481 and Livingstone, p. 29, both referring to a Commission

opinion in HWP and K v. Austria, (1987), 26 D&R 216. The lack of confirmation by the Court leaves
this category, like many possible other categories, with the status of an unsubstantiated possibility.
284 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
ofAppreciation, p. 22 and Heringa, p. 30-31.
285 Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 351 refer to: "...restrictions on the peaceful enjoyment of

possessions under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1...", which would indicate that they are referring to
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for explanation and direct attention to other factors than the badge of differentiation,
capable of influencing the strictness of review. There seems to be more to: "...the
circumstances, the subject matter and its background..."286 than has hitherto been
induced from the case law of the Court.

As stated in Chapter 1.1. supra, discrimination claims entail the three basic variables
of a) a claim of a particular type of discrimination, b) based on a particular badge of
differentiation and c) encroaching upon a particular interest. The thesis of this study
is that it can be shown that each of these variables is an important level at which the
value judgments underlying application of the general non-discrimination provisions
of the Convention take place. At each of these levels a category of factors

influencing the strictness of review exists and interplays with the factors pertaining
to the other levels. The elaboration of these levels and the influencing factors

pertaining thereto will be undertaken in Chapter 5 infra, primarily through the

analysis of case law as well as from discussion of recent trends discernable in the
new Protocol 12 to the Convention. Before entering into discussing the main
variables affecting the width of the margin of appreciation, Chapter 4 will discuss the
strictness of review and the burden of proof in non-discrimination cases under the
Convention.

distinctions on the basis of any given badge of differentiation if they occur in the sphere of property

rights. Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the

Margin of Appreciation, p. 22, refers to the badge of differentiation of property as well as the sphere
of property rights in general as areas where the margin of appreciation is wide. He nevertheless notes

that if the badge of differentiation is other than "property", as in the Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987 and

Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979 cases, the Court has narrowed down the margin of appreciation even

though the case concerns the sphere of property rights, ibid, p. 23.
286 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 40.
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4. STRICTNESS OF REVIEW AND THE BURDEN OF PROOF

4.1. Introduction

A relatively simple model on the burden of proof has been inferred from the case law
on Article 14 and proposed in the literature. According to this model it is up to the

applicant to establish a difference of treatment, its basis and the existence of similar
situations while the burden to establish objective and reasonable justification for the

987 r*

treatment in question rests on the respondent state. In relation to this model for the
burden of proof, the limited way in which the margin of appreciation has been
referred to in the jurisprudence of the Court should be pointed out. The doctrine of
the margin of appreciation has only been explicitly applied to the part where the

respondent state bears the burden of proof, i.e. the establishment of objective and
988

reasonable justifications for the treatment complained of. This, of course, is only

logical as the margin of appreciation refers to the leeway of states to make their own

appreciations and not to prerogatives of individual applicants. But, as the simple
model goes, the applicant has to make out his/her case that there exists prima facie
discrimination before a shift in the burden of proof onto the state occurs and a case

• • • • 98Q • .

reaches the level of objective justification scrutiny. The strictness of review in a

case, then, seems necessarily also influenced by how and when this shift in the
burden of proof takes place. This section will deal with the interrelationship between

allocating the burden of proof and the strictness of review.

287
Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 478. Similarly Dijk and Hoof, p. 721-722 and p. 727. In

European Community law the burden of proof in cases of discrimination based on sex is similar. It is

explicitly dealt with in Council Directive 97/80/EC of 15 December 1997, cf. (1998) O.J. LI4/6,
which in Article 1 stipulates that when an applicant has: "... established], before a Court or other

competent authority, facts from which it may be presumed that there has been direct or indirect

discrimination, it shall be for the respondent to prove that there has been no breach of the principle of

equal treatment.".
288 "...the Contracting States enjoy a certain "margin of appreciation" in assessing whether and to

what extent differences in otherwise similar situations justify a different treatment in law.",
Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 40.
289 The term "prima facie" refers to the fact that discrimination can be rebutted by showing objective

justification.
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4.2. The burden of proof underArticle 14, a conceptual framework

The concept of "burden of proof' is generally taken to encompass two distinct

obligations; the burden to come forward with evidence on the one hand and the
burden of persuasion on the other hand.290 It is also taken to be true that in
adversarial proceedings both obligations apply while in investigatory proceedings

901

only the risk of non-persuasion applies. In investigatory proceedings, however,
both parties have a duty to cooperate with the Court in establishing the facts and

disregard of that duty may result in the Court drawing adverse inferences. This again
decreases the practical importance of the difference between the two types of

proceedings.292

The European Court of Human Rights follows the investigatory model of
90T

proceedings in the sense of an active role in fact-finding. This is provided for in
rule 42 of the Rules of Court.294 Generally, as a function of the exhaustion of

290
Kokott, pp. 9-10, noting that in German law this is referred to as subjective burden of proof and

objective burden of proof. Henrik Zahle also refers to the burden of persuasion as "objektiv

bevisbyrde" and the burden of producing evidence as "subjektiv bevisbyrde", cf. Henrik Zahle: Om
det juridiske bevis, Copenhagen: Juristforbundets Forlag, 1976, p. 568, with references.
291 This derives primarily from the fact that in adversarial proceedings the Court can only rely on the
evidence adduced by the parties so the parties can consent to withholding certain evidence and, thus,
affect the outcome of a case. In investigatory proceedings this would not be theoretically possible, as
the Court would actively undertake to discover the "truth". See generally Kokott, Chapter 3(1) at pp.
148-156 with references.

292 /bid.

29j Under the previous system of a separate Commission and Court, this conclusion applied to both
levels of the supervisory system, cf. Kokott, p. 191-194. Although the individual victim now has
direct standing as party to the case before the Court, cf. Article 34 of the Convention, and the

proceedings in that sense take on an adversarial form, the principal element of the Court's role in fact¬

finding remains the same and renders the proceedings principally investigatory in nature.
294

European Court of Human Rights, Rules of Court, 1. November 1998, Strasbourg:

http://www.echr.coe.int/Eng/edocs/rulesofCourt.html#Rule%2042. Rule 42 inter alia stipulates that
the Court may of its own motion obtain any evidence it considers capable of providing clarification of
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domestic remedies rule in Article 35, the Court will rely on the fact finding of

domestic Courts while it is not strictly bound by it.295 In instances where the fact

finding of domestic Courts is not sufficient, the establishment of a single Court of
human rights according to Protocol 11 means that European Court of Human Rights
will have to take over the fact finding function previously exercised by the
Commission.296

Generally speaking, the Court has hitherto: "...steered clear of the concept of the
burden of proof.".297 In Ireland v. The United Kingdom it set out its approach that it
would not rely on the concept that one or the other party had "the burden of proof',
but rather that the Court would examine all the material before it, irrespective ofwho

presented it to the Court, or obtain materials itself. Kokott takes this language of
the Court as referring only to the burden of producing evidence and "of course" not

the facts of the case and that it may conduct an inquiry, carry out an investigation on the spot or take
evidence in some other manner.
295

Kokott, p. 218 and Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 680 with references to cases.
296 As a rule, the Court previously relied on the fact finding of the Commission, cf e.g. Harris,

O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 678 with references to cases. Over the next years the Court will have to

develop its new role and its approach to fact-finding. Judge Zupancic has put it this way: "There is
now no Commission to perform the essential fact-finding function for the Court. It follows logically
that the Court will have to adapt to this new situation. It will have to allow for situations in which, as

in this case, its own hearings will be akin to first-instance hearings before the national Courts. The
Court will have to hear witnesses, permit the cross-examination of hostile witnesses, directly examine

and evaluate material evidence, etc. The Court will have to establish its own evidentiary rules

pertaining to the burden of proof, the risk of non-persuasion, the principle in dubio pro reo, etc. These
rules are already present in our jurisprudence, albeit in a rudimentary form. Needless to say, in

establishing these procedural precepts we must above all strictly follow the guarantees of Article 6, as
we require of all the signatories of the Convention.", cf. Rehbock v. Slovenia, 28.11.2000, Partly

dissenting opinion of Judge Zupancic, Part I.
297 Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 679.
298 Ireland v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.1978, para. 160. See also Artico v. Italy, 13.05.1980, paras
29-30.
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to the burden of persuasion.299 The burden of persuasion can be taken to be universal
and unavoidable if the result of a proceeding is to be to arrive at a decision.300 When
the time comes for decision in the case, one party or the other is always going to bear

the risk of non-persuasion.

As regards Article 14 more specifically, the case law shows certain main trends on

the burden of proof (burden of persuasion).301 According to the simple model it is up

to the applicant to establish a difference of treatment, its basis and the existence of
similar situations while the burden to establish objective justification for that

T09
difference in treatment is up to the respondent state. Following the Thlimmenos v.

Greece judgment the concept of discrimination under Article 14 has been extended
to encompass instances where the same treatment is accorded to persons in

significantly different situations. The same principles on the burden of proof would
TOT •

seem to apply to such situations. The traditional tendency to place the burden of

proof on the party that takes a case to Court and seeks a change in the status quo

would justify the fact that the applicant bears the burden of proof to begin with.

Policy considerations to the effect that the substantive guarantee of non¬

discrimination is to remain effective, then, justify a shift in the burden of proof and

place the burden on the respondent state to establish an objective justification.304 In

299 Kokott, p. 193, footnote 584. Notice also the referrals of Judge Zupancic to the burden of proof
and the risk of non-persuasion as two separate issues, in Rehbock v. Slovenia, 28.11.2000, Partly

dissenting opinion of Judge Zupancic, Part I.
300 Kokott, pp. 16-17, with references.
301 Referrals in the following to the "burden of proof' are to be taken as referrals to that aspect of the
burden of proof that relates to the burden ofpersuasion.
302
Cf footnote 287 supra.

303 In Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, the arguments forwarded by the parties follow the
established pattern. The Court accepted the applicant's arguments that his refusal to wear the military
uniform arose only because of his religion as there was nothing in the case file to disprove this, cf.

para. 42. The justifications forwarded by the state were not found sufficient.
304 See generally Robert Belton: Burdens of Pleading and Proof in Discrimination Cases: Toward a

Theory of Procedural Justice, (1981) 34:5 Vanderbilt Law Review, p. 1205 and Marc Leenders: The
burden of proof in discrimination cases, Paper presented at the International Conference on

Comparative Non-Discrimination Law, Utrecht, June 22-24, 1998. In European Community law the
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the language of Convention jurisprudence it can be said that the model on the burden
of proof presented in the case law and literature reflects a balance between
considerations of state sovereignty as encompassed by the principle of subsidiarity

305
on one hand and the principle of the effectiveness of protection on the other.

306
It is, thus, up to the individual applicant to establish prima facie discrimination.
According to the simple model suggested in the literature, the term "prima facie
discrimination" entails three basic variables; the badge of differentiation (the basis
for treatment), the treatment complained of and, depending on the claim being made,
the relevantly similar or significantly different situations of the groups compared.

Some cases demonstrate only a minimal standard of proof for prima facie
discrimination and proceed directly to the objective justification test, many cases

seem to merge consideration of the establishment of prima facie discrimination with
consideration of the objective justification test, while other cases exhibit a maximal
standard of proof for prima facie discrimination and do not reach the level of

objective justification scrutiny at all. It can hardly be said that the jurisprudence of
the Court on this issue is characterised by great clarity or coherence. Chapter 4.3.
will analyse the case law of the Court as regards the burden of proof that rests upon

the applicant. For reasons that will become apparent in Chapter 4.4. infra

(conclusions), issues concerning the burden of proof that rests upon the respondent

burden of proof in cases of discrimination based on sex is similar. It is explicitly dealt with in Council
Directive 97/80/EC of 15 December 1997, cf. (1998) O.J. L14/6, cf. Article 1. The policy
consideration and rationale for this is provided in the Preamble to the Directive, para. 17: "Whereas

plaintiffs could be deprived of any effective means of enforcing the principle of equal treatment
before the national Courts if the effect of introducing evidence on an apparent discrimination were not

to impose upon the respondent the burden of proving that his practice is not in fact discriminatory.".
Relevant is the fact that the respondent in a discrimination case is likely to control the evidence much
rather than the applicant, see Geoffrey Bindman: Proof and Evidence of Discrimination, in Bob

Hepple and Erika M. Szyszczak (eds.): Discrimination: The Limits ofLaw, London: Mansell, 1992, p.
50, at p. 57.
305 On the principle of effective protection, see e.g. Dijk and Hoof, pp. 74-76.
306 The reference to the term discrimination is to be taken to encompass all types of discrimination,

including the concept of passive discrimination, which will be discussed in Chapter 5.1.3. infra.
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state are encompassed by consideration of the strictness of objective and reasonable
justification review. The following analysis of case law will, thus, not deal with the
state's burden of proof specifically, but rather focus on identifying the point at which
the shift in the burden of proof takes place and the factors that may influence this
shift in the burden.

4.3. Analysis of case law

4.3.1. Badge of differentiation

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick point out that the applicant must show what is the
basis of the different treatment. As the list of discrimination grounds in Article 14
and Article 1 of Protocol 12 is non-exhaustive the applicant has a wide range of

possible factors to identify as the badge of differentiation. Sometimes it is clear and

explicit on the face of the treatment complained of what the badge of differentiation
• • • • • ^07
is but in other cases it is not so obvious and there is room for doubt. Hence, it

varies greatly whether it is a heavy burden to lift to establish the basis to different
treatment complained of.

How difficult it may be to establish the badge of differentiation in a case seems more

or less to be relative to the claim being made and the overall circumstances of the
case. Identifying the badge of differentiation is in fact of paramount importance to

the applicant's case as the badge of differentiation defines the comparisons called for
in analysing the case further. The significance of the many possible badges of
differentiation varies in relation to the varying significance of the values underlying
the desire to outlaw them. Different treatment based on race or sex is much more

difficult to justify than different treatment based on, say, profession. Some badges of
differentiation are prima facie morally deplorable while others are not.308
Accordingly, the badge of differentiation in a case may directly influence the width

j07 Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, pp. 472-473.
'08 See generally Chapter 5.2. infra.
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of the margin of appreciation accorded to states. It may, thus, be of paramount
importance to the case to be able to identify and establish it.

4.3.1.1. Instances ofovert badges ofdifferentiation

In cases where the discrimination and the badge of differentiation complained of are

easily identified from being overt or express, lifting the burden of proof on this issue
becomes easy. Examples from case law abound.309

309
Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 473, mention the following cases as examples where the badge

of differentiation is clear on the face of the legislation complained of: Dudgeon v. The United

Kingdom, 22.10.1981 and Norris v. Ireland, 26.10.1988, regarding legislation on homosexual

practices that was scrutinised under Article 8 and "Belgian child and inheritance law...", i.e. Marckx
v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, and Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991. Other examples are: Kjeldsen, Busk
Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark, 07.12.1976 (legislation on compulsory sex education but free

religious education), Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984 (statutory time limit on instigating paternity

proceedings applicable to fathers and not mothers), James and Others v. The United Kingdom,
21.02.1986 (categories of property owners as stipulated in legislation), Lithgow and Others v. The
United Kingdom, 08.07.1986 (categories of property owners as stipulated in legislation and as

compared with other pieces of legislation), Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986 (categories of

property owners as stipulated in legislation), Bouamar v. Belgium, 29.02.1988 (legislation on juvenile
offenders different from legislation on adult offenders), Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt v. Belgium,
02.03.1987 (legislation making language a condition for membership in Flemish Council), Monnell
and Morris v. The United Kingdom, 02.03.1987 (rules of law on unmeritorious appeals resulting in
loss of time towards serving a sentence only applicable to those in custody), Inze v. Austria,
28.10.1987 (legislation stipulating that hereditary farms go to legitimate children), Abdulaziz, Cabales
and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985 (express differentiation based on sex and birth in

immigration rules), Darby v. Sweden, 23.10.1990 (legislation on dissenters' tax making residence a

condition for a reduction from full church tax), Kamasinski v. Austria, 19.12.1989 (legislation
allowing civil claims in criminal proceedings as evidence of discrimination between defendants in

civil and criminal proceedings and Supreme Court decision refusing leave to attend appeal hearing),

Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993 (express reasoning in Court judgment basing the decision on the

applicant's religion), Schuler-Zgraggen v. Switzerland, 24.06.1993 (express reasoning in Court

judgment that, being a woman with a child, the applicant would have given up work anyway),

Burghartz v. Switzerland, 22.02.1994 (legislation stipulating that only wives and not husbands could

put their surname before the family name chosen by the couple), Karlheinz Schmidt v. Germany,
18.07.1994 (legislation on a charge in lieu of fire service levied only on men), Holy Monasteries v.
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Borderline cases may exist. The Stjerna v. Finland judgment seems to be a good
example. The applicant claimed that the refusal of permission to change his name

from Stjerna to Tavaststjerna was based on discriminatory grounds, as his first
ancestor to bear the name Stjerna was the illegitimate son of a man bearing the name

Tavaststjema. The Court found that the reference to illegitimacy in the decisions that
refused the name change was simply an explanation of why the original name change
had taken place and that it did not appear to have had any bearing on the decision
itself. The Court, then, moved on to discuss the "real" reason for refusing the name

change: "The reason for refusing his request seems rather to have been the fact that
the name Tavaststjerna has not been in use in the applicant's family for more than
two hundred years [...] In short, the justification advanced by the Government

Greece, 09.12.1994 (legislation on the transfer of property from the Holy Monasteries to the state),
McMichael v. The United Kingdom, 24.02.1995 (legislation on according parental rights to a natural

father), Spadea andScalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995 (Legislative Decree suspending eviction orders on

residential property and protection of tenants), Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom,
22.10.1996 (one badge claimed was the legislative classification into victims of intentionally and

negligently inflicted harm), Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, 21.02.1997 (legislative distinctions based
on sex), Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 16.12.1997 (Court judgment refusing to acknowledge

legal personality), Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998 (legislation providing only mothers with parental
leave allowance), Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999 (rent control legislation not applicable to Government

tenants), Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999 (legislation on compulsory membership in
hunters' associations and transfer of hunting rights), Rekvenyi v. Hungary, 20.05.1999 (provision of
Constitutional law stipulating that police officers cannot be members of political parties or engage in
political activities), Gerger v. Turkey, 08.07.1999 (legislative provisions on automatic parole),
Mazurek v. France, 01.02.2000 (legislation on inheritance rights of illegitimate children), Camp and
Bourimi v. The Netherlands, 03.10.2000 (Court judgment to the effect that an unrecognised

illegitimate child could not inherit), Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France, 27.06.2000 (Court

judgment denying official approval to be able to authorise slaughterers for ritual slaughter), Edoardo
Palumbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000 (statutory extensions of tenancies, suspensions of enforcement of

possession orders and staggering of eviction orders), Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001,

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane
Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 (in all cases
the gypsy status of the applicants was acknowledged in official proceedings).
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appears objective and reasonable.".310 The judgment is a rare example of an express

mention of the particular badge of differentiation complained of (illegitimacy) not
being found proven as the "real" basis to the treatment. The "real" badge of
differentiation was equally easily discernable at it was also expressly referred to in
the measures complained of.311 The Court took the express badge of differentiation
of lack of use of the name as established, but not the other express badge of

illegitimacy. As it was not contended in the case that the "real" badge of
differentiation was discriminatory the Court found no violation.

In many cases where the badge of differentiation is express or overt the Court seems
to merge the consideration of whether the applicant has established the badge of
differentiation (and treatment) with the consideration of whether the state has
established objective justification. This may mean either that the badge of
differentiation is clear and taken as established or that the Court is easing the burden
on the applicant to show the badge of differentiation (and treatment) before the onus

is placed on the state to justify the treatment. In conclusion, lifting the burden of

proof on the badge of differentiation in cases where it is overt or express seems

relatively easy.

4.3.1.2. Instances ofcovert badges ofdifferentiation

A. Intent

Cases where the badge of differentiation is covert are more difficult to deal with. In

such instances the applicants' claims either clearly allege subjective intent or motive
on part of state agents or they may at least border on alleging intent.

Generally, there is no requirement under the Convention to establish intent to

discriminate against particular groups. In the Belgian Linguistics judgment the Court
declared that objective justification had to be assessed in relation to the aims and

J10
Stjerna v. Finland, 25.11.1994, para. 51.

311 Ibid, paras. 10-14.
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effects of a measure.312 In Marckx v. Belgium this approach was further established
as the Court expressed the opinion that measures in support of the legitimate aim of
encouraging the traditional family could nevertheless be in violation of Article 14 if
their object or result prejudiced illegitimate families.313 It seems clear that the
approach of the Court is not to make subjective intentions a condition for
establishing prima facie discrimination.

Although not a condition to establish prima facie discrimination, applicants can

claim subjective intention to discriminate on basis of a particular badge of
differentiation. These applicants, however, have not been successful in lifting their
burden of proof for that claim before the Court.314 The Velikova v. Bulgaria case

would be a good example. Here the applicant claimed that: "...the police officers'

perception of [her partner's] ethnicity was a decisive factor in contributing to his ill-
treatment and murder. Prejudice was also the reason for the refusal to

• 315
investigate.". The Court explicitly took note of the fact that the respondent state
had not been able to explain (i.e. justify) the circumstances of the man's death and

the reasons for the significant flaws in its investigation. It nevertheless found no

,l2
Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34: "The existence of such a justification must be

assessed in relation to the aim and effects of the measure under consideration...". In some of the

judgments of the Court some consideration of intent is visible in direct connection with the question
ofwhether there has been established a legitimate aim for the measure in question. This type of intent

analysis occurs at the level of objective justification scrutiny and, thus, is not an indication of what is
needed to establish prima facie discrimination. See National Union of Belgian Police v. Belgium,
27.10.1975, para. 48, Schmidt and Dahlstrom v. Sweden, 06.02.1976, para 40, Swedish Engine
Drivers' Union v. Sweden, 06.02.1976, para. 46, Ozgiir Giindem v. Turkey, judgment 16.03.2000,

para. 73 and Ibrahim Aksoy v. Turkey, judgment 10.10.2000, para. 83.
313 Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, para. 40.
,14 Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 477, referring to Handyside v. The United Kingdom, 07.12.1976
(a claim of political persecution not proven, similarity with situations of comparison not shown) and
Abdualziz, Cabales and Balkandali, 28.05.1985 (concerning the claim of racial motivation, compare
with the strict approach to the expressly stipulated badge of difference of sex). See also generally
Cameron, p. 255: "In the absence of very clear proof to the contrary, the Court is understandably
reluctant to accuse a State of not being in good faith...".
315 Velikova v. Bulgaria, 18.05.2000, para. 91.
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violation of Article 14 on the following rationale: "The Court recalls, however, that
the standard of proof under the Convention is "proof beyond reasonable doubt". The
material before it does not enable the Court to conclude that Mr. Tsonchev's killing

and the lack of meaningful investigation into it were motivated by racial prejudice,
as claimed by the applicant.".316 The burden of proof was clearly placed on the

applicant in this case. The need to justify the established flaws in investigation did
not arise under Article 14, as the applicant could not prove that it was intentionally
based on race as claimed.

The Ozgiir Gundem v. Turkey judgment is an example of a covert badge of
differentiation where the claim made bordered on intent. The case concerned

restrictive measures imposed on the Ozgtir Giindem newspaper which the state

considered run by the PKK (Workers' Party of Kurdistan). The restrictive measures

were found in violation of Article 10. The applicants claimed that: "...any

expression of Kurdish identity was treated by the authorities as advocacy of

separatism and PKK propaganda. In the absence of any justification for the
restrictive measures imposed with regard to most of the articles examined by the

Commission, the measures could only be explained by prohibited discrimination.".317
The Court had already found that the measures complained of were based on the

legitimate aims of protecting national security, territorial integrity and the prevention
of crime and disorder. These were considered by the Court to be the "real" reasons
for the treatment complained of. The Court, therefore, found allegations of
difference of treatment on the basis of national origin or association with a national

minority unsubstantiated.31

316 Ibid, para. 93, emphasis added.
317

Ozgiir Giindem v. Turkey, 16.03.2000, para. 73.
318 Ibid, para. 75. See also the very similar case of Ibrahim Aksoy v. Turkey, judgment 10.10.2000,

para. 83, where the Court, with reference to the Ozgiir Giindem v. Turkey judgment, reached the
conclusion that as the restrictive measures on the applicant's freedom of expression pursued a

legitimate aim, there was nothing to suggest that they could be attributed to a difference of treatment

based on ethnic origin. Similarly also in Magee v. The United Kingdom, 06.06.2000, the Court found
that the difference of treatment complained of (different prevention of terrorism legislation in different
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A general picture emerges from the case law. In situations where the badge of
differentiation is covert, the claims of the applicant amount to or border on claiming

subjective intent on part of the national authorities. In such situations, the burden of
establishing the badge of differentiation on which different treatment is based will be
extremely difficult to meet. This is borne out in particular in cases on alleged racial
discrimination.319

parts of The United Kingdom) was not based on the alleged badge of differentiation of national origin
or association with a national minority but on geographical location within a federal state, cf. para. 50.
319 In addition to the judgments that have already been mentioned, a series of cases relating to the
situation of Kurds in Turkey supports this conclusion. All these cases concerned house-burnings,
deaths, disappearances and ill treatment as well as lack of investigation into the incidents. All cases
were directed against Turkey in the years 1996-2001. Among other complaints the applicants claimed
that the incidents were based on discriminatory grounds, namely that of their Kurdish origin. The

applicants either clearly alleged intent or their claims bordered on such allegations. All cases relate to

a period of disturbances and conflict between PKK terrorists and state security forces. In the absence
of meaningful investigations into the complaints of the applicants at the domestic level, the
Commission investigated the facts of the cases at hearings in Turkey where it inter alia heard
witnesses. In no case did the Commission or the Court find allegations of discrimination on account

of Kurdish origin substantiated by the applicants. Hence, no review of objective justification was

undertaken. See Akdivar and Others v. Turkey, 16.09.1996 ("...deliberate and unjustified policy...",
para. 98), Mente$ and Others v. Turkey, 28.11.1997 ("...because of their Kurdish origin...", para. 93),

Kaya v. Turkey, 19.02.1998 ("...most adversely affected [...] the attitude of the security forces...",
para. 110), Selguk and Asker v. Turkey, 24.04.1998 ("...because of their Kurdish origin...", para. 99),
Kurt v. Turkey, 25.05.1998 ("...forced disappearances primarily affected persons of Kurdish origin.",

para. 143. "The evidence [...] does not substantiate her allegation that her son was the deliberate

target of a forced disappearance on account of his ethnic origin.", para. 147), Tekin v. Turkey,
09.06.1998 ("...because of his Kurdish origin...", para. 70), Ergi v. Turkey, 28.07.1998 ("...the

discriminatory policy pursued by the State against ordinary Kurdish citizens and the existence of an
authorised practice...", para. 99), Bilgin v. Turkey, judgment 16.11.2000 ("...the discriminatory policy
pursued by the authorities against persons of Kurdish origin and the existence of an authorised

practice...", para. 126). In Tanli v. Turkey, 10.04.2001 the Commission did not complete its

investigation before the case was referred to the Court and the Court based its findings on the
submissions and documents provided by the parties. The claim of "...discriminatory policy pursued

by the authorities against Kurdish citizens and the existence of an authorised practice...", cf. para.

175, was found unsubstantiated.
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B. Effects

Applicants can also claim that measures have a discriminatory effect on basis of a
certain badge of differentiation (i.e. regarding certain groups of people). In these
cases the badge of differentiation is overt but "neutral" so that the applicant attempts
to allege another covert badge of differentiation and discriminatory effect on basis of
that badge. These applicants also find it hard to establish their case of prima facie
discrimination. One aspect of that problem is that the Court has not provided the

appropriate evidential or conceptual framework for dealing with claims of indirect
discrimination.320 Applicants have not been successful in discharging the burden of

proof when they claim discriminatory effects of measures based on covert badges of
differentiation. In such cases prima facie discrimination has not been considered
established either because of failure to establish the badge of differentiation or

because of failure to establish a difference of treatment.

Cases decided on basis of whether different treatment in the form of discriminatory
effects has been established will be discussed in Chapter 4.3.2.3. infra. The

following cases, however, were decided by reference to the applicant not having
established the covert badge of differentiation that forms basis to the alleged

discriminatory effect. Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom is
considered to be the leading judgment establishing that, despite not emphasising
intent, the Court is not prepared to enter fully into an indirect discrimination

321 •

approach. A minority of the Commission had found the immigration rules in

question "...indirectly racist...".322 In particular the applicants had argued that the
condition that the couple intending to marry had already met adversely affected

j20
Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 477 do not exclude the possibility of indirect discrimination

coming under Article 14 but conclude that: "...the burden upon the applicant to establish that it exists
is severe.".
321 Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 263 and Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p.
477-478.

j22 Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 84.
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people from the Indian sub-continent where arranged marriages were customary.
The Court entertained no adverse effect analysis on the issue and decided this aspect

of the application on the grounds that the purpose of the immigration rules generally
was to protect the labour market and more specifically that the condition that
intended spouses had met had the purpose of avoiding circumvention of the rules.
The conclusion of the Court was that it had not been established that the immigration

rules made a distinction on the grounds of race?23 The judgment has been criticised
for glossing over discriminatory-effect analysis and focusing on the purpose of the
rules in question.324 The Court approached the issue from the angle of finding the

alleged covert badge of differentiation (race) not proven and finding the overt badge
of differentiation (previous-meeting) proven but justified. Similarly, in Johnston and
Others v. Ireland the badge of differentiation claimed was financial means as persons

of more means could travel abroad to obtain divorce. According to a series of

judicial decisions, however, only persons who were truly domiciled abroad could
have their divorce recognised in Ireland. Claims that departures from this criterion
of domicile had occurred in practice were unsubstantiated.325 The covert badge of
financial status was not proven. Finally the Magee v. The United Kingdom judgment

may be an example of the difficulties related to establishing the discriminatory effect
of ex facie neutral legal provisions on certain groups. The judgment seems to merge

the proof of badge of differentiation issue with the objective justification issue. The

complaint concerned a difference based on national origin or association with a

national minority as different anti-terrorist legislation was applicable to similar fact-
situations in Northern Ireland and in England and Wales. The Court found that the

different treatment was: "...not to be explained in terms of personal characteristics,
such as national origin or association with a national minority, but on the

geographical location where the individual is arrested and detained.".326 The overt

badge of geographical location was found to exist and to be justified, but the covert

badge of differentiation claimed was not established.

32j
Ibid, para. 85.

j24 Harris, O Boyle and Warbrick, p. 478
j25 Johnston and Others v. Ireland, 18.12.1986, paras. 20 and 60.
j26

Magee v. The United Kingdom, 06.06.2000, para. 50.
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4.3.2. Treatment

4.3.2.1. Instances ofovert treatment

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick argue that: "An applicant usually has no difficulty
identifying how he has been treated less favourably than others.".327 In a qualified
version this statement seems to be well founded in the case law of the Court. The

qualification arises from deleting the reference to a comparison with the treatment of
others. If comparing the treatment complained of to the treatment of others is deleted
from what is required of applicants, they will generally have no problem of

establishing the treatment complained ofper se.32& For example, in the cases of overt

badges of discrimination referred to in footnote 309 supra the treatment connected
with the badge is equally overt.

4.3.2.2. Discriminatory application of law

It may be more troublesome for the applicant to explain how the treatment he/she
receives is less favourable than the treatment of the group of comparison. Problems

327 Ibid, p. 470. As an example of the opposite they mention Karlheinz Schmidt v. Germany,

18.07.1994, where the Court divided on considering the difference of treatment being based on sex or

being based on whether people were fit to serve in the fire brigade. Quite clearly the Karlheinz
Schmidt v. Germany case is an example of identifying the badge of differentiation and not establishing
the treatment in question. The treatment in question was clear; it was the duty to pay a levy instead of

serving in the fire brigade.
j28 The question of comparisons with the treatment of others is discussed under the requirement to
establish the comparability of situations in Chapter 4.3.3. infra.
329 It is possible, however, that the applicant cannot establish having been subject to the treatment

complained of. Qicek v. Turkey, 27.02.2001 is a Chamber judgment that has not become final as

referral to the Grand Chamber has been requested according to Article 43. One aspect of the
applicant's complaint was the failure of the state to make adequate provision for the use of the
Kurdish language before judicial authorities. As legislation provided for the assistance of interpreters
and the applicant had not shown that she had requested and been denied such assistance, her claim of

different treatment was found unsubstantiated, cf. para. 187.
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related to this issue have particularly frustrated claims of discriminatory application
of law. In such cases generally the legislation in question stipulates for certain
treatment in neutral and general terms, but the applicant claims that the application of
these neutral terms is somehow discriminatory. As there is little overt and express

about these cases, applicants may run into problems in establishing their cases. For

example in Larissis and Others v. Greece the applicants alleged that Greek law

against proselytism was applied in a discriminatory manner, in that it was only

applied to members of religious minorities and not to members of the Greek
Orthodox Church. The Court found that: "...they have not produced any evidence
to suggest that an officer in the armed forces who attempted to convert his
subordinates to the Orthodox Church in a manner similar to that adopted by the

applicants would have been treated differently.". Many other examples exist of
difficulties in substantiating claims of discriminatory application of law.331

In clear cases, however, the applicant may be successful. In Pine Valley

Developments Ltd. and Others v. Ireland the treatment complained of was the

application of beneficial legislation to all planning permission holders of the same

category as the applicants, but not to them. The Government contested the factual

330 Larissis and Others v. Greece, 24.02.1998, para. 68.
331 See Elsholz v. Germany, 13.07.2000 where the applicant complained that according to the German
Civil Code, a divorced father was entitled to access to his child unless it was detrimental to the well-

being of the child while the natural father of a child born out of wedlock was only entitled to such
access if it was in the interest of the child. In light of the fact that the Court judgments complained of
were based on the risk to the child's development if access would be granted, the European Court of
Human Rights pronounced that: "... the applicant has not shown that, in a similar situation, a

divorced father would have been treated more favourably. Finally, the Federal Constitutional Court
has confirmed that the ordinary Courts had applied the same test as would have been applied to a

divorced father.", cf. para. 60. Other examples include Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (I),
26.04.1979 (non-uniform application of injunctions against publication not proven) and Sporrong and
Lonnroth v. Sweden, 23.09.1982 (non-uniform application of imposing expropriation permits not

proven). In Observer and Guardian v. The United Kingdom, 26.11.1991, cf. para. 73 and Sunday
Times v. The United Kingdom (II), 26.11.1991, cf. para. 58, the allegations of non-uniform

applications of injunctions were hardly proven, but reviewed for objective justification anyway, cf. the
referrals in the judgments to: "If, and in so far as..." there existed different treatment.
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foundation of the claim of different treatment but did not succeed as the different
• * 339

treatment had been clearly established in litigation before the domestic Courts. In
Fredin v. Sweden it was also relatively easy for the applicants to establish the

discriminatory application of law while they could not establish the similarity of the
situations compared. The court emphasised that: "For a claim of violation of the
Article to succeed, it has therefore to be established, inter alia, that the situation of

the alleged victim can be considered similar to that of persons who have been better
treated.".333 The applicants complained that a provision in legislation enabling the
revocation of licences to exploit gravel pits had only been applied to their business
but not to any other. The Court found that: ".. .in the absence of further information
from the Government [...] the Court has to presume that the applicants' pit is the

only one to have been closed by virtue of that amendment. However, this is not

sufficient to support a finding that the applicants' situation can be considered similar
to that of other ongoing businesses which have not been closed.".334 The

discriminatory application of law was, thus, considered established but the applicants
could not lift the burden ofproof for establishing similarity of situations.

4.3.2.3. Discriminatory effects ofneutral measures

Similarly, it may be a problem for the applicant to establish how neutral legislative

provisions that stipulate broad general criteria have a different effect on different

groups.

In some such cases the Court is clearly not convinced that different treatment exists,
but nevertheless proceeds to some form of very lenient objective and reasonable

justification review. One aspect of the Kamasinski v. Austria case concerned a claim

'"2 Pine Valley Developments Ltd. and Others v. Ireland, 29.11.1991, paras. 52 and 64. The
Government relied only on the non-existence of different treatment and did not try to forward any

justification. Having found the treatment to have occurred the Court found a violation of Article 14

taken together with Article 1 of Protocol 1, cf. paras. 63-64.
j33 In Fredin v. Sweden, 18.02.1991, para 60.
334 Ibid, para. 61.
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of the unequal effect of a general provision on introducing a plea of nullity on

defendants not speaking the language of the Court. The Court was not convinced but
proceeded to a very cursory objective justification assertion on the assumption that a

335
difference of treatment on basis of language had been established. " The Building
Societies v. The United Kingdom judgment is also an example of this as the treatment

complained of was that legislation, which prevented the applicant building societies
from claiming reimbursement of a tax, did not apply to the Woolwich building

society. The different treatment complained of arose from a) expressly and narrowly

defining one exempt category from a general stipulation in legislation, affecting only
the Woolwich336 and b) the fact that the successive piece of legislation, although

0-37

being stipulated in general terms, did not reach the Woolwich. The Court noted
that: "...it must be established that other persons in an analogous or relevantly

1-10

similar situation enjoy preferential treatment...". The preferential treatment was
established as the Woolwich had already received reimbursement and the case was,

then, decided in a merged consideration of analogous situations and objective

justification. Similarly, in Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, the

applicants' claims were unclear but concerned their: "...disadvantaged position in
339law...". The Court referred to the same requirement for establishing the

preferential treatment of others, but decided the case primarily with reference to the

margin of appreciation applicable in the case.340

Sometimes the Court approaches cases claiming discriminatory effects of neutral
measures more formally and entertains no objective and reasonable justification
review at all. In Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, one of the applicants'

complaints concerned the discriminatory effect on them of a neutral and general

3j5 Kamasinski v. Austria, 19.12.1989, para. 100.
"6

Building Societies v. The United Kingdom, 23.10.1997, this applies to section 53 of the Finance
Act 1991, cf. paras. 33-35 and 89-90.
"7

Building Societies v. The United Kingdom, 23.10.1997, this applies to Section 64 of the Finance
Act 1992, cf. paras. 42 and 91.
338 Ibid, para. 88.
339

Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, para. 72.
j4°

Ibid, paras. 75-77.
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stipulation for limitation periods on civil claims for intentionally caused injury.341
The Court referred to the requirement for establishing the preferential treatment of
others and in a very formal application found no different treatment because the

342 •

"neutral" rules applied equally to all of those stipulated subject to them. Also, in
Streletz, Kessler and Krenz v. Germany and K. -H. W. v. Germany, the Court found no

different treatment and performed no objective and reasonable justification review.
The applicants had been convicted of homicide for their involvement in the deaths of

people who had tried to escape from East Germany (The German Democratic
Republic, the GDR). They complained of the application of the national courts to

their cases of "Radbruch's formula" which entailed the principle: "...that positive
law must be considered contrary to justice where the contradiction between statute

law and justice is so intolerable that the former must give way to the latter.".343 In
their contention it had the effect to: "...deny former citizens of the GDR [...] the

possibility of invoking the principle of the non-retroactiveness of criminal statues
enshrined in Article 7 § 1 of the Convention.".344 The Court entertained no

discriminatory effect analysis and found no different treatment established. It simply
concluded that as the principles applied by the national courts had general scope,

they applied equally to those who were former nationals of the GDR and those who

were not.345

The judgments in Beard v. The United Kingdom, Chapman v. The United Kingdom,
Coster v. The United Kingdom, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom and Lee v. The
United Kingdom are an example of both approaches, i.e. the Court not being

',41
Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, para. 69. Another aspect of the case

was the express distinction between victims of intentionally caused injury and negligently caused

injury, cf. paras. 73-74.
j42 Ibid, para. 73.
343 Streletz, Kessler and Krenz v. Germany, 22.03.2001, para. 22, footnote 1 and K-H.W. v. Germany,
22.03.2001, para. 20, footnote 1.
344

Streletz, Kessler and Krenz v. Germany, 22.03.2001, para. 110 and K.-H.W. v. Germany,
22.03.2001, para. 116.
,45

Streletz, Kessler and Krenz v. Germany, 22.03.2001, para. 113, and K.-H.W. v. Germany,
22.03.2001, para. 119.
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convinced that different, here similar, treatment exists but reviewing the case anyway

and the Court entertaining no objective and reasonable justification review at all.
The cases concerned the refusal of planning permissions, enforcement proceedings
and prosecutions of gypsies for unlawfully occupying caravans on their own land.346
The applicants' claims under Article 14 concerned: "...the legal system's failure to
accommodate their traditional way of life, by treating them as if they were the same

as members of the majority population, or disadvantaging them relative to members
of the general population.. ,".347 In other words, they complained that the neutral and
general stipulations of planning legislation had a discriminatory effect on them,
either through the lack of special accommodation or generally under indirect
discrimination analysis. The Court did not address the latter part of the applicants'

complaint concerning indirect discrimination at all. As regards the lack of
accommodation for the special circumstances of gypsies the Court, with reference to

the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment, acknowledged that the similar treatment of
different situations might result in discrimination. It, however, seemed unconvinced
that similar situations in fact existed and, relying heavily on a wide margin of

appreciation, found no violation in the case.

346 Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster
v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001. The earlier judgment in Buckley v. The United Kingdom, 25.09.1995,
should also be mentioned. There, the applicant's complaint was that the Caravan Sites Act and the

Criminal Justice and Public Order Act prevented gypsies from pursuing their traditional lifestyles.
The Court noted that no measures had ever been taken against her on basis of these Acts and that it

would not review legislation in the abstract. It, then, added that more generally it did not appear from
the case that she was at any time subjected to detrimental treatment on account of her gypsy status and
that national policy was in fact aimed at accommodation for gypsies, cf. para. 88.
347

E.g. Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 127.
,48

Ibid, para. 129, cf. Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000. Under the Thlimmenos v. Greece standard

the similar treatment of significantly different situations results in discrimination, cf. Thlimmenos v.

Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44. The treatment that needs to be established by the applicant is therefore
similar treatment and not different treatment. It is not clear from the reasoning of the Court in the

gypsy cases whether it considered the similar treatment of different situations established. With

reference to the reliance by the Court on the fact that some considerations was in fact given to the

special situations of the applicants, it seems that the Court would hardly have found similar treatment
established if it had gone into articulating its reasoning under Article 14, see e.g. Chapman v. The
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4.3.2.4. Conclusions

The incantation of the phrase: "...it must be established that other persons in an

analogous or relevantly similar situation enjoy preferential treatment..."349 is notably
only present in the case law in relation to situations where the establishment of
different treatment raises problems such as in the categories of discriminatory

application of law or discriminatory effects of neutral measures.

In discriminatory application cases the applicant's claim may border on claiming
intent and, thus, be difficult to establish. Claims of discriminatory effect ofmeasures
often amount to claiming indirect discrimination or may differ from such claims only

slightly in relation to whether the effect is only disproportionate on certain groups or

absolutely different in all respects for the individual applicant. Some of them in
addition concern positive obligations, which seems to place applicants under a

heavier burden to establish how they have been subject to different treatment.350 The

Court's problems in dealing with the concepts of indirect discrimination and positive

obligations under Article 14 find expression in the evidentiary burden upon the

applicant to establish their case of prima facie discrimination.

United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, paras. 110, 114 and 129. The cases, thus, seem to be an example of a

merged consideration of the questions of comparability and objective and reasonable justification.
The cases in question were heard by a Grand Chamber of 17 judges. Seven judges dissented in the
case and found a violation of Article 8 but in light of that conclusions found that no separate issue
arose under Article 14. See e.g. Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Joint Dissenting
Opinion of Judges Pastor Ridruejo, Bonello, Tulkens, Straznicka, Lorenzen, Fischbach and

Casadevall.
j49

E.g. Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, para. 72.
350

Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, Sheffield and Horsham v. The United

Kingdom, 30.07.1998, Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.200land Tee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001.
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4.3.3. Comparability of situations (sameness/difference)

The most important issue related to the burden of proof is the question of whether it
is incumbent on the applicant to establish that the treatment complained of is
different in relation to people in relevantly similar situations, or conversely is similar
in relation to people in significantly different situations, before the onus is shifted
onto the state to justify this treatment. This condition if strictly applied can function
as a wide-reaching limitation on possible discrimination claims. The reason is that,
as argued in Chapter 1.3.1. supra, the questions of comparability formulated in the

question: "who are equal/unequal?" are really posed at the level where the value

judgments governing equality analysis take place. Otherwise they can only be
answered with reference to the equality maxim as: "those who should receive

equal/unequal treatment". According to the Aristotelian equality maxim relevantly
similar situations prescribe similar treatment and relevantly dissimilar situations

prescribe dissimilar treatment. Placing the burden on the applicant to establish

clearly the sameness/difference of situations also places the burden on him/her to

justify that the same/different treatment is required. It can be quite troublesome for
the applicant to show that his/her situation is relevantly similar or different to that of
the group of comparison and the arguments related to this issue go right to the heart
of the justification for the treatment in question.

Some commentators have concluded that this issue of establishing the similarity of
situations has not figured prominently in the case law of the Court, rendering its case

law less formalistic than a strict insistence upon showing comparability of situations
351would. " Other commentators have criticised instances where the comparable

situations test is not rigorously applied.352 From the Fredin v. Sweden judgment it

351
Livingstone, p. 30.

,52
Dijk and Hoof, p. 722-724. Their arguments go to the objective justification test focusing on

public interest as opposed to the similarity of situations tests focusing on individual interest. Their

argument is for a better protection of individuals, but strangely seems to miss the fact that all the cases

they themselves refer to on the allegedly beneficial comparability test result in a finding of non¬
violation. The important function of the burden of proof in this relation seems to have escaped their
attention.
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has been concluded that the burden is on the applicant to show that his/her situation
is relevantly similar to that of the group of comparison.353 Other judgments,
including judgments pronounced after Fredin v. Sweden, suggest the opposite. These
judgments often merge consideration of whether relevantly similar situations have
been established with the objective justification scrutiny. Hence, they do not place a

heavy burden on the applicant to establish the similarity of situations before

embarking on the objective justification scrutiny for which the respondent state is

supposed to bear the burden of proof.354 Van Raalte v. The Netherlands is a

particularly clear example of how the sameness/difference argument may be the
burden of either of the parties to the case. Here the government tried to argue that
the groups compared (sexes) were not in a similar situation as differences with regard
to biological possibilities to procreate once over the age of 45 justified a distinction
based on sex. The Court explicitly noted that these factual differences did not affect
the conclusion of similar situations as: "It is precisely this distinction which is at the
heart of the question whether the difference in treatment complained of can be

justified.".355

353
Dijk and Hoof, p. 722 and Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 474. See Fredin v. Sweden,

18.02.1991. Dijk and Hoof, pp. 720-722, mention the following cases as examples of cases dealing
clearly with the similarity of situations test and, then, conclude on the rule of evidence that the

applicant must show the similarity of situations. In all cases analogous situations were not established
and no violation was found of Article 14: Van der Mussele v. Belgium, 23.11.1983, Johnston and

Others v. Ireland, 18.12.1986, Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (II), 26.11.1991, Observer and
Guardian v. The United Kingdom, 26.11.1991 and Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995. It is

open for discussion, however, whether these cases deal with the comparability of situations as a

condition for objective justification scrutiny or as the factor constituting objective justification.
354 Cited by Dijk and Hoof, pp. 724-726 are the following cases: Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom,
22.10.1981 (concerning Article 8 and not Article 14), Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The

United Kingdom, 28.05.1985 (merging establishing comparability of situations with objective
justification on the issue of close ties with a country, a finding of non-violation) and Holy Monasteries
v. Greece, 09.12.1994 (merging establishing comparability of situations with objective justification on

the issue of different churches and religions, a finding of non-violation).
355 Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, 21.02.1997, para. 40. Similarly in Rasmussen v. Denmark,

28.11.1984, para. 37 the Court held that it did not have to resolve the issue of analogous situations as

it was also of relevance to determining whether objective justification existed. Hence, it proceeded to

the objective justification test "...on the assumption..." of analogous situations (emphasis added).
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In conclusion, the state of the case law on the burden of proof in relation to

establishing similarity of situation is conflicting and unclear. The literature seems

not to have been able to explain the variations in the Court's approach to this issue.

4.4. Conclusions

The jurisprudence of the Court on the issue of proof under Article 14 is not
characterised by great coherence. Upon a closer analysis the simple model that has
been offered in the literature on issues concerning proof under Article 14 leaves one

important discrepancy in the case law unexplained. This discrepancy is the
unanswered question of whether the applicant must clearly establish that he/she is in
a relevantly similar or significantly different situation to that of the group of

comparison. The pressing question this discrepancy poses is: what does it take for
the burden of proof to shift onto the respondent state to establish objective

justification? The lack of clarity on the issue seems particularly serious as

overburdening applicants in relation to establishing prima facie discrimination can in
effect render protection against discrimination completely ineffective.356

Ina Sjerps has argued that the division applied by the European Court of Justice in
relation to indirect discrimination, that a case is established by first establishing a

disparate effect and second by establishing that it is not justified, is artificial.357
Many, indeed countless, instances of disparate impact of neutral measures exist, but

only some raise questions of discrimination.358 Before even considering bringing a

case of indirect discrimination, a sense of injustice must exist and a value-loaded

j56 See footnote 304 supra on the policy considerations behind the burden of proof. See also Loenen:
Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 211.
357

Sjerps, p. 247.
358

Ibid, pp. 239-240 mentioning for example pay differences between part-timers and full-timers

(disparate impact on women) and pay differences between secretarial staff and managers (disparate
impact on women).
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qualitative debate must take place.359 Equal situations require equal treatment and
vice versa. Thus, the value arguments relevant to equality analysis are always at one

level undertaken by arguing for the existence of relevantly similar situations or

relevantly different situations, once that is done successfully indications to the
treatment due will also be established.360 The value-loaded qualitative debate will

always at one level focus on the relevant similarity or difference of situations.
Drawing on this inherent nature of the equality maxim as part of the non¬

discrimination provisions of the Convention, supported in the project by Sjerp's

analysis, the following conclusion presents itself: Dividing the issues that need to be
proven under claims of discrimination into the two levels of a) establishing
sameness/difference as a condition for objective justification scrutiny, and b)

establishing sameness/difference as justification under objective justification

scrutiny, is really artificial. The same qualitative and value-loaded reasoning decides
either question. The very common merger of consideration of proof for establishing
the relevant similarity of situations and the reasonable and objective justification

analysis in the reasoning of the Court under Article 14 convincingly stands out in
in

support of this conclusion. The answer to the question of the burden of proof in
relation to sameness/difference does not lie in the two-tiered approach hitherto put

forward in the literature under which each party bears the burden of proof as regards
certain issues that can be divided into two distinct parts.362 The issue of

359 Ibid, pp. 239-241.
j60 This is argued for in Chapter 1.3.1. supra. The relevant difference of situations may be construed
as "difference" in the meaning discussed in the substantive "difference" approach or as

"disadvantage" in the meaning discussed in the substantive "disadvantage" approach, cf. Chapters
2.2.2. and 2.2.3. supra.
M

Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 354, blame inconsistencies in application of the analogous situations
consideration on this merger of considerations.
362 It is unnecessary to enter deeply into the issue of difficulties related to distinguishing between law,
normative evaluations and facts. A few basic points are worth mentioning. Zahle, pp. 34-44 for

example discusses the issue that any legal narrative of the "facts" that need to be proven entails both

descriptive and normative elements. The legal description of these facts entails a complex of
references to "real" verifiable facts, as well as to the legal characterisation of that reality that in

varying degrees expresses the judge's normative evaluation of those facts. In relation to international

human rights law more particularly, Kokott, pp. 145 and 167, has forwarded that the distinction
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similarity/difference simply cannot be divided in two. There is only one burden of
persuasion for similarity/difference and the question is which of the parties bears it.

Kokott argues that the same values form the basis to interpretation of human rights
treaties and to the allocation of the burden of persuasion.363 A balancing act between
state sovereignty and national democratic discretion on the one hand and the
effective protection of human rights on the other permeates the interpretation of the
Convention and presents itself in adjustments in the margin of appreciation. Kokott

argues that an approach to the burden of proof that rigidly follows state sovereignty
and a corresponding burden of persuasion on the applicant or that rigidly follows the
effective protection line and allocates the burden of persuasion on the respondent
state misses this essential feature of human rights law. Therefore, according to

Kokott, the allocation of the risk of non-persuasion must follow the weighing of
interests as presented in the interpretation of the substantive provisions in

question.364 This way: "...the margin of appreciation may also be seen as fulfilling
a function very similar to that of the burden of proof.".365 The margin of

appreciation encompasses the interpretational weighing of interests between reliance
on state sovereignty and the respondent state's own assessment of the situation in

question on one hand and the need for effective protection of human rights on the
other. As the allocation of a wide margin of appreciation leads to reliance on the

between fact and law can be even more blurred than in national constitutional law and that drawing a

line between the establishment of facts and their evaluation can be impossible, in particular as regards
facts that do not concern the parties directly but have more to do with the general conditions in

society. The consequence of the highly indeterminate and evaluative nature of the equality provisions
of the Convention is that it is to a large extent an exercise in normative evaluation of the arguments

and rationalisations forwarded by the parties to establish whether the requisite "facts" have been

proved.
363

Kokott, pp. 211-212.
364

Ibid, p. 215. Kokott does not deny that in addition to allocating the burden of persuasion in line
with the interpretation of the substantive provision: "...external factors, such as the availability or

suppression of evidence, may appear to create the need for modifications. Often, these modifications

concern the evaluation of evidence and the required degree of persuasion, instead of the ultimate risk
of non-persuasion.", ibid.
,65

Ibid, p. 219, with references to literature on a similar issue in German law.
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evaluation of domestic authorities it functions as placing the burden of persuasion on

the applicant.366 Conversely, a narrow margin of appreciation functions as placing
the burden of persuasion on the respondent state. As argued by Kokott: "...the
ultimate answers to the problem of burden of proof seem to derive, at least insofar as
international human rights are concerned, from the interpretation of the substantive
law involved. More precisely, the solution depends on the delimitation of functions
and competences between international Courts and the sovereign states as laid down

• 367in the human rights conventions.".

Kokott's theory is that the margin of appreciation and the allocation of the burden of

persuasion are influenced by the same considerations and function in the same

manner. If the question of proof of similarity/difference is problematic, it is because
the substance of the equality provisions and their interpretation in light of the margin
of appreciation is problematic. In line with the approach that the burden of proof
should depend on the substantive rules and their interpretation the focus of study
seems better placed on the substantive issues. Clarifying what factors influence the
width of the margin of appreciation would seem to enable the clarification of

questions on the allocation of the burden of persuasion. The seemingly conflicting
answers on the issue projected by the Court's case law may be clarified by
differences in the factors that influence the margin of appreciation.

366 Ibid, pp. 219-220.
j67 Ibid, p. 147. Contra see Shokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-
Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 33 where he

argues that problems in relation to establishing the facts do not relate to the margin of appreciation
doctrine as the doctrine does not concern establishing the facts of the case, but only the appreciation
and assessment of those facts. See also Dijk and Hoof, p. 86 (written by Schokkenbroek as

acknowledged in the Preface to the third edition, p. x). Shokkenbroek's argument seems to be an

oversimplification that misses a) the difficulties in distinguishing between taking certain "facts" as

established and their normative assessment and b) the similar function of the procedural tool of

allocating the burden of proof and the substantive tool of adjusting the margin of appreciation as

elaborated on by Kokott.
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The case law of the Court on establishing the badge of differentiation and the
treatment complained of is explained by this theory as the Court's problems in
dealing with the concepts of indirect discrimination and positive obligations under
Article 14 find expression in the evidentiary burden upon the applicant to establish a

r- • 368
prima racie case.

As regards establishing sameness or difference it emerges that the discrepancies in
how the Court allocates the burden of persuasion on the issue can be explained by
reference to the margin of appreciation. Factors that indicate a wide margin of

appreciation will indicate that the burden of proof is on the applicant for establishing
the similarity or dissimilarity of situations. Conversely, factors that indicate a

narrow margin of appreciation will indicate that the burden of proof is on the

respondent state to establish that the treatment in question is objectively justified
with reference to the similarity or dissimilarity of situations. In accordance with the

analysis of judgments to be anticipated in Chapter 5 infra, a few clear examples can

be given to demonstrate the connection between the width of the margin of

appreciation and the allocation of the burden of proof. Fredin v. Sweden is a

particularly clear example where the unclear badge of differentiation and the field of
life of property rights clearly indicated a wide margin of appreciation and the burden
of proof for similarity was placed on the applicant.369 In Spadea and Scalabrino v.

Italy, a wide margin of appreciation was implied by the badge of differentiation of

"property" as well as the social situation of the applicant. The Court noted that

relevantly similar situations had to exist, but merged the question of proof for similar
situations with very lenient objective justification review.370 When subsequently
dealing with similar cases in Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy and P.M. v. Italy, the wide

margin of appreciation indicated had the effect that the burden of proof for similarity
of situations was clearly placed on the applicants and the cases never reached

368 The wide margin of appreciation and lenient scrutiny indicated by claims of passive discrimination

hinging upon positive obligations as elaborated on in Chapter 5.1.3.5. infra supports this conclusion.
369 Fredin v. Sweden, 18.02.1991, para. 61.
j7°

Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995, para. 46.
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objective and reasonable justification scrutiny.371 Stubbings and Others v. The
United Kingdom and Gerger v. Turkey are also examples where traditional legal
classifications into types of victims or types of offenders were the claimed badges of
differentiation. These badges of differentiation indicated a wide margin of

appreciation and the applicants bore the burden of proof for establishing the
similarity of situations.372 Conversely, the Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, Karlheinz
Schmidt v. Germany, Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom and
Rasmussen v. Denmark judgments are all clear examples of how the narrow margin
of appreciation and strict scrutiny indicated by the badge of differentiation of sex

373 • •

placed the burden of proof for similarity/difference on the state. In addition to
these examples, the above conclusions are generally borne out by the analysis of case
law in light of the factors that influence the margin of appreciation in Chapter 5

infra.

According to this theoretical framework for the burden of proof in relation to Article

14, and by inference also Article 1 of Protocol 12, the burden of proof on the

applicant to establish prima facie discrimination should only be taken to encompass

establishing a) the badge of differentiation and b) the treatment complained of.

Establishing sameness or difference of situations should not be taken as strictly
incumbent on one or the other party, either as a condition for objective justification

scrutiny or as part of objective justification itself, but as a variable burden incumbent

on either party depending on the with of the margin of appreciation and the factors
that influence the strictness of review in the case.

371 Edoardo Palnmbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000, para. 52 and P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001, para. 54 as regards

comparisons between landlords and tenants. P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001 is a Chamber judgment that has
not become final as referral to the Grand Chamber has been requested according to Article 43.
j72

Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, paras, 73-74. The situations were not

found comparable but "even if' they were, they were found justified. In Gerger v. Turkey,
08.07.1999, however, no objective justification scrutiny was applied and a simple assertion of
differences in situations decided the case.

373 Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, 21.02.1997, para. 40, Karlheinz Schmidt v. Germany, 18.07.1994,

paras 27-28, Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 79 and
Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 37.
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5. STRICTNESS OF REVIEW AND THE INFLUENCING FACTORS

5.1. The type of discrimination alleged

5.1.1. Introduction

In Chapter 3.3.4.4. supra, it was suggested that any given claim under an open-model
prescription of non-discrimination such as Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12 to
the Convention will entail three basic variables; a) a claim of a particular type of

discrimination, b) based on a particular badge of differentiation and c) encroaching

upon a particular interest. The present Chapter will deal with the type of
discrimination alleged as a distinct level of factors influencing the strictness of
review.

The generic definition of discrimination that can be discerned from the case law of
the Court entails the following elements:374 Discrimination entails different
treatment of relevantly similar situations or similar treatment of significantly
different situations that cannot be reasonably and objectively justified.

Until the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment, the only type of discrimination that had
reached the European Court of Human Rights had been direct discrimination based

on positive acts of the national authorities. No judgment on Article 14 had been
considered to clearly connect a positive obligation with the concept of
discrimination. On a similar note, no judgment of the Court has ever acknowledged
indirect discrimination. With the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment and with Protocol
12 acknowledging positive obligations, new types of discrimination are bound to

become challenged before the Court. It is intriguing to theorise on these new

possibilities.

Direct discrimination can be classified into two types. One type is in concert with
the traditional negative conception of state obligation under human rights

',74 See generally Chapter 3.2.3. supra.
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instruments. This is the type that builds upon the idea that the state should abstain
from discriminating and, thus, forbids acts of discrimination. The other type is in
concert with the idea that the state has a positive obligation actively to ensure the

enjoyment of human rights. This type builds upon the idea that the state should
actively ensure non-discrimination. The first type of direct discrimination will be
dealt with in Chapter 5.1.2. under the concept of active discrimination and the latter

type will be dealt with in Chapter 5.1.3. under the concept of passive discrimination.
After dealing with these two forms of direct discrimination, Chapter 5.1.4. will
discuss the concept of indirect discrimination.

5.1.2. Active discrimination

5.1.2.1. Concept

A. The outlines of the concept of active discrimination

The concept of active discrimination hardly needs much explanation. Active
discrimination is direct discrimination in that it is directly based on certain badges of
differentiation. The term active refers to the fact that it is discrimination that results

from identifiable acts of state agents.376 The concept of active discrimination is
based on the traditional negative conception of state obligation under human rights
instruments. It is founded upon the idea that the state should abstain from

discriminating and, thus, prohibits acts of discrimination.

B. Types of claims and the potential of active discrimination

There seem to be three principal types of active discrimination:
1. Express or overt different treatment.

j75 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000.
,76 Discrimination may also occur as the result of acts of private parties, but can only be brought under
the Convention via the medium of state agents, then, not acting to prevent or remedy such
discrimination. Hence, such cases belong to the category of "passive discrimination" set out in

Chapter 5.1.3. infra.
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2. Covert different treatment.

3. Different applications of the same measure.

In instances of active discrimination the discriminatory treatment complained of

typically takes the form of express exclusion or overt different treatment based on a

relatively clearly identifiable badge of differentiation. Examples of this kind of
discrimination abound in the case law of the European Court of Human Rights, cf.
Table 2, pp. 275-277 infra?11 The potential of this type of discrimination should not
be underestimated as it entails and enables claims against the substantive content of
the measure in question (e.g. legislation) and not only claims about their uniform

application.

Applicants may also claim active discrimination on the basis of covert different
treatment. In such cases it is not clear on the face of the measure complained of what
the discriminatory treatment consists of or on what basis it differentiates. The

applicant may either endeavour to explain the badge of differentiation without

referring to subjective intent of state agents and sometimes the badge of
differentiation claimed is simply the treatment itself. In other instances the

applicant's claim clearly is, or borders on, claiming the subjective intention of state

agents to discriminate on basis of a particular badge of differentiation. In these cases

it is also sometimes unclear what the discriminatory treatment consists of as it may
be ex facie neutral but have a discriminatory effect on the applicant. There exist

many examples of this covert type of active discrimination, cf. Table 2, pp. 275-277
378

infra. Also here the claim would concern the substantive content of the measure in
379

question.

377 See the group of judgments labelled: Active discrimination (abstention) - Express exclusion or

overt different treatment.
j78 See the two groups of judgments labelled: Active discrimination (abstention) - Covert badges of
differentiation and the claim may be of (border on) intent and Active discrimination (abstention) -

Totally different effect on individual.
j79 It is, however, relatively difficult to establish a prima facie case of covert different treatment, see

Chapters 4.3.1.2. and 4.3.2.3. supra.
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Another type of active discrimination exists where the claim being made is of a

measure not being applied uniformly to those it declares itself applicable to. There
are also many examples of cases where the claim is of discriminatory applications,
cf. Table 2, pp. 275-277 infra,380 The potential of such claims is perhaps the least far
reaching of possible discrimination claims as it only concerns the discriminatory
application of neutral measures.381 There is an important difference between these
cases and cases where the claim being made is of extending measures applied to

others to the claimant. The first type is direct discrimination of the active kind as the
measure in question does extend to the claimant but through positive acts of state
authorities has not been applied to him/her. In the latter instance the direct
discrimination is passive in that a certain measure declares itself applicable to a

certain group of people but does not extend to the claimant. In these cases the

claimant, however, argues that it should be applicable to him/her also. The latter
cases are instances of passive discrimination where action is required, i.e. extending
the measure to other groups.

5.1.2.2. Strictness ofreview

A. Establishing prima facie active discrimination

Individual applicants may have varying degree of difficulties in discharging the
burden of proof that rests upon them in relation to establishing prima facie

discrimination, i.e. the badge of differentiation and the treatment complained of.

Chapters 4.3.1. and 4.3.2. supra deal with these difficulties as they relate to each of

the different types of active discrimination. In cases where the applicants have

j80 See the group of judgments labelled: Active discrimination (abstention) - Measure not applied

uniformly.
j81 This type of active discrimination would, thus, correspond to the classical and archetypical formal
conception of the concept of non-discrimination (equality before the law). This conception places no

restrictions on the possible content of the law, if only it is applied in a uniform manner. Although this
is the type of discrimination with the least substantive potential, it is relatively hard to establish in
relation to the burden of proof that rests upon the applicant to show that the group of comparison
receives more favourable treatment under the application of a measure, cf. Chapter 4.3.2.2. supra.
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managed to establish prima facie discrimination the question of the margin of
appreciation and the strictness of objective justification review becomes active.

B. The strictness of objective justification review

Active discrimination is based on the classical idea of negative state obligations.

Once direct acts of discrimination have been established there will be no inhibitions

on purposefully and strictly scrutinising them. Numerous examples from the case

law of the Court support the conclusion that the starting point from which to

approach review of such cases will be a narrow margin of appreciation and strict
scrutiny, cf Table 2. This is particularly so with regard to overt different
treatment.382 Other factors may, then, weigh in to support or negate the indication of
strict scrutiny in relation to active discrimination.

5.1.3. Towards the concept of passive discrimination

5.1.3.1. A conceptualframeworkfor positive obligations

The concept of passive discrimination is based on the idea that the state has a

positive obligation to ensure the enjoyment of human rights. Protection against

passive discrimination would be derived from the positive obligations of the

contracting states under Article 14 and Article 1 ofProtocol 12.

Positive obligations of states are built upon the notion that the state is obliged to take
action to ensure the enjoyment of human rights. In practice a positive obligation

presents itself when a state is found to have violated a human rights provision on

j82 Note that violations primarily occur in the category of overt or express active discrimination where
it is relatively easy for the applicant to establish prima facie discrimination. Claims under the other

categories of active discrimination (covert different treatment and different applications) result in
much fewer violations. This is mostly on account of the difficulties for applicants to lift the burden of

proof in these situations. The Court's difficulties in dealing with claims bordering on indirect
discrimination or positive obligations find expression in the fact that claims of covert different
treatment are particularly difficult to establish, cf. Chapter 4.4. supra.
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account of neglecting to secure certain rights in law or on account of neglecting to
383 • •

secure the actual enjoyment of such rights under the law or in fact. Positive
obligations to ensure non-discrimination may entail different types of action required
of states. A simple example would be the duty to enact new legislation banning
certain types of discrimination. Positive obligations of states may also, theoretically,
reach so far as to entail positive measures. Positive measures are measures that are:

"...designed to favour or promote the interests of disadvantaged groups.".384 More

precisely, the principal characteristics of positive measures include that they are

actions that are taken against conditions that cause or maintain discrimination. Such
action is intended to be temporary and to cease when the objective of equality has

....

been reached. ' Such action entails specific action to promote equality, correct the

general conditions of disadvantaged groups in society or even to grant preferential
treatment to certain groups of people. Finally, positive obligations of states may

also extend to relations between private parties. In such instances, a violation of a

383 Veli-Pekka Viljanen: Abstention or Involvement? The Nature of State Obligation under Different

Categories of Rights, in Krzysztof Drzewicki, Catarina Krause and Allan Rosas (eds.): Social Rights
as Human Rights: A European Challenge, Abo: Abo Akademi University Institute for Human Rights,
1994, p. 43, at p. 46 argues that rights to positive actions entail the obligation upon states to take either

positive factual action or positive normative action. Helene Combrinck: Positive State Duties to

Protect Women from Violence: Recent South African Developments, in (1998) 20 Human Rights

Quarterly, p. 666, at p. 670, for example argues that: "States have positive obligations to establish
and maintain the necessary legal and other institutions and remedies through which the rights can be

guaranteed." and that this may extend to nongovernmental actors.
j84 Bhikhu Parekh: A Case for Positive Discrimination, in Bob Hepple and Erika M. Szysczak (eds.):
Discrimination: The Limits of Law, London: Mansell, 1992, p. 261, at p. 261. Cited by Harris,
O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 485.
j85 See Bayefsky, pp. 26-27 where she summarises the principal characteristics of the concept of
"special measures" (i.e. positive measures) from various sources and authorities of international law,

including the definitions of "special measures" in Article 4, Paragraph 1 of the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, U.N.G.A. Res. 34/180, and Article 1,

Paragraph 4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Discrimination, UNTS 195 as well as General Comment no. 18 of the Human Rights Committee,
General Comment 18 (37 session 1989), Doc. A/45/40.
j86 See General Comment no. 18 of the Human Rights Committee, para. 10, General Comment 18 (37
session 1989), Doc. A/45/40.
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right may be found if the state has failed to ensure that relations between private
parties are subject to certain standards. This is often referred to as the

387
"drittwirkung" of the Convention or its indirect horizontal effect. The state's
"public authorities" must be implicated in a case for it to be justiciable before the
European Court of Human Rights.388 Any "drittwirkung" or indirect horizontal
effect of the Convention therefore necessarily hinges on the liability of the

contracting states. The issue of the indirect horizontal effect of the Convention

provisions has, hence, become the issue of positive obligations of states. The

question is how far the positive obligations of states under the Convention extend to

their liability for violations in the private sphere.

The division of state obligations into negative obligations and positive obligations is
often associated with the division of human rights into the categories of civil and

political rights on the one hand and economic, social and cultural rights on the other.
The traditional contention is that of a dichotomy between the two types of rights in
that civil and political rights only incur negative obligations that do not have
financial implications while economic, social and cultural rights incur positive

obligations that can have financial implications. Without denying that there indeed
exist differences in emphasis associated with these types of rights, much modern day

387 For a comprehensive discussion of the issues surrounding human rights in the private sphere, see

Andrew Clapham: Human Rights in the Private Sphere, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993. Clapham
rejects "drittwirkung" theories that have their origin in domestic, notably German, law as a viable
basis for the international protection of human rights, cf. p. 181. Similarly, see Harris, O'Boyle and

Warbrick, p. 21. Be that as it may, the term "drittwirkung" is widely used in the discussion of the
more limited issue of the effect between private parties of the Convention, see e.g. Dijk and Hoof, pp.
22-26 and Andrew Clapham: The "Drittwirkung" of the Convention, R. St. J. Macdonald, F.

Matscher and H. Petzold (eds.): The European System for the Protection of Human Rights,
Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 163. As the medium of state implication is

necessary the phenomenon is best described as indirect horizontal effect, cf Harris, O'Boyle and
Warbrick, p. 21. Dijk and Hoof, p. 23 refer to "indirect drittwirkung".
j88 Under Articles 33 and 34 of the European Convention on Human Rights a case may only be

brought before the Court if it concerns an alleged violation by one of the contracting states. Cases
cannot be brought against private parties. See generally Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 21 and Dijk
and Hoof, p. 23.
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scholarship argues that its significance has been overstated.389 The text of Article 1
that stipulates that the Contracting Parties "shall secure" the rights defined in the
Convention has been interpreted as encompassing negative and positive obligations
alike.390 From the text of certain Convention rights as well as from the Court's

jurisprudence, positive obligations have become acknowledged under the
Convention.391 Case law under the Convention has gradually added examples to the

389 Maurice Cranston is one of the most prominent proponents of the dichotomy view, see e.g.

Maurice Cranston: Human Rights Real and Supposed, in D. D. Raphael (ed.): Political Theory and
the Rights ofMan, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1967, p. 43 and Maurice Cranston: What
are human rights?, New York: Taplinger, 1973. Marc Bossuyt is another, see Marc Bossuyt: La
distinction juridique entre les droits civil et politiques et les droits economiques, sociaux et culturels,
in (1975) 8 Human Rights Law Journal, p. 783. Contra see for example Matthew C. R. Craven: The
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights - A Perspective on its Development,
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995, pp. 14-16, Asbjorn Eide: Economic, Social and Cultural Rights as

Human Rights, in Asbjorn Eide, Catarina Krause and Allan Rosas (eds.): Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights - A Textbook, Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1995, p. 21, Martin Scheinin:

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights as Legal Rights, in Asbjorn Eide, Catarina Krause and Allan

Rosas (eds.): Economic, Social and Cultural Rights - A Textbook, Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers, 1995, p. 41, and Viljanen, p. 63.
390 See Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 19. The duty to "secure" in Article 1 of Protocol 12 to the

Convention is in the Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 26, taken to imply positive obligations.

Similarly the language of Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, UNTS
171, that the state parties undertake to "respect and ensure" the rights therein has been interpreted as

comprising both a negative and a positive obligation. See e.g. General Comment 3 (13 session 1981),
Doc. A/36/40 and Thomas Burgenthal: To Respect and to Ensure: State Obligation and Permissible

Derogations, in Louis Henkin (ed.): The International Bill ofRights, New York: Columbia University
Press, 1981, p. 72, at p. 77.
391 Matti Pellonpaa: Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in R. St. Macdonald, F. Matscher and H.

Petzold (eds.): The European System for the Protection of Human Rights, Dordrecht: Martinus

Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 855, at pp. 860-863, for example refers to Articles 2, 6, 8 and 11 and the

relevant case law. He concludes on the general possibility of positive obligations. Michel Melchior:

Rights Not Covered by the Convention, in R. St. Macdonald, F. Matscher and H. Petzold (eds.): The

European System for the Protection ofHuman Rights, Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993,

p. 593, at pp. 598-599, also refers to Article 8 and the possibility of positive obligations generally
under the Convention. See also Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 19-20. From the case law of the

Court see e.g. Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979 and Airey v. Ireland, 09.10.1979. In Airey v. Ireland,

para. 25 the Court stated that: "...fulfilment of a duty under the Convention on occasion necessitates
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list of cases wherein positive obligations have been acknowledged. But, as pointed
out by Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick: "The Court has not determined any general
theory of positive obligations, and, accordingly, it will be necessary to consider the

392
question in relation to each particular right.".

Positive obligations or the duty to act to secure non-discrimination may take on many

forms and function at different levels. In discussing the content of state obligation,

Asbjorn Eide has elaborated on three different levels of obligation. First there is the
obligation to respect, the second level of obligation is to protect and the third level of

obligation it to assist andfulfil?92 The first level, to respect, would correspond to the
classical negative obligation of abstention, i.e. the state should respect rights by not

violating them itself, most clearly by not interfering with or restricting the citizens'
freedom.394 The second level, to protect, would correspond to various obligations

some positive action on the part of the State, in such circumstances, the State cannot simply remain

passive, and 'there is ... no room to distinguish between acts and omissions'.".
j92

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 284.
393 Eide, pp. 37-38. He argues that the allegation that civil and political rights on the one hand and

economic, social and cultural rights on the other differ on basis of whether they require use of
resources misses the point that both types of rights may entail obligations at all three levels. This
three-level typology of state obligations relevant to civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights
alike, attributed to Eide, has become an acknowledged tool to understanding the content of state

obligation. See The Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in
(1998) 20 Human Rights Quarterly, p. 691, at pp. 693-694 and Victor Dankwa, Cees Flinterman and

Scott Leckie: Commentary to the Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social and

Cultural Rights, in (1998) 20 Human Rights Quarterly, p. 705 at pp. 713-715. See also the earlier

Limburg principles that form the basis to the Maastricht Guidelines: Limburg Principles on the

Implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in (1987) 9
Human Rights Quarterly, p. 122. Note the similarity of Eide's three different levels with the

"...tripartite typology of duties." forwarded by Henry Shue: Basic Rights, Subsidence, Affluence and
U.S. Foreign Policy, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980, p 52. Shue argues that all basic

rights (human rights) carry with them three types of duties; duties to avoid depriving the right, duties
to protect from deprivation and duties to aid the deprived. Consequently he argues that there is no

dichotomy between negative rights and positive rights, cf. p. 52-53.
394 Eide, p. 37. Eide mentions that a part of such an obligation to respect rights could be officially to

recognize or register them. For the sake of clarity I would argue that such positive duties upon the
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upon states of a positive nature. This would principally entail enacting laws and
resorting to other active measures that ensure the protection (enjoyment) of these
rights,395 including protection against violations by actors other than the state
itself.396 The third and final level, to assist and fulfil, is the most far-reaching level

of duties. It is a positive duty like the duty to protect, but what divides them into two

distinct categories is the level of involvement needed on part of the state. The

principal type of duties to assist and fulfil entails the direct provisions for needs or

resources, such as legal aid, social security and the like. The duty to assist may also
• • • 397

take the form ofmeasures to improve the general conditions in a certain field.

A similar tendency to distinguish between two types of positive obligations can be
"3QO

discerned in Clapham's work on the horizontal effects of the Convention.

Clapham sets out the "outer limits" of the Convention as regards its extension into
the private sphere via the medium of positive obligations of states ("ecological

liability"). He argues that a distinction should be drawn between the promotion of

rights in the private sphere on the one hand and actions that prevent or remedy
violations in the private sphere on the other. In relation to the case law of the Court

he points out that the Court is cautious and ascribes a wide margin of appreciation to

states when confronted with claims of positive obligations: "...which demand

governmental policy changes which promote the enjoyment of Convention right in
the private sphere..." and that claim: "...active promotion of the enjoyment of

state belong to the category of the duty to protect. This corresponds more clearly to the notion that
the duty to respect is a negative duty, cf. Novak, p. 36. See also Dankwa, Flinterman and Leckie, p.
714.

395
Eide, p. 37 and Nowak, p. 37.

396 Eide, p. 37, Nowak, p. 38 and Dankwa, Flinterman and Leckie, p. 714.
397

Eide, p. 38 and Dankwa, Flinterman and Leckie, pp. 714-715. Nowak does not divide positive
obligations into categories depending on the level of involvement of states.
'9S

Clapham: Human Rights in the Private Sphere, pp. 341-356. The endeavour to distinguish between

types of positive obligations seems to be relatively recent. Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick (on the

European Convention on Human Rights), Nowak (on the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights) and Bayefsky (on a number of international instruments) are examples of important works that
do not attempt this.
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rights...".399 Such claims would hinge on positive obligations of a kind that roughly
corresponds to the third level of positive obligations as elaborated on by Eide, i.e. the
obligation to assist and fulfil the rights in question with direct provisions or measures
to improve the general conditions of certain groups. On the other hand he finds that
the Court has been more willing to allow claims of positive obligations on the basis
that the state has failed to prevent a violation or has failed to provide for a remedy

compensating for such violations, notably by leaving gaps in legislative protection

against violations.400 This category would correspond to the second level of state

obligation in Eide's model, the obligation to protect.

Certainly, these two recent attempts at elaborating on the positive obligations of
states and dividing them into two categories depending on how far they reach and
how heavy a burden they place on states, are not conclusive as a clear theoretical
framework. Neither do they clearly stake out the territory of each type of positive

obligations. Perhaps it is not possible to elaborate on a clear dividing line. These
two attempts, however, endeavour to place a finger on a fairly clear idea; the idea
that there are levels to which the positive obligations of states may relatively easily
reach and that there are levels to which it is more difficult to extend them. This idea

is the logical consequence of the principle of subsidiarity of the Convention
mechanism and the theory involved in delineating the distribution of powers between
the democratic discretion of the national authorities and the international supervisory

machinery. The idea referred to, thus, is the logical consequence of the need for

delineating the appropriateness of judicial intervention in a given case. And its

practical function would correspond to the function of the margin of appreciation
doctrine, i.e. to adjust the intensity ofjudicial scrutiny in cases under review.

J"
Clapham: Human Rights in the Private Sphere, p. 351, referring inter alia to Rees v. The United

Kingdom, 17.10.1986 and Cossey v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1990 where the applicants who were

transsexuals claimed a positive obligation under Article 8 to alter birth certificates. The Court rejected
the claim, as it would be impossible to acknowledge: "...without a fundamental modification of the

existing system for maintaining the register of births, which was accessible to the public.", cf. Cossey
v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1990, para. 38.
400

Clapham: Human Rights in the Private Sphere, pp. 248 and 351, referring to X and Y v. The

Netherlands, 26.03.1985, also concerning positive obligations in relation to Article 8.
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5.1.3.2. Positive obligations under Article 14

As pointed out by Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, the absence of a general theory of
positive obligations under the Convention renders study of individual rights the most
fruitful avenue through which to study positive obligations.401 Some attempts to

litigate positive obligations can be discerned in the case law of the Court on Article
14. Generally the tendency has been to subsume the positive obligations issue under
the relevant substantive Convention provision and not the accessory Article 14.402
Nevertheless, upon closer analysis the case law on Article 14 holds some interesting

examples.

A. Lacunae in legislative protection

The Vermeire v. Belgium case concerned the failure by Belgium to implement the

principle pronounced in the Marcht v. Belgium judgment that the: "...total lack of
inheritance rights on intestacy, based only on the 'illegitimate' nature of the

affiliation, was discriminatory.".403 The still incomplete general revision of

legislation on affiliation and inheritance rights prompted by the Marckx v. Belgium

judgment some 12 years earlier could not justify the failure to implement the ban

against such discrimination inherent in the Convention, in particular as: "There was

nothing imprecise or incomplete about the rule which prohibited [such]
discrimination.. .",404

The Vermeire v. Belgium case has been discussed as an example of the possible
direct effect in national law of the judgments of the Court. This is taken to entail

401
Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 284.

402
Ibid, p. 484.

403 Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991, para. 25, cf. Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979.
404 Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991, para. 25. Note that the Marckx v. Belgium judgment, from
which the rule stemmed, was directed against Belgium like the Vermeire v. Belgium judgment some
12 years later.
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that, when necessary to comply with a judgment of the Court, the state found in
breach of the Convention must amend or reinterpret its legislation.405 At a more

general level the judgment can also be said to be an example of the acknowledgment
of a positive obligation to remedy lacunae in legislative protection under Article 14.
As such it seems to have gone unnoticed in the literature on Article 14. The duty

upon a state to remedy a lacuna in legislative protection will be most acute upon the
state found in breach of the Convention, but when such lacunae exist in other states

the duty rests equally upon them to "secure to everyone" the rights entailed in the
Convention as interpreted by the Court, cf Article 1 of the Convention. Therefore,
the Vermeire v. Belgium judgment, asserting the duty to remedy established lacuna in

legislative protection, may be taken not only as an example of the direct effect of the

judgments of the Court in the national law of the respondent state, but as indicating a

more general positive obligation under Article 14 on states parties to the Convention
to remedy lacunae in legislative protection against discrimination.

B. Extending existing measures to similar groups

In the National Union of Belgian Police v. Belgium judgment of 1975 the Court
denied that Articles 11 and 14 entailed a positive obligation on Belgium to set up for

provincial and municipal staff a consultation system similar to that in operation for
state officials. The action required was actively to ensure the same treatment for
similar situations. In this judgment, the positive obligation to extend measures from
one group to another similar group was expressly denied.406 Similarly, in Petrovic v.

Austria, the treatment complained of was the failure to extend parental leave

405 See Cameron, p. 231-233 and G. Ress: The Effects of Judgments and Decisions in Domestic Law,

in R. St. Macdonald, F. Matscher and H. Petzold (eds.): The European System for the Protection of
Human Rights, Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 801, at pp. 838-839.
406 National Union of Belgian Police v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, para. 48: "In the Court's opinion,
however, Articles 11 and 14 of the Convention do not oblige Belgium to set up for provincial and
municipal staff [...] a consultation system analogous to the one in operation for State officials...".

Similarly, in Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom, 08.07.1986, paras. 186-189 the Court dealt

very leniently with claims to treatment similar to earlier nationalisation legislation and to treatment

similar to that provided in compulsory purchase legislation and found no violation.
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allowances provided to mothers to fathers also. Despite considering both parents

similarly placed, the Court found no violation with references to considerations
indicating a wide margin of appreciation 407

C. Claims for accommodation of differences

The Thlimmenos v. Greece case is a landmark judgment in which positive obligations
in the form of accommodating differences were acknowledged for the first time. The
facts of the case were that the applicant was a member of the Jehovah's Witnesses
and had served a prison sentence for insubordination on account of refusing to wear

the military uniform. Later he was denied appointment as a chartered accountant on

the grounds that he had been convicted of a felony. The Court set out a wholly new

facet of the protection against discrimination in this case:

"The Court has so far considered that the right under Article 14 not to be
discriminated against in the enjoyment of the rights guaranteed under the
Convention is violated when States treat differently persons in analogous
situations without providing an objective and reasonable justification. [...]
However, the Court considers that this is not the only facet of the prohibition
of discrimination in Article 14. The right not to be discriminated against in
the enjoyment of the rights guaranteed under the Convention is also violated
when States without an objective and reasonable justification fail to treat
differently persons whose situations are significantly different."408

In the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment, the failure of the state to act led to a violation

of Article 14. The applicant did not complain of the fact that criminal offenders were

excluded from the profession of chartered accountants, but rather that he as a

Jehovah's Witness refusing to serve in the military on religious grounds belonged to

a different class from most other offenders and that the failure to accommodate this

difference amounted to discrimination.409 The Court found a violation of Article 14

taken in conjunction with Article 9 as the applicant was found to have been

407 Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998, paras. 36 and 40-42.
408 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44.
409

Ibid, para. 34.
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discriminated against in the exercise of his freedom of religion. 10 The
discrimination consisted in failing to treat the applicant differently from other people
convicted of a felony. The discrimination, thus, was a result of failing to fulfil the
positive obligation to accommodate the applicant's difference.

The development witnessed in Thlimmenos v. Greece is a breakthrough for claims of
positive obligations that relate to accommodation for differences. Earlier, it had been
denied that active accommodation for differences might be required. In Kjeldsen,
Busk Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark the treatment complained of consisted of

compulsory sex education in state schools in comparison with allowing exemption
from religious instruction classes. The first line of reasoning by the Court referred to

the fact that the measure applied uniformly to all pupils in state schools and that there
therefore was nothing in the Act that indicated discriminatory treatment based on a

personal characteristic. The second line of reasoning merged the comparability and

justificatory arguments and found a difference as the former disseminated only

knowledge while the latter concerned indoctrination of tenets.411 Clearly what was at

stake was uniformly applied sex education that did not accommodate the different

religious beliefs or moral opinions of parents. The parents' claim was for positive
accommodation for their needs. A separate opinion argued that respect for the

parents' ideology was called for in a similar manner as respect for the ideology of
conscientious objectors to military service.412 Similarly in Lithgow and Others v.

The United Kingdom, one of the claims made was of discrimination on the grounds
that the same treatment was accorded to growing and declining companies in
valuation of compensation for nationalisation. The Court, in a very cursory

examination of the case under Article 14, explicitly pointed out that it doubted that

claims of accommodation for difference were part and parcel of Article 14 in the

following terms: "...whether or not it falls within the ambit of Article 14, the

difference said by the applicants to result from the similar treatment of both growing

410
Ibid, paras. 42 and 49. After finding a violation of Article 14 in conjunction with Article 9, the

Court found it unnecessary to review Article 9 taken on its own.
411

Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark, 07.12.1976, para 56.
412 Ibid, Separate Opinion of Judge Verdoss, paras. 9-10.
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and declining companies can be regarded as having an objective and reasonable

justification.".413 In Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom one part of the
applicants' complaints related to the lack of accommodation for their difference. The
applicants were the adult victims of child sexual abuse. Their claims for
compensation for psychological injury were classified as stemming from
intentionally caused injury and were, thus, time-barred due to a limitation period of
six years from the age ofmajority. The applicants argued that child sexual abuse had

specific psychological ramifications that prevented them from realising that they had
a cause of action until after their claims had become time-barred.414 The Court

swiftly dealt with this part of the case with the formal approach that as legislation on

limitations for intentionally caused injury applied to all intentionally caused injury
there was no discrimination.415 All these judgments indicate a formal assimilationist

approach prevailing over accommodation for differences. Generally the Court seems
to have been at pains to find ways through which it did not have to deal with such

positive accommodation. It simply did not have the conceptual framework to deal
with the issues raised 416

Before Thlimmenos v. Greece, the last example of an unsuccessful claim for
accommodation of difference was the Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom

judgment. Here, the state had refused to annotate or update the biological pre¬

operative sex of the applicants with their post-operative gender status. This had the
effect that on occasions where birth certificates had to be provided, they had to

describe themselves in public by reference to gender that did not correspond to their
external appearances. The applicants claimed that this amounted to discrimination

as: ".. .law continues to treat them as being of the male sex..they also complained
that they had a: "...disadvantaged position in law...".417 In essence the applicants'

413
Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom, 08.07.1986, para. 183.

414
Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, para. 69, referring to expert evidence,

cf. para. 47.
415

Ibid, para. 73. The Court proceeded to argue that the distinction between intentionally and

negligently caused injuries, also complained of, was justifiable, cf. paras. 73-74.
416 See also the discussion of proof in Chapter 4.3.2.3. supra.
417

Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, para. 72.
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claims concerned the question of whether there existed a positive obligation to

recognise for legal purposes their new gender identities. Their claim was, thus, of
positive accommodation for their difference. This time, in contrast with earlier
cases, the Court actually reviewed the claim of positive accommodation. The
review, however, was very lenient and no violation was found. The Court addressed
the issue of positive obligations under Article 8. As regarded Article 14 more

particularly, the Court referred to the margin of appreciation under Article 8 and
concluded that the considerations taken into account in the fair balance test relevant

to assessing the existence of positive obligations under Article 8 were also

encompassed by the notion of objective and reasonable justification under Article
418* • • •14. Preceding the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment, it can be said that the Sheffield

and Horsham v. The United Kingdom judgment paved the way for accommodation
for differences under Article 14, via the route ofpositive obligations under Article 8.

After Thlimmenos v. Greece, the Court has again been confronted with a claim of

positive accommodation for differences. This was in the five cases of Beard v. The

United Kingdom, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, Coster v. The United Kingdom,
Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom and Lee v. The United Kingdom, which all
concerned the refusal of planning permissions, enforcement proceedings and

prosecutions of Gypsies for unlawfully occupying caravans on their own land.419
One part of the applicants' claims under Article 14 concerned: "...the legal system's
failure to accommodate their traditional way of life, by treating them as if they were
the same as members of the majority population...".420 With reference to the

418
Ibid, para. 76. The judgment builds upon earlier judgments on transsexualism. Rees v. The United

Kingdom, 17.10.1986, Cossey v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1990, and B. v. France, 25.03.1992 all

concerned Article 8 but a violation of Article 14 was not claimed. In X, Y and Z v. The United

Kingdom, 22.04.1997, a violation of Article 14 was also claimed but the Court found it not necessary

to consider the complaint.
419 Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster
v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001.
420

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 127. They also complained of the legal
system disadvantaging them relative to members of the general population. The Court did not address
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Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment, the Court acknowledged that the lack of
accommodation for significantly different situations might result in discrimination if
it lacked objective and reasonable justification.421 In these cases, however, the Court
found that the lack of accommodation for the special situation of the Gypsy

applicants was justified under Article 14 with reference to its findings under Article
8. Under Article 8 review, the Court had found that the state in principle enjoyed a

wide margin of appreciation in the field of planning policy and implementation
where discretionary decisions involving a multitude of local factors were involved.422
It concluded that this margin should not be narrowed down on account of a

consensus in the contracting states to the effect that the special needs of Gypsies as a

national minority should be recognised as the consensus witnessed in the Framework
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, setting out general principles
and goals without means of implementation, was not considered concrete enough on

common standards in particular situations.423 The Court acknowledged that there
was inherent in Article 8 a positive obligation to facilitate the Gypsy way of life, but

only to the extent that: "...some special consideration should be given to their needs
and their different lifestyle both in the relevant regulatory planning framework and in

arriving at the decisions in particular cases.".424 It excluded the possibility, even in
face of the established lack of places available in authorised Gypsy caravan sites, that
this positive obligation would reach so far into general social policy as to oblige
states to make available a sufficient number of suitably equipped sites.425 In

this part of the applicants' claim that called for indirect discrimination analysis, cf. Chapter 5.1.4.2. A

infra.
421

Ibid, para. 129, cf. Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44.
422

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 92, referring to this stance as set out in the

Buckley v. The United Kingdom, 25.09.1996 judgment, para. 75.
42j

Ibid, para. 94. See The Framework Convention for the Protection ofNational Minorities, ETS 157.
424

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 96.
425

Ibid, para. 98. In this respect the Court also recalled that Article 8 did not entail a right to be

provided with a home, cf. para. 99. In relation to this issue the Court also discussed the suitability of
the applicants' alternatives. The evaluation of the suitability of alternatives was an area where the
Court concluded that the state enjoyed a wide margin of appreciation, cf. para. 104. On this issue the
Court noted that the applicants had not shown sufficiently that they had no alternatives and that
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conclusion under Article 8, the Court found that there were strong environmental

reasons for refusing the planning permissions and that the applicants' special
circumstances had been taken into account in the national decision making process

which contained adequate procedural safeguards protecting their interests.426 The
similar treatment of Gypsies and the general population complained of was, with
reference to these findings of the Court under Article 8, found to have an objective
and reasonable justification under Article 14.427

With reference to the Beard v. The United Kingdom, Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, Coster v. The United Kingdom, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom and
Lee v. The United Kingdom judgments it seems that the Court is in no rush to start

acknowledging any and all claims of positive accommodation for differences under
Article 14. When discussing the general principles applicable to deciding the

applicants' claims under Article 8 the Court reasoned that special treatment of gypsy
caravan sites would raise: "...substantial problems under Article 14 of the

Convention.". This statement of the Court raises questions as to the Court's
commitment to the approach set out in Thlimmenos v. Greece that significantly
different situations may require different treatment to prevent discrimination but may
be seen as referring to the outer limits of the positive obligations inherent in Article
14. It will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.1.3.4. C infra, when discussing the
outer limits of the concept of passive discrimination. For a general comparison

Article 8 did not go as far as allowing individual preferences to override the general interest, cf. paras.
112-113.

426
Ibid, paras. 110 and 114. The seven dissenting judges on the contrary concluded: "Our view that

Article 8 of the Convention imposes a positive obligation on the authorities to ensure that gypsies
have a practical and effective opportunity to enjoy their rights to home, private and family life, in
accordance with their traditional lifestyle, is not a startling innovation.". See Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judges Pastor Ridruejo, Bonello, Tulkens,

Straznicka, Lorenzen, Fischbach and Casadevall, para. 9.
427

Ibid, 129. The emphasis in the judgment on the national authorities actually having had proper

regard to the applicants' predicament as a justifying factor seems to indicate that the Court merged
objective and reasonable justification review with the consideration of comparability of situations
under Article 14.

428 Ibid, para. 95.
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between these judgments and the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment in terms of the
strictness of review applied, see Chapter 5.1.3.5. infra.

D. Positive measures

Finally, as regards positive obligations to enact positive measures to promote

equality, the Court has noted that: "...certain legal inequalities tend only to correct
factual inequalities.".429 From this it has been concluded that positive measures

would not violate Article 14, provided they had an objective and reasonable

justification. Positive measures have never been directly tested or enforced as a

positive obligation on basis of Article 14.430

5.1.3.3. Positive obligations under Protocol 7 2431

Protocol 12 and the accompanying Explanatory report clearly focus on positive

obligations and indirect horizontal effect. The Protocol seems to endeavour to steer a

middle course between no positive obligations and very wide reaching positive

obligations in what seems to be a compromise solution between the opposite

429
Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 10, p. 34.

430 See generally Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, pp. 485-486.
431 The discussion and arguments presented in this Chapter were first presented in a paper originally
delivered at a conference held on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the European Convention on

Human Rights, 4 October 2000, by the University of Iceland Human Rights Institute, The Icelandic
Human Rights Center and the ReykjavikAcademy. The contents of the original conference paper will
be published in Icelandic in the forthcoming collection of essays in honor of professor Gunnar G.
Schram. The manuscript is appended to the present study, see Oddny Mjoll Arnardottir: Vidauki nr.
12 vi6 Mannrettindasattmala Evropu - Nyir moguleikar a svidi jafnrasSisverndar
Mannrettindasattmalans, forthcoming in Armann Snasvarr, GuSrun Erlendsdottir, Jonatan

bormundsson, Pall Sigurdsson and borgeir Orlygsson (eds.): Afmcelisrit Gunnar G. Schram sjotugur
2. februar 2001, Reykjavik: Nyja BokafelagiS, 2001, see Appendix 1, pp. 322-336. The publisher's
formal permission has been obtained.
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approaches.432 In parts the Protocol and the Explanatory notes seem to send
conflicting messages on how to draw the line.

The first point of interest in the Protocol is that its operative part does not stipulate
the principle of equality, but rather provides for non-discrimination. Equality and
non-discrimination are generally taken to be the positive and negative statements of
the same principle. Referrals to the equality principle would nevertheless by virtue
of a positive formulation indicate positive obligations more clearly than referrals to
non-discrimination.433 This seems to be the first indication of cautiousness in the

approach of Protocol 12 to positive obligations. The Principle of equality could not,

however, be disregarded altogether and the solution was to refer to it in the preamble
to the Protocol, as well as in the Explanatory report 434 The Explanatory report

states: "...it should be noted that the non-discrimination and equality principles are

closely intertwined. For example, the principle of equality requires that equal
situations are treated equally and unequal situations differently. Failure to do so will
amount to discrimination unless an objective and reasonable justification
exists...".435 This approach allows for the possibility of positive obligations in a

manner similar to the approach of the Court in Thlimmenos v. Greece.436 It does not

declare a right to equality of treatment or the applicability of positive obligations, but
a similar result is reached through the interpretation of the negative concept of
discrimination. Stating the fact that a failure to treat equal situations equally or to

accommodate for differences may result in discrimination is simply a negative way

of stating that the state has a positive obligation to provide similarly for similarities

4,2
Moon, p. 50 argues that: "The Committee of Experts (DH-DEV) and the CCDH [The Steering

Committee for Human Rights] have debated several draft texts and have found it difficult to reach

agreement on a compromise wording.". It seems that the compromise solution presented in Protocol
12 does not merely reflect a difference of opinion on the nuances of the wording of the Protocol but
rather reflects a fundamental difference of opinion on the appropriate approach to positive obligations
under the new Article 1 of Protocol 12.

433 See Chapter 1.2. supra.
434

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, paras. 1,14 and 15.
435

Ibid, para. 15.
436 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000.
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and to accommodate for differences. The approach of the Protocol is clearly

cautious in not referring to the principle of equality, but it excludes nothing.

Although the wording of Article 1 of Protocol 12 refers only to non-discrimination
and not to the principle of equality, it also refers to the duty incumbent upon states to
"secure" the enjoyment of non-discrimination, which is the classical legal language
from which positive obligations are derived. The Explanatory report states that the
wording of Article 1: "...reflects a balanced approach to possible positive
obligations...".437 More particularly it states that while the main objective of the
Protocol is to embody a negative obligation incumbent upon the contracting states:

no

"...positive obligations cannot be excluded altogether..." and: "...it cannot be

totally excluded that the duty to "secure" under the first paragraph ofArticle 1 might
entail positive obligations.".439 Then, even more precisely as to the content of these

possible positive obligations, the Explanatory report states that they concern

measures to prevent discrimination, even when it occurs in relations between private

persons, and that they concern measures to remedy instances of discrimination. The

only example not directly related to indirect horizontal effect that is mentioned is the

possibility of lacunae in the domestic legal protection against discrimination. 40

As regard positive obligations that reach to the duty to regulate relations between

private parties (indirect horizontal effect), the Explanatory report sends somewhat
clearer messages as to the extent of obligations. It builds on the general approach
that positive obligations extend to a duty to prevent or remedy instances of
discrimination. To begin with it emphasises that Article 1: "...protects against
discrimination by public authorities. The Article is not intended to impose a general

positive obligation on the Parties to take measures to prevent or remedy all instances

437
Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 24.

438 Ibid.
439

Ibid, para. 26.
440 Ibid. It seems clear, however, from this example and the following sentence: "Regarding, more

specifically relations between private persons..." that the comments of the Explanatory report on

positive obligations are not strictly confined to relations between private parties and indirect
horizontal effect.
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of discrimination in relations between private persons.".441 The scope of Article 1 of
Protocol 12 is expressly limited to the enjoyment of "any right set forth by law" and
to discrimination "by any public authority". These are stipulations that seek to limit
its indirect horizontal effect.442 However, as it cannot be excluded that the duty to

"secure" non-discrimination entails positive obligations, the Explanatory report

envisages situations where: "...a failure to provide protection from discrimination in
such relations might be so clear-cut and grave that it might engage clearly the

responsibility of the State...".443 More particularly it is envisaged that: "...any

positive obligation in the area of relations between private persons would concern, at

the most, relations in the public sphere normally regulated by law, for which the state

has a certain responsibility [...] It is understood that purely private matters would not

be affected." 444

Finally we come to the question of positive measures under Protocol 12, i.e. action

designed to promote equality. The Preamble to Protocol 12 reaffirms that: "...the

principle of non-discrimination does not prevent States Parties from taking measures

in order to promote full and effective equality, provided that there is an objective and
reasonable justification for those measures.". More precisely the Explanatory report
elaborates that situations of disadvantage or inequalities that exist in fact may

constitute justifications for such measures. The Explanatory report underscores that:
"...the present Protocol does not impose any obligation to adopt such measures.

Such a programmatic obligation would sit ill with the whole nature of the

Convention and its control system which is based on the collective guarantee of

441
Ibid, para. 25, noting in addition that: "...defining the various elements of such a wide-ranging

obligation of a programmatic character." would not belong to the sphere ofjusticiable rights stipulated
in the Convention.
442

Ibid, paras. 25 and 27, cf. para. 29.
443 Ibid, para. 26.
444

Ibid, para. 28. Examples mentioned are arbitrary denials of access to work, restaurants or services

that private persons may make available to the public such as health care or utilities. As regards

purely private matters, the Explanatory report mentions that their regulation in terms of non¬

discrimination would be likely to interfere with the right to respect for private and family life in
Article 8.
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individual rights which are formulated in terms sufficiently specific to be
justiciable.".445

5.1.3.4. The concept ofpassive discrimination

A. The outlines of the concept of passive discrimination

Recent developments witnessed in the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment and in
Protocol 12 clearly open up the path for positive obligations under the non¬

discrimination provisions of the Convention. Failure to live up to these positive
obligations will open the door for new types of rights-claims under the non¬

discrimination clauses ofArticle 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12. It is suggested here
that this new phenomenon should be conceptualised in terms of the concept of

passive discrimination. The term passive clearly contrasts with the duty to act under

positive obligations. In these instances the failure to act, i.e. passivity, results in a

violation of the duty to act in accordance with a positive obligation. Applying the
term discrimination to describe the violation has a clear and necessary conceptual
reference to the objective justification test that has become part of the concept of
discrimination in the jurisprudence of the Court. Indeed, a failure to act when a

positive obligation may be incumbent upon states would not per se lead to a finding
of discrimination, but would simply trigger the objective justification test in an effort
to evaluate whether the failure to act is justified or not.446 Applying the term

discrimination to these types of claims is also in line with the approach of the Court
and the Protocol not to declare the principle of equality but to approach these new

445
Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 16.

446 See the approach in Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44: "...when States without an

objective and reasonable justification fail to treat differently persons whose situations are

significantly different." (emphasis added). See also in terms of positive measures, the comment of the

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 16, that: "...measures taken in order to promote the full and
effective equality [...] shall not be prohibited by the principle of non-discrimination, provided that
there is an objective and reasonable justification for them...". In relation to positive obligations under
Article 8, the Court has pronounced that similar principles apply to negative and positive obligations
alike, cf. Kroon and Others v. The Netherlands, 27.10.1994, para. 31.
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possibilities in terms of interpretation of the negative concept of discrimination.
Finally, one clear advantage in conceptualising the positive obligations under Article
14 and Protocol 12 in terms of passive discrimination is that, henceforth as hereto, it

keeps the term discrimination functional as an all-encompassing concept. Phrases
such as "non-discrimination" and "the ban against discrimination" would keep their
function of describing the whole of what is not allowed under the relevant

provisions.

As the concept of passive discrimination hinges on the positive obligations
incumbent on states under the relevant provisions, elaboration of its content

coincides with elaboration on how far these positive obligations may reach. Here,
we land right in the middle of recent attempts to cultivate a clearer understanding of

positive obligations and their potential division into categories in relation to how far

they reach. These recent attempts are indeed mirrored in the Explanatory report to

Protocol 12, which endeavours to straddle a line between positive obligations to

prevent and remedy instances of discrimination on one hand and positive obligations
to promote equality on the other.

B. Types of claims and the potential of passive discrimination

The content of the concept of passive discrimination can be extrapolated in more

detail from the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment and the Explanatory report to

Protocol 12. First, it is useful to present schematically the possible instances that

might result in passive discrimination (possible claims):

1. Failure to provide for non-discrimination in law, even in relations between

private parties.
2. Failure to remedy instances of discrimination that occur, even in relations

between private parties
3. Failure to provide similar measures for relevantly similar groups, even in

relations between private parties.
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4. Failure to provide different measures for significantly different groups, even
in relations between private parties.

5. Failure to promote equality, even in relations between private parties.

The first category hinges on the positive obligation legally to provide for non¬

discrimination. This type of positive obligation is clearly envisaged in the
Explanatory report to Protocol 12.447 This type of passive discrimination is an

example of the positive obligation of states to prevent violations by enacting the
relevant legislation and could reach relations between private parties. With the

general incorporation of the Convention into the domestic law of the contracting
states and the current state of the law under Article 14, instances of violations of this

kind in relations between the states and private parties seem unlikely to occur in

practice. The additional scope of protection stipulated in the new Protocol 12 may,

once it takes effect, bring some lacunae that still exist in domestic protection under
the Convention.

The second type of passive discrimination is discrimination that results from failure
to remedy instances of discrimination, even if they occur in relations between private

parties. This category of passive discrimination hinges on the positive obligation to

provide remedies in cases when discrimination has occurred. This type of passive
discrimination is clearly allowed for in the Explanatory report to Protocol 12.448 It is
an example of the positive obligation of states to provide a remedy for violations.
This obligation to provide remedies seems to seek inspiration from Clapham's work
on the indirect horizontal effect of the Convention.449 But what precisely does this

447
Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 26 mentions this as an example of a positive obligation

under the Protocol.

448
Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 24.

449
Clapham: Human Rights in the Private Sphere, p. 348-351. If the state has an "ecological liability"

for all human rights violations, Clapham argues, the question becomes: "...could action by the State

reasonably have prevented this violation? and has the State implemented a remedy so that such
violations can be compensated?" (p. 348). As an example he mentions gaps in legislation where the
state has not provided reparatory legislation in reaction to violations in relations between private

parties and refers to the X and Y v. The Netherlands, 26.03.1985, case where the state was liable
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positive duty to provide remedies for discrimination refer to? In relation to Article
13, which provides for the right to an effective remedy, the concept of a remedy for
violations has been interpreted as encompassing the possibilities: "...both to have
[a] claim decided and, if appropriate, to obtain redress.".450 The duty of the state
under this type of passive discrimination, thus, seems to be to enact the channels for
testing claims of discrimination and providing, if appropriate, redress and
compensation in the event of violations. This category of passive discrimination
may, thus, become an interesting forum for claims that have to do with the lack of
enforcement mechanisms in relation to non-discrimination. Solemn declarations in

national law that ban discrimination but have no effective enforcement mechanisms

attached may possibly be contested as passive discrimination hinging on the positive

obligation to remedy instances of discrimination. Such possibilities might equally
concern relations between the state and private parties as well as relations between

private parties. The relationship that this category of passive discrimination may

have with Article 13 is, however, unclear.451 Article 13, like Article 14, only applies
in conjunction with other Convention rights. In the Court's jurisprudence on Article
13. there seems to have prevailed a tendency to subsume the substantive issues under
the other Convention right and in cases of a violation of the substantive right, the
Court is: "...not much inclined to consider Article 13 as well.".452 However this

relationship may develop, the mere fact that the right to an effective remedy is

stipulated independently in Article 13, would in terms of a common standard seem to

enhance the possibilities for successful claims under this category of passive
discrimination.

because a sexual offence, committed by a private perpetrator against a legally incompetent victim,
could not be prosecuted.
450 Klass and Others v. Germany, 06.09.1978, para. 64.
451 Article 13 has been described as obscure and as raising very complicated issues of interpretation,
cf. Dijk and Hoof, p. 697 with references.
452

Dijk and Hoof, p. 703, referring inter alia to the A' and Y v. The Netherlands, 26.03.1985, judgment
that decided the lack of an effective remedy as an issue of indirect horizontal effect under Article 8,
and found it not necessary: "...to examine the same issue under Article 13.", cf. para. 36.
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The third category of passive discrimination refers to failure to provide similar
measures for relevantly similar groups, even in relations between private parties.
The reference to relevantly similar groups is drawn from the case law of the Court.453
This category of passive discrimination hinges on the positive obligation actively to
ensure the similar treatment of relevantly similar situations. It builds on the
established case law of the Court that it is discrimination to treat differently persons

in relevantly similar situations. It corresponds to one-half of the equality maxim, i.e.
that equals should be treated equally. This category of passive discrimination

approaches this well-known issue from the angle of a positive duty to act. It entails
that a failure to actively ensure the similar treatment of relevantly similar situations
results in passive discrimination. This type of passive discrimination, hence, is an

example of the positive obligation of states to prevent violations and could reach
relations between private parties.

It is quite simple logic to infer the positive duty to provide similarly for relevantly
similar situations from the negative duty to abstain from differentiating between

relevantly similar situations. This third category is simply a logical consequence of

approaching equal treatment of equal situations from the angle of a duty to act

instead of from the duty to abstain from action.434 This type of passive
discrimination is bound to be the most effective path for the "socialising effect" of
the Convention. The term "socialising effect" has been applied to describe the

phenomenon whereby if states proceed to specific performance in the area of

Convention rights they are bound to do so without discrimination and to provide the

453 See footnote 33 supra.
454

Compare with the similar simplicity of the argument acknowledging positive obligations on the
basis of Article 6:1 in Airey v. Ireland, 09.10.1979, para. 25 where the Court stated that:

"...fulfilment of a duty under the Convention on occasion necessitates some positive action on the

part of the State, in such circumstances, the State cannot simply remain passive, and 'there is ... no

room to distinguish between acts and omissions'.". Also establishing the simplicity of this logic is the

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 15, stating that a failure (emphasis added) to treat equal
situations equally and unequal situations unequally will amount to discrimination unless an objective
and reasonable justification exists.
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same performance in all relevantly similar situations.455 This "socialising effect" has
in part been attributed to the Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United
Kingdom judgment where the Court asserted that: "The notion of discrimination
within the meaning of Article 14 includes in general cases where a person or group is
treated, without proper justification, less favourably than another, even though the
more favourable treatment is not called for by the Convention.".456 The "socialising
effect" of the Convention can be argued as entailing a negative obligation or a

positive obligation.457 With reference to the duty to act entailed in the extension of
benefits from one group to another and the reluctance of the Court to actually enforce
such claims, this category clearly seems to hinge upon a positive obligation on states.

Borderline cases may exist. In Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United

Kingdom the government had in fact proceeded to expressly different performance as

regarded immigrant wives and immigrant husbands and had, thus, not abstained from

discriminatory action. So the case was not really an example of the positive

obligation to act to ensure the equal treatment of equal situations.458 Conversely, the

pressing cases of positive obligation to act to secure the same treatment for similar

groups would refer to situations where the relevant treatment has not been expressly
denied to the applicant (before he/she begins attempts at the national level to have it

acknowledged) but has simply not been ensured except for specifically defined

groups to which the applicant does not belong. In such cases, the positive duty to act

455 See Melchior, pp. 595-596, referring to Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979 and Dijk and Hoof, pp.

729-730, who use the phrase "socialising effect". They do not refer to any judgments of the Court that

support it.
456 Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 82. See for example
Robert Wintemute: Sexual Orientation andHuman Rights, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995, p. 105.
457

Wintemute, p. 104 argues that it entails a negative obligation.
458 This may explain Wintemute's assertion, supported by reference to the Abdulaziz, Cabales and

Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985 case, that the: "...government's obligation to refrain
from discrimination in respect of whatever benefits it confers..." is a negative duty, cf. pp. 104-105.
The same phenomenon can be formulated as a positive duty to extend benefits provided for one group

to another similarly situated group. This simply exhibits the circular character positive and negative
formulations of equality and discrimination have, cf. Chapter 5.1.3.4. C infra. Similarly, in Marckx v.

Belgium, 13.06.1979, referred to by Melchior, p. 596, the state had provided differently for legitimate
and illegitimate children.
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is a much clearer aspect of the case. The Petrovic v. Austria judgment would be an

example where certain benefits were only available to mothers.459 Despite having
been discussed as part of non-discrimination under the Convention, there hardly exist

any cases that actually support the phenomenon of the socialising effect in this type
of claims.460 This would be explained by the hitherto prevailing reluctance to

acknowledge positive obligations and the duty to act under Article 14. The real

problem with acknowledging this type of passive discrimination has not been in
terms of the concept of discrimination but in terms of enforcing a positive obligation
to take action to prevent discrimination.

Now, with the advent of positive obligations into the non-discrimination provisions
of the Convention, the socialising effect of these provisions is bound to become a

field of more active recognition 461 This "socialising effect" can take place in any

field of life, but with the independent non-discrimination provision of Protocol 12

incorporating the whole sphere of economic, social and cultural rights into the reach
of non-discrimination, some interesting case-law can be anticipated concerning
certain groups' claims of provisions for economic, social and cultural rights that
other similarly situated groups enjoy.

The fourth category of passive discrimination is discrimination that results from

failure to provide different measures for significantly different groups, even in
relations between private parties. The reference to significant differences is derived
from the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment. This category of passive discrimination

459 Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998.
460

Dijk and Hoof, pp. 729-730, mentioning no cases in support of the "socialising effect". The clear
cases claiming the extension of measures from one group to another, National Union of Belgian
Police v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom, 08.07.1986 and Petrovic
v. Austria, 27.03.1998 are discussed in Chapter 5.1.3.2. B supra. None of the applications was

successful.

461 The Court has, in Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, already acknowledged and enforced positive
obligations in relation to the further reaching issue of accommodating for differences. The more

general acknowledgment of positive obligations as part and parcel of the new independent provision
on non-discrimination in Article 1 of Protocol 12 also supports this.
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hinges on the positive obligation to accommodate for differences. This type of
discrimination was clearly acknowledged by the Court in the Thlimmenos v. Greece

judgment as well as the Beard v. The United Kingdom, Chapman v. The United
Kingdom, Coster v. The United Kingdom, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom and
Lee v. The United Kingdom judgments.462 It corresponds to the second half of the

equality maxim, that unequals should be treated unequally. The possibility of
construing the ban against non-discrimination as encompassing accommodation for
differences is indeed part and parcel of the equality maxim and a logical consequence
of the ban against discrimination.463 Failure to provide differently for significant
differences results in passive discrimination. This category of passive discrimination
would therefore, like the third category of passive discrimination, be an example of
the positive obligation of states to prevent violations and could also theoretically
reach relations between private parties. Hitherto, differences in otherwise similar
situations have been acknowledged as justifications for differences in treatment. On

approaching the issue from the angle of the positive obligation to act the duty to

accord different treatment to different situations becomes effective.

The fifth and final category of passive discrimination is the kind that results from

failure to promote equality, even in relations between private parties. This category

of passive discrimination would hinge on the positive obligation to: "...promote full
and effective equality..."464 and relate to positive measures of all kinds. This type of
a positive obligation would correspond to the furthest reaching level of positive
obligations, i.e. the obligation to promote or to assist andfulfil the rights in question
with direct provisions or measures to improve the general conditions of certain

groups, cf Chapter 5.1.3.1. supra. This type of a claim under Article 1 of the new

462 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000 (violation), Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001,

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane
Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The UnitedKingdom, 18.01.2001 (non-violation
in all five cases).
46"' See for example the Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 15, stating that a failure to treat equal
situations equally and unequal situations unequally will amount to discrimination unless an objective
and reasonable justification exists.
464 Protocol 12, Preamble.
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Protocol 12 is clearly rejected in the Explanatory report. Positive obligations under
the Protocol will not entail a duty to take positive measures to promote equality.465

C. The outer limits of passive discrimination466

It can be asserted that the positive obligations under the non-discrimination
provisions of the Convention reach the level of preventing and remedying
discrimination but not the level of promoting equality. Insofar as these positive

obligations may reach relations between private parties they are subject to the
general caveat of the Explanatory report to Protocol 12; violations would have to be
clear-cut and grave and concern relations that occur in the public sphere, are

normally regulated by law and for which the state has a certain responsibility.467 The

concept of passive discrimination, correspondingly, reaches failures to prevent and

remedy discrimination, even in relations between private parties, but not failures to

promote equality. But how are the outer limits of passive discrimination to be
construed more precisely?

With reference to the Explanatory report to Protocol 12, the simple answer is that the
outer limits of passive discrimination lie right before obliging states to enact positive
measures in order to promote full and effective equality. Upon closer examination,

however, the outer limits of passive discrimination are far from being clear. It will

always be possible to state the equality maxim and the concept of equality either as

465
Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 16.

466 The arguments presented in this Chapter are the further development of a paper originally delivered
at a conference held on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the European Convention on Human

Rights, 4 October 2000, by the University of Iceland Human Rights Institute, The Icelandic Human

Rights Center and the ReykjavikAcademy. The contents of the original conference paper will be

published in Icelandic in the forthcoming collection of essays in honor of professor Gunnar G.
Schram. The manuscript is appended to the present study, see Arnardottir: ViQauki nr. 12 vi5

Mannrettindasattmala Evropu - Nyir moguleikar a sviQi jafnrasOisverndar Mannrettindasattmalans,

Appendix 1, pp. 322-336. The arguments in the paper are presented generally in the context of

positive obligations and not with reference to the concept of passive discrimination.
467

Explanatory report to Protocol 12, paras. 25 and 28.
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equals should be treated equally or as unequals should be treated unequally. These
are simply: "...alternative ways of referring to the same normative relationships.".468
If justice requires that equals should be treated equally, it also requires the opposite,
that unequals should be treated unequally.469 Now, the term discrimination connotes
the opposite to the concept of equality. The equality principle requires that equals
should be treated equally and unequals unequally and failure to provide such
treatment will result in discrimination.470 The terms equality and discrimination are

simply opposites. They refer either to providing the due treatment or failure to

provide the due treatment. Accordingly, the terms equality and ww-discrimination
are simply: "...alternative ways of referring to the same normative relationships.".471
The circular nature of the different ways of referring to equality and discrimination
becomes apparent. A statement of either will refer to the other in its negative form.
Non-discrimination entails equality, non-equality entails discrimination. Upon closer

analysis, therefore, the distinction between preventing discrimination and promoting

equality is not so clear-cut. Preventing discrimination will lead to the result of

promoting equality. Promoting equality will entail the prevention of
discrimination.472 The prevention of discrimination and the promotion of equality
can be argued to be simply: "...alternative ways of referring to the same normative

relationships.".473

So the construction of the outer limits of the positive obligations under the non¬

discrimination provisions of the Conventions is no simple task. In particular there

468 Western Speaking of Equality, p. 206. See also Lucas, p. 297. See generally Chapter 1, supra.
469
Cf discussion of the Aristotelian equality maxim in Chapter 1.3.1.

470 See e.g. Explanatory report to Protocol 12, para. 15.
471 Westen: Speaking of Equality, p. 206, referring not to the terms equality and non-discrimination
but to the terms equals should be treated equally and unequals should be treated unequally. Generally
see Bayefsky, p. 1, footnote 1 (with references): "It is my view that equality and non-discrimination
are positive and negative statements of the same principle.".
472 Note the preamble to Protocol 12 which states that the member states of the Council of Europe are:

"...resolved to take further steps to promote the equality of all persons through the collective
enforcement of a general prohibition ofdiscrimination..." (emphasis added).
47, Westen: Speaking of Equality, p. 206.
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are bound to arise areas of uncertainty with regard to the construction of the type of

passive discrimination that refers to the failure to accommodate appropriately for
differences. Before the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment the prevailing approach of
the Court was formal in emphasising the equal treatment of situations that could be
considered equal (analogous/relevantly similar).474 As elaborated on in Chapter
2.2.1. supra, such an approach requires that it must be established that the applicant
is somehow equal (in analogous/relevantly similar situations) to persons that enjoy
the equal treatment he/she claims. Disadvantage and difference have, thus,
functioned as mechanisms of exclusion under the formal approach.475 The advent of
the positive obligation to provide different treatment for significantly different
situations implies a more substantive approach. It acknowledges that sometimes

inequalities (differences) are such that they require the appropriate unequal

(different) treatment for non-discrimination/equality to prevail.476 Despite being able
at present to establish this as one facet of discrimination under the Convention, it is
unclear how the Court will construe "differences" and what the normative content of

the treatment required may be. A purposeful and contextual approach477 to claims of
accommodation for significant differences may lead to successful claims on states to

provide reasonable and appropriate accommodation for the specific needs of certain

disadvantaged groups. In such instances there will be a thin line between preventing
discrimination and resorting to positive measures that promote equality.

This thin line between preventing discrimination and promoting equality and the
Court's difficulties in construing it are clearly demonstrated in the first cases after

Thlimmenos v. Greece in which the Court had to deal with claims of accommodation

for differences. In the Beard v. The United Kingdom, Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, Coster v. The United Kingdom, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom and

474 Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 257 and Wentholt, p. 53.
475 The examples of pregnancy, disabilities and transsexualism are the perfect examples of situations
where it is difficult to establish analogous situations. See generally Chapter 2.2.1.3. B supra, with
references.
476 See generally Chapters 2.2.2. and 2.2.3. supra, with references to the literature on substantive

approaches to equality.
477 See Chapter 2.4. supra.
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Lee v. The United Kingdom judgments, when discussing the general principles
applicable to deciding the applicants' claims under Article 8, the Court reasoned:

"Moreover, to accord to a gypsy who has unlawfully established a caravan
site at a particular place different treatment from that accorded to non-gypsies
who have established a caravan site at that place or from that accorded to any
individual who has established a house in that particular place would raise
substantial problems under Article 14 of the Convention."47

This paragraph raises "substantial problems" of interpretation in relation to the
position of the Court, acknowledged in the same judgments, that a failure to treat

significantly different situations differently may constitute discrimination under
Article 14.479 The minority of seven judges seemed to construe the measures in

question as entailing only the prevention of discrimination. It reasoned that the
situations of gypsies and other individuals would not be likely to be similar and that
the failure to treat differently persons whose situations were significantly different

might result in discrimination under Article 14.480 The approach of the minority,
thus, was that the failure to treat the situation of gypsies differently would cause

problems under Article 14 whereas the approach of the majority seems to be that
such different treatment would cause problems under Article 14. The approach of
the majority in the paragraph quoted supra seems explainable only if taken as

indicating that it would construe the different treatment of gypsies in this situation as

a positive measure to promote equality. In that light the positive measure in question

might be taken as exceeding the boundaries of preventing discrimination by way of

treating different situations differently and reaching over to the sphere of promoting

equality by way of providing positive measures. As it is clear that the latter is

beyond the limits of the positive obligations inherent in Article 14 (and Article 1 of
Protocol 12), such a measure would raise problems in the sense that the obligation to

478 Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster
v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001. See Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 95.
479

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 129.
480

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judges Pastor Ridruejo,
Bonello, Tulkens, Straznicka, Lorenzen, Fischbach and Casadevall, para. 8.
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provide it should not be read into Article 14. However, the most confusing aspect of
the passage quoted supra is revealed when it is compared with the majority's review
under Article 14 where it found that a failure to treat different situations differently

was established, but that the ensuing similar treatment did not lack objective and
reasonable justification.481 This, of course, indicates the same interpretation as that

• 482
of the minority and reveals an inner contradiction in the reasoning of the majority.
The quoted paragraph raises more questions than it answers and should not be taken
as entailing a distinct indication as to the interpretation of positive obligations under
Article 14. To begin with it is not put forward in the context of Article 14 review
and contrasts with the express approach of the Court under Article 14. In addition it
seems that the prior and clear unlawfulness of the establishment of a home that the

applicants sought protected is a key aspect of this part of the reasoning of the

majority as it proceeded to argue that:

"Nonetheless, although the fact of being a member of a minority with a
traditional lifestyle different from that of the majority of a society does not
confer an immunity from general laws intended to safeguard assets common
to the whole society such as the environment, it may have an incidence on the
manner in which such laws are to be implemented. As intimated in the
Buckley judgment, the vulnerable position of gypsies as a minority means
that some special consideration should be given the their needs and their
different lifestyle both in the relevant regulatory planning framework and in
arriving at the decisions in particular cases [...]. To this extent there is thus a

positive obligation imposed on the Contracting States by virtue of Article 8
to facilitate the gypsy way of life."483

It is clear that the dividing line between preventing discrimination and promoting

equality is extremely hard to draw. The differences in the approaches of the majority
and minority in the Beard v. The United Kingdom, Chapman v. The United Kingdom,

481
Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 129: "While discrimination may arise where

States without an objective and reasonable justification fail to treat differently persons whose
situations are significantly different [...], the Court does not find, in the circumstances of this case,

any lack of objective and reasonable justification for the measures taken against this applicant.".
482

Compare ibid, paras. 95 and 129.
483

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 96. See also para. 102 arguing that if the
establishment of a home is unlawful in the first place, the objection to the order to move is less strong.
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Coster v. The United Kingdom, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom and Lee v. The
United Kingdom judgments seem to lie primarily in their different approach to the
appropriate width of the margin of appreciation.484 Again, it is clear that the ultimate
answers to the construction of non-discrimination under the Convention will lie in

how the Court and its judges make use of: "...the great powers which they
wield." 485 With respect to the construction of the outer limits of the concept of
passive discrimination, they will lie in how the margin of appreciation is managed in
relation to claims that straddle the dividing line between preventing discrimination
and promoting equality.

5.1.3.5. Strictness ofreview

A. Establishing prima facie passive discrimination

As the concept of passive discrimination is a new phenomenon under the Convention
there are few cases to draw on that directly involve passive discrimination. The
cases mentioned in Chapter 5.1.3.2. supra indicate that, like in instances of active

discrimination, the burden will be on the applicant to establish the badge of
AOS

differentiation and the treatment complained of. Generally similar considerations
would apply as regards active discrimination, cf. Chapters 4.3.1. and 4.3.2. supra,487

484 See the unusually detailed discussion of the appropriate width of the margin of appreciation in the

majority opinion, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, paras. 90-104. See also Chapman v.

The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judges Pastor Ridruejo, Bonello,

Tulkens, Straznicka, Lorenzen, Fischbach and Casadevall, para. 3 rejecting the wide margin of

appreciation and concluding that there must exist: "...compelling reasons for the measures

concerned.".
485 Neil MacCormick: Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory, Paperback ed. with corrections, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1994, p. 251.
486 None of the judgments concerning positive obligations under Article 14 indicate a departure from
the general principles of the case law as regards the establishment of the badge of differentiation and
the treatment complained of. See Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991, National Union ofBelgian Police
v. Belgium, 27.10.1975, Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom, 08.07.1986, Petrovic v. Austria,

27.03.1998, Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark,

07.12.1976, Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, Sheffield and Horsham v. The
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B. The strictness of objective justification review

Once the positive obligations of states are generally acknowledged it is a question of
relatively straightforward logic, supported by the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment
and the Explanatory report to Protocol 12, to extend the ban against discrimination to

passive discrimination of the first four categories discussed in Chapter 5.1.3.4. B
supra. Acknowledging claims of passive discrimination as being violations of the
Convention will entail enforcing positive obligations. The case law shows that the

simple logic of there being no call to distinguish between acts and omissions is not

enough to persuade the Court to embark actively upon enforcing rights hinging on

positive obligations.488 A journey into that task begins and ends right at the heart of

subsidiarity and margin of appreciation considerations. These considerations refer to
the delimitation of competencies between the contracting states and the Convention
enforcement mechanism. The upshot is that when it comes to enforcing positive

obligations the general principle is that the Court will allow the state a relatively
wide margin of appreciation.489 In relation to claims of passive discrimination the

United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001.
487 See in particular Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 42. The applicant's claim of the badge
of differentiation of religion was accepted, as there was nothing in the file to disprove it. Otherwise
the Court accepted the applicant's elaboration of the treatment complained of. The Court's difficulties
in dealing with claims relating to positive obligations find expression in the fact that claims of covert
different treatment are particularly difficult to establish, cf. Chapter 4.4. supra.
488 The difficult advent of positive obligations into non-discrimination law and the lack of cases in

support of its "socialising effect" speak out as examples.
489

Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, p. 5 forwards a

hypothesis on varying margins of appreciation in relation to whether the duty enforced is positive or

negative. Shokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine
in the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p. 32 holistically sums up the jurisprudence
of the Court on the margin of appreciation. One of his conclusions is that in relation to positive

obligations the Court allows for a relatively wide margin of appreciation. As pointed out by
Shokkenbroek the case law of the Court on positive obligations has hitherto primarily concerned
Articles 6, 8 and 11. Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 284 argue that positive obligations rarely
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starting point will therefore be a wide margin of appreciation and correspondingly
lenient scrutiny.

There may, however, exist variations in how strongly lenient scrutiny is indicated.
These correspond to the attempts at elaborating on various levels of positive
obligations in relation to how far they reach in burdening states. Clear and simple
instances of lacunae in legislative protection would not, for example, indicate lenient

scrutiny as strongly as instances that border on positive measures to promote

equality. Measures indicating wide-reaching policy changes would indicate more

lenient scrutiny than instances that are more easily isolated.490 Claims that have
substantial financial implications would indicate more lenient scrutiny than claims
that do not.491 The existence of a European common standard would here, as always,

impose "absolute" duties. Clapham, p. 345 argues that when the indirect horizontal effect of the
Convention, hinging upon positive obligations of states, is at stake the: "...margin will certainly be
wider...". In relation to The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, UNTS 171, Nowak,

p. 37 argues that positive obligations are: "...subject to the principle of relativity...". See generally
the wide margin of appreciation in Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001.
490

Compare for example Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000 on the easily isolated instance of
conscientious objectors' access to a certain profession with Rees v. The United Kingdom, 17.10.1986
and Cossey v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1990 and the fundamental modification of the system of
birth registers required or Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and the implication in a finding of
violation that Article 8 entailed the: "...far-reaching positive obligation of general social policy..." to
make available an adequate number of suitable caravan sites to gypsies, cf. Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 98.
491

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 284. This consideration is also reflected in the difference
between the positive duty to protect and the positive duty to assist and fulfil, cf. Chapter 5.1.3.1.

supra. See for example Beard v. The UnitedKingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 where the Court noted that Article 8 does not

entail the right to be provided with a home (and the corresponding positive obligation on states) as the

question whether the state provides funds for this is: "...a matter for political not judicial decision.",

cf. Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 99.
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be one of the factors weighed in when adjusting the margin of appreciation. For

example if a contracting state had no legislation banning sex discrimination in
relation to employment a common European standard would point in the direction of
less lenient scrutiny than generally in instances of passive discrimination.492

The Petrovic v. Austria judgment provides a perfect example. The treatment

complained of consisted of a failure to extend parental leave allowance provided to
mothers to fathers also. The case is an example of passive discrimination of the third

type identified in Chpater 5.1.3.4. B supra, i.e. extending measures applied to one

group to another similar group. It evidences that despite the simple logic of the

"socialising effect" of Article 14, the positive obligations implication inherent in the

concept functions as a strong indication towards lenient review. Despite being based
on sex, a badge of differentiation that implies strict scrutiny, the Court never really
addressed the question of whether the distinction was justifiable.493 Instead, the
Court focused exclusively on the factors in the case generally conducive towards

allowing a wide margin of appreciation. These factors were the relevant time to its
evaluation being around 1989, the gradual process underway towards a more equal

sharing of family responsibilities, the relatively recent idea of financial assistance to

parents and the lack of a common standard in the contracting states as to whether
fathers are entitled to parental leave allowance.494 In particular the financial

implication and the lack of common standard indicate lenient scrutiny. In

comparison the easily isolated instance of discrimination and absence of financial

492 The common standard could be derived from the Convention, other international instruments or the

internal law and practices of European states, see Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and Application
of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights, p.
34. The common standard must be sufficiently concrete on the issue at stake for the Court to narrow

down the margin of appreciation. See Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and the discussion in footnote 266

supra.
493 Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998. The Court did note that it started from the premise that both

parents were similarly placed with respect of taking care of their children after an initial period of

recovery for the mother, cf. para. 36.
494

Ibid, paras. 40-42.
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implications in Thlimmenos v. Greece function to counteract the indication towards
lenient scrutiny.

In Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom the applicants' claim was of
positive accommodation for their difference. The Court addressed the issue of
positive obligations under Article 8. It noted that in determining whether such
obligations existed, regard must be had to the: "...fair balance that has to be struck
between the general interest of the community and the interests of the
individual...".495 In its evaluation the Court had regard to the: "...complex

scientific, legal, moral and social issues, in respect of which there is no generally
shared approach among the Contracting States..."496 at stake, as well as its view that
the detriment suffered by the applicant was not serious enough to override the margin
of appreciation in the area.497 As regards Article 14 more particularly, the Court
referred to the margin of appreciation under that provision and concluded that the
considerations taken into account in the fair balance test under Article 8 were also

encompassed by the notion of objective and reasonable justification under Article
14.498 The clearly lenient scrutiny applied in the case is probably the result of three

important factors. First is the fact that the applicants' claim was for positive
accommodation in a field of life where there exists no common standard among the

contracting states. The second factor is the fundamental policy changes with regard
to birth certificates implied in a favourable judgment.499 Finally, as transsexualism
raises complex questions and difficult comparisons it is not a badge of differentiation

clearly indicating strict scrutiny.

The judgments in Beard v. The United Kingdom, Chapman v. The United Kingdom,
Coster v. The United Kingdom, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom and Lee v. The

495
Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, para. 52.

496
Ibid, para. 58.

497 Ibid, para. 59.
498 Ibid, para. 76. The judgment builds upon earlier judgments on transsexualism, see footnote 418

supra.
499

Cf. Rees v. The United Kingdom, 17.10.1986 and Cossey v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1990 and
the fundamental modification of the system of birth registers required.
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United Kingdom are also a good example. The applicants' claims were for positive
accommodation for their traditional way of life. Also here, the Court referred to the
considerations taken into account under Article 8 as providing objective and

reasonable justification under Article 14.500 Lenient scrutiny was indicated strongly
by the field of life implicated being the effect on the respect for the home of planning
policy choices and implementation,501 the lack of concrete enough common

standards in specific fields of accommodation for national minorities,502 the general
social policy issues involved303 and the financial implications in the case.504 The
starting point of lenient scrutiny indicated by the claim of positive accommodation
was, thus, strongly supported by various factors. These strong indications towards
lenient scrutiny functioned to override the fact that the badge of differentiation at

stake in the case was ethnic origin, which should indicate stricter scrutiny.505

In Thimmenos, however, lenient scrutiny was only indicated to a lesser extent as it
concerned an easily isolated instance that did not entail any wide reaching policy

changes or any financial burden on the state. Although not explicitly mentioned in
the judgment, a certain common ground towards accommodation for conscientious

500 Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster
v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001. See e.g. Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 129.
501

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 92.
502 Ibid, paras. 93-94. This is a point with which the minority opinion disagreed. It argued that there
was an emerging consensus that the special needs of minorities should be recognised and that positive

steps should be taken to improve their situation and that this entailed that "compelling reasons" should
exist to justify the planning policy measures imposed on them. See Chapman v. The United Kingdom,

18.01.2001, Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judges Pastor Ridruejo, Bonello, Tulkens, Straznicka,

Lorenzen, Fischbach and Casadevall, para. 3.
503

Ibid, para. 98. See also para. 100 where the Court refers to it not being its role to pass upon the

general situation of gypsies in The United Kingdom: "...however deplorable...", in light of its

undertakings in international law. The minority, however, seems to have placed great emphasis on the
indication towards stricter scrutiny involved in the badge of differentiation at stake, see Chapman v.

The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judges Pastor Ridruejo, Bonello,

Tulkens, Straznicka, Lorenzen, Fischbach and Casadevall, para. 4.
504 Ibid, para. 99.
505 See generally the discussion on the badge of differentiation of race in Chapter 5.2.4.3. infra.
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objection may be argued to exist in the member states to the Convention as it is
conducive to the effective enjoyment of freedom of thought, conscience and

religion.506 Finally the badge of differentiation at stake was that of religion which
507

has been argued to indicate strict scrutiny.

The starting point on claims of passive discrimination, thus, will be lenient scrutiny,
but to varying degrees. The starting point does not tell the whole story. Other
factors that influence the margin of appreciation may weigh in and function in favour
of tightening the margin.508 As regards Article 14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12, the

type of claim being made is but one of the three principal variables that have to be

weighed when managing the margin of appreciation. If the claim is of passive
discrimination it will indeed indicate lenient scrutiny, as opposed to active
discrimination that will indicate stricter scrutiny. However, this presumption of
lenient scrutiny may be countered by considerations within the category of the type

of claim being made, such as the common standard consideration or the policy
context or financial implications of the case, or by considerations relating to the other
two principal elements of influencing factors, namely the badge of difference and the
interest at stake.509 This is supported by all the judgments discussed supra and

clearly exhibited in the Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment. Until this judgment
differences had been acknowledged as basis for justifying different treatment. In

relation to dealing with differences as such justifications, the level of difference

506 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000. On conscientious objection to military service in relation to

Article 9 of the Convention, see Dijk and Hoof, pp. 544-546.
507 On the badge of differentiation of religion see Chapter 5.2.4.6. infra.
508 Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 284, argue, in relation to positive obligations under Articles 8-11
of the Convention, that: "What is required of the state will vary according to the importance of the

right and the resources required to be disbursed to meet any positive obligation.". Shokkenbroek: The

Basis, Nature and Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the

European Court of Human Rights, p. 35, when discussing the margin of appreciation generally and
not focusing on the context of Article 14 argues that the various factors that may influence the width
of the margin of appreciation are relative and may function together or point in opposite directions

and, thus, negate the influence of each other. See generally footnote 272 supra.
509 The interest at stake would encompass "the importance of the right" as referred to by Harris,

O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 284.
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required is differences in otherwise similar situations.51 In comparison, when
dealing with difference as imposing a positive duty to act, the referral in Thlimmenos
v. Greece to significantly different situations implies that the positive duty to act will
not be imposed upon states too lightly and that support from at least one other type of
influencing factors, i.e. the badge of difference in question, is needed.511

5.1.3.6. Conclusions

The concept of passive discrimination reaches failures to prevent and remedy
discrimination, even in relations between private parties, but not failures to promote

equality. The possible categories of passive discrimination are failures to provide for
non-discrimination in law, failures to remedy instances of discrimination, failures to

provide similar measures for relevantly similar groups and failures to provide
different measures for significantly different groups. Each category may apply even

in the sphere of relations between private parties if the violation is sufficiently clear-
cut and grave, concerns relations that occur in the public sphere, are normally

regulated by law and for which the state has a certain responsibility. Failures to

promote equality are not included.

The dividing line between preventing and remedying discrimination on the one hand

and promoting equality on the other is not clear-cut. The simple delimitation claims
that the outer limits of passive discrimination lie right before entailing an obligation
on the state to enact positive measures. A more precise construction of these limits is
bound to raise difficulties as the prevention of discrimination and the promotion of

equality can be construed as simply being alternative ways of referring to the same

principle. Attempts at defining this line coincide with attempts at elaborating
different levels of positive obligations in relation to how heavy a burden they place
on states. Both seek inspiration from the principle of subsidiarity and the margin of

appreciation doctrine that deal with the appropriateness of judicial intervention in

510
E.g. Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, para. 72.

5,1 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000, para. 44.
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relation to the distribution of powers between the Convention mechanism and the
democratic discretion ofmember states.

Claims of passive discrimination will indicate lenient scrutiny, albeit to varying
degrees. Variations in degree will follow ideas on how heavy a burden
acknowledging the claim would place on the respondent state. Claims indicating
wide reaching policy changes e.g. in relation to generally improving the conditions
of certain groups, claims indicating considerable financial burdens as in direct
provisions for needs and claims bordering on positive measures will indicate lenient
scrutiny more strongly than claims of passive discrimination that place lesser burdens
on states. The type of claim being made (passive discrimination) is but one out of
three principal categories of factors that influence the width of the margin of

appreciation. Other factors may weigh in to support lenient scrutiny or to indicate
stricter scrutiny and, thus, negate the influence of the claim of passive discrimination.

5.1.4. Indirect discrimination

5.1.4.1. Concept

A. The outlines of the concept of indirect discrimination

Indirect discrimination has been described as instances where: "...a measure which

is neutral on its face has a disproportionately negative effect..." on a particular group
S 1 9 •

of people. In the European context the concept of indirect discrimination has been

developed most clearly in European Community sex discrimination law.513 The

512 Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 260. See also Loenen: Indirect

Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 195
51j See Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, pp. 196-
197. She traces influences in cases on indirect sex discrimination before the European Court of
Justice back to disparate impact analysis by the United States Supreme Court and indirect
discrimination on basis of nationality in European Community law. The landmark judgment of the
European Court Justice on indirect discrimination on basis of sex is the Bilka case, cf. Case 170/84
Bilka Kaufhaus v. Weber von Hartz (1986) E.C.R. 1607. The concept of indirect discrimination has
now been expressly defined in Council Directive 97/80/EC of 15 December 1997, cf. (1998) O.J.
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basic attributes of the concept are that it focuses on the disparate impact or

disproportionate effect of a neutral measure on groups of people.514

B. Types of claims and the potential of indirect discrimination

The focus on disparate impact quite clearly renders consideration of intent irrelevant.
Indirect discrimination may be found to exist regardless of any subjective intention
or consciousness of the discriminatory effect of the measure in question.515 An

important feature of the concept is that it concerns measures that are prima facie
"neutral". This refers to the fact that the differentiation in question is not based on a

"sensitive" criterion such as sex, race, language or religion but on other "neutral"
criteria.516 The effect of the differentiation, however, functions to the disadvantage

of people belonging to the "sensitive" groups.517 Finally indirect discrimination
focuses on group equality, i.e. the disproportionate effect on certain groups of people
and not individuals. A measure that is indirectly discriminatory will affect many

L14/6, Article 2: "For purposes of the principle of equal treatment referred to in paragraph 1, indirect
discrimination shall exist where an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice disadvantages a

substantially higher proportion of the members of one sex unless that provision, criterion or practice is

appropriate and necessary and can be justified by objective factors unrelated to sex.".
514 Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 199.
515 Loenen argues inter alia that subjectively intentional discrimination is not the main issue in

discrimination law as it has become rare, the remaining problem being: "...subtle and unintentional
mechanisms which work to the disadvantage and exclusion of [certain] groups.", ibid, p. 201. This

way, Loenen argues, the concept of indirect discrimination is a vehicle for a substantive approach to

equality as it: "...can direct attention to the myriad ways in which dominant standards and more

systemic forms of discrimination in our society, which are at face value neutral, tend to disadvantage
or exclude members of less powerful groups.", ibid, p. 199.
516 A classical example would be a "neutral" height requirement for service as a fire fighter that de

facto excludes most women. The Bilka case concerned the exclusion of part-time workers from a

pension scheme that was found indirectly discriminatory on account of sex, as most part-timers were

women, cf. Case 170/84 Bilka Kaufhaus v. Weber von Hartz (1986) E.C.R. 1607.
517 Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 198 speaks
of distinction not being based on: "...the commonly distinguished grounds of discrimination like
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members of the relevant group (e.g. women) but not necessarily all of them and it is
irrelevant that some members of the group of comparison (e.g. men) may be

518
negatively affected as well.

Cases on indirect discrimination have been described as the cases in which the value

judgments and moral reasoning behind conceptions of equality is most unsettled.519
At stake are not the badges of difference that are: "...commonly distinguished

grounds of discrimination..."520 and therefore settled in terms of the values behind
their outlawing. At stake are the unsettled areas, the "neutral" criteria that may not
be so neutral upon a closer analysis of their effect on certain groups of people.

5.1.4.2. Strictness ofreview

A. Establishing prima facie indirect discrimination

An applicant would have to make out his/her case of prima facie indirect
discrimination. The legal process of reviewing indirect discrimination is taken to

begin with a claim supported by statistical evidence to the effect that a measure has a

disparate impact on a certain group as compared with another group.521 Quite clearly
much depends on the approach of the Court in question to the issue of proof of

race, sex, religion, sexual orientation, handicap or age..." but having a disparate effect on such groups

of people. See also Sjerps, p. 238.
518 See Sjerps, p. 238.
519 "Those are the cases where the legal battle is being fought most feverently, in accordance with the
social and political fight.", ibid, p. 251.
520 Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 198.
521

Sjerps, p. 244. In European Community law the burden of proof for indirect discrimination is

provided for in Council Directive 97/80/EC of 15 December 1997, cf. (1998) O.J. LI4/6, Article 4,

according to which the applicant bears the burden of proof for establishing the facts from which
indirect discrimination can be presumed to have occurred before the onus is placed on the respondent
state to establish objective justification.
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disparate effect. How to handle the statistical evidence in establishing indirect
522

discrimination raises several issues.

As discussed in Chapters 4.3.1.2. B and 4.3.2.3. supra, the Court has not yet

acknowledged indirect discrimination as part of the concept of discrimination under
the Convention. This principally arises out of the fact that the Court has not

developed the appropriate evidential framework for dealing with disproportionate
effects of prima facie "neutral" measures. The most recent attempt to litigate a claim
of indirect discrimination before the Court does not give rise optimism as to the
Court embracing the concept of indirect discrimination in the near future. In the
recent Grand Chamber judgments ofBeard v. The United Kingdom, Chapman v. The
United Kingdom, Coster v. The United Kingdom, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom
and Lee v. The United Kingdom, one aspect of the applicants' claims was that the
neutral and general stipulations of planning regulation functioned to the disadvantage
of gypsies wanting to pursue a traditional lifestyle. The Court did not even address
the claim.523

B. The strictness of objective justification review

Upon the finding that the group the claimant belongs to is disproportionately affected

by the measure in question, the need arises for analysis in terms of objective

522
Ibid, pp. 245-247 and Kingsley R. Browne: The Use and Abuse of Statistical Evidence in

Discrimination Cases, in Titia Loenen and Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination Law:

Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999, p. 411.
523 Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster
v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001. See Chapman v. The United Kingdom, paras. 127 and 129. Moon, p.
51 seems to connect the advent of Protocol 12 with the possibility of the concept of indirect
discrimination developing under the Convention. There are, however, no indications to that effect in

the Protocol or the Explanatory report thereto. This seems confirmed in the five judgments, ibid,
pronounced after the opening for signature of Protocol 12 and after the Thlimmenos v. Greece,

06.04.2000 judgment wherein the influences of the Protocol may be argued to have already begun to

show.
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justification. Establishing an incident of indirect discrimination simply leads to the
case reaching the level of objective justification review. The strictness of review
applied to the objective justification scrutiny in these types of cases is, again,
instrumental in the effectiveness of the concept of indirect discrimination.524

As the evidential framework for establishing prima facie indirect discrimination does
not exist under the Convention, such claims never reach objective justification

scrutiny.

5.1.4.3. Conclusions

The concept of indirect discrimination noticeably seems to stem from equality

provisions that are limited in scope to certain grounds of discrimination, such as
S9S ...

sex. In such regimes it becomes important to be able to subsume a difference of
treatment under the relevant ground of discrimination, even if only "indirectly". In

regimes that operate on a non-exhaustive list of discrimination grounds it is
irrelevant whether the difference of treatment is tested on basis of the "neutral"

ground of differentiation or on basis of "indirectly" coming under a specifically
outlawed ground of differentiation. In any case of indirect discrimination an

alternative exists in that: "...the distinction may also be fought as unjust in itself,
and directly outlawed.". It is, thus, not of decisive importance that that the

524 Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 208, noting
an increasing leniency in indirect discrimination review by the ECJ and the United States Supreme
Court alike.
525

Cf. footnote 513 supra on the origins of the concept of indirect discrimination. In the United States

of America, disparate impact analysis has primarily been developed under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. §2000e et sec. Its list of prohibited grounds of discrimination is limited to

race, color, sex, religion and national origin. See Selmi, p. 213.
526

Sjerps, p. 247. For example in Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom,
28.05.1985, the applicants claimed that the immigration rules were indirectly discriminatory on the

ground of race as the rule that a couple intending to marry had already met disproportionally affected

people from the Indian sub-continent. The Court found that different treatment on the ground ofrace
was not proven and that the treatment was simply based on whether the intended couple had met. It,
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concept of indirect discrimination is not a part of the repertoire of the European
Court of Human Rights. The case may be reviewed under Article 14 and Article 1 of
Protocol 12 anyway.

The European Court of Human Rights, therefore, approaches issues that might be
approached under indirect discrimination directly on the overt and "neutral" ground
of differentiation. This has the effect that analysis and strictness of review does not
benefit from established value judgments regarding outlawing "sensitive" or

"suspect" or grounds of discrimination. The scrutiny becomes more lenient than in
cases where the discrimination in question can be linked to "sensitive" grounds of
discrimination.

The potential of the concept of indirect discrimination as a tool for combating
structural disadvantage is left untapped under the Convention. The fate of indirect
discrimination in the law of the Convention is an example of how theoretical

possibilities for wide reaching substantive effects of equality provisions may not

fulfil their potential in practical application.

5.2. The badge of differentiation and the sameness or difference of

situations

5.2.1. The significance of comparability

It is the heart of the equality maxim itself that equal situations should be treated

equally but different situations differently. Thus, the question of comparability of
situations goes right to the core of equality analysis. Under the concept of
discrimination and analytical approach developed by the European Court of Human

then, found the treatment justified. This exhibits how the Court directly addresses the express and
"neutral" badge of differentiation and does not deal with the alleged indirect badge of differentiation.
See generally Chapter 4.3.1.2. B supra.
527 See e.g. Loenen: Indirect Discrimination: Oscillating Between Containment and Revolution, p. 211
and Sjerps, p. 237.
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Rights differences in otherwise similar situations are said to justify differences in
treatment and significant differences may even require appropriate accommodation.

This same concept of discrimination, however, renders no clear cut lines as regards
the question of what situations are relevantly similar or significantly different,
neither are there any clear lines on how to draw conclusions on the issue. The
analytical approach that makes equality analysis dependent on these questions is
normatively empty when it comes to answering them. All men are equal in some

respects and unequal in other respects and similar situations can have many factors
that are different and vice versa. The more widely the Court delimits what are

relevantly similar situations, the wider the possibility of objective justification
review. The widest possible delimitation of relevantly similar situations is that all

persons are equal and hence that any differential treatment needs justification. The
standard of measure chosen becomes instrumental in drawing the line between

relevantly similar situations and situations that are not relevantly similar. And

deciding upon the standard of measure and upon what characteristics or factors are

relevant is a value judgment per se. Thus, and as pointed out by Dijk and Hoof,

addressing the standard of measure, i.e. the criterion on the basis of which relevantly
similar situations are found to exist or not, can place the underlying values and goals

_ • ... S9Q
of the equality provision in focus. This they describe as "...the heart of the

530 ,matter...". As a result Dijk and Hoof criticise instances where the Court has

merged the analysis of whether relevantly similar situations exist with the objective

justification test, arguing that in this way the Court relegates the values connected

with the comparability issue and the individual interest to an inferior position

compared with the values connected to the public interest usually dominant in
• ST 1

finding objective justification.

528 See generally the discussion of relevance in Chapter 1.3.2. supra.
529

Dijk and Hoof, p. 720.
530

Ibid, p. 722. See also Michael Banton: Discrimination Entails Comparison, in Titia Loenen and
Peter R. Rodrigues (eds.): Non-Discrimination Law: Comparative Perspectives, The Hague: Kluwer
Law International, 1999, p. 107, arguing that comparisons and the selection of comparators are crucial
to deciding on discrimination issues.
531

Dijk and Hoof, pp. 722-726.
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Dijk and Hoof assume a connection between the individual interest at stake and the
comparability issue and, thus, that emphasis on the comparability test would
somehow induce a more effective protection for individuals and less focus on the

public interest. It seems that their criticism, justified as it may be as regards an

overly rich emphasis on the public interest, is misplaced on the Court undervaluing
the comparability test. Let us assume that the comparability test was made the

deciding factor. What sort of an equality model would ensue? As discussed in
Chapter 2.2.1.3. B supra, a focus on comparability entails that an appropriate

comparator has to be identified before an issue can even be addressed as that of

equality. But in many situations comparisons are hard to draw as the examples of

pregnancy, handicap and transsexualism show. A strict focus on comparability leads
to a very formal approach to equality. In addition, a focus on comparability may

make it more difficult for individual applicants to discharge the burden of proof for
• 532 • •

establishing prima facie discrimination. The logical conclusion of such a formal

approach is that differences may lead to exclusion, either by not being encompassed

by non-discrimination or by overburdening applicants with measures of proof.

Conversely, little or varying emphasis on the comparability test as something the

applicant must establish before objective justification scrutiny takes place leads to

the situation that the treatment complained of can be reviewed for objective

justification irrespective of the existence or non-existence of a clear reference group.

Such an approach could enhance possibilities for appropriately accommodating
differences that may be unique or call for treatment not necessarily accorded to any

particular reference group. And this entails a substantive approach to equality,

enabling a more wide reaching effect of the equality provision.533

5.2.2. Back to values, then onwards to the strictness of review

532 See Chapter 4.3.3. supra.
5"

Livingstone, p. 30 argues that the approach of the Convention in not emphasising the comparability
test is not formalistic and has: "...the benefit of avoiding the tortuous search for "true comparators"
which has caused problems for much national sex discrimination law.".
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What is the current approach of the European Court of Human Rights to the issue of
badges of differentiation and the comparisons they call for? Is it possible to discern a

considered or at least to some extent an explicable perspective behind the Court's

approach to different comparisons? The issue is of importance in identifying the
factors that influence the margin of appreciation which again influence the location
on the formal-substantive scale of equality under Article 14, and by inference also
Article 1 of Protocol 12.

Again, the assessment of comparable or relevantly similar situations is a value
judgment. Certainly the criteria on the basis of which similarities or dissimilarities
are considered to exist and the corresponding badge of difference focus attention

appropriately on the goals of equality provisions and the varying degrees of
individual interest in being free from discrimination on basis of these badges. It

seems that the issue of comparable situations is of relevance and has a significant
influence on the strictness of scrutiny applied in individual cases. The first situation
is when the dissimilarity of situations seems clear and the corresponding badge of
differentiation seems clearly irrelevant. In such cases the case law of the Court

seems to indicate that the scrutiny is most lenient as evidenced in lenient objective

justification review or in the applicant not discharging the burden of persuasion for

similarity of situations. The second situation is when the badge of differentiation is
unclear and/or the values pertaining to its significance are unclear. Here the case law
also seems to indicate lenient scrutiny but not as strongly. The third situation is
when the values pertaining to a certain situation or a badge of differentiation are

considered to be clear and indicating that it is to be considered of significance. In
this category the case law and theory have indicated a strict type of scrutiny.

Schokkenbroek and Heringa seem to argue for a universal and formal approach to the
strictness of review in relation to the badges of differentiation. Under such an

approach the same badge of differentiation will always call for the same strictness of
review. For example they discuss variations in the strictness of review in recent

cases concerning discrimination on the basis of sex, but argue for the continuing
formal and uniform application of strict review in sex discrimination irrespective of
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other factors such as the issue of which of the two sexes it is that is discriminated

against or the type of claim being made in the case.534 The situation when the
differences are such that they call for accommodation is also unexplained by the
universal and formal approach. If, say, sex or religion is a deplorable badge in some

respects is it so in all respects? Is the conclusion from strict scrutiny in most sex and

religion cases that both sexes and all religions are equal in relevant respects

necessarily universal and always applicable across the board? An answer in the
affirmative would require equal treatment and exclude the finding of significant
differences that may require different treatment under the new Thlimmenos v. Greece

standard. It therefore seems clear that the badge of differentiation is but one variable
in the overall balancing of influencing factors in discrimination scrutiny.

The remaining sub-sections of Chapter 5.2. will endeavour to elaborate on two main

categories and various sub-groups of badges of differentiation. The object of this
study is to seek general guidelines for dividing the different types of badges of
differentiation into these groups and for elaborating on the levels of scrutiny they

govern. The study will build on the already existing literature on factors that indicate
either strict or lenient scrutiny but will in relevant areas add to, contradict or

elaborate on the established literature on the strictness of review in relation to badges
of differentiation.

5.2.3. Insignificant badges of differentiation indicating lenient scrutiny

5.2.3.1. Introduction

5j4 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
of Appreciation, p. 22 and Heringa, p. 30-31 who criticises the non-uniform application of strict

scrutiny exhibited in the Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998, judgment. He nevertheless concedes to the

conclusion that with reference to margin of appreciation considerations: "The Petrovic decision

shows that the suspect-classifications approach is open to exceptions in specific circumstances.", cf. p.
31. The argument of the present study is that variations in strictness of review are not specific
exceptions but the logical consequence of the interplay ofmany different influencing factors.
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This category consists of cases where the Court considers the badge of differentiation
insignificant. This may encompass a spectrum of situations that range from being
clearly different to being unclear in similarities. These badges of differentiation
indicate lenient scrutiny to varying degrees dependent upon the situation.

In some instances the Court seems to see no reason for a justificatory argument as to

whether situations and corresponding badges are to be considered similar or

dissimilar. The differences in situations may be so clear to the Court that a simple
assertion of the significant differences in a situation may suffice. This strong

indication towards lenient scrutiny has the function that the burden of proof rests

upon the applicant to establish the similarity of situations. It is not always lifted and
the case may be decided on that basis in a formal approach. In other instances the
Court nevertheless proceeds to some form of an objective justification scrutiny, but
the approach seems to be that these cases do not merit but such lenient scrutiny that it

may best be described as no scrutiny at all.

In other situations lenient scrutiny is certainly indicated but not as decisively. In
these cases comparisons and corresponding badges of difference are not dealt with as

clearly irrelevant. But they are also not clearly relevant by widespread recognition in
international and domestic law and practice like for example the category of clearly
relevant comparisons such as sex and race. They are somewhere in between. In

these cases, other factors than the badge of differentiation may weigh in and support

lenient scrutiny or counteract the indication of lenient scrutiny. In such situations it
seems common to merge consideration of whether similar situations have been

established and the objective justification test. This indicates that the burden of

proof for similarity does not strictly rest upon the applicant and the approach is not as
formal as in the most lenient type of scrutiny cases.

5.2.3.2. Legislative classifications not based on personal characteristics

A. Geographical location; federalism and jurisdiction
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It has been up for debate whether differences in treatment on account of the different
legal provisions that may apply in different geographical locations are subject to
Article 14 scrutiny. In particular, this question has been acute as regards the

differing legislation that may apply in federal states.535 Dissenting in Dudgeon v.

The United Kingdom Judge Matscher argued that: "The diversity of domestic laws,
which is characteristic of a federal state, can in itself never constitute a

• 536
discrimination, and there is no necessity to justify diversity of this kind.".

The stance that different legislation depending on geographical location in federal
states is simply not subject to objective justification review seems to have been
confirmed in the Magee v. The United Kingdom judgment. In that case the anti-
terrorist legislation differed between England and Wales on one hand and Northern
Ireland on the other. The Court reasoned that legislation in The United Kingdom
was not always uniform as between its constituent parts. The question of which

legislation applied depended on its geographical reach and the individual's location,
which enabled the legislation to take reasonable regional differences and
characteristics into account. The Court found that the treatment complained of was:
"...not to be explained in terms of personal characteristics, such as national origin or

association with a national minority, but on the geographical location where the

535 See the discussion of Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, pp. 472-473.
536

Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981, Dissenting opinion of Judge Matscher, part II

(quoted also by Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 472). The majority of the Court found that

comparing legislation on male homosexual acts in the various parts of The United Kingdom was not a

fundamental aspect of the case, and thus found it not necessary to review that complaint, cf. paras. 67-
68. The complaints regarding different legislation on homosexual acts as compared with heterosexual
and lesbian acts amounted to the same complaint as already decided under Article 8 and was, hence,
considered unnecessary to review, cf. para 69. The finding that the comparisons between different

geographical locations are not a fundamental aspect of the case implicitly supports the opinion
forwarded in Judge Matscher's dissent, see generally Chapter 6.3. infra.
537

Magee v. The United Kingdom, 06.06.2000. It is difficult to discern whether the judgment is based
on the fact that the applicant has not shown the existence of the badge of difference or on the
existence of objective justification for the treatment complained of, as the judgment merges

consideration of both issues. The first interpretation indicates no objective justification scrutiny at all
while the latter strongly indicates lenient scrutiny.
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individual is arrested and detained.".538 Hence, Article 14, in conjunction with

Article 6, was not considered violated. It should be added that in Magee v. The
United Kingdom one aspect of the treatment complained of under Article 14, i.e. the
denial of access to a solicitor for up to 48 hours, was found directly in violation of
Article 6:1 in conjunction with Article 6:3 (c).539 This exhibits that the legislation

may always be scrutinised as directly in violation of other provisions of the
Convention, but the principal characteristics of federalism per se will not be subject
to Article 14 scrutiny.

Geographical location has been claimed as badge of differentiation more generally in
relation to legal jurisdiction and application of law. The judgments in Observer and
Guardian v. The United Kingdom and Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (II)
show that such claims receive very cursory examination, similarly to those relating to

federalism.540 Both judgments are of the kind where it seems clear to the Court that
the situations complained of are not comparable but "even if' they were the Court
notes that they would have an objective justification.541

B. Various types of legislative classifications

A large case-group of unclear comparisons and unclear badges of difference
concerns the situation when law defines certain categories based not on personal

538
Ibid, para. 50.

539 Ibid, para 46.
540

Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (II), 26.11.1991, para. 58: "If, and in so far as, foreign
publishers were not subject to the same restrictions as S.T., this was because they were not subject to
the jurisdiction of the English Courts and hence were not in a situation similar to that of S.T.". See

also Observer and Guardian v. The United Kingdom, 26.11.1991, para. 73.
541 In Observer and Guardian v. The United Kingdom, 26.11.1991, the Court noted that it was unclear

whether the factual basis to claims of different treatment was established, but nevertheless proceeded
to the objective justification test as in any event ("even if' type of rationale) the situations were not

similar, cf para. 73. A similar indication arises from the term: "If, and in so far as..." there was

different treatment it was because of different situations, cf. Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (II),
26.11.1991, para. 58.
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characteristics but on other "general" criteria. Different treatment is, then, accorded
to the different categories. This is indeed an essential characteristic of legislation as:

"To legislate is to classify...".542 Legislation commonly classifies people into groups

along various criteria and prescribes a certain treatment to each group. In these cases

there is no pre-identifiable badge of differentiation, but it arises out of different
categories and treatment in law.

The three trade union cases of 1975 and 1976, National Union ofBelgian Police v.

Belgium, Schmidt and Dahlstrom v. Sweden and Swedish Engine Drivers' Union v.

Sweden are examples where the badge of differentiation between different trade
unions or members of different trade unions were the different treatment accorded by
law to different categories of unions543 or members of different trade unions.544 In all
these cases a lenient standard of scrutiny was applied, the Swedish Engine Drivers'

Union v. Sweden judgment mentioning for the first time in Article 14 cases the:
. .power of appreciation..." accorded to the state.545 No violation was found.

In Monnell andMorris v. The United Kingdom, the treatment complained of was the
fact that unmeritorious appeals resulted in loss of time towards serving a sentence.

Only persons convicted and already serving their sentence risked this loss of time.
The Court seemed to doubt whether the situations were similar, but in a lenient type

of review: . .even assuming that the situation of [the applicants] was comparable to

542 Christian Tomuschat: Equality and Non-Discrimination under the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, in Ingo von Munch (ed.): Staatsrecht, Volkerrecht, Europarecht - Festschrift
Fur Hans-Jiirgen Schlochauer zum 75. Geburtstag am 28. Marz 1981, Berlin: de Gruyer, 1981, p.

691, at p. 710.
543

Striking v. non-striking unions and the most representative v. other unions.
544 Members of striking or non-striking unions.
545 Swedish Engine Drivers' Union v. Sweden, 06.02.1976, para. 47. In National Union of Belgian
Police v. Belgium, 06.02.1976 the Court also explicitly referred to its subsidiary role, cf. para. 47.

Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 351 argue that the margin of appreciation is wide when it comes to the

rights of trade unions. See also Livingstone, p. 29. Dijk and Hoof, p. 729 mention the Swedish

Engine Drivers' Union v. Sweden and National Union of Belgian Police v. Belgium judgments as

examples of areas where the application of Article 14 is more restricted than in relation to badges of
difference that indicate strict scrutiny.
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that of convicted persons at liberty..." found the treatment justified.546 The same

badge of differentiation was claimed in Kamasinski v. Austria, but this time in
relation to the possibility to attend an appeal hearing. The Court found it justified by
reference to the margin of appreciation and the considerations that the appeal did not

involve retrial of evidence or assessment of guilt, was not based on grounds related
to the applicant's personality, the appellant was represented by counsel and the
Supreme Court had no power to increase the sentence.547 Another legal classification
contested in Kamasinski v. Austria was allowing civil claims in criminal proceedings,
even the civil claims of witnesses for the prosecution. The distinction complained of
was between defendants in civil action and defendants to civil claims in criminal

proceedings. Being an: "...established feature in a number of continental legal

systems in Europe." it was considered justified in the interests of the proper

administration of justice."

In the Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom case one of the claims was of
active discrimination on basis of the badge of differentiation of a legislative
distinction between victims of intentionally inflicted harm and negligently inflicted
harm. The difference of treatment consisted of different periods of limitation.
Instances of such classical categorisations, ingrained in law and legal thinking, meet
with lenient scrutiny. The Court noted that any legal system classified with
references to: "...the type of harm suffered, the legal basis of the claim and other

factors, who are subject to varying rules and procedures...".549 In particular as

regarded classification into victims of intentionally and negligently caused injuries,
the Court noted that it could be more readily apparent to the victims of intentionally
caused harm that they have a cause of action. The Court did not find the situations

comparable but added that "even if' they were they would be reasonably and

546 Monnetl and Morris v. The United Kingdom, 02.03.1987, para. 72. The objective justification
rationale referred to the aim of the measure being to expedite the process of hearing appeals and so

reduce the time spent in custody of those with meritorious appeals and the fact that most appeals were

lodged by persons already in custody, cf. para. 73.
547 Kamasinski v. Austria, 19.12.1989, paras. 106-107.
548

Ibid, para. 93.
549

Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996, para. 73.
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objectively justified in light of the margin of appreciation and with reference to the
same inherent differences.550

The most recent case concerning traditional legislative classifications was the Gerger
v. Turkey case. Here the badge of differentiation complained of concerned conviction
under the Turkish Prevention of Terrorism Act as opposed to other criminal

convictions. People convicted of terrorist offences were not entitled to automatic

parole until having served three quarters of their sentence as opposed to half the
sentence for others. The Court simply noted that: "...the distinction is made not

between different groups of people, but between different types of offence, according
to the legislature's view of their gravity. The Court sees no ground for concluding
that that practice amounts to a form of "discrimination"...".551 The legal
classification of offences according to their gravity is a type of classification (badge
of differentiation) at the very core of penal law. In Gerger v. Turkey the Court's
review seems the most lenient in comparison with the other cases on legislative
classifications. Here, a simple assertion of the differences in situations was sufficient
and no real objective justification scrutiny was undertaken.

Sometimes the badge of differentiation is simply the treatment complained of. This

may come under the category of legislative classifications directly or indirectly via
the application of general criteria stipulated in legislation. The judgment in Fredin v.

Sweden is an example. The treatment complained of was that legislation enabling
the revocation of an exploitation licence was only applied to the applicants'

company. The badge of differentiation was simply being the only company

receiving the treatment. In Fredin v. Sweden no scrutiny was undertaken really as it
was decided primarily on basis of the applicants' claims being unsubstantiated as the
burden of proof rested with the applicant. In the Building Societies v. The United

550
Ibid, paras. 73-74. Another facet of this case is the claim of passive discrimination and lack of

accommodation for difference discussed in Chapter 5.1.3.2. C supra.
55'

Gerger v. Turkey, 08.07.1999, para. 69.
552 Fredin v. Sweden, 18.02.1991. Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 475 mention both Fredin v.

Sweden and Pine Valley Developments Ltd. and Others v. Ireland, 29.11.1991 as examples of badges
of differentiation consisting of the treatment meted out. In Pine Valley Developments Ltd. and Others
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Kingdom judgment the badge of differentiation was simply the treatment meted out
according to two successive pieces of legislation in that they did not reach all the
implicated building societies in the same manner. The case received lenient

■ • 553
scrutiny.

C. The badge of differentiation of profession

Profession seems to be a distinction that is rather clearly considered irrelevant by the
Court. In the beginning, the approach of the Court was clearly formal as the burden
of persuasion for establishing similarity rested upon the applicant and a finding of

non-comparable situations excluded further scrutiny. The Engel and Others v. The
Netherlands case is an example of this as regards the comparisons between military

personnel and civilians. The widespread European and international recognition of a

separate military disciplinary regime rendered the comparison clearly irrelevant."54
Similarly in the Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (I) case the difference in
duties and responsibilities between parliamentarians and the press were considered
so clearly different that no scrutiny was applied to differences as to their freedom of

expression.555 Van der Mussele v. Belgium is also a clear example. The Court found
that advocates had a corpus of rights and duties fundamentally different from that of
other judicial, parajudicial or other professions. Upon the conclusion that there did

v. Ireland the treatment complained was the non-application to the applicants of legislation
retroactively validating invalid planning permissions. A violation was found, as the Government did

not forward any justifications, cf. para 64. Other examples where the badge of differentiation is

simply the treatment complained of are Sporrong and Lonnroth v. Sweden, 23.09.1982 (non-uniform

application of imposing expropriation permits) and Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (I),
26.04.1979 (one aspect of the applicant's claims was that other publications were not subject to the
same restraints as the applicants).
553

Building Societies v. The United Kingdom, 23.10.1997. The lenient scrutiny in this case is also and

perhaps primarily affected by the fact that it concerns the field of life of the protection of property, cf.

Chapter 5.3.2. infra.
554

Engel and Others v. The Netherlands, 08.06.1976.
555

Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (I), 26.04.1979.
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not exist analogous situations in the case no further scrutiny was applied.556 It is not
unlikely that it appeared obvious to the Court that the profession of advocates has a

unique standing in the administration of justice and that its situation hence is clearly
and relevantly different from that of other professions. Most recently the Rekvenyi v.
Hungary judgment dealt with different treatment based on profession. Here, the
Hungarian Constitution had been amended so as to prohibit political party

membership and political activities of members in the armed forces, the police and
the security services. As regards the argument that this discriminated on the basis of

profession the Court simply noted that: "...even assuming that police officers can be
taken to be in a comparable position to ordinary citizens..."557 the applicant's special
status as a police officer justified the different treatment. While the case was not

dealt with on the formal approach that concludes review upon the finding that similar
situations had not been established, it clearly indicates that the comparison being
drawn was considered insignificant and, thus, not meriting detailed discrimination

analysis.558

Different duties within the same profession may also come under this category, but
here lenient scrutiny is not indicated quite as strongly as in the early cases under the
formal approach. The Engel and Others v. The Netherlands case is an example as

regards the difference between military ranks in disciplinary measures prescribed by
law. The comparability and objective justification issues were merged and a lenient
standard of scrutiny applied, referring to the state's: "...considerable margin of

appreciation.".559 There was no violation. In De Jong, Baljet and van den Brink v.

556 Van der Mussele v. Belgium, 23.11.1983, para. 46.
357

Rekvenyi v. Hungary, 20.05.1999, para. 68, emphasis added.
558 Ibid. The judgment on Article 14 in conjunction with Article 10 or 11 refers to consideration of the

applicant's special status as a police officer under Articles 10 and 11. In that respect emphasis was

placed on the fact that: "...a number of Contracting States restrict certain political activities on the

part of their police.", cf. para. 41. The aim of ensuring the political neutrality of police officers was

legitimate and indeed had a: "...special historical significance in Hungary because of that country's
experience of a totalitarian regime...", cf. para. 41.
559

Engel and Others v. The Netherlands, 08.06.1976, para. 72. In dealing with the margin the Court
declared that it was aware of some evolution towards ending distinctions such as those the applicants
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The Netherlands the badge of differentiation claimed by the applicants was that their
battalion in the Netherlands army was designated for a special UN mission in
Lebanon. The Court seems to have found that situation unique as compared with

other servicemen. It simply declared that even if it assumed that the situation of the
applicants was comparable to that of other servicemen, the impending special
mission provided an objective and reasonable justification.560

D. The badge of differentiation of "property"

Scholarly literature on Article 14 has identified cases on non-discrimination in

conjunction with property rights as an area where the margin of appreciation is

relatively wide.561 A clear line has not been drawn between instances where the

badge of differentiation is in some sense "property" and instances of discrimination
in the enjoyment of the right to property more generally irrespective of the badge of

Cf.')
differentiation. The case law falls into clearer patterns if analysed from the

standpoint of the badge of differentiation ("property") and from the standpoint of the
interest at stake ("right to property") separately.563 The present analysis will focus
on the badge of differentiation of property while the strictness of review related to

the field of life of property rights will be discussed in Chapter 5.3.2. infra.

complained of. However, at the time when the treatment took place, such distinctions were generally
in place in the legal systems of the contracting states as well as being tolerated in international law.
The point in time of measuring the existence of a "common standard" was found to be not at the time

of review but at the time the alleged violation took place.
560 De Jong, Baljet and van den Brink v. The Netherlands, 22.05.1984, para. 62. Perhaps there is also
an indication of a lenient scrutiny generally when dealing with issues concerning the national
militaries.
561 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
of Appreciation, p. 22 and Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 351.
562 See footnote 285 supra.
563 The Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986 case is an example of how the badge of
differentiation of property calls for lenient scrutiny even though the right encroached upon is that of
Article 8 (respect for home). The Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987 and Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979

judgments are examples of how the badge of differentiation of illegitimacy calls for strict scrutiny
even though the right encroached upon is Article 1 Protocol 1 (right to property).
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The badges of difference complained of in James and Others v. The United Kingdom
and Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom were different categories of property
owners as defined in legislation. The discrimination complained of in these

judgments met very lenient scrutiny.564 In Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy the badges
of differentiation were classification into residential property and non-residential

property and the difference in treatment between landlords and tenants. The Court
noted that relevantly similar situations had to exist and applied lenient scrutiny in a

merged similar situations and objective justification scrutiny.565 In Edoardo
Palumbo v. Italy, however, the situations of tenants and landlords were found

incomparable in light of the fundamental differences therein. Therefore, no issue of
discrimination was found to arise in the case, and no objective justification scrutiny
was performed at all.566 In P.M. v. Italy, the badges of differentiation were the
difference in treatment between owners who rent property and owners who do not as

well as between landlords and tenants. The Court dealt with comparisons between
landlords and tenants in the same manner as in the Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy

564
In James and Others v. The United Kingdom, 21.02.1986, the categories of landlords were a)

landlords under "long leasehold" system of tenure and b) such landlords owning property under a

certain maximum rateable value of the property comprising approximately 98-99% of all such

landlords, cf. paras. 73 and 21-23. This, the applicant claimed, was differentiation on the grounds of

property while the government claimed not as the differentiation was not based on any criteria of
wealth. The Court declared the list of grounds in Article 14 non-exhaustive, found that differences

were made with regard to different categories of property owners and that these were relevant grounds
("badges") of difference under Article 14, ibid, para. 74. The judgment shows that the badge of
differentiation of property is not easily defined and that Article 14, containing a non-exhaustive list of

grounds, encompasses a wide array of instances that may have a link with the term property. In

Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom, 08.07.1986 the various badges of difference complained
of all arose from a statutory formula on compensation for owners of nationalised companies and its

application as well as the treatment of the applicants under the relevant Act in comparison with
treatment under other Acts in a similar sphere, cf. generally paras. 178-189.
565

Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995, para. 46. The treatment complained of was the

suspension of eviction orders on residential property, whereas no such constraints were on eviction

from non-residential property. Similarly the applicants complained of the protection of tenants to the
detriment of landlords.
566 Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000, para. 52.
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judgment. The different treatment of those who rent their property and those who do
not was found justified with reference to the aim of the legislation in question to

enable tenants with expired leases to find acceptable or subsidised housing.567 In all
these cases lenient scrutiny was also supported by the fact that the treatment

568
complained of encroached upon the field of life of property rights.

The Gillow v. The United Kingdom case is also an example of how the badge of
differentiation of property calls for lenient scrutiny. Here one of the badges of
differentiation complained of was "property" but the case was not argued in terms of
the field of property rights but the right to respect for the home under Article 8. The
facts of the case had to do with the regulation of housing in Guernsey and the

possibility for the owners of a house to actually occupy it.569 The badge of
differentiation complained of concerned the classification by legislation into different

categories of persons, on the one hand not having close links with Guernsey and on

the other hand on the basis of property as in not owning a house over a certain
rateable value.570 As regards the second complaint the policy of different treatment

was, having regard to the state's margin of appreciation, found justified by the fact
that expensive houses were not sought after by those in need of housing

567
P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001, paras. 54-55, the judgment is not final as referral to the Grand Chamber

has been requested according to Article 43. Compare P.M. v. Italy (not final) and Edoardo Palumbo

v. Italy, 30.11.2000 with Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995, where the difference of

treatment between tenants and landlords was found to raise the question of objective justification. The

approach to place the burden of proof for similarity of situations on the applicant and apply no

objective justification scrutiny at all to this issue in P.M. v. Italy (not final) and Edoardo Palumbo v.

Italy most likely fed on the earlier judgment in Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy establishing a wide

margin of appreciation in this type of cases.
568

Cf. Chapter 5.3.2. infra.
569 Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986. Protocol 1 was not found applicable by the lack of an
express declaration on its application to the island of Guernsey, cf. para. 62. Schokkenbroek: The
Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 22,
seems to count the Gillow v. The United Kingdom case among cases on Article 14 in conjunction with
Article 1, Protocol 1.
570

Persons belonging to these groups did not need a licence to occupy a property in Guernsey as did
the applicants, ibid, para. 64.
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protection.571 It is noteworthy how the aspect of discrimination based on property
(rateable value) seems dealt with in more lenient terms than the facet of
discrimination based on the closeness of links with Guernsey.

Contrary to what may seem indicated in the literature, the badge of differentiation of
property does not uniformly command lenient review.572 Other factors in the case

may have an influence and indicate a stricter approach.

In Larkos v. Cyprus the badge of differentiation can be argued as being a certain
property category as the distinction complained of was made between tenants of the
Government as opposed to tenants of other landlords.573 Tenants of the Government
did not enjoy the protection of the Rent Control Law and were, as opposed to private
tenants, not protected from eviction at the end of the lease. The interest at stake was

the right to respect for the home.574 The applicant was considered to be in a similar
situation to private tenants as the terms of the lease clearly indicated that the
Government rented the property in a private-law capacity and there was nothing in
the lease to indicate that the flat was rented to the applicant as a civil servant or that
it was rented to him at a preferential rate.575 As to the possible objective justification
for the different treatment the Court reiterated the considerations relating to similar

571 Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986 para. 66. The margin of appreciation seems to be the

overriding consideration here as it seems arguable that the owners of the more expensive houses were

equally or even better suited to bearing the necessary burdens of a housing policy aimed at reasonable

provision for the poorer section of the population.
j72 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
of Appreciation, p. 22-23. Note that this article is written before the Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999
and Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999 judgments were pronounced.
573 Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999. The badge of differentiation refers to the situation of different types
of tenants, but these different types of tenants are defined by the criterion of the type of property
owner they rent from. The real badge of differentiation is, thus, property in the sense of referring to
the type of property owner rented from.
574 A violation was found of Article 14 in conjunction with Article 8 and it was not considered

necessary to review the case also under Article 14 in conjunction with Article 1 of Protocol 1, ibid,

paras. 31 and 35.
575

Ibid, para. 29.
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situations. It also noted that the legislation not applicable to the applicant was

intended as a measure of social protection and that the decision not to extend it to

government tenants needed specific justification.576 The Government was not found
to have adduced: "...any objective and reasonable justification for the distinction
which meets the requirements of Article 14 of the Convention, even having regard to

their margin of appreciation in the area of the control of property.".577 Despite the
indication of a wide margin of appreciation, the Court found a violation. The

primary influencing factor indicating stricter scrutiny seems to be the situation of
disadvantage the tenant finds himself in as compared with the Government as a

landlord. See generally the discussion in Chapter 5.3.3.2. infra.

Chassagnou and Others v. France also indicates stricter scrutiny and upon analysis it
becomes apparent that this is a very special case in respect of the hybrid of issues and

influencing factors raised by it. In essence the complaints of the applicants were the

following: They were landowners opposed to hunting on ethical grounds but were

according to law obliged to become members of the relevant regional hunters'
association. In addition they were obliged by the same Act to transfer hunting rights
over their land to the association so that all hunters in the area could hunt on their

578land.' As they were small landowners they could not avoid these duties under the
Act whereas owners of large areas of land could. This was found to be in violation
of Article 1 of Protocol 1 in conjunction with Article 14 as well as in violation of

Article 11 in conjunction with Article 14. The Court clearly found the distinction
between large and small landowners flagrantly arbitrary as its arguments emphasise
the total lack of: "...any convincing explanation..."579 and "...any objective and
reasonable justification..."5 0 for it. It is interesting to note that the distinction
between large and small landowners is considered flagrantly arbitrary in relation to

576
Ibid, para. 30.

577
Ibid, para. 30.

578
Hence, violations of both Article 11 and Article 1 of Protocol 1 taken alone were found, cf.

Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, paras. 85 and 117. Several judges expressed separate

opinions on various aspects of the case.
579

Ibid, para. 92.
580

Ibid, para. 121.
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CO 1

the interest at stake in the case and the seriousness of the interference. In

particular as regards the consideration of a violation of Article 1 of Protocol 1 in
conjunction with Article 14, the reasoning of the Court refers to the fact that the
treatment compels people to "band together" against their convictions and that
allowing hunting is against the conscience of the applicants. Thus, it draws directly
on the treatment in question encroaching not only upon the protection of property but

co? < #

also upon freedom of conscience and freedom of association. This provides
additional support for the treatment not passing muster.5 3 On balance, the

Chassagnou and Others v. France judgment does not seem to indicate that the Court
is reverting from lenient scrutiny in cases concerning the badge of differentiation of

581 On a similar note, one of the dissenting opinions argued that the proportionality of the treatment in
relation to the aim sought to be realised is obviously violated as the treatment is not even useful in

pursuit of the aim, cf. Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, partly concurring and partly

dissenting opinion of Judge Caflisch joined by Judge Pantiru.
582

Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, para. 93: "...while it may be in the interest of
hunters who own small plots of land to band together in order to obtain larger hunting grounds, there
is no objective and reasonable justification for compelling people who have no wish to band together
to do so, by means of compulsory transfer, on the sole criterion of the area of the land..." (emphasis
added). See also para. 95: "In conclusion, since the result of the difference in treatment between

large and small landowners is to give only the former the right to use their land in accordance with
their conscience, it constitutes discrimination..." (emphasis added).
583 In his partly concurring and partly dissenting opinion Judge Zupancic did not find any

discrimination in the case, applying the test that the treatment is: "...rationally related to a legitimate
legislative interest." (sic) as relevant to the social and economic issues at play in the judgment. In
addition he argued that: "If this was a suspect classification in terms of race, alienage or national

origin etc. the strict scrutiny test would apply, i.e. the Convention would be deemed to be violated

unless there were a compelling state interest and the law in question would be suitably tailored to

serve it. If gender of illegitimacy etc. was the issue the heightened scrutiny test would be applicable,
i.e. the law would be in violation unless it was suitably related to a sufficiently important state

interest.", cf. Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, Partly concurring and partly dissenting
opinion of Judge Zupancic, Part III, i.f. This whole approach seeks inspiration directly to American
constitutional law, see e.g. Sedler, pp. 92-93 with references. This approach, focusing as it does on

the badge of differentiation as the only influencing factor, is too formal and simplistic to catch the
shades of the various different factors that affect the strictness of scrutiny in the case law of the

European Court of Human Rights. Indeed, the Chassagnou and Others v. France judgment itself
provides clear support for that conclusion.
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property, or for that matter concerning the field of property rights. Rather, it
indicates that flagrantly arbitrary distinctions will not pass such lenient scrutiny,
particularly not if stricter scrutiny is supported by other factors at stake in the case.

5.2.3.3. Various personal characteristics

There seems to exist a hybrid group of cases where a distinction based on a rather
clearly defined personal characteristic exists, such as those expressly recounted in
Article 14, but differences having to do with more detailed aspects of the
characteristic in question are put forward as justifications for different treatment. In
such cases consideration of comparability and analysis of objective justification are

commonly merged. The scrutiny applied becomes rather lenient because although
the case concerns a fairly clearly defined personal characteristic, the Court
nevertheless entertains and analyses possible justifications hinging on inherent
differences therein.

The case of Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom is an

example as regards the question of discrimination on the ground of birth. It was not

disputed in the case that a distinction of that kind existed in more favourable rules

pertaining to the immigrant husbands of women who were born or had a parent born
within The United Kingdom. The outcome of the case nevertheless was decided by
the comparability of these women and the group of reference as the Court held that
there were: "...persuasive social reasons for giving special treatment to those whose

• • • • S84
link with a country stems from birth within it.". What ensued was scrutiny of the
more lenient kind and a finding of non-violation.585 In further support of this

584 Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 88. The
Commission's approach had been stricter in that it was held that a difference of treatment could not

be: "...based on the mere accident of birth...", ibid, para. 87. What the European Court of Human

Rights was in effect saying was that birth was not a completely irrelevant criteria, a "mere accident",

when it came to the particular context of establishing links with the country of birth, whereas it might
be an irrelevant criteria in many other contexts. Compare with the analysis of cases in Chapter 5.3.4.

infra, concerning the relevance of the badge of differentiation to the interest at stake in the case.
585 Ibid, paras. 88-89.
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conclusion is the fact that although the criterion of "very weighty reasons" was first
forwarded as regards sex in the Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United
Kingdom case, cf Chapter 5.2.4.2. infra, there was silence on a similar criterion as

regards birth.

In McMichael v. The United Kingdom the status of an unmarried father as compared
with married fathers was considered. The different treatment in question was

expressly provided for in legislation; married fathers obtained parental rights
automatically while an unmarried father had to apply to a Court to gain parental

rights, which would be dealt with expeditiously upon the mother's consent. As

regards the status of unmarried fathers the Court noted that the relationships of
natural fathers with their children could vary: "...from ignorance and indifference at

one end of the spectrum to a close stable relationship indistinguishable from the
• • • • •

conventional matrimonial-based family unit at the other.". Clearly it was not

obvious to the Court that married fathers and unmarried fathers were always in

comparable situations. The procedure in question was found to have the legitimate
aim of identifying "meritorious" fathers, thereby protecting the interests of the child
and the mother. The proportionality principle was also considered respected.587

Gillow v. The United Kingdom is also an example as regards the badge of
differentiation of close ties with Guernsey, but the case concerned alleged
discrimination in drawing the line between the groups of people that needed specific
licences to reside on the island and the groups of people who did not. The badge of
differentiation claimed was a classification based on having specified close links
with Guernsey. As regards that complaint the Court found the differentiation

complained of justified by running together consideration of comparability and

586 McMichael v. The United Kingdom, 24.02.1995, para. 98, the Court citing the Commission's

report.
587 Ibid. Compare with Elsholz v. Germany, 13.07.2000 where a natural father could not prove that he
would have received a more favourable treatment as a divorced father as regards access to the child as

the same tests regarding the paramount interest of the child prevailed in both situations, cf. paras. 59-
60.
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objective justification, i.e. the badge of differentiation complained of actually
coo

justified the different treatment.

In Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom the badge of differentiation was

transsexualism. In its evaluation of the case under Article 8 the Court had regard to

the: "...complex scientific, legal, moral and social issues, in respect of which there
r on

is no generally shared approach among the Contracting States..." at stake, as well
as its view that the detriment suffered by the applicant was not serious enough to

override the margin of appreciation in the area.590 As regards Article 14 more

particularly, the Court referred to the margin of appreciation under that provision and
concluded that the considerations taken into account in the fair balance test under

Article 8 were also encompassed by the notion of objective and reasonable

justification under Article 14.591 Transsexualism raises many complex questions and

comparisons are, thus, hard to draw. This is reflected in the judgment as the

applicants compared themselves with other members of society, other women and
592

men. The Court did not enter into the comparability issue and reached its
conclusion: "...irrespective of the reference group relied on.".593 This, per se,

indicates a substantive approach, as appropriate comparators are not formally a

precondition of scrutiny. But the scrutiny applied may move in the direction of

leniency instead. The lenient scrutiny applied seems to arise from this ambivalent

badge of differentiation as well as the fact that the claim made was of passive
discrimination.

In Bouamar v. Belgium the distinction between juvenile and adult offenders was

found justified as it arose out of the protective and not punitive nature of the measure

588 Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986, para. 65. The preferential treatment of those with

strong links to the island was justified by precisely those links.
589

Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, para. 58.
590

Ibid, para. 59.
591

Ibid, para. 76.
592 Ibid, para. 72.
593 Ibid, para. 76.
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in question.594 In Ireland v. The United Kingdom the distinction between IRA and
Loyalist terrorists was given fairly detailed review, but the Court nevertheless found
the treatment complained of justified as lenient scrutiny was indicated by the
emergency situation dealt with in the judgment.59-"' The badge of differentiation
complained of in Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom was the personal
status of being a victim of child sexual abuse. The case received lenient scrutiny,
which seems influenced primarily by the fact that the applicants' claim was of

passive discrimination.596

Finally, language seems to be a personal characteristic that indicates lenient scrutiny.
In Belgian Linguistics, the Court referred to the principle of subsidiarity. The system

on the language of education in Belgium was that state-subsidised education was

only provided in the language of the region in areas designated as unilingual, in the
maternal language in bilingual areas and optional in "special-status" areas. The

applicants claimed this system to be discriminatory in various respects, which were

all except one found justified with reference to the public interest in protecting

linguistic homogeneity. The treatment found discriminatory was distinction between
the availability of language classes in the "special status" areas, as French-speaking
non-residents could not attend French classes while Dutch-speaking non-residents
were allowed to attend classes in Dutch.597 In Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt v.

Belgium the applicants were elected French-speaking parliamentarians resident in the
Flemish (Dutch-speaking) area. They complained of a system under which they
could not be members of the Flemish regional executive Council, as it was

comprised only of Dutch speaking parliamentarians.598 The discrimination issue was

decided by reference to the decision under Article 3 of Protocol 1 in isolation. The

overriding concern seems to have been the margin of appreciation and the legitimate

594 Bouamar v. Belgium, 29.02.1987.
595 Ireland v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.1978. See generally Chapter 5.3.5. infra.
596

Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996. See Chapter 5.1.3.2. C supra.
597

Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968, para. 32, pp. 69-70.
598 Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt v. Belgium, 02.03.1987, 58. They could, however, be members of the
French speaking authorities that exercised power in French speaking territories in which the applicants
did not reside.
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aim of reaching an equilibrium in the linguistic disputes in the country through a

complex system of checks and balances.599

5.2.4. Significant badges of differentiation indicating strict scrutiny

5.2.4.1. Introduction

What constitutes clearly relevant comparisons and clearly significant badges of
difference is dictated by values outwith the equality provision itself. The common

European standard the Court may discern in dealing with a particular situation is in

particular an effective tool it relies on for guidance. While relying to a large extent
on processes and value assertions originating elsewhere, the Court may of its own

accord add to, accelerate or slow down such processes.

In this category, scholarly treatment of the case law of the European Court ofHuman

Rights has identified a trend leading to a narrower margin of appreciation and, hence,
a stricter scrutiny in cases involving distinctions on basis of certain suspect

classifications or badges of difference.600 In the language of the Court "very weighty
reasons"601 are needed to justify a difference in treatment based on these
classifications. The trend as identified and discussed in the literature is simply

599 Ibid, paras. 57 and 59. In Kamasinski v. Austria, 19.12.1989 the applicant's claim of
discrimination on basis of language seemed clearly unfounded. The applicant was provided with an

interpreter at trial and had, at his own request, an appointed lawyer who was also an interpreter and
communicated with him in his own language. The Court simply noted that even assuming a

difference of treatment based on language, it would not be unjustified to limit nullity challenges on the

ground on inadequate interpretation to motions made at trial, cf. para. 100.
600

E.g. Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the

Margin of Appreciation, p. 22 and Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 481.
601 See for example Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998, para. 37.
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referred to as a narrow margin of appreciation indicating stricter scrutiny,602 or a

"high burden ofjustification".603

But what are these suspect badges of differentiation that are considered to require a

strict scrutiny? The case law of the European Court of Human Rights has clearly
defined a few categories. To begin with, there are three categories of cases in which
the Court has explicitly referred to the need for "very weighty reasons" to justify
differentiation. These categories are sex, illegitimacy and nationality. The Court
does not refer explicitly to the strict scrutiny catchphrase of "very weighty reasons"
in every case concerning these badges of difference whereas strict scrutiny
nevertheless may be applied. In the case of Mazurek v. France for example the
Court never mentioned the state's narrow margin of appreciation or the need for very

weighty reasons to justify a distinction on basis of illegitimacy. It simply stated that
no good reason existed for the discrimination complained of, thus revealing a

stringent application of the objective justification test.604 Strict scrutiny may also be
identified with regard to other badges of differentiation without the Court explicitly

mentioning the criteria of "very weighty reasons".

In cases where significant badges of differentiation are at play strict scrutiny is prima

facie indicated. As always, other factors may also have an influence on the strictness

of review.

5.2.4.2. Sex

602 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
of Appreciation, p. 22. See also Lord Lester of Heme Hill: Non-Discrimination in International

Human Rights Law, (1994) 19:4 Commonwealth Law Bulletin, p. 1653, at p. 1659.
60'

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 481, footnote 6. See also Livingstone, p. 29.
604 Mazurek v. France, 01.02.2000, para. 54. An earlier example is the Marckx v. Belgium,
13.06.1979 case which stems from a period before the Court began to refer to the "very weighty
reasons" test. In Marckx v. Belgium strict scrutiny is nevertheless considered to have been applied, cf.
e.g. Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the

Margin ofAppreciation, p. 22 and Livingstone p. 29, footnote 21.
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In Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, the Court reasoned
that: "...the advancement of the equality of the sexes is today a major goal in the
member-States of the Council of Europe. This means that very weighty reasons

would have to be advanced before a difference of treatment on the ground of sex

could be regarded as compatible with the Convention.".605 This was the first
judgment concerning the badge of differentiation of sex where the Court explicitly
referred to the formula of "very weighty reasons" as indicating stricter scrutiny.

Every judgment on that badge of differentiation since has referred to a heightened
strictness of scrutiny by referring to the test of "very weighty reasons".606 The
literature is in agreement as to the badge of differentiation of sex indicating strict

scrutiny.607

In the Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom judgment the
difference of treatment on the grounds of sex was explicitly stipulated in legislation.
The Government endeavoured to justify the difference of treatment, in the form of

harsher restrictions on the immigration of husbands than on the immigration of wives

joining their spouses in Britain, by differences in their situations. The justificatory

argument primarily went to the different impact on the labour market of immigrant
husbands, as men were statistically more likely to seek work than women. The

Court, conceding the protection of the labour market as a legitimate aim,
nevertheless found the statistical evidence inconclusive and the possible residual

605
Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 78.

606 Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998, Karlheinz Schmidt v. Germany, 18.07.1994, Burghartz v.

Switzerland, 22.02.1994, Schuler-Zgraggen v. Switzerland, 24.06.1993 all refer to "very weighty
reasons". In Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, 21.02.1997, paras. 39 and 42 the Court referred,

respectively to "very weighty reasons" and to "compelling reasons" needed to justify a difference in
treatment on basis of sex, but in the later case of Petrovic v. Austria reverted back to its standard

formulation of the test of "very weighty reasons".
607 As regards the Convention see Dijk and Hoof, p. 728, Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 481,
Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin of
Appreciation, p. 21, Livingstone, p. 29, Heringa, p. 30 and Arai, p. 8. Bayefsky, pp. 20-23 and Lord
Lester of Heme Hill: Non-Discrimination in International Human Rights Law, p. 1659, argue from
various international legal materials that sex is generally an internationally "suspect" classification

calling for stricter scrutiny.
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different impact on the labour market not significant enough to constitute a "very
weighty reason". In addition the aim of advancement of public tranquillity, argued
as a justification, was not even considered to be furthered by the distinction between
the sexes.608 Similarly in Schuler-Zgraggen v. Switzerland a woman was deprived of
her invalidity pension by a Court judgment, which was based on the assumption that
because she was a woman with a young child she would not have worked outside the
home anyway. The Court found no very weighty reasons in justification of the
different treatment.609 Both these judgments exhibit a strict approach regarding

stereotypical and traditional conceptions on the roles of the sexes in public and
private life alike. In both these cases they function to the detriment ofwomen.

The judgments in Burghartz v. Switzerland, Karlheinz Schmidt v. Germany and Van
Raalte v. The Netherlands demonstrate that the Court is equally strict in its approach
to traditional and stereotypical distinctions that function to the detriment of men. In
contrast to the judgments on discrimination to the detriment of women these cases

concern the public sphere only. In Burghartz v. Switzerland, only wives and not

husbands could put their own surname before the family name chosen by the couple.
The Court referred to evolutive interpretation: "...in light of present-day conditions,

especially the importance of the principle of non-discrimination." and dismissed all
references to family unity, tradition and the greater deliberateness on part of
husbands than wives in opting for the wife's name as family name.610 In Karlheinz

Schmidt v. Germany only men were subject to compulsory service in the fire brigade

608 Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, paras. 78-81. The
Government also tried to forward the justification that as admission to the county was not required by
the Convention the more generous allowances towards wives could not be considered discrimination

against husbands. As Article 14 per se provides protection from discrimination, i.e. less favourable
treatment of some persons or groups, it is not of relevance that the more favourable treatment of others

is not called for by the Convention, cf. para. 82.
609

Schuler-Zgraggen v. Switzerland, 24.06.1993, paras. 64 and 67. The very weighty reason of sex

weighed against the indication towards a wide margin of appreciation and lenient scrutiny indicated as

the case concerned the taking of evidence in a national Court, which is normally considered within the
state's margin of appreciation, cf. para. 66.
610

Burghartz v. Switzerland, 22.02.1994, para. 28.
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or a financial contribution in lieu of such service. The argument of the state for the

distinction referred to the physical and mental characteristics of women and the aim
of protecting women.611 The Court did not directly decide whether there "nowadays"
existed justification for the distinction based on sex in relation to fire service per se,
although an answer in the negative seems more than likely from the Court's tone. As
the payment had lost its compensatory nature anyway and had become a simple
financial burden: "...a difference of treatment on the ground of sex can hardly be

justified.".612 In Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, unmarried childless men over the

age of 45 had to pay contributions under the Child Care Benefits Act whereas
women of the same age did not. The Court noted that "compelling" reasons were

needed to justify different treatment based on sex. It simply dismissed all

generalisations as regards possibilities to procreate and the paternalistic justification
of sparing the feelings of unmarried childless women.613

The Court seems to be having more problems with treatment that is detrimental to
men but takes place in the private sphere. Issues relating to regulating paternity
caused difficulty for the Court in the Rasmussen v. Denmark judgment of 1984 and
the Petrovic v. Austria judgment of 1998 shows that its approach to detrimental
treatment of men in the private sphere has not changed much.614 The Rasmussen v.

Denmark case is the first example of a sex discrimination case and the scrutiny
applied was of the kind where the Court seems genuinely to struggle with the case.615
The treatment complained of concerned a statutory time limit for husbands to

institute proceedings for a declaration of non-patemity of a wife's child while there

was no such time limit for the wife and mother.616 The Court expressly merged the

611 Karlheinz Schmidt v. Germany, 18.07.1994, para. 27.
612 Ibid, para. 28.
613 Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, 21.02.1997, paras. 42-44.
614 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984 and Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998.
615 The Court found it not necessary to determine on what grounds the distinction complained of was
made, as the list of grounds in Article 14 was not exhaustive, cf. Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984,

para. 34.
616 There is, however, an indirect link with a biological difference as normally the biological certainty
of fatherhood is more difficult to ascertain than that ofmotherhood.
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analogous situations considerations with the objective justification test. It proceeded
on the assumption that the husband and the mother were in analogous situations and
addressed the distinguishing characteristics between their respective situations under
the objective justification test.617 Clearly the Court was struggling with whether the
differences inherent in the respective situations of the husband and the mother were
to be held relevant. Generally it held that time limits on instigating paternity

proceedings were legitimate to protect the interests of the child. The difference
relied on by the state and found valid by the Court was that a time limit was less

necessary for the mother as her: "...interests usually coincided with those of the
• f\ \ ft •

child, she being awarded custody in most cases of divorce or separation.". In this
difficult situation the Court relied on the state's margin of appreciation619 and did not

very actively or critically review the justificatory arguments of the state. Given the
lack of common ground between the contracting states on a uniform regulation of the
situation of mothers and their husbands in respect of paternity proceedings and the
careful study and evaluation of the situation undertaken by the respondent state at the
time of enacting the disputed legislation, the Court found that the respondent state
had acted within its margin of appreciation.620 In Petrovic v. Austria the difference
of treatment arose from fathers' non-entitlement to parental leave allowance. The
Court noted that very weighty reasons were needed for differentiations on basis of
sex but also that the national authorities enjoyed a margin of appreciation.621 In its

reasoning the Court never really addressed the question of whether the distinction
was justifiable apart from noting that it started from the premise that both parents are

similarly placed with respect of taking care of their children after an initial period of

617 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, paras. 36-37. The minority of the Commission had found that
the mother and her husband were not placed in analogous situations.
618

Ibid, para. 41. Related was the concern that husbands might instigate late paternity proceedings in
order to avoid maintenance obligations upon separation or divorce, cf. the arguments of the respondent
state in para. 39.
619 The general formula on the margin of appreciation in Article 14 cases indeed stems from

Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984, para. 40. See Chapter 3.3.4.3. supra.
620

Ibid, para. 41.
621 Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998, paras. 37-38.
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recovery for the mother.622 The Court, however, focused exclusively on factors
related to allowing a wide margin of appreciation. These factors were the date of the
events being evaluated (around 1989), the gradual process underway towards a more

equal sharing of family responsibilities, the relatively recent idea of financial
assistance to parents and the lack of a common standard in the contracting states as to

623
whether fathers are entitled to parental leave allowance.

It is particularly interesting to compare the Van Raalte v. The Netherlands and
Petrovic v. Austria judgments that clearly exhibit opposite approaches to the
strictness of review of sex discrimination. Two issues stand out in that comparison.
The first is the distinction between the public and private spheres. The second issue
is the type of claim being made in the cases. In Van Raalte v. The Netherlands the
claim was of active discrimination in that the state had imposed a burden upon the

applicant. In contrast the Petrovic v. Austria judgment concerns a claim of passive
discrimination in the failure of the state to extend beneficial measures applied to one

group to another group in a relevantly similar situation. The relative weight
accorded to these factors in the judgments may be up for debate, but identifying them

may at least explain the differing strictness of review they exhibit.

In conclusion, the badge of differentiation of sex does not command uniformly strict

scrutiny. Notably the question of regulating the situation of men in the private

sphere seems still less sensitive to strict review than other fields of sex

discrimination. The lagging behind of protection in this sphere seems symptomatic
of the gradual development of social attitudes and values in European states.

622
Ibid, para. 36. Note that parental leave allowance refers to a period commencing 8 weeks after

childbirth. Until that time maternity leave, intended to enable the mother to recover from childbirth

and breastfeed, applied.
623 Ibid, paras. 40-42. Heringa, p. 31 criticises the judgment. His criticism stems primarily from

disregarding sex as a "suspect classification", but also from confusing the margin of appreciation as

regards establishing parental allowance in the first place (which is not obligatory under the

Convention) with securing that it is not discriminatory once it has been set up. The latter argument
reflects the approach of the Commission to finding a violation, cf. Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998,

para. 33.
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5.2.4.3. Race

There exist no cases from the European Court of Human Rights in which
discrimination on the ground of race has been found. The literature has, however,
widely argued for race as a sensitive badge of differentiation requiring strict scrutiny
once it reaches the level of objective justification scrutiny.624 The related badges of
differentiation of race, colour, descent and national or ethnic origin should all be
taken to belong to the general category of "race". Similarly, when the badge of
differentiation of association with a national minority has expressly been claimed
before the Court, it relates to racial discrimination.

While race has in the literature been argued as being a badge of difference that
should meet strict scrutiny it is interesting to note that the Court has usually
circumvented dealing with claims of discrimination on the ground of race. Most
claims of racial discrimination have been frustrated by the lack of proof of prima
facie discrimination and have, thus, not reached the level of objective justification

624 The Commission opinion in the East African Asians case, cf. East African Asians (1994) 78-A
D&R 5, emphasised the seriousness of discrimination based on race. See generally Harris, O'Boyle
and Warbrick, p. 481, Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the

Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 22, Livingstone, p. 29, Heringa, p. 30, footnote 7 and

Arai, p. 9. Bayefsky, pp. 19-20 and Lord Lester of Heme Hill: Non-Discrimination in International

Human Rights Law, p. 1659, argue from various international legal materials that race is generally an

internationally "suspect" classification calling for stricter scrutiny. Dijk and Hoof, pp. 728-729 do not

mention race as a sensitive badge of differentiation.
625 Article 1 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,

UNTS 195, defines the term racial discrimination as distinctions on the grounds of race, colour,
descent, national or ethnic origin. In Ozgiir Giindem v. Turkey, 16.03.2000 and Magee v. The United

Kingdom, 06.06.2000, the applicants claimed discrimination on the grounds of national origin and/or
association with a national minority. The clear rationale is that all these badges of differentiation
relate to the same values. This is also supported in the case law of the European Court of Human

Rights, cf. Velikova v. Bulgaria, 18.05.2000, paras. 91 and 93, where the applicant claimed
discrimination on the ground of ethnic origin and the Court found racial discrimination not proven.
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scrutiny.626 The seriousness of the allegation seems to have begun to function to the
detriment of effective protection against such discrimination. A serious and unlikely
situation like racial discrimination seems to hinge on a presumption in favour of
states' not resorting to such deplorable forms of discrimination. This presumption
has the effect that the burden of proof is placed on the applicant and the measure of

proof required also seems raised to a higher level.627 The problem is that, given the
close relationship between the burden of proof and the margin of appreciation, this
has the function of allocating a wide margin of appreciation to the state. It is in such
situations that acknowledging indirect discrimination would be crucial to effective

protection. When allegations of discrimination reach the level of being so heavily

normatively loaded and deplorable, it seems that a presumption in favour of states
not resorting to it begins to function to deprive the citizens of protection from it.
This is an interesting paradox speaking clearly in favour of introducing the concept

of indirect discrimination into the jurisprudence of the Court.

The Court has only once dealt with objective and reasonable justification review of a
claim of discrimination based on grounds related to the category of race. This was in
the five similar cases of Beard v. The United Kingdom, Chapman v. The United

Kingdom, Coster v. The United Kingdom, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom and
Lee v. The United Kingdom, which all concerned discrimination of the ground of

626 In Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United Kingdom, 28.05.1985, para. 85, it was not

established that the immigrations rules in question made a distinction on the ground of race as

claimed. In Velikova v. Bulgaria 18.05.2000, para. 93 racial prejudice as motivation to the treatment

complained of was not proved. In Ibrahim Aksoy v. Turkey, 10.10.2000, para. 83, and OzgiXr Gundem
v. Turkey, 16.03.2000, para. 75, the Court found that as the measures in question pursued legitimate
aims, there was no reason to believe that they were based on the applicants' ethnic origin (Ibrahim

Aksoy v. Turkey) or national origin or association with a national minority (Ozgiir Gundem v. Turkey).
See also the 9 judgments on alleged discrimination against Kurds discussed in footnote 319 supra. In

Streletz, Kessler and Krenz v. Germany, 22.03.2001, para. 113 and K.-H.W. v. Germany, 22.03.2001,
para. 116 the badge of differentiation claimed was being a former national of the German Democratic

Republic. This indicates that national origin was the badge of differentiation in question. The Court
found no different treatment established.
627 Velikova v. Bulgaria, 18.05.2000, para. 93 is the only case on Article 14 that explicitly refers to the

requirement of "proof beyond reasonable doubt".
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belonging to an ethnic (gypsy) minority.628 In these cases the basis for treatment
being gypsy status was express as it had been a consideration weighed in favour of

• i 629
the applicants in the implementation of planning decisions at the national level.
The cases, however, concerned claims of positive accommodation for the different
situation of the applicants as compared with other persons relating to which several

strong indications towards lenient scrutiny applied.630 These indications towards
lenient scrutiny seem to have overridden the strict scrutiny implied by the badge of
differentiation of race.

5.2.4.4. Illegitimacy

Illegitimacy has been considered one of the badges of differentiation that commands
strict scrutiny.631 As regards difference of treatment on the grounds of illegitimacy,
the Court has placed great emphasis on the evolution of domestic law in the member
states as well as international instruments requiring equality between children born in
and out of wedlock. In the Marckx v. Belgium judgment the Court relied on the
evolution of European domestic and international law, referred to the principle of

628 Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster
v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The

United Kingdom, 18.01.2001. See Chapman v. The United Kingdom, para. 127.
629

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 17.
630 The starting point of lenient scrutiny indicated by the claim of positive accommodation was

strongly supported by the following factors: The field of life implicated was the effect on respect for
the home of planning policy choices and implementation, the lack of common standards in specific
fields of accommodation for national minorities, the general social policy issues involved and the
financial implications in the case. See generally Chapter 5.1.3.2. C supra. Another aspect of the
cases concerned a claim of indirect discrimination, which the Court did not even address, cf. Chapman
v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, para. 129.
6jl

Dijk and Hoof, p. 728, Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 481, Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of

Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 22, Livingstone, p.
29, Heringa, p. 30 and Arai, p. 9. Discussing international law more generally Bayefsky, p. 23 and
Lord Lester of Heme Hill: Non-Discrimination in International Human Rights Law, p. 1659 point out
the tendency under the Convention and argue illegitimacy may be on the verge of entering onto a

general international list of "suspect" distinctions.
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evolutive interpretation of the Convention and applied strict scrutiny.632 On the basis
of the approach in Marckx v. Belgium, the requirement for "very weighty reasons"
justifying different treatment was explicitly spelled out in the Inze v. Austria case.633
Vermeire v. Belgium confirms the strict scrutiny in relation to comparing children
bom out of wedlock with children bom in wedlock, without explicitly referring to the

"very weighty reasons" test.634 The very strict tone in Mazurek v. France where the
Court found no good reason that might justify the treatment complained of seems to

indicate that the Court simply is not prepared to listen to attempts at rationalising
f.'lZ

different treatment based on whether a child is born in or out ofmarriage.

In Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands, the Court noted that the child in question
was not only treated differently from children born in wedlock, but also from
children who were bom out of wedlock but had been recognised by their father. The
Court found that: "...similarly weighty reasons are required for this latter difference
to be compatible with the Convention in the circumstances of the present case.".636
The references to the particular circumstances of the case would seem to indicate that

it was not only the badge of differentiation that governed the strictness of review, but
also the other factors specific to the case.

632 Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, para. 41.
63j Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987, para. 41.
634 Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991, para. 25 (referring in all respects to Marckx v. Belgium,
13.06.1979).

Mazurek v. France, 01.02.2000, para. 54: "Or la Cour ne trouve, en Pespece, aucun motif de
nature a justifier une discrimination fondee sur la naissance hors marriage.". In paragraph 52 it is

interesting to see that the Court, in relation to evolutive interpretation of the Convention, argues that
the institution of the family is a social construct, not rigidly codified historically, sociologically or

legally. On the argument for the moral interests in protecting the traditional family the Court simply
pointed out the varied picture that socio-demographic data provided on the issue.
636

Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands. 03.10.2000, para. 38. The particular circumstances were

the death of the father while the child was still unborn and that no conscious decision not to recognise
the child existed. The parents had intended to marry and the child had received "letters of

legitimation" acknowledging the child as his father's son. The "letters of legitimation" had, however,
been pronounced as not having retroactive effect so that they could not establish inheritance rights, cf.
paras. 13 and 38.
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5.2.4.5. Nationality

In Gaygusuz v. Austria, the Court expressly required strict scrutiny by formulating a

requirement that: "...very weighty reasons would have to be put forward before the
Court could regard a difference of treatment based exclusively on the ground of

f/in

nationality as compatible with the Convention.". From the Gaygusuz v. Austria

judgment, it has been argued that the badge of differentiation of nationality
commands strict scrutiny.638

Shokkenbroek, however, also notes that with reference to the earlier Moustaquim v.

Belgium and C. v. Belgium judgments the exception should be made that the badge of
differentiation of EU citizenship (nationality in a EU country as compared with

nationality elsewhere) does not command strict scrutiny. Heringa has similarly

637
Gaygusuz v. Austria, 16.09.1996, para 42, without referring to evolutive interpretation or "common

ground". The applicant's complaint concerned entitlement to benefits under the Austrian

Unemployment Insurance Act. As the applicant was legally resident and had paid contributions to the

unemployment insurance fund there existed no objective and reasonable justification for the difference
of treatment.
638 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
of Appreciation, p. 22: "...leaves very limited scope for applying the margin of appreciation.". Dijk
and Hoof, p. 727-728, Heringa, p. 30 and Arai, p. 9 similarly argue that nationality is a sensitive badge
of differentiation subject to stricter scrutiny. As the Gaygusuz v. Austria, 16.09.1996, judgment had
not been pronounced at the time of writing, this category is not mentioned by the following authors:

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 481 (1995), Bayefsky, pp. 19-24 (1990) and Lord Lester of Heme
Hill: Non-Discrimination in International Human Rights Law, p. 1659 (1993). Livingstone, p. 29

(1997) does not mention nationality as a suspect category either.
6j9 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
of Appreciation, p. 22, footnote 18. See Moustaquim v. Belgium, 18.02.1991 and C. v. Belgium,
07.08.1996. Dijk and Hoof do not add any qualifications to that statement that nationality indicates
strict scrutiny.
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added a caveat in respect of the badge of differentiation of nationality as regards EU
citizenship and the admission and expulsion of aliens.640

In spite of the fairly direct requirement for "very weighty reasons" if differentiation
is based on nationality in Gaygusuz v. Austria, it seems to be an overly wide reaching

interpretation of the judgment that it indicates that the badge of differentiation of
nationality generally commands strict scrutiny. Article 16 of the Convention for
example, although arguably outdated in light of contemporary social and cultural
ideas,641 expressly stipulates that nothing in Articles 10, 11 and 14 is to be construed
as preventing the imposition of restrictions on the political activity of aliens.

Furthermore, different treatment of nationals and aliens is in fact provided for in the

protocols to the Convention as regards the admission to and expulsion from a

country.642 In conclusion, if the badge of differentiation at stake can be construed as

national origin, and hence as coming under the category of race, strict scrutiny
should indeed be strongly indicated. Otherwise, the issue of nationality and the

question of how states treat aliens as compared with nationals and EU citizens, raise
various questions that cannot be dealt with in one uniform approach under Article 14.

640
Heringa, p. 30. While not mentioning examples it is clear he seeks inspiration from the

Moustaquim v. Belgium, 18.02.1991 judgment, which concerned deportation from Belgium of a

Moroccan national as compared with expulsions of Belgian nationals (which would in itself be a

violation of Article 3 of Protocol 4) or EU citizens. C. v. Belgium, 07.08.1996, concerned the

expulsion of a Moroccan national from Belgium as compared with EU citizens. Arai, p. 9 cautiously
argues that nationality: "...may also call for strict scrutiny in some areas.".
641

Dijk and Hof, p. 750 argue that it should be abolished.
642 Article 3 of Protocol 4 stipulates that no one shall be expelled from or deprived of the right to enter

the territory of the state of which he is a national. Article 1 of Protocol 7, however, stipulates the
conditions for the expulsion of aliens lawfully resident in the state. In addition to regulating the

expulsion of aliens, the reference to "lawful residence" implies that domestic law determines the

conditions for an alien's admission into the country. See generally Dijk and Hoof, p. 682. Article 1
of the International Covenant on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, UNTS 195,

also stipulates that the Covenant does not apply to distinctions, exclusions, restrictions or preferences
made by states between citizens and non-citizens.
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Strict scrutiny may only be implied to a lesser extent and the strictness of review
more easily subject to other influencing factors than the badge of differentiation.643

5.2.4.6. Religion

In the Hoffmann v. Austria judgment the Court pronounced: "Notwithstanding any

possible arguments to the contrary, a distinction based essentially on a difference in
religion alone is not acceptable.".644 From the silence on the margin of appreciation
and strict tone in this judgment it has been argued that the margin of appreciation is
narrow in cases where the badge of differentiation is religion.645 The judgment in
Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, also supports this.646 In a strict application, the
Court simply disregarded all arguments of the respondent state, reiterated the
different treatment and declared a violation.647 The Thlimmenos v. Greece judgment

643 For example, the lenient scrutiny in Moustaquim v. Belgium, 18.02.1991 and C. v. Belgium,
07.08.1996 was influenced by the relevance of the badge of differentiation to the interest at stake, cf.

Chapter 5.3.4. infra. In Gaygusuz v. Austria, 16.09.1996, the stricter scrutiny was probably aided by
the fact that the applicant had paid contributions to the unemployment insurance fund and claimed

pecuniary rights linked to these payments, cf. para. 39.
644

Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993, para. 36, without referring to evolutive interpretation or

"common ground".
645

Dijk and Hoof, pp. 728-729, Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the
Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 22 and Heringa, p. 30 (Heringa without referring to

cases in support). With reference to the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance
and discrimination Based on Religion or Belief, GA Res. 36/55 (25.11.1981) Bayefsky, p. 23 and Lord
Lester of Heme Hill: Non-Discrimination in International Human Rights Law, p. 1659, argue that

religion is an international "suspect" classification requiring a more strict review. Harris, O'Boyle
and Warbrick, p. 482 do not count religion among the badges of differentiation commanding strict

scrutiny, noting that: "...the mere existence of an international agreement prohibiting discrimination
on a particular ground may not be enough.". Livingstone, p. 29 and Arai, pp. 8-9, do not mention

religion as a sensitive badge of differentiation.
646 Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 16.12.1997, see Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of

Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin ofAppreciation, p. 22 footnote 14.
647 Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 16.12.1997, para. 47. The differences were between different
churches (religions) and resulted in denying the Canea Catholic Church access to Court as it lacked

legal personality while the Greek Orthodox Church and the Jewish community enjoyed legal
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finally confirms the strict scrutiny indicated by the badge of differentiation of
religion. The badge of differentiation of religion was able to counteract the lenient

648
scrutiny indicated by the claim of passive discrimination in the case.

The judgment in Hoffmann v. Austria is a good example of how the narrow margin
of appreciation functions as placing the burden of proof on the respondent state. The
Austrian Supreme Court judgment complained of had deprived the applicant of
custody over her children. In reaching that conclusion it took into consideration
issues relating to the applicant's religion as a Jehovah's Witness, in particular the
refusal of blood transfusions and the possibly negative effect on the social life of the
children. The European Court of Human Rights found that these considerations
could be legitimate as they might: "...in themselves be capable of tipping the scales
in favour of one parent rather than the other.".649 However, the introduction of the
Federal Act on the Religious Education ofChildren and the emphasis by the Austrian

Supreme Court on the fact that it was unlawful under the Act for the applicant to
raise her children as Jehovah's Witnesses, supported by: "...the tone and phrasing of
the Supreme Court's consideration regarding the practical consequences of the

applicant's religion."650 led the European Court of Human Rights to accept that there
had been different treatment and that it was based on the badge of differentiation of

religion. If strictly applied, it is hard to see how the applicant would be able to

establish "beyond reasonable doubt" the fact that the decision was based on her

religion and not legitimate considerations of the child's interest. In effect, the

judgment shows that in the situation it was the respondent state that bore the risk of

non-persuasion.

In an interesting contrast, the review applied in Holy Monasteries v. Greece, is not of
the strict kind, but rather of the more lenient kind that merges consideration of

personality. The rationalisations of the state concerned the need for all churches to establish legal

personality but argued that the simplicity in meeting such requirements for the Greek Orthodox

Church and the Jewish Community had particular reasons, cf. para. 45.
648 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000. See Chapter 5.1.3.5. B. supra.
649

Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993, para. 33.
650 Ibid.
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comparability with objective justification.651 Similarly, the judgment in Cha'are
Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France did not apply strict scrutiny.652 The lenient scrutiny

applied in these judgments will be explained infra by reference to other influencing
• 653

factors than the badge of differentiation of religion.

5.2.4. 7. Sexual orientation

In the Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal case, the Court seems to be applying a

standard of strict scrutiny as regards distinctions on basis of homosexuality.654 By
extension all types of sexual orientation would seem to be subject to strict scrutiny.
The European Court of Human Rights found that while the aim of protecting the
child's health and rights was legitimate, the decisive factor in depriving the applicant

custody over his daughter was his homosexuality. Then the Court simply stated that

651
Holy Monasteries v. Greece, 09.12.1994, para. 92.

652 Cha 'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France, 27.06.2000, paras. 84 and 87. A dissenting opinion of 7 of
the 17 judges composing the Grand Chamber opted for stricter scrutiny.
65j The interest at stake in Holy Monasteries v. Greece, 09.12.1994, is the protection of property

rights, cf. Chapter 5.3.3.2. infra. Both cases concerned regulation of the relationship of religions and
the state, cf. Chapter 5.3.4. infra.
654 For a chronological account of the case law of the Court and Commission on sexual orientation see

Wintemute, Chapters 4 and 5. Wintemute's rather bleak conclusions on the protection under the

Convention, presented on pp. 142-143 have been contradicted by the protection provided in the

following cases: Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999 (a finding of discrimination on

basis of sexual orientation), Smith and Grady v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999, Lustig-Prean and
Beckett v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999 (both judgments found the discharge from the army based
on sexual orientation a violation of Article 8) and A.D.T. v. The United Kingdom, 31.07.2000

(criminalisation of homosexual activities of more than two men found to be a violation of Article 8).
As the Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal judgment had not been pronounced at the time of

writing, none of the authors analysing the case law on Article 14 have included sexual orientation in

their list of badges of differentiation calling for strict scrutiny, see Dijk and Hoof, p. 728-729, Harris,

O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 481-482, Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14

of the Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 21-22, Livingstone, p. 29, Heringa, p. 30 and
Arai, pp. 8-9. Also, on international law more generally Bayefsky, pp. 20-23 and Lord Lester of
Heme Hill: Non-Discrimination in International Human Rights Law, pp. 1659-1660 do not include
sexual orientation among the "suspect" distinctions.
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a distinction had been made on basis of sexual orientation, a distinction that could

not to be tolerated under the Convention.655 The strict tone of the judgment, simply

clamping down with this declaration, indicates that sexual orientation may have
reached the level of "suspect category" where "very weighty reasons" must be
forwarded before a distinction can be justified. In further support of this finding is
the fact that the judgment refers to the Hoffmann v. Austria case, where a similar
"sweeping statement"656 clamped down on distinctions on basis of religion alone.657

Understanding the Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal case as asserting

homosexuality as a "suspect category" also seems to be a logical development of an
earlier string of cases on homosexuality from Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom and
onwards. These judgments found a violation of Article 8, Paragraph 2 but did not

find it necessary to review the discrimination issue. ' In 1995 Harris, O'Boyle and

655
Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999, para. 36: "...la cour d'appel a opere une

distinction dictee par des considerations tenant a l'orientation sexuell du requerant, distinction qu'on
ne saurait tolerer d'apres la Convention...".
656 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
of Appreciation, p. 22.
657 The strictness of review in Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999 (sexual orientation)
and Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993 (religion) alike may also have been assisted by two other factors.
The fist is the important personal interest involved in the cases concerning the deprivation of custody
over children. The second is the clearly overt and invidious discrimination at stake. In Salgueiro da
Silva Mouta v. Portugal the appeal Court depriving the applicant of parental rights over his child

pronounced certain clearly bigoted statements. These statements included references to the effect that

homosexuality might be an illness and that it were in any event an abnormality and that the applicant
should refrain from behaving in a manner that would make his daughter aware of his homosexuality,
cf. paras. 34-35. In Hoffmann v. Austria the European Court of Human Rights had no difficulty in
finding a difference in treatment on basis on religion, noting in particular the tone and phrasing of the
Austrian Supreme Court judgment under scrutiny. The tone and phrasing referred to included remarks
on the Jehovah's Witnesses being a sect that was not a recognised religious community and on the
children becoming social outcasts if raised under their teachings, cf. paras. 33 and 15.
658 See Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981 and the similar complaints and approach of the
Court in Norris v. Ireland, 26.10.1988 and Modinos v. Cyprus, 22.04.1993 where the applicants did
not rely on Article 14 at all. The cases of Smith and Grady v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999 and

Lustig-Prean and Beckett v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999 also belong to this string of cases.
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Warbrick argued that the development of social attitudes might elevate sexual
orientation from the "not necessary" to review category to the "fundamental aspect
of the case" level of being reviewed irrespective of a violation of another Article.659
In Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal the Court turned the approach established in
the Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom line of cases around and reviewed the case in
terms of Article 14 instead ofArticle 8 alone.660 It seems clear that the: "...policy of

judicial abstention..."661 involved in the "not necessary" cases was now being
discarded in favour of a clear clamping down on discrimination on the basis of the

badge of sexual orientation.662 In fact it seems that the earlier judgments in the
Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom line of cases did the groundwork and enabled the
Court both to review the case under Article 14 in the first place as well as clamping
down on sexual orientation as a significant badge of differentiation indicating strict

scrutiny. To begin with these judgments confirmed a certain value judgment already
in place in the contracting states as regards the general acceptance and tolerance of
homosexual practices between consenting adults in private.663 Having thus added the
international seal of approval on tolerance and respect for homosexuality it became

659 Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 469 referring to the "fundamental aspect" test for Article 14

reviewability in Airey v. Ireland, 09.10.1979, paras. 29-30. See generally Chapter 6 infra.
660

Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999, para. 37.
661

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 469.
662 See Chapter 6.3. infra.
663

Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981 concerned the general criminalisation of homosexual

practices. The Court narrowed the margin of appreciation accorded to the state under Article 8 down

as the case concerned an intimate aspect of private life and required: "...particularly serious
reasons..." to justify interferences, cf. para. 52. Assessing the reasons put forward by the state the
Court relied heavily on a common standard among the contracting states of better understanding and
tolerance of homosexual behaviour, cf. para. 60. The judgments in Lustig-Prean and Beckett v. The
United Kingdom, 27.09.1999 and Smith and Grady v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999 found an

absolute policy of discharge from the armed forces of homosexuals and intrusive investigations into
the applicants' sexual orientation in violation of Article 8, Paragraph 2. The Court followed the

Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom approach, searching for and not finding: "...particularly convincing
and weighty reasons..." (emphasis added) and relying on a common standard between the contracting
states in accepting homosexuals in the armed forces, cf. Smith and Grady v. The United Kingdom,
27.09.1999, paras. 94 and 104.
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much easier to clamp down and assert sexual orientation as a "suspect category"
under Article 14 in the Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal case.

Upon this reading of the Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal case it may seem

surprising that in the A.D.T. v. The United Kingdom case the Court reverted back to
the Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom approach of it being "not necessary" to consider
Article 14.664 An explanation for this different treatment of the cases will be offered
in Chapter 5.3.4. infra. It shows that homosexuality, like the other significant badges
of differentiation, does not formally and universally call for strict scrutiny. They are

but one factor entered into the model of influencing factors along with other
variables that may affect the level of scrutiny applied in the final instance.

5.2.5. Conclusions

5.2.5.1. The general logic presented by case law

The foregoing analysis of the case law has shown that the effect the characteristic

(badge) under examination has on the strictness of review follows a certain logic
connected with the underlying value judgments inherent in the application of an

open-model prescription of equality.665 The establishment of similar situations is a

value judgment and the clarity of its existence may depend upon how firmly that
value is embedded in the democratic societies of the contracting states to the

European Convention.666 When it is clearly established by reference to these values

that relevantly similar situations exist and that the corresponding badges of
differentiation are inappropriate, detrimental differentiations are perceived as so

deplorable that the margin of appreciation narrows down and strict review by the
Court places maximal burdens on their justification. Conversely, beneficial

664 A.D.T. v. The United Kingdom, 31.07.2000.
665 In the final analysis the strictness of review may be affected by various other factors. Isolating the

comparability factor may lead to the trends discussed here while the outcome of individual cases may

depend on these other factors.
666

Cf. one prominent factor in the margin of appreciation doctrine - the existence of a common

European standard on the issue.
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differentiations and appropriate accommodation for differences may by justified in
such situations. On the other hand if the values pertaining to drawing comparisons
are unclear and even perhaps conflicting it becomes difficult to draw comparisons
and find reference groups. In such cases the Court may be struggling with

adjudicating whether the badge of differentiation at play should be reviewed or count
as relevant in the first place (is it deplorable, is it even slightly unwanted?). Hence,
the scrutiny becomes more lenient and the states enjoy a wide margin of

appreciation. So lack of comparability or unclear badges of difference do not

categorically lead to unreviewability but they may lead to a more lenient standard of
review.

By no means are there clearly defined and elaborated levels of scrutiny similar to that
under United States Constitutional law667 and the case law of the European Court of
Human Rights does not permit the induction of any such hierarchy. Formal and strict

application of such levels of scrutiny, based only on the badge of differentiation at

stake would miss the various other factors that can and should continue to be able to

influence the strictness of review.

5.2.5.2. Similarity ofsituations

The analysis of the case law demonstrates that lenient scrutiny is most clearly
indicated when the badge of differentiation complained of relates to situations the
Court considers clearly different. In these cases, the existence of clearly different
situations is supported by clear value judgments originating elsewhere than in the

non-discrimination provision itself. Such clearly different situations occur in three of

the categories of insignificant badges of differentiation based on legislative
classifications, cf Chapter 5.2.3.2. A-C supra. The fist insignificant badge,

geographical location, would seem justified as insignificant on the basis that it would
otherwise challenge established basic principles of law relating to the institution of
federalism or principles of national jurisdiction. Similarly, classifying as similar

667 See footnote 240 supra.
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situations where ex facie neutral legislative classifications are at stake potentially

undermines established characteristics of the legal system. Such situations will, thus,

strongly indicate lenient scrutiny.668 Finally, as regards profession the underlying
reasoning for its insignificance as a criterion upon which to base different treatment
is that the badge is in no way pre-destined or immutable, but rather a function of the

applicant's own choice of profession. Additionally, this category or badge of
differentiation seems to imply reverence of meritocracy as the value behind different
treatment of different professions.

The insignificant non-personal badge of differentiation of "property" is also of the
kind where the Court does not find similarity of situations clearly established, but

generally not as unhesitatingly as in the other types of insignificant non-personal

badges, cf. Chapter 5.2.3.2. D supra.669 Here lenient scrutiny is surely indicated but

generally not to the degree that scrutiny is almost non-existent.

The badges of differentiation in the insignificant category were classified into groups

depending on whether they were based on personal characteristics or not. All the

significant badges of differentiation are based on personal characteristics. It is

suggested that, while indicating lenient review, the insignificant badges of
differentiation based on personal characteristics nevertheless received a more

thorough treatment than the various non-personal legislative classifications, cf.

Chapter 5.2.3.3. supra. The lack of clear external support for the general outlawing
of the insignificant personal badges of differentiation, as opposed to clear such

support in respect of significant badges of differentiation, commonly finds

668 See in particular Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1996 where comparable
situations were hardly considered to exist but "even if' they were the treatment was found justified
and Gerger v. Turkey, 08.07.1999, where a simple assertion of differences in different types of
offences sufficed to dispose of the case.
669

Note, however, the exception in Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000, para. 52 and P.M. v. Italy,
11.01.2001, para. 54, which is not final as referral to the Grand Chamber has been requested

according to Article 43, where it was so clearly established that the situations of landlords and tenants

were incomparable that no scrutiny was applied. Compare with Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy,
28.09.1995, para. 46.
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expression in the merger of the similar situations and objective justification tests. To
a certain extent the Court may be consciously developing a distinction between

personal characteristics and other characteristics. For example, in the recent Magee
v. The United Kingdom judgment, the Court referred to the badge of difference not

being explicable in terms of personal characteristics such as national origin or

association with a national minority, but with reference to geographical location
within a federal state.670 Also, sitting as a Grand Chamber in the Gerger v. Turkey

judgment, the Court referred to the distinction not being made between different

groups of people but between different types of offences.671 Regardless of its

explicit or conscious development, the question of whether the badge of
differentiation is based on a personal characteristic or not indeed seems to be

generally a factor that is of some relevance to the strictness of review.672

The judgments of the Court on the insignificant badges of differentiation indicating
lenient scrutiny exhibit the following perspective. Deciding without clear external

support upon whether to attach any consequence at all to a certain situation and a

corresponding badge of differentiation quite clearly places the question of

comparable situations in focus. In these cases, however, the Court is not dealing
with clear and simple issues that have the effect of excluding or rendering minimal

any need for justification. The Court is rather in need of a justificatory argument as

670
Magee v. The United Kingdom, 06.06.2000, para. 50.

671
Gerger v. Turkey, 08.07.1999, para. 69. The referrals in Gerger v. Turkey and Magee v. The

United Kingdom, 06.06.2000 to personal characteristics or groups of people may possibly be a

development of the argument forwarded by the Government in Stubbings and Others v. The United

Kingdom, 22.10.1996, that it was a condition for entering into analysis of comparable situations that
the distinctions made were based on a personal characteristic particular to each group, cf. para. 60.
Earlier, in Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark, 07.12.1976, para. 56 the Court had

pointed out that Article 14 prohibited: "...discriminatory treatment having as its basis or reason a

personal characteristic ('status') by which persons or groups of persons are distinguishable from each
other.".
672 This is indicated by the significant badges of differentiation being personal as well as the more

thorough treatment of the insignificant personal badges of differentiation than the non-personal ones.
Note, however, that the non-personal badge of differentiation of "property" might also receive more

thorough treatment than the other non-personal badges of differentiation.
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to whether the different situation or the badge of differentiation is significant and to

count as relevant in the first place. The need for a justificatory argument often leads
to the merger of the consideration of relevant differences with the objective
justification test. The objective justification scrutiny moves from functioning to
address justification of different treatment of similar situations to addressing
justification for considering situations relevantly similar or dissimilar in the first
place. In such situations of struggling with whether certain differences are to count

as relevant the Court has no clear common European standard or other processes

helping in the often-difficult value judgment at stake and hence these situations often
lead to a merged consideration of comparability and justification. Correspondingly,
the Court may rely on the margin of appreciation of the contracting states. What
ensues is an indication of lenient review and only two of the cases analysed under the

insignificant badges of differentiation resulted in a finding of a violation of Article
14. The exceptions of violations in Larkos v. Cyprus and Chassagnou and Others v.

France concern badges of differentiation related to "property". The logical
conclusion seems to be that the badge of differentiation of property, while generally

indicating lenient scrutiny, does so to a somewhat lesser extent than the other

insignificant badges of differentiation. This has the effect that other influencing
factors have a greater chance of tipping the balance in favour of stricter scrutiny
when the badge ofdifferentiation of property is at play.673

Significant badges of differentiation, functioning to the detriment of the applicant,
are clearly considered to merit general outlawing. Here, the justificatory argument

need not dwell on the question of whether there actually exist relevantly similar
situations and goes directly to the issue of justification for different treatment. In

relation to the significant badges of differentiation there is a presumption that there
exist relevantly similar situations irrespective of that badge. Hence, the scrutiny

67j See the Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999 and Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999

judgments. Both cases are discussed in relation to the influencing factor of the social situation of the

complainant in Chapter 5.3.3. infra. In Pine Valley Developments Ltd. and Others v. Ireland,

29.11.1991, there was also a finding of a violation, but in that case the respondent government did not

try to forward any justifications.
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becomes strict as the margin of appreciation of the contracting state narrows down.
The Court is not hesitant as to whether it should review the situation or the badge of

differentiation in the first place. The relevance of the situation or badge is clear and
the value judgments behind that relevance have already been undertaken by someone

other than the Court. The Court's active involvement draws on the values, ideas and

goals pertaining to the (formal) outlawing of detrimental differences on the basis of
these badges. It is in this category of cases that violations of Article 14 are most

often found.674

5.2.5.3. Accommodationfor differences

The concept of difference and its construction seems to be of paramount importance
to that type of passive discrimination that concerns the accommodation for
differences. The question of difference becomes instrumental when there exists a

badge of differentiation that is clearly considered significant and to merit (formal)

general outlawing but the claim being made is not that of its outlawing but that of its

positive accommodation. The value judgments at stake are clear and generally
undertaken by someone other than the Court, notably the common standards of the
democratic states parties to the Convention. Examples of such badges of difference
are sex, race and religion. The Thlimmenos v. Greece standard is that significant
differences may require different treatment. The value behind this category is that
related to the theoretical discussions of the formal and substantive models of

equality. Formal approaches may be justified and effective to outlaw overt and clear

detrimental treatment of underprivileged groups, i.e. consideration of e.g. sex, race
and religion are not to count as relevant to the detriment of person belonging to such

groups. However, the formal approach, general outlawing, may not suffice to

achieve substantive equality as between precisely these groups and other (privileged)

groups as there may remain differences that need to be accommodated before true

equality is reached. The most significant such difference may indeed be the
structural disadvantages underprivileged groups are up against; the standards of the

674 See Table 2, pp. 275-277 infra.
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privileged groups may be integrated into all social structures and the underprivileged
groups may have difficulties in meeting them. To accommodate underprivileged
groups such differences may have to be addressed in a positive manner. And thus
the differences in belonging to one group rather than another, the badge of

differentiation, may become relevant again under a substantive approach. This time
however, it is relevant only as regards beneficial accommodation of the special needs
of the different group. All the earlier justificatory argument and common standard
value establishment as to the need for formal outlawing of the relevance of a certain
situation (e.g. belonging to a specific religion) or the relevance of a certain badge of
differentiation (e.g. religion) now backfires. And in the Thlimmenos v. Greece

approach it functions to become highly relevant to the possible beneficial
accommodation of the difference. Hence, the question of comparability and badges
of difference is instrumental and it draws on the force of the values connected with

the former (formal) outlawing of these badges, entrenched in domestic and
international law alike. Thus, the strict scrutiny established in the active
discrimination cases, i.e. cases regarding the across the board outlawing of
detrimental treatment, make it possible to contemplate the relevance of the same

badge of differentiation in passive discrimination cases, i.e. cases regarding positive
accommodation for differences.

In passive discrimination cases the starting point is lenient scrutiny. But the strong

indication in the direction of strict scrutiny attached to certain badges of
differentiation may have a counterbalancing effect making review of such cases

possible. It is also possible that the interest at stake indicating strict scrutiny may

have such an effect. What seems likely to ensue is scrutiny of the type where the
Court struggles with the appropriateness ofjudicial intervention.675

675 See the unusually detailed discussion of the appropriate width of the margin of appreciation in
Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v.
The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001. See Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, paras. 90-104.
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5.3. The interest at stake

5.3.1. Introduction

The following discussion will attempt to flesh out a third category of influencing
factors that are discernable from the case law of the Court. This category of

influencing factors is called the interest at stake, which is to be taken to refer
generally to various considerations that may become relevant to the strictness of
review in discrimination cases under the Convention.

In her 1990 article, Anne F. Bayefsky, argued in a footnote that the European Court
of Human Rights had not clearly applied Article 14 so as to undertake stricter

scrutiny when particular badges of differentiation were at stake. The different levels
of strictness of review in relation to the badge of differentiation at stake have since
been elaborated on more clearly both in theory and practice, cf. Chapter 5.2. supra.

Bayefsky also mentioned that the case law of the Court indicated that the

justificatory arguments in cases concerning Article 14 might also be arranged around
the interests affected in the case at hand.676 This element has not been fleshed out in

the case law or in theory except in respect of the interest at stake in distinctions that

encroach upon property rights. The following analysis endeavours to identify factors

concerning the interest at stake in a case that have an effect on the strictness of

review applied. It is a tentative excursion into an area that, with the exception of the
field of life of property rights, is largely unknown to the literature on Article 14.

Like in the preceding Chapters, the identification of influencing factors will be
undertaken by way of inducing such factors from indications in the case law of the

Court. The only factors that will be discussed are those that are relatively clearly
discernable and/or arise from more than one judgment. Although many judgments

may concern Article 14 in conjunction with one particular Convention Article the
influence of the interest connected with that Article will not be discussed except if it

676
Bayefsky, pp. 18-19 and footnote 91 at p. 19, referring Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom,

22.10.1981, concerning the margin of appreciation under Article 8, Paragraph 2, where the Court
referred to the scope of the margin being influenced by the: "...nature of the activities involved..." in
the case, cf. para. 52.
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relatively clearly stands out from the reasoning of the Court in support of either
leniency or strictness of review. This seems not to have occurred clearly except
when Article 14 is reviewed in conjunction with the protection of property rights in
Article 1 ofProtocol 1.

In particular, the following analysis will focus on cases that concern the same type of
claim and the same badge of differentiation but nevertheless exhibit differences in
the strictness of review. Such instances clearly point to alternative influencing
factors.

5.3.2. Property rights

In the sphere of property rights the contracting states generally enjoy a wide margin
of appreciation.677 It has been concluded that this wide margin of appreciation will
lead to findings of violations of Article 1 of Protocol 1: "...only in the most extreme

f\7R .....

cases.". As regards claims of discrimination where the treatment complained of
encroaches upon the field of life of property rights, the wide margin applicable to

property rights: "...bears heavily on the Court's examination of the discrimination

To begin with, a combination of the influencing factor of the badge of differentiation
of "property" with the other influencing factor of the sphere of property rights seems

to have a cumulative effect so as to render the scrutiny applied to this type of cases

very lenient. In the James and Others v. The United Kingdom judgment the badge of

677 On a wide margin of appreciation under Article 1, Protocol 1 see Yves Winisdoerffer: Margin of

Appreciation and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, in (1998) 19:1 Human Rights Law Journal, p. 18, at p.
19. See also generally Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 538-539 and Dijk and Hoof, pp. 618-643.
678 Winisdoerffer, p. 19.
679 Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin
of Appreciation, p. 22 with reference to James and Others v. The United Kingdom, 21.02.1986 and

Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom, 08.07.1986 that concern the protection of property, but
also referring to Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986, which concerns the sphere of Article 8
and respect for the home, but the badge of differentiation of property.
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differentiation claimed was the difference as defined in legislation between the

categories of landlords subject to the "Leasehold Reform Act" and other landlords.680
The sphere was the protection of property as the treatment complained of concerned
compulsory transfer of property under the Act. The aim of the Act in question, found
legitimate by the Court, was to eliminate a social injustice in the sphere of housing

zro i
#

considered suffered by tenants in the inequitable terms of long leaseholds. In view
of not having found the treatment in question in violation of Article 1, Protocol 1 and
with regard to the margin of appreciation of the respondent state, the Court found no

violation of Article 14 in conjunction with Article 1, Protocol 1. In Lithgow and
Others v. The United Kingdom the various badges of difference complained of all
arose from a statutory formula on compensation for owners of nationalised

companies and its application as well as the treatment of the applicants under the
relevant Act in comparison with treatment under other Acts in a similar sphere.683
The judgment was quite formal in tone. On some issues the Court simply argued that
the terms of the Act were uniformly applicable to all those the Act declared subject
to it and that therefore there was no difference of treatment.684 Similarly the claim
that some of the global stipulations in the Act were discriminatory in not taking
account of different factual situations was found justified with reference to the
Court's conclusion under the wide margin of appreciation allowed in its Article 1,
Protocol 1 scrutiny. All choices made by the respondent state in the application of
the flexible standards of the Act were also found objectively justified by a very

680 See footnote 564 supra.
bSl Under the long leasehold system tenants either erected the house or paid an initial premium
typically based on the building cost and an appropriate profit element to the landlord. Thereafter they
paid a low rent. The tenants were, however, liable for all running repairs as well as obliged to yield
the property in good repair to the landlord at the end of the lease. See James and Others v. The United

Kingdom, 21.02.1986, paras. 12 and 76-77.
682 James and Others v. The United Kingdom, 21.02.1986, paras. 76-77.
68j

Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom, 08.07.1986, paras. 178-189. The badges of difference
as well as the interest at stake were connected with property rights.
684

Ibid, paras. 181 and 185.
685 In addition the Court aired its suspicion that claims for accommodation for differences might not
fall within the ambit ofArticle 14, ibid, para. 183.
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cursory analysis.686 As regards comparisons with persons deprived of their property
under other Acts the Court never really reached objective justification analysis as it
found the criterion of "analogous situations" hardly or not at all fulfilled.687 In

Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy the badges of differentiation referred to property

categories and concerned the field of life of property rights as they concerned
restrictions on the eviction of tenants in residential property. The complaint

regarding the difference in treatment between landlords and tenants was found

justified with reference to the consideration of the complaint under Article 1 of
Protocol 1 in isolation, where the Court had referred to the margin of appreciation as

zoo
... ...

regards housing policy. The classification into residential property and non¬

residential property was simply considered justified with regard to the aim of
zroQ

protection of tenants during a serious housing shortage. Similarly, in Edoardo
Palnmbo v. Italy and P.M. v. Italy the case concerned restrictions on the eviction of

tenants, but this time the Court found the situations of tenants and landlords so

fundamentally different that no objective justification scrutiny was applied.690 The
difference in treatment between property owners who rented their property and those
who did not complained of in P.M. v. Italy was dealt with very leniently with
reference to the aim of the legislation in question, to enable tenants with expired
leases to obtain acceptable or subsidised housing.691

In all the above cases, the badge of differentiation of property (which indicates
lenient scrutiny) and the interest at stake of property rights (which indicates lenient

scrutiny) had the accumulative effect of rendering the scrutiny applied very lenient.

Chassagnou and Others v. France, however, indicates that instances of flagrantly

686
Ibid, paras. 181 and 185.

687 Earlier nationalisation legislation (hardly) and compulsory purchase legislation (not), ibid, paras.

187 and 189.

688
Spadea andScalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995, para. 46, cf. paras. 34-40.

689
Ibid, para. 46.

690 Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000, para. 52 and P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001, para. 54, which is
not final as referral to the Grand Chamber has been requested according to Article 43.
691 P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001, para. 55. The judgment is not final as referral to the Grand Chamber has

been requested according to Article 43.
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arbitrary differentiations do not pass even the lenient scrutiny indicated by cases that
concern both the badge of differentiation of property and the field of life of property

rights, in particular when there are other factors indicating stricter scrutiny in the

Other badges of differentiation may indicate lenient scrutiny and function together
with the field of life of property rights. In Fredin v. Sweden the badge of
differentiation was simply the treatment complained of and the field of life was

property rights as in the revocation of an exploitation licence for a gravel pit. The

margin of appreciation considered appropriate for the case was so wide that it never

really reached any scrutiny.693 The Building Societies v. The United Kingdom

judgment also received very lenient scrutiny.694 First, the Court considered the

question of whether similar situations had been established and found that they had
not with reference to the Woolwich being the only building society that bore the cost

and risk of litigation. The Court nevertheless proceeded to objective justification on

the "even if' approach.695 Under the objective justification test it referred to the

public interest in preventing further: "...exploitation on technical grounds..." of the
invalid regulations that gave rise to the restitution of already paid tax and the

legitimate wish not to interfere with a judicial decision as regarded the restitution to

the Woolwich.696 The scrutiny applied here seems quite clearly to feed on the

recognition in the case as regarded Article 1 of Protocol 1 taken alone: "...that a

Contracting State, not least when framing and implementing policies in the area of

taxation, enjoys a wide margin of appreciation and the Court will respect the

692
Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999. The discrimination in question encroached not

only upon the peaceful enjoyment of property but also upon freedom of conscience and freedom of

association, which may also have pointed towards stricter scrutiny. See Chapter 5.2.3.2. D supra.
693 Fredin v. Sweden, 18.02.1991. As regarded the alleged violation of Article 1 of Protocol 1, the
Court referred to a: "...wide margin of appreciation...", cf. para. 51.
694

Building Societies v. The United Kingdom, 23.10.1997.
695

Ibid, para. 90: "...even if it were possible to regard the applicant societies as having been in a

relevantly similar situation [•••] there was nevertheless a objective and reasonable justification for the
distinction made...".
696

Ibid, paras. 89-91.
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legislature's assessment in such matters unless it is devoid of reasonable
foundation.".697

Even in cases where the badge of differentiation is of the kind that indicates strict

scrutiny, the sphere of property rights may indicate lenient scrutiny. In Holy
Monasteries v. Greece, the treatment complained of concerned the compulsory
transfer of property to the state. Regardless of the treatment being based on the

badge of differentiation of religion, which indicates strict scrutiny, the interest at

stake seems to have counteracted that effect and tilted the balance in favour ofmore

lenient scrutiny. The indication towards more lenient scrutiny was also aided by the
relevance of the badge of differentiation to the interest at stake, cf. Chapter 5.3.4.

infra,698

The judgments in Marckx v. Belgium, Inze v. Austria, Mazurek v. France concerning
the badge of differentiation of illegitimacy and Gaygusuz v. Austria concerning the

badge of nationality, show that the lenient scrutiny indicated by the field of property

rights may be counteracted by a significant badge of differentiation that commands
strict scrutiny.699 Van Raalte v. The Netherlands is also a particularly good example

697
Ibid, para. 80. Then, as regarded the allegation of a violation of Article 6:1 in conjunction with

Article 14, the same reasoning was applied to the discrimination factor. Here, the reasoning drew on

the fact that Article 6:1 was not considered violated in light of the special circumstances of the case.

The special circumstances were the facts that the interference at stake was not drastic, that the

applicants knew the will of the legislature but instigated proceedings against it, that the introduction of
retroactive legislation was known in the tax sector and that if granted their claim the applicants would
receive an unwarranted "windfall" on technical grounds.
698

Holy Monasteries v. Greece, 09.12.1994, para. 92. Note that the deprivation of property without

compensation resulted in a finding of a violation under Article 1 of Protocol 1 in isolation as the close

connection between the monasteries and the Greek Church, and thus the Greek state, did not justify
the considerable burden of absence of compensation, cf. paras. 73-75. The same connection between

the monasteries, the Greek Church and the state was, however, found to justify the alleged
discrimination.
699 Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, paras. 64-65, where the limited capacity of a mother to make

dispositions of her estate in favour of her illegitimate daughter was not found directly in violation of
Article 1 of Protocol 1 as states were allowed to control the use of property, including dispositions
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of this. Here, while mentioning that there exists a certain margin of appreciation as

regards exemptions to obligations to contribute to social security schemes, the Court
noted that "compelling" reasons were needed to justify different treatment based on

sex.700 The wide margin of appreciation related to the field of life of property rights,
was reined in with reference to the overriding consideration of the strictness of

scrutiny indicated by the badge of differentiation of sex.

inter vivos or by will. The fact that the limited control only reached unmarried mothers and not

married mothers could not, however, be justified on any "general interest". Hence a violation of
Article 14 in conjunction with Article 1 of Protocol 1 was found. Other aspects of the case concerned
violations of Article 14 in conjunction with Article 8. In Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987, legislation

stipulating that only legitimate children could receive hereditary farms was found in violation of
Article 14 in conjunction with Article 1 of Protocol 1. Mazurek v. France, 01.02.2000, exhibits

particularly strict scrutiny of legislation stipulating limited inheritance rights of illegitimate children
as compared with legitimate children. The Court found no good reason in support of such
discrimination. The issues concerned were reviewed under Article 14 in conjunction with Article 1 of
Protocol 1 and the Court found it unnecessary to consider Article 14 in conjunction with Article 8.
With reference to Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, and Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987, Shokkenbroek:
The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p.

23 concludes that: "...the Court has not been so generous in allowing a broad margin of

appreciation." when dealing with discrimination in relation to Article 1 of Protocol 1 if the distinction

is not based on property. In fact, and with reference to the very strict tone in Mazurek v. France, this
seems to be an understatement as the scrutiny may actually be very strict if the badge of
differentiation is illegitimacy. In Gaygusuz v. Austria, 16.09.1996, the badge of differentiation was

nationality in the sphere of pecuniary rights under the Austrian Unemployment Insurance Act. As the

applicant was legally resident and had paid contributions to the unemployment insurance fund there
existed no objective and reasonable justification for the difference of treatment. By extension other

badges of differentiation that command strict scrutiny would have the same effect.
700 Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, 21.02.1997, para. 42. See Shokkenbroek: The Prohibition of

Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the Margin of Appreciation, p. 22 who argues that:
"...it appears from the recent Van Raalte judgment that the Court still considers the margin of

appreciation to be of some relevance to cases involving sex-discrimination complaints.".
Schokkenbroek focuses almost exclusively on the badge of differentiation as an influencing factor and
does not dwell on other factors. Such a simplified approach does not capture the varied picture
presented by the case law of the Court.
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5.3.3. Social situation of applicant - disadvantage and privilege

5.3.3.1. Introduction

In relation to the influencing factor of the badge of differentiation, lenient scrutiny
will rather be implicated in cases where the badge of differentiation is not a pre-

existent badge pertaining to a social category that suffers or has suffered
disadvantage. There is no moral sensitivity in the badges claimed. Conversely the

badges of differentiation that are subject to strict scrutiny are badges connected with
a history of discrimination and disadvantage for the relevant groups of people.

Although not expressly asserted in the repertoire of the Court this indicates that a

history of social disadvantage resulting in a marginalised position is highly relevant
to the type of scrutiny applied to cases. Situations of social disadvantage or privilege

may also function more generally as a factor influencing the strictness of review
under the category of the interest at stake in a case. Generally these considerations
indicate a somewhat asymmetrical approach.

5.3.3.2. Analysis ofcase law

Applicants in situations of social privilege seem to have a relatively hard time to

have their complaints succeed. In Van der Mussele v. Belgium the badge of
differentiation claimed was indeed belonging to a privileged group of people,
advocates. Similarly in Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom the applicants
were the former owners of companies in the aircraft and shipbuilding industries,

hardly a marginalised or socially deprived group. Both cases met with lenient

scrutiny.701

Cases concerning the situation of landlords and tenants form an interesting case

group where conflicting outcomes occur. In James and Others v. The United

Kingdom, Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy and P.M. v.

701 Van der Mussele v. Belgium, 23.11.1983 and Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom,
08.07.1986.
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Italy the badges of differentiation complained of were belonging certain groups of
landlords that had to bear the brunt of housing policy measures favourable to tenants.

In all cases no violation was found with a level of scrutiny applied that varied from

non-existent to lenient scrutiny which referred to housing policy concerns such as
702

eliminating a social injustice or the aim of the protection of tenants. In Larkos v.

Cyprus, however, the Court applied stricter scrutiny and found a violation, as a
703

measure of social protection of tenants was not equally applicable to all tenants.
All cases concerned a similar badge of differentiation, i.e. different categories of
landlords or tenants. But again it becomes apparent that the badge of differentiation
is not the only influencing factor at stake in Article 14 cases. In light of the
references of all judgments to considerations of social justice and social protection as

justificatory arguments the difference in social status of the applicants stands out.

The difference between these cases seems explainable with reference to the fact that
the applicants complaining in James and Others v. The United Kingdom, Spadea and
Scalabrino v. Italy, Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy and P.M. v. Italy indeed enjoyed a

socially privileged position as property owners and landlords as opposed to the

disadvantaged position of the tenant applicant in Larkos v. Cyprus.

It may also have helped the stricter approach in Larkos v. Cyprus that the case

concerned a violation of Article 14 in conjunction with Article 8 and not Article 1 of
Protocol 1 as the James and Others v. The United Kingdom, Spadea and Scalabrino
v. Italy, Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy and P.M. v. Italy cases.704 The right to respect for
the home under Article 8 would, then, seem to command stricter review than the

702 See James and Others v. The United Kingdom, 21.02.1986, paras. 76-77, Spadea and Scalabrino v.

Italy, 28.09.1995, para. 46, Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000, para. 52 and P.M. v. Italy,
11.01.2001, paras. 54-55, which is not final as referral to the Grand Chamber has been requested

according to Article 43. The non-existent to lenient scrutiny in all cases fed on the badge of
differentiation ofproperty and the sphere of life ofproperty rights.
703 Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999.
704 In P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001, Article 14 was not expressly reviewed "in conjunction" with any

particular Convention Article. The case nevertheless clearly concerns property rights in the form of
restrictions on evictions. The judgment is a Chamber judgment that has not become final as referral to
the Grand Chamber has been requested under Article 43.
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protection of property rights under Article 1 of Protocol 1. Given the generally wide
margin of appreciation under Article 1 of Protocol 1 this is undoubtedly true. But
upon closer analysis this does not fully explain the different approaches in the cases.

Such an explanation is too simplistic and ignorant of other influencing factors, as

cases on discrimination in the sphere of the right to respect for the home under
Article 8 also exhibit sensitivity for a socially vulnerable status. This is borne out by

comparing the Larkos v. Cyprus and Gillow v. The United Kingdom judgments. Both

judgments concern claims of direct discrimination under Article 14 in conjunction
with the right to respect for the home under Article 8, but exhibit different levels of

scrutiny.705 In Larkos v. Cyprus, the applicant was in the socially vulnerable position
of a tenant denied social protection against eviction. The scrutiny applied was strict
and a violation was found.706 In Gillow v. The United Kingdom, however, the

applicants were property owners who could not occupy their house because of a

housing protection policy in favour of the poorer section of the community in

Guernsey. One of the badges of differentiation complained of was the value of the

house, as owners of more valuable property were not subject to the same restrictions
on occupying their houses. The policy of different treatment was, having regard to

the state's margin of appreciation, found justified by the fact that expensive houses
were not sought after by those in need of housing protection.707 The Gillow v. The
United Kingdom judgment exhibits the fact that burdens are relatively easily imposed
on property owners in pursuit of social (housing) protection considerations, even

though they encroach upon the right to respect for the home under Article 8. Again,
the different social situation of the applicants stands out as the distinguishing factor

explaining the different approaches in otherwise comparable cases. Measures that

705 The judgments in Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 also concern discrimination in relation to the

effect of planning policy and implementation on the right to respect for the home. They are not,

however, comparable to the Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999 and Gillow v. The United Kingdom,
24.11.1986 judgments as they concern a claim of passive discrimination and clear indications towards
lenient scrutiny on that account, see Chapter 5.1.3.2. C supra.
706 Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999, para. 30.
707 Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986, para. 66.
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function to the disadvantage of socially vulnerable groups seem to meet with stricter

scrutiny than measures that are unfavourable to the more privileged sections of
society.

In respect of analysing the case law of the Court from the perspective of situations of
privilege or disadvantage, one group of cases is most interesting. These cases are the
ones that would ordinarily belong to a category of strict scrutiny (sex, race, religion,

etc.) but on occasion seem to meet with more lenient scrutiny. It is in this sphere that
the deficiencies in the formal approach of the literature, which argues for attaching

• 708

uniformly strict scrutiny to certain badges of differentiation, are most clear. The

discrepancies between the literature and the case law cry out for alternative

explanations.

As discussed in Chapter 5.2.4.2. supra, sex discrimination that occurs in the private

sphere, i.e. concerning family relations, seems to meet less strict scrutiny when it is
to the detriment ofmen than if it is to the detriment of women. In Schuler-Zgraggen
v. Switzerland, the presumption that women with children did not work functioned to

the detriment of a woman and received strict scrutiny.709 In Rasmussen v. Denmark

and Petrovic v. Austria the treatment complained of similarly reflected traditional

presumptions on the primary role of women in childcare, but functioned to the

detriment of men and met with more lenient scrutiny.710 Also in comparison, the
Rasmussen v. Denmark case of 1984 and the Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v.

The United Kingdom case of 1985 seem to be at odds with each other.711 If the social

situation of women in being accorded custody of children upon divorce more often
was relevant in Rasmussen v. Denmark, why was the social situation of women in

708 See Schokkenbroek: The Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14 of the Convention and the

Margin ofAppreciation, p. 22 and Heringa, pp. 30-31.
709

Schuler-Zgraggen v. Switzerland, 24.06.1993.
710

Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.11.1984 and Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998. In Petrovic v. Austria

lenient scrutiny was also indicated by the type of claim in the case being a claim of passive
discrimination, see Chapter 5.1.3.5. supra.
711 Rasmussen v. Denmark, 28.1 1.1984 and Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The United

Kingdom, 28.05.1985.
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lesser likelihood of economical activeness not relevant in Abdulaziz, Cabales and

Balkandali v. The United Kingdom? Here, the inclination to strictly outlawing
distinctions based on sex in the public sphere as compared with a lesser emphasis on

outlawing them in the private sphere seems a likely explanation. As regards all these
cases it is also possible to construe an explanation along the lines of a difference in
social status, i.e. women possibly forming an underprivileged or marginalised group

and men conversely enjoying a more favourable position. Under such a construction
discrimination against men can meet less strict scrutiny than discrimination against
women.712 Although it has been argued that sex is a suspect category subject always
to strict scrutiny, the case law upon a closer analysis does not reveal such a strictly
sex "blind" approach. What appears is rather a somewhat contextual and

713
asymmetrical approach.

In situations where the illegitimacy of children is at issue, there also exists a

discrepancy in the scrutiny applied to a case dependent upon who it is that receives
detrimental treatment on account of illegitimacy. If it is the child itself scrutiny is
most strict.714 The strict scrutiny associated with illegitimacy even spills over to

comparisons between different categories of illegitimate children if the

712 This is what Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 269 refers to as a substantive

asymmetrical approach. She argues: "If women are disadvantaged judicial review should be very

strict indeed. Only the most compelling interest, which cannot be achieved by any other non¬

discriminatory means, should be allowed as a justification. If the group which is negatively affected is
a "non-sensitive" group a much more lenient test is sufficient, as in such cases there is no need to curb

the normally large margin of appreciation of the government to classify.".
713 See also Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, p. 264 arguing from the Rasmussen
v. Denmark, 28.11.1984 case that the European Court of Human Rights might perhaps be sensitive to

the different social and economic position of women and men. She, however, points out that the

judgment focused on the point in time of the enactment of the 1960 Act and that there might have
been a different conclusion if the Act had not already been changed when the judgment was

pronounced. This also indicates that the new 1982 Act on equal time limits for instigating paternity

proceedings would be found within the margin of appreciation in light of a development in these
social situations.
714 Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979, Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987, Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991 and
Mazurekv. France, 01.02.2000.
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circumstances of the case reveal the unfavourable position of the child and its

inability to affect its situation.715 It is not difficult to conclude that the strict scrutiny
in these situations draws heavily on precisely this position of disadvantage and the
child's inability to have any effect on its situation. Conversely when the situation of
the fathers of illegitimate children is considered, the scrutiny applied does not seem

particularly strict.716 This seems explainable by the Court's reference to the child's
interest and the father's possibility to have an effect on his situation. Clearly, the
situation of the father of illegitimate children is a situation of privilege as compared
with the situation of the child, in particular with reference to their ability to have an

effect on the course of events in respect of the child's legal status and contacts with
the father.

In conclusion a situation of a socially marginalised or disadvantaged position will be
a factor indicating strict scrutiny that may enter into the overall balancing of

influencing factors in a case. As always this factor exists in interplay with other

influencing factors that may indicate strict or lenient scrutiny.717

715
Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands. 03.10.2000, para. 38. See footnote 636 supra.

716 McMichael v. The United Kingdom, 24.02.1995. See also Elsholz v. Germany, 13.07.2000 where
the father could not prove different treatment as the paramount consideration of the child's interest

applied to the situations of the fathers of illegitimate children and divorced fathers alike, cf. paras. 59-
60. Dijk and Hoof, p. 728 notice with reference to McMichael v. The United Kingdom, that the strict

scrutiny applied to the complaints of illegitimate children does: "...not mean that all distinctions
between natural and married fathers have to be judged with the same strict standard.". They, however,
offer no explanation of why this may be so. Similarly, Livingstone, p. 29, footnote 21, mentions the
Court being more prepared uphold differential treatment of unmarried fathers where child protection
is advanced as an argument for it.
717 See for example the judgments in Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The
United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001 and Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, which concerned gypsies, a

national minority in a clearly disadvantaged social position. However, as the cases concerned a claim
of passive discrimination, which strongly indicated lenient scrutiny, the sensitive badge of
differentiation and the socially marginalised position of the applicants could not tilt the balance in
favour ofmore strict scrutiny. Seven judges dissented. See generally Chapter 5.1.3.2. C supra.
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5.3.4. Relevance of the badge of differentiation to the interest at stake

Some judgments that conflict in strictness of review although concerning the same

type of claim and being based on the same badge of differentiation may be explained

by reference to the relevance of the badge of differentiation to the treatment

complained of. Some badges of differentiation may be justified as basis to different
treatment in some respects while not in other respects.

The badge of differentiation of nationality would be an example. In Gaygusuz v.

Austria it commanded strict scrutiny in relation to pecuniary rights based essentially
• 718

on the payment of contributions to an unemployment insurance fund. On the other
hand in relation to the question of residence in and expulsion from a country,

nationality of that country or in any EU country seems obviously relevant. It is
indeed provided for as relevant in this respect in Protocols 4 and 7 to the Convention
itself.719

The badge of differentiation of religion is another example. In an interesting contrast

with the strict review applied in Hoffmann v. Austria and Canea Catholic Church v.

Greece, the review applied in Holy Monasteries v. Greece and Cha'are Shalom Ve
790

Tsedek v. France is of the more lenient kind. In Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v.

France the Court explicitly set out its approach that the contracting states have a

margin of appreciation: "...particularly with regard to establishment of the delicate
relations between the State and religions...".721 The groups compared in the case

were different religious bodies within Judaism and the treatment complained of was
not being able to authorise slaughterers for Jewish ritual slaughter and, thus, having

718
Gaygusuz v. Austria, 16.09.1996, paras. 46-48.

719 See Moustaquim v. Belgium, 18.02.1991 and C. v. Belgium, 07.08.1996. See also generally
footnote 642.

720
Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993, Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 16.12.1997, Holy

Monasteries v. Greece, 09.12.1994 and Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France, 27.06.200.
721 Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France, 27.06.200, para. 84.
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to depend on certificates issued by others. In light of the fact that Jews belonging to

the applicant association could easily obtain meat slaughtered to their ultra-orthodox
religious requirements, either imported from Belgium or as certified by the rabbinical
Court in France, the refusal of state approval was not even considered an interference

• 722
with the right to manifest one's religion under Article 9. As regarded the
discrimination aspect the Court placed emphasis on the fact that the difference of
treatment had a limited effect, pursued the legitimate aim of protection of public
health and public order and was considered proportionate having regard to the state's

• 79-3

margin of appreciation in the area of relations between state and religions.

Similarly in Holy Monasteries v. Greece, the treatment complained of concerned an

Act providing for compulsory transfer of property to the state. The Court found that
the close links between the Holy Monasteries and the Greek Orthodox Church, which

again had close links with the state, constituted objective justification for the Act

only applying to them and not other churches and denominations.724 Upon closer

analysis both cases exhibit consideration of religion as a badge of differentiation in
relation to regulating generally the relationship of the religions and the state. In these

situations religion seems to be a relevant factor and the margin of appreciation
widens up. In the field of life of regulating relationships between the state and

religions it may, thus, be argued that more lenient scrutiny is indicated. There may

nevertheless be variations in how strong this indication is, depending on other

important features of the case at hand. A rather convincing dissenting opinion
existed in the Cha 'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France judgment.725 The dissenting

opinion accepted that states enjoy a margin of appreciation in the establishment of
the delicate relations between the state and religions. It, however, emphasised that in

delimiting that margin of appreciation it had to have regard to: ".. .the need to secure

true religious pluralism, which is an inherent feature of the notion of a democratic

722
Ibid, paras. 81 and 83.

723
Ibid, para. 87.

724
Holy Monasteries v. Greece, 09.12.1994, paras. 12-15 and para. 92. The case also concerned the

field of life of protection of property, which indicates lenient scrutiny.
725 The judgment was a Grand Chamber judgment presided over by 17 judges of which 7 dissented.
See Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France, 27.06.2000, Joint dissenting opinion of Judges Sir Nicolas

Bratza, Fischbach, Thomassen, Tsatsa-Nikolovska, Pantiru, Levits and Traja.
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society...".726 The dissenting opinion, thus, applied stricter scrutiny and found that
the denial of approving the applicant association for authorising religious

slaughterers: "...amounted to a failure to secure religious pluralism...".727 In

comparison the Hoffmann v. Austria and Canea Catholic Church v. Greece

judgments exhibit the application of a narrow margin of appreciation when religion
is an irrelevant criteria to regulate other fields of life than the relationship of the

religions and the state. The strict approach in Hoffmann v. Austria and Canea
Catholic Church v. Greece, most likely was also influenced by the interests at stake

• 728
being of great importance to the applicants.

As regards the badge of differentiation of sexual orientation, the relationship between
the badge and the interest at stake may be very important. In Chapter 5.2.4.7. supra
it was pointed out that upon the reading of the Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal
case that sexual orientation indicates strict scrutiny, it may seem surprising that in the
A.D.T. v. The United Kingdom case the Court reverted back to the Dudgeon v. The
United Kingdom approach of it being "not necessary" to consider Article 14 in cases

• • 79Q
of alleged discrimination on basis of sexual orientation. The A.D.T. v. The United

Kingdom case concerned the criminalisation of non-violent, homosexual activities of
the applicant with up to 4 other men. There is a difference between the strict

approach in Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal on one hand and the approach not

to review the case under Article 14 on the other hand exhibited in A.D.T. v. The

United Kingdom, as well as Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, Norris v. Ireland and

Modinos v. Cyprus. The explanation may be that the latter cases concerned the

regulation of sexual activities as such and not treatment on basis of sexual orientation

726 Ibid, para. 2, i.f. Referring to Manoussakis and Others v. Greece, 26.09.1996 on Article 9.
727

Ibid, para. 2, i.f. Referring to Manoussakis and Others v. Greece, 26.09.1996 on Article 9.
728 See Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993 (concerning religion as the basis to depriving a mother of

custody over her children) and Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 16.12.1997 (concerning not

acknowledging the Church as having legal personality and thus depriving it of access to Court).
729

Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999, A.D.T. v. The United Kingdom, 31.07.2000 and

Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981.
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• 730
that encroached upon other aspects of life than sexual behaviour. In other words,
these judgments may be read together as indicating that sexual orientation is a clearly
irrelevant comparison and badge as regards issues that have nothing to do with the
sexual activities involved as such. In such cases a strict scrutiny is called for like in

the Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal case. Perhaps an additional caveat should
be added that strict scrutiny is called for in cases that encroach upon not just any
issue not related to sexual activities but upon issues of great importance such as the
access to one's children.731 But where the actual sexual activities concerned are in

fact under consideration the comparisons become markedly more difficult for the
Court. While all sexual activities may be regarded the same in being sexual activities

they may be seen as different in other respects and there may be very difficult value

judgments involved in deciding whether such differences are relevant to their

regulation. This is the difficulty that may have resulted in "not necessary" evasion of
• ..... 7^9

the issue of discrimination in A.D.T. v. The United Kingdom.

730
Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999, A.D.T. v. The United Kingdom, 31.07.2000,

Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981, Norris v. Ireland, 26.10.1988 and Modinos v. Cyprus,
22.04.1993.

731 The strict approach to discrimination on the basis of religion in Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993,

similarly concerned the custody over children.
7'2 Note that the whole line of cases in Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981, Norris v.

Ireland, 26.10.1988, Modinos v. Cyprus, 22.04.1993, Smith and Grady v. The United Kingdom,
27.09.1999 and Lustig-Prean and Beckett v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999 concern violations of
Article 8 on account of an absolute and across the board approach to homosexuality. At the same time
the Court has made clear that differences in different types of sexual behaviour may be held relevant.
For example the judgment in Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981, para. 49 pronounced that:
"...some degree of regulation of male homosexual conduct, as indeed other forms of sexual

conduct..." might be a legitimate necessity in a democratic society, and in A.D.T. v. The United

Kingdom, 31.07.2000, para. 37 the Court pronounced that: "...at some point, sexual activities can be
carried out in such a manner that State interference may be justified...". Finally in the case of Laskey,

Jaggard and Brown v. The United Kingdom, 19.02.1997, the Court seems to approach the infliction of

injury involved in sado-masochistic sexual behaviour with more lenient scrutiny under Article 8,

Paragraph 2, than the Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, Norris v. Ireland and Modinos v. Cyprus
cases.
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In conclusion it seems that lenient review is indicated by the situation that the badge
of differentiation is clearly relevant to the interest at stake. This occurs only when
the interest at stake directly concerns regulating the badge of differentiation as such,

i.e. religion as relevant to regulating the religions or sexual orientation as relevant to

regulating sexual behaviour etc., or when it concerns issues so closely related to the

badge of differentiation that they cannot be divided, such as in nationality as relevant
to regulating residence in a country.

5.3.5. Emergency situations

The concept of the margin of appreciation was originally elaborated in the

jurisprudence of the Court regarding Article 15 on derogations from the Convention:
"...in time of war or other public emergency threatening the life of the nation...".733
In relation to reviewing under Article 15 the existence of a public emergency and
what is strictly required by it, the Court generally grants a wide margin of

appreciation to the national authorities.734 The general tendency towards a wide

margin of appreciation in dealing with emergency situations may be argued to

influence the review undertaken when violations of Convention rights are alleged
and the context of the violation is some kind of an emergency situation.

This is borne out by the Ireland v. The United Kingdom case. Here a clear

comparison and badge of differentiation could be detected between IRA terrorists

and Loyalist terrorists, but other than that not much guidance was to be had on

whether it was to be held of significance. Nevertheless the Court engaged in a rather
detailed review of the objective justification for applying different and harsher

7jJ Article 15, Paragraph 1.
734 See Michael O'Boyle: The Margin of Appreciation and Derogation under Article 15: Ritual
Incantation or Principle?, in (1998) 19:1 Human Rights Law Journal, p. 23 and Dijk and Hoof, pp.
731-735.
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measures to the IRA.735 But bearing in mind the political sensitivity of the issue and

the Court's explicit sympathy for the difficulties in dealing with the: "...ugly crisis..."
in question, it is not surprising that the strictness of review was mediated by the

7"if.
Court's consciousness of: ".. .the limits on its powers of review..

The string of cases decided by the Court between 1996 and 2001 on alleged
discrimination in relation to Kurdish identity can also be mentioned here. The issue
of objective justification scrutiny was, however, conveniently circumvented by the

findings that the allegations of the applicants were not proved to be based on race.

All cases related to a period of intensive fighting between PKK terrorists and the
state military and a very difficult security situation in southeast Turkey. Special

legal provisions applied on account of a state of emergency.737 It may be argued that
a situation of a state of emergency like in these cases would be conducive towards a

wide margin of appreciation if the cases had actually come to be reviewed under
Article 14. In fact these cases may be seen to be in line with Kokott's theory that a
wide margin of appreciation functions so as to place the burden of persuasion on the

applicants.738

735
Notwithstanding the finding of non-violation, the Court may be considered to have gone into quite

a detailed review. The reason may perhaps primarily be connected with the urgency of the
Convention right in question, Article 5 (right to liberty and security).
736 Ireland v. The UnitedKingdom, 18.01.1978, para. 229.
737 In Tekin v. Turkey, 09.06.1998, para. 25 the Court noted as to the relevant domestic law and

practice: "Since approximately 1985, serious disturbances have raged in the south-east of Turkey
between the security forces and the members of the PKK (Workers' Party of Kurdistan). This

confrontation has, according to the Government, claimed the lives of thousands of civilians and

members of the security forces.". As to the legal regulation of the situation, in para. 26 it was noted
that: "Two principal decrees relating to the south-eastern region have been made under the Law on

the State of Emergency (Law no. 2935, 25 October 1983).". The other judgments all refer to this legal

regulation, see Akdivar and Others v. Turkey, 16.09.1996, paras. 169-170, Mente$ and Others v.

Turkey, 28.11.1997, para. 138, Kaya v. Turkey, 19.02.1998, para. 43, Selquk and Asker v. Turkey,

24.04.1998, para. 43, Kurt v. Turkey, 25.05.1998, para. 62, Ergi v. Turkey, 28.07.1998 para. 53, Bilgin
v. Turkey, judgment 16.11.2000, para. 75. In Tanliv. Turkeyv. Turkey, 10.04.2001 a slightly different

legal context was relevant to the case, that of criminal prosecutions and post mortem examinations, cf

paras. 93-102.
738

Kokott, pp. 219-220.
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5.3.6. Conclusions

The interest at stake in a case has been argued as being a consideration that may

generally affect the width of the margin of appreciation under any Convention
Article.739 As discussed in Chapter 5.3.1. supra it has, however, not been elaborated
on to any extent in the context of Article 14. The present chapter has identified
various influencing factors that may come under the general category of the interest
at stake as relevant to the strictness of Article 14 review. The case law, however,

does not give rise to wide reaching inductions of influencing factors belonging to this

category. One explanation might be that they seem to be of relatively little weight

compared with the other categories of influencing factors, the type of claim being
made and the badge of differentiation at stake in a case. They are therefore more

difficult to detect and primarily seem to function to support an already existing
indication towards either strict or lenient review, rather than being the primary
indication themselves. Influencing factors belonging to the category of the interest at
stake should, nevertheless, not be overlooked as they might in individual cases be the

factor tilting the balance in favour of one approach rather than another.

739 Mahoney: Marvellous Richness of Diversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, pp. 5-6, for

example forwards the hypotheses of inter alia these categories of influencing factors which may come

under the general category of the interest at stake: The nature of the aim pursued, the nature of the
activities in question and the surrounding circumstances. Schokkenbroek: The Basis, Nature and

Application of the Margin-of-Appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court of
Human Rights, pp. 34-35, presents from case studies on individual Articles the general conclusions
that the influencing factors are the following: The existence of a common ground, the nature of the
aim pursued and the policy context of the measure in question, the nature of the activities and private
interests in question and emergency situations. The interest at stake as discussed in the present study

may come under any of these categories except the common ground one. In the context of Article 8

scrutiny a type of influencing factor similar to "the interest at stake" as discussed in the present study
has been clearly spelled out by the Court. See Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981, para. 52

referring to: "...not only the nature of the aim of the restriction but also the nature of the activities
involved..." and Buckley v. The United Kingdom, 25.09.1996, para. 74, referring to: "...the nature of
the Convention right in issue, its importance to the individual and the nature of the activities
concerned.".
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6. STRICTNESS OF REVIEW AND THE NECESSITY OF REVIEW

6.1. Introduction

All the preceeding analysis of case law is based on judgments where the claim of
violation of Article 14 was reviewed by the Court. However, although raised by the

applicant, Article 14 is not always reviewed as the Court sometimes finds it not

necessary to review the discrimination claim. The question of the necessity of
review under Article 14 has been dealt with in the literature and the general
conclusion seems to be that the case law is in a state of confusion.740

The following study in Chapter 6 will endeavour to analyse the case law of the Court
on the necessity of review. This analysis will show that there is a strong correlation
between the factors influencing the strictness of review as discussed in Chapter 5 and
the Court's approach to the necessity of review.

The question of necessity of review is also relevant to other Convention provisions
than Article 14. The Court may equally conclude that a finding of a violation of one
substantive Convention provision renders it not necessary to review another

substantive Convention provision.741 Similar issues may, therefore, arise in future
when the Court decides when it is necessary to review a claim of discrimination
under the new independent Article 1 of Protocol 12.

740
Dijk and Hoof, p. 717, Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 468, Livingstone, p. 28 and Gomien,

Harris and Zwaak, p. 346.
741 For example, in Smith and Grady v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999, para. 128, it was not

considered necessary to review the applicants' complaints under Article 10 after finding a violation of
Article 8. Similarly, in Larissis and Others v. Greece, 24.02.1998, para. 64 it was not considered

necessary to review Article 10 after scrutinising the case in the context of Article 9. In Chassagnou
and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, the Court reviewed Article 1 of Protocol 1 and Article 11 both on

their own and taken in conjunction with Article 14 and found violations on all counts. It, then, found
it not necessary to review Article 9 independently, cf para. 125.
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6.2. Analysis of case law

The general rule on necessity of review is that stated in the Airey v. Ireland

judgment:

"If the Court does not find a separate breach of one of those articles that has
been invoked both on its own and together with Article 14, it must also
examine the case under the latter article. On the other hand, such an
examination is not generally required when the Court finds a violation of the
former article taken alone. The position is otherwise if a clear inequality of
treatment in the enjoyment of the right in question is a fundamental aspect
of the case...".742

With reference to this statement it has been taken as an established general rule that
the Court will not review the discrimination issue if it has found an independent
violation of the substantive Convention provision in question, except in exceptional
cases.743 Commentators have critically pointed out that the case law on when this

may occur does not seem to be consistent.744 Despite the apparent inconsistency of
the case law of the Court, some indications as to how that question is to be answered

may be inferred from its judgments.

Table 3, pp. 278-299 infra, presents the judgments of the Court on Article 14

organised into different categories relative to the relationship of Article 14 and other
Convention provisions and the question of whether it is considered necessary to

review Article 14.

742
Airey v. Ireland, 09.10.1979, para. 30. A similar formulation has been restated since in the

following cases: Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981, para. 69, X and Y v. The Netherlands,
26.03.1985, para. 32 and Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, para. 89. See also Castells
v. Spain, 23.04.1992, para. 52.
743 See Dijk and Hoof, p. 716, Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 468, Livingstone, p. 26 and Partsch,

p. 584.
744

Dijk and van Hoof, p. 717, Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 468-469 and Gomien, Harris and

Zwaak, p. 346.
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The first group of cases in Table 3 are judgments where the Court has found an

independent violation of the substantive Article and has found it unnecessary to

review the discrimination issue. Apart from simply referring to the Airey v. Ireland

formula, that when a violation has been found of the substantive Article taken alone,

Article 14 will not be reviewed unless a clear inequality of treatment was a

fundamental aspect of the case, the Court has sometimes elaborated somewhat on the
factors that govern the finding that it is not necessary to review Article 14.745 There
seem to exist three main types of argument. First, the Court may emphasise that the
discrimination issue in the case arises out of the same facts as the issues already
considered under the substantive Article.746 Second, the Court sometimes stresses

that the complaint under Article 14 is in essence the same complaint as that already
• • • 747 •

dealt with under the substantive Article. Finally, the Court may reason that the

arguments under the independent Convention provision and Article 14 coincide.74
In essence all these types of arguments relate to the same thought. They relate to the
situation that the same events lie at the roots of the complaints under different
Convention provisions and have already been dealt with under the substantive
Article. Sometimes the Court does not forward any arguments and simply states

with reference to the finding of a violation under the substantive Article that it is not

necessary to review the Article 14 issue.749 Upon closer analysis, however, these

judgments show that behind this simple statement lie similar considerations as in the
more elaborated judgments.750 Only 3 judgments of 46 provide the exception to the
rule and present a finding of it being not necessary to review the Article 14 issue

745 See Table 3, case-group 1 a), pp. 278-280 infra.
746 Mahmut Kaya v. Turkey, 28.03.2000, Kilig v. Turkey, 28.03.2000, Freedom and Democracy Party

(OZDEP) v. Turkey, 08.12.1999, Yasa v. Turkey, 02.09.1998, Sidiropoulos and Others v. Greece,

10.07.1998, Socialist Party and Others v. Turkey, 25.05.1998, Tsirlis and Kouloumpas v. Greece,
29.05.1997, Kroon and Others v. The Netherlands, 27.10.1994 and Kokkinakis v. Greece, 25.05.1993.
747 A.D.T. v. The United Kingdom, 31.07.2000, Smith and Grady v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999,

Lustig-Prean and Beckett v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999, Halford v. The United Kingdom,
25.06.1997, Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, 22.10.1981 and Luedicke, Belkacem and Koq v.

Germany, 28.11.1978.
748 Coeme and Others v. Belgium, 22.06.2000 and Johnston and Others v. Ireland, 18.12.1986.
749 Table 3, case-groups 1 b) and 1 c), pp. 280-285 infra.
750 See the analysis ofjudgments in Table 3, case-group 1 b), pp. 280-284 infra.
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even though different events lie at the root of the different complaints and the Court
• 751

has not dealt with them under the substantive Article.

The common approach to cases where there has been no violation of the substantive
Article is to review the Article 14 question.752 Sometimes this review is rather

nc n

cursory in that it simply refers to the findings under the substantive Article. The
second group of cases in Table 3, however, consists of judgments where the Court
has found that there has not been an independent violation of the substantive Article,
but nevertheless does not find it necessary to review the Article 14 issue.754 This
whole group of judgments seems to be at variance with the general Airey v. Ireland
formula that if the Court does not find a separate breach of the substantive Article, it
must also examine the case under Article 14. It is interesting to note that these cases

concern particularly clear instances where at the roots of the complaints under
different Convention provisions are the same events and they have already been dealt
with under the substantive Article.755

751 See the analysis ofjudgments in Table 3, ease-group 1 c), pp. 284-285 infra.
752 See generally the judgments in Table 3, case-group 5, pp. 291-294 infra.
75j See the following cases in Table 3, case-group 5, pp. 291-294 infra'. Beard v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001 , Jane Smithv. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001,
Smith and Grady v. The United Kingdom, 27.09.1999 (concerning Article 14 in conjunction with
Article 3), Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, Building Societies v. The
United Kingdom, 23.10.1997 and Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt v. Belgium, 02.03.1987.
754 Table 3, case-group 2, p. 285 infra.
755 See the analysis of the following judgments in Table 3, case-group 2, p. 285 infra: X, Y and Z v.

The United Kingdom, 22.04.1997, Gregory v. The United Kingdom, 25.02.1997, Ankerl v.

Switzerland, 23.10.1996, and Hennings v. Germany, 16.12.1992. The Botta v. Italy, 24.02.1998 is a

particular exception. Here, the discrimination issue simply did not fall within the ambit of the
substantive Article and was therefore unnecessary to review, cf. Botta v. Italy, 24.02.1998, para. 39.
Such cases have been extremely rare before the Court as they have been dealt with by the Commission
as inadmissible on the ground of raising the discrimination issue in relation to a right not protected in
the Convention and have, thus, not reached the Court, cf. Livingstone, p. 28. With the advent of the
new independent discrimination provision in Article 1 of Protocol 12 they seem likely to become

redundant, much like the "ambit" test itself.
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The third category of cases in Table 3 consists of the perplexing group of judgments
where the Court has actually found a violation of the substantive Article, but
nevertheless proceeds to review the Article 14 issue. According to the Airey v.

Ireland formula these cases should not be reviewed under Article 14 on account of

the independent finding of a violation, unless a clear inequality of treatment is a

fundamental aspect of the case. Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick have forwarded that
these cases demonstrate that the Court can review the Article 14 question even if
there has been a violation of the substantive Article and that one possible factor in

explaining when this occurs is the: . .seriousness of the badge of discrimination..."
at stake in the case.756 Upon closer analysis of these judgments this reasoning of

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, while viable to a certain extent, does not really

explain all the variety in this group of judgments. To begin with, around half of
these judgments show that different facts lie at the root of the complaint under
Article 14 than under the substantive Article taken on its own. In such cases, the

Court has not already dealt with the essence of the complaint under Article 14 and

thus proceeds to deal with it in spite of the finding of a violation of a substantive
7S7 • ...

Article. " All these judgments concern badges of differentiations that are not among
the ones considered significant ("serious"), but rather among the ones that indicate

7S8
lenient review. " Therefore, the approach of the Court in these cases does not seem

governed by the badge of differentiation at stake but rather by the fact that the Article
14 question raises a separate issue from the one already dealt with under the
substantive Article. Seen in light of these judgments, the term that: "...a clear

inequality of treatment concerns a fundamental aspect of the case..."759 must be

taken as encompassing situations where the discrimination issue arises out of facts

756 Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 469, with reference to a comparison between Airey v. Ireland,
09.10.1979 where Article 14 was not reviewed and the badge of differentiation was property and
Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979 where it was reviewed and the badge of differentiation was

illegitimacy.
757 See the analysis of the 7 judgments in Table 3, case-group 3 b), pp. 287-289 infra.
758 The badges of differentiation at stake in the judgments recounted in Table 3, case-group 3 b), pp.
287-289 infra are all insignificant badges of differentiation that indicate lenient scrutiny, cf Chapter
5.2.3. supra.
759

Airey v. Ireland, 09.10.1979, para. 30.
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and raises issues that are distinct from the ones already dealt with under the

substantive Article, even though the type of discrimination in question is not a

particularly serious one. The other half of cases in this group is more perplexing.
This seems to be the group of cases where the approach of the Court is most

inconsistent and it is most difficult to infer clear guidelines as to why it finds that the
fundamental aspect test was met. In these judgments the same events lie at the roots

of the complaints under Article 14 and the substantive Article and have already been
dealt with under the substantive Article, but the Court nevertheless reviews the

discrimination complaint.760 Certainly, in line with the argument of Harris, O'Boyle
and Warbrick, five out of these nine judgments concern particularly sensitive badges
of differentiation or serious forms of discrimination, which explains why the
discrimination issue is considered a fundamental aspect of the case and the Court

pronounces on it.761 Conversely, four of these judgments concern insignificant

badges of differentiation and the cursory treatment and lenient review of the
discrimination issue does not indicate that the discrimination at stake was considered

769 • • •

serious. It is most likely that these judgments are simply to be explained as
7f\'\ . . .

inconsistent exceptions. This is supported additionally by the fourth case group,

760 See the analysis of the 9 judgments in Table 3, case-group 3 a), pp. 285-287 infra.
761 See the following judgments analysed in Table 3, case-group 3 a), pp. 285-287 infra: Canea
Catholic Church v. Greece, 16.12.1997 and Holy Monasteries v. Greece, 09.12.1994, both concern

the badge of differentiation of religion. Moustaquim v. Belgium, 18.02.1991 concerns nationality and
Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979 concerns illegitimacy. All these badges of differentiation have been

argued as being significant ones that indicate strict review, see Chapter 5.2.4. supra. The judgment in

Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999 does not concern a badge of differentiation connected
with strict review, but other factors in the case indicate a serious issue of discrimination and strict

review of the case. The discriminatory distinction between large and small landowners at stake in the

case seems to have been considered flagrantly arbitrary in relation to the interest at stake and the

seriousness of the interference, cf. Chapter 5.2.3.2. D supra.
762 See the following judgments analysed in Table 3, case-group 3 a), pp. 285-287 infra: Edoardo
Palumbo v. Italy, 20.11.2000, Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (II), 26.11.1991, Observer and
Guardian v. The United Kingdom, 26.11.1991 and Bouamar v. Belgium, 29.02.1987.
76' The fact that review was actually undertaken may even be explained by the fact that these cases

call for such lenient review. The cursory treatment given to the discrimination issue in these cases

indicates that the Court did not need to go to more trouble to assert that there had been no violation of
Article 14 than it would have by asserting that review was unnecessary. In Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy,
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which corroborates the thesis that serious forms of discrimination call for Article 14

review.

The fourth group ofjudgments in Table 3 is an interesting group of recent judgments,
the first stemming from 1993, where the Court opts for reviewing Article 14 but
finds it not necessary to review the substantive Article(s) at stake. This group of
cases clearly demonstrates the viability of the thesis that sensitive badges of
differentiation may induce the Court to review the Article 14 question but it seems
not to have been dealt with in the literature. These cases are of two kinds. First,

there are the judgments where a violation of a substantive Article is claimed in

isolation and taken together with Article 14 and the Court reviews the Article 14

aspect but finds it not necessary to review the substantive Article taken on its own.764
Second, the situation may also arise where the Court reviews Article 14 in

conjunction with some Convention Article and then finds it not necessary to review
the case under yet other Convention provisions.765 In the cases where a violation of a
substantive Article was claimed in isolation or taken together with Article 14 and the
Court had a choice between which claim it would review, the same facts were at the

root of both claims. This would ordinarily indicate review of the substantive Article
and no review of Article 14. However, all these judgments concerned claims of
discrimination on the ground of particularly serious badges of differentiation or

20.11.2000, para. 52 the Court simply asserted that the situations in question were not similar. In

Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom (II), 26.11.1991, para. 58 and Observer and Guardian v. The

United Kingdom, 26.11.1991, para. 73 the Court simply asserted that there existed no difference of

treatment and no similar situations. Finally in Bouamar v. Belgium, 29.02.1987, para. 67, classic

legislative distinctions between juvenile and adult offenders only called for a declaration of

justifiability.
764 See the following judgments analysed in Table 3, case-group 4, pp. 289-290 infra: Thlimmenos v.

Greece, 06.04.2000, Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands, 03.10.2000, Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v.

Portugal, 21.12.1999, Burghartz v. Switzerland, 22.02.1994 and Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993.
765

In Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, the Court reviewed Article 1 of Protocol 1 and
Article 11 both on their own and taken in conjunction with Article 14 and found violations on all

counts. It, then, found it not necessary to review Article 9 independently. Also in Gaygusuz v.

Austria, 16.09.1996, the Court reviewed the case under Article 14 in conjunction with Article 1 of
Protocol 1 but found it not necessary to review also Articles 6:1 and 8.
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otherwise indicated clearly strict review under Article 14.766 It is apparent that the

strong indication towards strict review rendered the discrimination issue not only

subject of review as a fundamental aspect of the case, but in fact the main subject of
review with the effect that the other Convention provisions at stake took a secondary
role.767

Finally, Table 3 defines four groups of judgments where no question of the necessity
of review arose. The case may be argued exclusively in the context of a violation of
Article 14 in conjunction with some other Convention Article and, therefore, not

768 •raise any question of the necessity of review. It is also possible that although

having been pursued before the Commission, the issue of discrimination is not

pursued before the Court. In these cases the Court does not review Article 14 ex

officio.769 If the claim of a violation of Article 14 is decided primarily with reference
to the applicant not having proved his/her prima facie case of discrimination, the

question of necessity of review does not seem to arise.770 And finally when a claim
under Article 14 is decided by reference to the lack of defences by the respondent
state the necessity of review does not become an issue.771

6.3. Conclusions

766 Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000 (religion) Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands, 03.10.2000

(illegitimacy), Sa/gueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal, 21.12.1999 (sexual orientation), Gaygusuz v.

Austria, 16.09.1996 (nationality), Burghartz v. Switzerland, 22.02.1994 (sex) and Hoffmann v.

Austria, 23.06.1993 (religion). See generally Chapter 5.2.4. supra. The judgment in Chassagnou and
Others v. France, 29.04.1999 is an exception as it concerns the badge of differentiation of property
which ordinarily does not command strict scrutiny. As discussed in footnote 761 supra strict review
was nevertheless indicated by other factors in the case.
767 In Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999, the Articles claimed violated in conjunction
with Article 14 were also reviewed and did not take a secondary role, but it was then considered

unnecessary to review yet another Convention Provision, Article 9.
768 Table 3, case-group 6, pp. 295-296 infra.
769 Table 3, case-group 7, pp. 296-297 infra.
770 Table 3, case-group 8, pp. 297-299 infra.
771 Table 3, case-group 9, p. 299 infra.
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There seem to be three tests that govern the question of necessity of review under
Article 14. By inference, similar considerations may be expected to apply to the

necessity of review under Article 1 of Protocol 12 along with or instead of review
under other Convention provisions.

According to the first test, Article 14 is generally reviewed when the Court has not
• 772

found a violation of the relevant substantive Article in isolation and generally not
77"3

if the Court has found such a violation.

The second test for deciding when it is considered necessary to review Article 14

may override the first test. It seems governed by the facts at the roots of the

complaint. If the complaint of the applicant under Article 14 is in essence the same

complaint as that raised and already reviewed under the substantive Article the
Article 14 issue may not be reviewed.774 Conversely, if the claim under Article 14

rises out of different factual circumstances and has not already been dealt with under
the substantive provision, the Court will review it, even though the substantive
Article has been declared violated and even though the badge of differentiation at

stake is not a sensitive one.775

The third test operating with regard to the question of necessity of review feeds on

the perceived seriousness of the discrimination issue raised in the case. Instances of

serious complaints of discrimination may, thus, induce Article 14 review and this

772 Table 3, case-group 5, pp. 291-294 infra.
77j Table 3, case-group 1, pp. 278-285 infra.
774 Table 3, case-groups 1 and 2, pp. 278-285 infra. This being a distinct test for necessity of review is

supported particularly strongly by case-group 2, where the Court has not found a violation of the
substantive Article but nevertheless pronounces that it is not necessary to review Article 14. These

cases were uncommon until recently, the first being Hennings v. Germany, 16.12.1992. They are at

variance with the general rule that the Court will review Article 14 is there has been a finding of non¬
violation of the substantive Article and exhibit that the second test may override the first test.

Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 350 note that "to date" that no such cases had occurred. As their book

was published in 1996, they seem to have missed the, at the time, only such case, Hennings v.

Germany, 16.12.1992. All other cases in Table 3, case-group 2 stem from 1996 onwards.
775 Table 3, case-group 3 b), pp. 287-289 infra.
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factor in the necessity of review assessment may outweigh any other consideration.
A serious instance of discrimination would primarily be indicated when the case

concerns a particularly significant badge of differentiation, a badge of differentiation
that calls for strict scrutiny under Article 14. It may lead to review in cases even

though the same issues are at stake under Article 14 and the substantive Article and

regardless of whether the substantive Article has been declared violated in
isolation.776 It may even lead to review under Article 14 instead of review under the
substantive Article.777 It is also possible that a serious instance of discrimination that
induces Article 14 review is indicated from other factors in the case than the badge of
differentiation at stake if they decisively call for strict review.778

The recent development where the Court actually opts for reviewing the case under
Article 14 rather than the substantive Article overrules the opinion sometimes

presented in the literature that Article 14 is a subsidiary guarantee to the other
77Q

Convention provisions. This development, which has been under way since
70A

1993, is evidence of the gradually increasing acknowledgment of the importance
of non-discrimination under the Convention system that has culminated in the

adoption of Protocol 12 to the Convention.

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick argue that the approach of the Court towards Article

14 is cautious and that: "...a policy of judicial abstention..." is at work when it
• • • 781

decides not to review Article 14. The recent judgments where the Court actually

opts for reviewing the case under Article 14 rather than the substantive Article in
isolation demonstrate that a policy of judicial activism may just as well govern the

question of whether it is considered necessary to review the Article 14 question. The
third test for necessity of review under Article 14 shows that if there are factors in

776 Table 3, case-group 3 a), pp. 285-287 infra.
777 Table 3, case-group 4, pp. 289-290 infra.
778

Cf. Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999.
779

Gomien, Harris and Zwaak, p. 349. Dijk and Hoof, p. 716 discuss the "fundamental aspect of the
case" test under the heading: "The Subsidiary Guarantee ofArticle 14".
780

Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993. See generally Table 3, case-group 4, pp. 289-290 infra.
781

Harris, O'Boyle and Warbrick, p. 469.
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the case that decisively indicate strict scrutiny under Article 14, the Court may assert

itself and pronounce on the Article 14 question where it would ordinarily not. In
such cases Article 14, and by inference the new Article 1 of Protocol 12, may well
take the leading role and render the other Convention provisions subsidiary to the
review of the case at hand. Conversely when the discrimination issue is governed by
factors that clearly indicate lenient review, the Court will be more inclined to

789 •

exercise restraint and refrain from pronouncing on it. The appropriateness of a

policy of judicial restraint or judicial activism coincides with the concerns that

govern the margin of appreciation doctrine. The factors that govern the width of the

margin of appreciation and the strictness of review of discrimination claims, thus, are
also highly relevant to deciding the necessity of review question.

In conclusion, understanding strictness of review in discrimination cases is central to

understanding the approach of the Court to the necessity of review.

782 Note in particular the judgments of Botta v. Italy, 24.02.1998 and X, Y and Z v. The United

Kingdom, 22.04.1997, in Table 3, case-group 2, p. 285 infra. In these cases the Court had already
found that the substantive Articles in question had not been violated and should, therefore, according
to the general rule have proceeded to review Article 14. The cases, however, concerned claims of

passive discrimination in the form of claiming active accommodation for the applicants' difference
before the possibility had ever been acknowledged under Article 14 (Thlimmenos v. Greece,

06.04.2000 being younger). The strong indication towards lenient review may have induced the

approach that it was not necessary to review the Article 14 question. The more common approach,

however, is to follow the general line and undertake the lenient review indicated by passive
discrimination if there has not been a violation of the substantive Article, cf. Beard v. The United

Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Coster v. The United Kingdom,

18.01.2001, Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001, Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001,

Sheffield and Horsham v. The United Kingdom, 30.07.1998, Stubbings and Others v. The United

Kingdom, 22.10.1996 and Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and Pedersen v. Denmark, 07.12.1976.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1. Introduction

Chapter 1 of this study set out its general approach to the concepts of equality and
discrimination. In Chapter 2 the study was placed in the context of formal and
substantive approaches to equality in law. In Chapters 2 and 3 it was argued that

understanding variations in strictness of review is central to understanding the
discrimination provisions of the Convention and that the traditional analytical tests
under Article 14 do not enable such an understanding. This has been demonstrated

by variations in strictness of review explaining the Court's approach to the burden of

proof for the similarity or difference of situations as discussed in Chapter 4, by the
model of influencing factors explaining the substantive case law of the Court in

Chapter 5 and finally by explaining the approach of the Court to the issue of the

necessity of review in Chapter 6.

The study has shown that there are three basic levels at which the value choices
called for by the open model non-discrimination provisions of the Convention enter

into play. These levels are inherent in any claim of discrimination that will always
entail three basic variables, a) a claim of a particular type of discrimination, b) based
on a particular badge of differentiation and c) encroaching upon a particular interest.
Each of these variables forms a distinct category of factors that influence the

strictness applied in objective justification review. Identifying and elaborating on

these factors enables the identification of the values that govern non-discrimination

analysis and the positioning of the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention
on the formal-substantive scale of equality. The identification and elaboration of the

influencing factors and their function has enabled a clearer understanding of the

apparently conflicting and unclear case law of the Court.

7.2. The burden of proof
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According to the simple model on the burden of proof under Article 14 put forward
in the literature the applicant must establish a prima facie case of discrimination,
which entails establishing a difference of treatment, the badge of differentiation and
the existence of relevantly similar situations. At that point the burden of persuasion
is taken to shift onto the respondent state, which bears the burden of persuasion as to

the existence of objective and reasonable justification. The doctrine of the margin of

appreciation and corresponding variations in strictness of review are only applied to

the part of a case for which the respondent state bears the burden of proof, i.e. to the

objective justification review. After all, it is a margin accorded to states and not

applicants. Establishing when and how the shift in the burden of proof takes place
and the case becomes susceptible to the factors that influence the margin of

appreciation and strictness of review is, therefore, a necessary precondition for a

study of these influencing factors.

A study of the burden of proof in relation to Article 14, and by extension in relation
to Article 1 of Protocol 12, leads to the following conclusions.

Applicants alleging direct and express or overt forms of discrimination will find it

relatively easy to establish the badge of differentiation and the treatment complained
of. When it comes to covert badges of differentiation and forms of treatment that are
not direct and overt, applicants will find it more difficult to establish their case.

When relating to covert badges of differentiation that are not express and
documented in relation to the treatment complained of, applicants' claims are

formulated in either of two possible terms. Firstly, they may take the form of

alleging or bordering on alleging subjective intention to discriminate, which is

extremely difficult to establish under the Convention. Secondly, they may take the
form of claiming or bordering on claiming indirect discrimination where the overt

badge of differentiation is "neutral" but the treatment complained of has a

disproportionate effect on groups defined by reference to another, i.e. covert, badge
of differentiation. The Court has not provided the appropriate evidential framework
for establishing indirect discrimination and cases concerning such claims will fail in

establishing prima facie discrimination on either of two grounds. Firstly they may
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fail on the basis of not establishing the badge of differentiation complained of.

Secondly they may fail on the basis of not establishing the discriminatory element of
the treatment in question, i.e. not establishing that: ".. .other persons in an analogous

783 • •

or relevantly similar situation enjoy preferential treatment...". Finally applicants

alleging discriminatory applications of law are also in a difficult situation of proof.
Here, the discriminatory element of the treatment in question is what raises
difficulties similarly to claims of indirect discrimination. The requirement of

establishing that other persons in relevantly similar situations enjoy preferential
treatment in comparison with the applicant is a condition reserved by the Court for
these "difficult" claims of discriminatory effects of measures or discriminatory

applications of law.

The question of whether there exists a strict requirement upon the applicant to
establish the relevant similarity or significant difference of situations is the most

problematic of questions relating to the burden of proof. The simple model on the
burden of proof that has been presented in the literature claims so but the case law of

the Court is conflicting on the issue. There exists an inconsistency as between the

simple model and the case law and it is evidenced most clearly in the phenomenon
that the question of whether similarity of situations has been established, for which
the applicant is supposed to bear the burden of persuasion, is often merged with
consideration of whether objective justification has been established, for which the

respondent state is supposed to bear the burden of persuasion. This is a phenomenon
often noticed in the literature but never explained. It has, thus, remained a

discrepancy as between the literature purporting to explain the case law of the Court

and the actual application of Article 14 in case law. This discrepancy is highly
detrimental to understanding of the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention

as the allocation of the burden of proof has a direct influence on the effectiveness of

protection.

The present study proposes a different interpretation of the case law of the Court than
that hitherto put forward in the literature on the burden of proof in relation to

78j
E.g. Building Societies v. The United Kingdom, 23.10.1997, para. 88.
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establishing the relevant similarity or significant difference of situations. To begin
with it forwards an explanation of the conflicting and unclear case law. The common

merger of the establishment of similar situations and objective justification review is
explained by the realisation that a) the assessment of the relevant similarity or

difference of situations and b) the assessment of the treatment due cannot be divided
in two distinct parts. Drawing on R.M. Hare's work on relevance, the study showed
how the relevance of similarities/differences must necessarily be relevant to the

treatment in question and evaluating the former entails invoking the principle or

value loaded reasoning according to which the latter should be evaluated. This is the

underlying and basic realisation that explains the common merger of the Court's
consideration of the establishment of relevant similarities/differences and the

establishment of objective justification. This realisation not only explains this

phenomenon of merging issues but also helps in demonstrating how it is artificial to
divide the issues that need to be established and the burden of persuasion into the two
distinct levels of a) the relevant similarities/differences of situations and b) the

objective justification for treatment. The two questions of relevant
similarities/differences and objective justification are not only conjoined by the
function of the relevance referent but also by the equality maxim itself as the basic
content of the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention. According to the

equality maxim, the principle and value loaded reasoning behind establishing

objective justification (the treatment due) refers primarily to the similarity/difference
of situations. As equalities prescribe equal treatment and differences prescribe
different treatment, the reasoning behind establishing objective justification (the
treatment due) will always at one level concern similarities/differences as

justifications for equal/different treatment. So the issue of similarities/differences
cannot be divided in two distinct parts for which each of the parties bears the burden

of persuasion. In conclusion: There is only one burden of persuasion for

similarity/difference and the question is which of the parties bears it.

Taking this conclusion even further the study shows that variations in the case law on

the burden of persuasion for similarities/differences in situations and the common

merger of establishing relevant similarities/differences and objective justification are
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not an inconsistency in the case law. Rather, they can be construed as variations that
are consistent with how strongly strict or lenient scrutiny is indicated in a case. This
construction draws on the work of Julianne Kokott who has recently argued quite

convincingly that generally the margin of appreciation, which governs strictness of

review, and allocations of the burden of proof function in a similar manner. A wide

margin of appreciation indicates that the burden of proof rests on the applicant, while
a narrow margin of appreciation indicates that the burden of proof rests on the

respondent state.

The final conclusion of the study on the burden of proof for similarity/difference of
situations under the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention is as follows:

By taking the conclusion that there is only one and undivided burden of proof on

similarity/difference and analysing cases on its allocation in line with Kokott's

theory it becomes apparent that variations in the burden of persuasion for

similarity/difference of situations more or less consistently follow the issue of how

strongly strict or lenient scrutiny is indicated in the case. If a wide margin of

appreciation is strongly indicated in a case, it follows that the burden of persuasion
for relevant similarity/difference rests on the applicant, but if a narrow margin of

appreciation is strongly indicated in a case, it follows that the burden of persuasion
for relevant similarity/difference as an important factor of establishing objective

justification rests on the respondent state. The merger of consideration of relevant

similarity/difference and the objective justification test seems primarily to take place
in cases where indications for a wide or a narrow margin of appreciation are not

overwhelmingly strong. The burden of persuasion may in these cases, accordingly,
fall on either of the parties in relation to which is indicated more strongly, a wide or a

narrow margin of appreciation.

7.3. THE INFLUENCING FACTORS

This study forwards a model of factors that influence the strictness of objective

justification review under the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention. Any

given claim under an open-model prescription of non-discrimination such as Article
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14 and Article 1 of Protocol 12 to the Convention will entail three basic variables.

These variables will be a) a claim of a particular type of discrimination, b) based on a

particular badge of differentiation and c) encroaching upon a particular interest. An
example might be direct discrimination on the basis of sex in employment. The
study shows that these variables form a model for influencing factors under which
each variable constitutes an important category of factors influencing the strictness of
review. It is a significant feature of the model that it is not formal and symmetrical
as it would be if certain variables always resulted in the same type of scrutiny. The

study demonstrates how the model is rather substantive and asymmetrical in that
each category of influencing factors exists in interplay with the other categories.

Influencing factors pertaining to each variable, thus, may function to support or

negate the influence of each other.

The first category of influencing factors is the type of discrimination alleged in a

case. This study appears to be the first addressing this as a distinct category of
factors influencing the strictness of review in a case. There are three possible types

of discrimination discussed in this study, active discrimination, passive
discrimination and indirect discrimination. Active and passive discrimination are

both forms of direct discrimination where different/similar treatment is directly based
on a certain badge of differentiation, while indirect discrimination refers to the

effects ofmeasures that are not directly based on certain badges of differentiation.

Active discrimination is defined as discrimination that results from identifiable acts

of state agents and may entail three different claims: A claim of express or overt

different treatment, covert different treatment or different applications of the same

measure. It is the finding of the study that once claims of active discrimination reach

the level of objective justification scrutiny strict scrutiny will be indicated.

Passive discrimination is a new concept proposed in this study. It is developed to

encapsulate in one functional term the new possibilities for discrimination claims

arising out of the newly acknowledged positive obligations of states to ensure the

enjoyment of non-discrimination. It is discrimination that results from the failure of
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state agents to act and may entail four different claims: Failure to provide for non¬
discrimination in law, even in relations between private parties; failure to remedy
instances of discrimination that occur, even in relations between private parties;

failure to provide similar measures for relevantly similar groups, even in relations
between private parties; failure to provide different measures for significantly
different groups, even in relations between private parties. The fifth theoretically

possible claim of passive discrimination, a claim of a failure to promote equality is
excluded from the sphere of the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention.
This has been described in the Explanatory report to Protocol 12 in the terms that the

positive obligations inherent in the Protocol reach failure to prevent and remedy
discrimination but not failure to promote equality. But the terms equality and
discrimination are simply two sides of the same coin. The indeterminacy of the

approach that passive discrimination reaches the failure to prevent and remedy
discrimination and not the failure to promote equality exhibits itself upon the
realisation that they are simply alternative ways in which to refer to the same

treatment. The prevention of discrimination entails the promotion of equality and
vice versa. Attempts at precisely construing the outer limits of the concept of passive

discrimination, thus, raise difficulties.

It is the finding of the study that once a claim of passive discrimination reaches the
level of objective justification scrutiny lenient scrutiny will be indicated. It will be

indicated to varying degrees according to how heavy a burden acknowledging

positive obligations would place on the respondent state. Elaborating on how heavily
a measure burdens the state will coincide with the construction of the outer limits of

the concept of passive discrimination. Factors that influence how strongly lenient

scrutiny is indicated may be summarised in the following terms: Claims indicating
wide-reaching policy changes e.g. in relation to generally improving the conditions
of certain groups, claims indicating considerable financial burdens as in direct

provisions for needs and claims bordering on positive measures will indicate lenient

scrutiny more strongly than claims of passive discrimination that place lesser burdens
on states in terms of being easily isolated, being of limited scope and not placing
considerable burdens on the, financial or other, resources of the state.
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The Court has not entertained claims of indirect discrimination. Applicants have not

succeeded in establishing a prima facie case of indirect discrimination and such

claims have never reached the level of objective justification review. A claim of

indirect discrimination would, therefore, not at present count as a factor influencing
the strictness of objective justification review. The introduction of the concept of
indirect discrimination into the jurisprudence of the Court would enable the
Convention's system of protection to reach covert forms of discrimination.

The second category of influencing factors is the badge of differentiation and the

similarity or difference of situations at stake in the case. The badges of
differentiation can be divided into the three sub-groups; insignificant non-personal

badges of differentiation, insignificant personal badges of differentiation and

significant personal badges of differentiation. Lenient scrutiny is most clearly
indicated in the insignificant non-personal badges of differentiation group. In
contradiction to the common approach of the literature that singles the badge of
differentiation of "property" particularly out as governing lenient review, the study
demonstrates that of all the non-personal insignificant badges of differentiation, cases

involving the badge of differentiation of "property" are most likely to be susceptible
to the influence of other influencing factors able to counteract the indication towards

lenient scrutiny. Lenient scrutiny is also indicated in the insignificant personal

badges of differentiation group, which can be defined negatively as encompassing all

personal badges of differentiation that have not been elevated to the significant

badges of differentiation group. Here, however, lenient scrutiny is not indicated as

strongly as generally with respect to the non-personal badges of differentiation, as

evidenced in the merger of consideration of the similarity of situations and the

objective justification tests. Strict scrutiny is indicated in the last group comprising

significant personal badges of differentiation. The significant badges of
differentiation of sex, race, nationality, illegitimacy and religion, have already been
established in the case law of the Court and the literature. The study concludes that
the badge of differentiation of sexual orientation should be added to the list of

significant badges of differentiation. According to the Thlimmenos v. Greece
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judgment, the indication towards strict scrutiny inherent in the significant personal
badges of differentiation is particularly likely to be able to counteract the lenient
scrutiny indicated by claims of passive discrimination.

The third category of factors influencing the strictness of objective justification
review is the interest at stake in a case. The study identifies and elaborates on certain

influencing factors connected with the interest at stake that, with the exception of the

sphere of property rights, seem to have largely escaped the attention of the literature.
If the interest at stake in a case concerns property rights lenient scrutiny will be

indicated, but the indication towards strict scrutiny inherent in the significant

personal badges of differentiation is particularly likely to be able to counteract the
lenient scrutiny indicated by this interest at stake. A situation of a socially

marginalised or disadvantaged situation will be a factor indicating strict scrutiny

while a situation of a privileged position will indicate more lenient scrutiny. If the

badge of differentiation is clearly relevant to the interest at stake this may also
indicate more lenient scrutiny. And, finally, an emergency situation indicates lenient

scrutiny. It is the conclusion of this study that the category of influencing factors of
the interest at stake seems to be of lesser weight than the other two categories of

influencing factors, the type of claim being made and the badge of differentiation at

stake in a case. Influencing factors that come under the category of the interest at
stake may, however, tilt the balance in favour of either strict or lenient scrutiny and,

thus, explain many of the incorrectly perceived inconsistencies in the case law
referred to in the literature.

7.4. The necessity of review

The study undertaken in Chapter 6 demonstrates the clear correlation between the
strictness of review and the necessity of review under the non-discrimination

provisions of the Convention. The first two general rules on the necessity of review
of the discrimination claim raised in a case are that it will be reviewed if the Court

has not found a violation of another Convention Article or if it arises out of different

factual circumstances and raises different issues than that reviewed under the other
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Convention provisions. The third test for deciding whether it is necessary to review
the discrimination issue, however, taps into the strictness of review issues discussed
in this study and may override the other tests. Thus, if the discrimination claim in a

case is governed by factors that strongly indicate strict review, the Court can be

expected to review it even though it would not ordinarily do so. In such cases it may
even assert the importance of the discrimination issue by reviewing it instead of

reviewing the case under another Convention provision.

7.5. The values

The induction from case law of the influencing factors governing strictness of review
in non-discrimination cases enables the identification of the basic values underlying
the non-discrimination provisions and their application by the Court.

The first level of value choices governing non-discrimination analysis under the
Convention is exhibited in the different approaches to different types of claims.
Claims of active discrimination only concern the traditional negative obligation of
states to abstain from discriminating as opposed to the clear connection with positive

obligations to actively ensure non-discrimination inherent in claims of passive
discrimination. The stricter scrutiny of the former as opposed to a more lenient

scrutiny of the latter clearly refers to an underlying value. The division into negative
and positive obligations has been connected with the division of human rights into
civil and political rights on the one hand and economic, social and cultural rights on

the other. The clear preference of negative obligations to positive obligations
demonstrated by the outer limits of the concept of passive discrimination and by the
different types of scrutiny attached to active discrimination and passive
discrimination indicates a preference for the values traditionally connected with

negative state obligations and civil and political rights. These values are the western

liberal conception of the state and a focus on individualism.784 The focus on

784 It is commonly acknowledged that the separation of civil, political, economic, social and cultural

rights into two treaties during the drafting of The International Covenant in Civil and Political Rights,
UNTS 171, and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, UNTS 3, is, at
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individualism is also supported by the refusal of the Court to acknowledge indirect
discrimination. It should be noted, however, that the active recognition of positive

obligations and passive discrimination as a real possibility under the Convention has
only recently occurred. While the values connected with civil and political rights
may be fundamental to the Convention system, the recent advent of Protocol 12 to
the Convention, encompassing as it does the sphere of economic, social and cultural

rights as a sphere of influence for non-discrimination, should not be underestimated
as a potential vehicle for the gradual development towards stricter scrutiny in passive
discrimination cases.

The second level of value choices governing non-discrimination analysis under the
Convention is expressed by the different types of scrutiny attached to different types
of badges of differentiation. There seems to have evolved a distinction between non-

personal characteristics and personal characteristics as bases to discrimination. The
stricter type of review connected with the personal badges of differentiation indicates
the value of the protection of the individual and the essentially personal interest in

being free from status ascriptions and assumptions based on personal characteristics.
The significantly stricter type of review connected with the significant personal

badges of differentiation indicates a particularly pressing such personal interest in the
relevant areas. The significant personal badges of differentiation all relate to groups

of people that have history of a disadvantaged or a marginalised social position. As a

general rule, these values will have been developed and generally accepted in the
democratic processes of the contracting states or in international standard setting
before earning active recognition by the Court by being elevated to the level of

significant badges of differentiation governing strict scrutiny.

The third level of value choices governing non-discrimination analysis under the
Convention is demonstrated by the influence of the interest at stake on the strictness

least to a degree, based on an ideological conflict between the East and the West. Economic, social

and cultural rights were associated with the aims of a socialist society while ideologies emphasising
economic liberalism and a minimalist state were sceptical of such rights. See for example Craven, p.
9 and Eide, pp. 23-24.
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of review. The stricter review indicated by the type of interest at stake of a

disadvantaged situation, in contradiction to the more lenient review of situations of
privilege, clearly shows a concern for the attainment of social justice and substantive
equality in the form of a better protection of those social groups that are in a

disadvantaged and marginalised position as opposed to entrenching existing
situations of privilege. This conclusion is additionally and quite forcefully supported

by the recent recognition of the Convention requiring active accommodation for
differences connected with membership in disadvantaged or marginalised groups. In

addition the influencing factor of the badge of differentiation being clearly relevant
to the interest at stake exhibits the moral sensitivity of allowing personal
characteristics to govern treatment that is not related substantively to these
characteristics and the absence or lesser degree of such sensitivity when the
characteristic in question is being regulated as such.

7.6. The position on the formal-substantive scale of equality

Finally, from the induction of factors influencing the strictness of review and the
identification of the values underlying their existence, the position of the non¬

discrimination provisions of the Convention on the formal-substantive scale of

equality can be assessed.

The situation of the non-discrimination provisions of the Convention can best be

described as belonging to the category of the substantive "difference" approach
where the primary focus is on negative obligations and the equal treatment of
relevant similarities, but the need for positive obligations and appropriately

accommodating differences is recognised as an exception. The non-discrimination

provisions of the Convention, however, also show strands from the substantive

"disadvantage" approach by being somewhat sensitive to the situation of

marginalised or disadvantaged groups. In conclusion, the equality and non¬

discrimination provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights appear to

have moved towards an asymmetrical and substantive approach.
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TABLE 1

Table 1. The analytical tests referred to by the Court in cases where it has reviewed the Article 14 question, in many
cases the analytical tests are set out at the beginning of the Court's opinion as a general statement of the law. The
table does not concern these general statements of the law. It only deals with the references of the Court to the
analytical tests when the conclusion on application of the law to the facts of the case is reached with reference to
them. Cases marked in red indicate a finding of a violation.

The reasoning of the Court deals expressly
with legitimate aims and proportionality

Violation - no

legitimate aim
Violation - no

proportionality
Legitimate aim

existing
Proportionality
respected

Beard v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 * *

Chapman v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001
* *

Coster v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 * *

Jane Smith v. The United Kingdom,
18.01.2001

* *

Lee v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.2001 * *

Camp and Bourimi v. The Netherlands,
03.10.2000

* *

Cha'are Shalom Ve Tsedek v. France,
27.06.2000

* *

Thlimmenos v. Greece, 06.04.2000 * *

Salgueiro da Silva Mouta v. Portugal,
21.12.1999

* *

Rekvenyi v. Hungary, 20.05.1999
* *

Sheffield and Horsham v. The United

Kingdom, 30.07.1998
* *

Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995
(tenant protection)

* *

McMichael v. The United Kingdom, 24.02.1995
* *

Hoffmann v. Austria, 23.06.1993
* *

Darby v. Sweden, 23.10.1990
*

Monnell and Morris v. The United Kingdom,
02.03.1987

*

Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt v. Belgium,
02.03.1987

* *

James and Others v. The United Kingdom,
21.02.1986

* «

Gillow v. The United Kingdom, 24.11.1986
* *

Abdulaziz, Cabales and Baikandali v. The
United Kingdom, 28.05.1985 (race)

*

Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The
United Kingdom, 28.05.1985 (birth)

* *

Rasmussenv. Denmark, 28.11.1984
* *

Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979
*

Ireland v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.1978
(first period)

* «

Schmidt and Dahlstrbm v. Sweden,
06.02.1976

* *

Swedish Engine Drivers' Union v. Sweden,
06.02.1976

* •

Engel and Others v. The Netherlands,
08.06.1976 (rank)

4r •

National Union of Belgian Police v. Belgium,
27.10.1975

* •

Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968 (1-3 and 6)
* *

Belgian Linguistics, 23.07.1968 (5)
*
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TABLE 1

Legitimate aim and proportionality not
treated fully. The reasoning of the Court
refers generally to the existence or non¬
existence of justification or "objective and
reasonable justification" (and may refer to
legitimate aim as well).

No objective
and reasonable

justification

Objective and
reasonable

justification
exists

P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001 (not final) (rented
property)

*

Chassagnou and Others v. France, 29.04.1999
*

Larkos v. Cyprus, 18.02.1999 *

Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 16.12.1997 *

Building Societies v. The United Kingdom,
23.10.1997

*

Van Raalte v. The Netherlands, 21.02.1997 *

C. v. Belgium, 07.08.1996
*

Stubbings and Others v. The United Kingdom,
22.10.1996

*

Gaygusuz v. Austria, 16.09.1996
*

Spadea and Scalabrino v. Italy, 28.09.1995
(property type)

*

Holy Monasteries v. Greece, 09.12.1994
*

Stjernav. Finland, 25.11.1994 *

Karlheinz Schmidt v. Germany, 18.07.1994
*

Burghartz v. Switzerland, 22.02.1994
*

Schuler-Zgraggen v. Switzerland, 24.06.1993 *

Pine Valley Developments Ltd. and Others v.
Ireland, 29.11.1991

*

Kamasinski v. Austria, 19.12.1989
*

Inze v. Austria, 28.10.1987 *

Monnell and Morris v. The United Kingdom,
02.03.1987

*

Bouamar v. Belgium, 29.02.1987
*

Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom,
08.07.1986

*

Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The
United Kingdom, 28.05.1985 (sex)

*

De Jong, Baljet and van den Brink v. The
Netherlands, 22.05.1984

*

Marckx v. Belgium, 13.06.1979
*

The reasoning of the Court indicates the
lack of different treatment or similar
situations. The reasoning of the court is
expressly or implicitly linked with the
"differences in otherwise similar
situations" test. The "objective and
reasonable justification" test is not referred
to.

No similar
situations

No different
treatment

The basis to
different

treatment not

established

K.-H.W. v. Germany, 22.03.2001 *

Streietz, Kessler and Krenz v. Germany,
22.03.2001

*

Tanli v. Turkey, 10.04.2001
*

Qigek v. Turkey, 27.02.2001 (not final) *

P.M. v. Italy, 11.01.2001 (not final) (tenant
protection)

*
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Edoardo Palumbo v. Italy, 30.11.2000
*

Bilgin v. Turkey, 16.11.2000 ♦

Ibrahim Aksoy v. Turkey, 10.10.2000
*

Elsholz v. Germany, 13.07.2000
*

Magee v. The United Kingdom, 06.06.2000
*

Velikova v. Bulgaria, 18.05.2000
*

Ozgur Gundem v. Turkey, 16.03.2000
*

Gerger v. Turkey, 08.07.1999
*

Larissis and Others v. Greece, 24.02.1998 *

Ergi v. Turkey, 28.07.1998
*

Tekin v. Turkey, 09.06.1998
*

Kurt v. Turkey, 25.05.1998
*

Selguk and Asker v. Turkey, 24.04.1998
*

Kaya v. Turkey, 19.02.1998
*

Mente? v. Turkey, 28.11.1997
*

Akdivar and Others v. Turkey, 16.09.1996
*

Moustaquim v. Belgium, 18.02.1991
*

Observer and Guardian v. The United

Kingdom, 26.11.1991
* *

Sunday Times (II) v. The United Kingdom,
26.11.1991

« *

Fredin v. Sweden, 18.02.1991 *

Johnston and Others v. Ireland, 18.12.1986 *

Lithgow and Others v. The United Kingdom,
08.07.1986

* *

Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. The
United Kingdom, 28.05.1985 (race)

•

Van Der Mussele v. Belgium, 23.11.1983
*

Sunday Times (I) v. The United Kingdom,
26.04.1979

* *

Ireland v. The United Kingdom, 18.01.1978
(second period)

*

Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and Pedersen v.
Denmark, 07.12.1976

*

Engel and Others v. The Netherlands,
08.06.1976 (civilian)

*

The reasoning of the Court refers to none
of the express tests

None of the

express tests
Petrovic v. Austria, 27.03.1998 *

Vermeire v. Belgium, 29.11.1991
*
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TABLE 2

Table 2. Cases where the Court has reviewed the Article 14 question. The table presents a combination of the badge of differentiation at
stake in the case (vertical) and the type of claim being made in the case (horizontal). Each group of judgments is organised in a chronological
order, beginning with the most recent. Cases marked in red indicate a finding of a violation.

Significant
personal badges:

Sex - detriment of
women

Schuler-

Zgraggen.
Abdulaziz,
Cabales and
Balkandali.

Sex - detriment of
men in regulating
the public sphere

Van Raalte.
Karlheinz
Schmidt.

Burghartz.
Sex - detriment of

men in regulating
the private sphere

Rasmussen. Petrovic.

Race (including
colour, descent,
national or ethnic

origin and
association with a

national minority.)

Tanli. Qigek (not
final). Bilgin.
Ibrahim Aksoy.
Magee.
Velikova. Ozgur
Gundem. Ergi.
Tekin. Kurt.

Selguk and
Asker. Kaya.
Mente? and
Others. Akdivar

and Others.

Abdulaziz,
Cabales and
Balkandali. (No
proof of badge).

Streletz,
Kessler
and Krenz.

K.-H.W.

(No proof
of

treatment).

Beard.

Chapman.
Coster.
Jane Smith.
Lee.

Beard.

Chapman.
Coster.
Jane Smith.
Lee.

Abdulaziz,
Cabales

and
Balkandali.

Illegitimacy

Camp and
Bourimi.
Mazurek.

Stjerna (no
proof of badge).
Inze. Marckx.

Vermeire.

Illegitimacy
(illegitimate but not
recognised)

Camp and
Bourimi.

Nationality
Gaygusuz. C
v. Belgium.
Moustaquim.

Religion

Cha'are Shalom
Ve Tsedek.
Canea Catholic
Church. Holy
monasteries.
Hoffmann.

Larissis
and Others

(no proof of
treatment).

Thlimmenos.

Kjeldsen,
Busk Madsen
and

Petersen.

Sexual orientation Salgueiro da
Silva Mouta.

Other personal
badges:

Language

Mathieu-Mohin
and Clerfayt.
Belgian
linguistics.
Belgian
linguistics.

Kama-

sinski.

Transsexualism
Sheffield and

Horsham.

Close links with

Guernsey
Gillow.

Birth (married v.
unmarried fathers)

Elsholz (no
proof of
treatment).
McMichael.

Birth (other)
Abdulaziz,
Cabales and
Balkandali.

Juvenile offender v.
adult

Bouamar.
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Different terrorist

groups.
Ireland.

Victims of child
sexual abuse

Stubbings
and Others.

Non-personal
badges:
"Property"

Small landowners v.

large landowners
Chassagnou
and Others.

Government tenant
v. private tenant

Larkos.

Owners under a

certain rateable
value only (90%)

Giltow.

"Long-leasehold"
landlords only

James and

Others.

Lower rateable
value landlords only
(98-99%)

James and
Others.

Valuation of

profitable company
(v. non-profitable)

Lithgow
and Others

(181).

Valuation of

growing company
(v. declining)

Lithgow and
Others (182-
183).

Valuation of

subsidiary company
(v. non subsidiary)

Lithgow
and Others

(184-185).

Different

nationalisation Acts

Lithgow
and
Others

(186-187).

Nationalisation v.

compulsory
purchase

Lithgow
and

Others

(188-189).

Tenants v. landlords

P.M. (not final).
Edoardo
Palumbo.

Spadea and
Scalabrino.

Residential v. non¬
residential property

Spadea and
Scalabrino.

Rented property v.
not rented

P.M. (not final).

Financial means
Johnston and
Others (no proof
of badge).

"Profession"

(Pupil) advocate v.
other professions

Van der
Mussele.

Expression in
Parliament v. in the

press

Sunday Times
(0-

Police officers Rekvenyi.
Military personnel v.
civilians Engel.

Different military
rank Engel.

Different military
missions

De Jong, Bajlet
and van den
Brink.

"Various types of
legislative
classifications"

Members of union
on strike

Schmidt and
Dahlstrom.
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Not among most
representative
unions

National Union

of Belgian
Police.

Swedish

Engine Drivers'
Union.

National
Union of

Belgian
Police.

Convicted persons
in custody v. not in
custody

Kamasinski.
Monnell and
Morris.

Civil action v.

criminal

proceedings
Kamasinski.

Victims of

intentionally caused
harm v. negligently
caused

Stubbings and
Others.

Terrorist v. other
offences Gerger.

Revocation of
licence only applied
to applicant

Fredin (no
proof of
different

treatment).

Retroactive
validation of

planning permission
not applied to
applicants

Pine Valley
(no justifi¬
cation

forwarded).

Injunction only
applied to applicant

Sunday
Times (1)
(no proof of
different

treatment).

Non-uniform

applicaion of
imposing
exporpriation
permits

Sporrong
and
Ldnnroth

(no proof of
different

treatment).
Not having already
received restitution
of tax

Building
societies.

Building
societies.

"Geographical
location"

Different anti¬
terrorism legislation Magee.

Legal jurisdiction
and application of
injunctions

Sunday
Times (II).
Observer
and

Guardian.

Active discrimination (abstention)
Passive discrimination (action required -

positive obligations)

Indirect

discrimin¬

ation

Express
exclusion or

overt different

treatment

Measure
not applied
uniformly

Covert badges
of differentiation Totally
and the claim different

may be of effect on
(border on) individual
intent

Failure to

prevent by
banning
discrim¬
ination

Failure to

extend

existing
measures

to similar

groups

Failure to

accommo¬

date

difference

Passive
discrim¬

ination in
the

private
sphere

D isproporti
onate

effect on

group
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Table3.CasesrelevanttoassessingwhenitisconsiderednecessarytoreviewArticle14.Thetypeofdiscriminationorthebadgeofdifferentiationclaimedcannotbeinferredfromsomeofthese judgmentsduetothebrevityoftheCourt'sreasoning.Theinferencesdrawnfromcasesandpresentedinthistableastothetypeofclaimbeingmadeandthebadgeofdifferentiationclaimedrelate totheapplicants'claimsunderArticle14andnottheotherConventionprovisionspossiblyatstakeinthecase.Article14violationsaregenerallyclaimedinconjuctionwithotherConvention provisions.The"Fieldoflife"columnmentionstheseprovisionsonlyandnotclaimsofviolationsofConventionprovisionsthatareunrelatedtoArticle14.Entriesinthecolumnreferringtothe reasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunderArticle14thatstateonlythefindinginthecaseindicatethatthereasoningoftheCourtdidnotexpresslyaddressthenecessityofrevieworthe scopeofArticle14. 1.Violationofsubstantive Article-notnecessarytoreview Article14

Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14

a)TheCourtreasonswhyitis notnecessarytoreviewwith referencetotheArticle14issue beingbasedonthesamefacts, thesameargumentsorbeingthe samecomplaintastheone alreadydealtwith A.D.T.v.TheUnitedKingdom, 31.07.2000

Active- overt

Flomosexual
Convictionforhomosexualactswithuptofourothermen,8.

"TheCourtrecallsthatinitsabove-mentionedDudgeonjudgment, havingfoundaviolationofArticle8,itdidnotdeemitnecessaryto examinethecaseunderArticle14aswell...",para.41.

CoemeandOthersv.Belgium, 22.06.2000

Active- overt

Different groupsof suspected offenders

Tribunalestablishedbylaw,6:1.

"...laCourestimeinutiledestatuersurlaviolationallegueede Particle14,lesargumentsavancessurcepointcoi'ncidant,en substance,avecceuxexaminessousParticle6.",para.108.

MahmutKayav.Turkey, 28.03.2000

Active- covert

Race

Failuretotakereasonablemeasurestopreventarealand immediaterisktothelifeoftheapplicant'sbrother,2.Failureto carryoutaneffectiveinvestigationintothecircumstances surroundingtheapplicant'sbrother'sdeath,2.Inhumanand degradingtreatment,3.Noeffectiveremedy,13.
"TheCourtconsidersthatthesecomplaintsariseoutofthesame factsconsideredunderArticles2,3and13oftheConventionand doesnotfinditnecessarytoexaminethemseparately.",para.131.

Kiligv.Turkey,28.03.2000
Active- covert

Race

Failuretotakereasonablemeasurestopreventarealand immediaterisktothelifeoftheapplicant'sbrother,2.Failureto carryoutaneffectiveinvestigationintothecircumstances surroundingtheapplicant'sbrother'sdeath,2.Noeffectiveremedy, 13.

"TheCourtconsidersthatthesecomplaintsariseoutofthesame factsconsideredunderArticles2and13oftheConventionand doesnotfinditnecessarytoexaminethemseparately.",para.98.

FreedomandDemocracyParty (OZDEP)v.Turkey,08.12.1999
Active- overt

Political opinion

Dissolutionofapoliticalparty.Freedomofassociation,11.
"...relatetothesamemattersasthoseconsideredunderArticle11, theCourtdoesnotconsideritnecessarytoexaminethem separately.",para.49.
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SmithandGradyv.TheUnited Kingdom,27.09.1999

Active- overt

Homosexual
Homosexualsexcludedfrommilitaryservice,8.Notnecessaryto reviewArticle10.

"...complaintsunderArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle8donot giverisetoanyseparateissue.",para.116."...notnecessaryto examinetheapplicants'complaintsunderArticle10ofthe Convention,eithertakenaloneorinconjunctionwithArticle14.", para.128.

Lustig-PreanandBeckettv.The UnitedKingdom,27.09.1999
Active- overt

Homosexual

Homosexualsexcludedfrommilitaryservice,8.
"amountsineffecttothesamecomplaint,albeitseenfroma differentangle...",para.108and"...notgiverisetoanyseparate issue...",para.109.

Yasav.Turkey,02.09.1998
Active- covert

Ethnicorigin /Political opinion

Lackofinvestigationintoallegedmurderandattemptedmurder,2 and13.

"...samefactsasthoseconsideredunderArticle2and13."and "...notnecessary...",para.120.

SiridopoulosandOthersv.Greece, 10.07.1998

Active- overt

Political opinion

Refusalofcourtstoregisteranassociation,11.
"...relatestothesamefactsastheonesbasedonArticle11."and "...notconsiderthatitmustdealwithit.",para.52.

TheSocialistPartyandOthersv. Turkey,25.05.1998

Active- overt

Political opinion

Dissolutionofapoliticalparty,freedomofassociation,11.
"AstheircomplaintsrelatetothesamefactstheCourtconsidersit unnecessarytoexaminetheseparately.",para.55.

Halfordv.TheUnitedKingdom, 25.06.1997

Active- overt

Intersectionoftelephonecallsfromtheofficeofafemaleofficer whohadinstigatedasex-discriminationcase.Noprovisionin domesticlaw,hencenotinaccordancewithlaw,8.
"TheCourtconsidersthattheallegationsinrelationtoArticles10 and14(art.10,art.14)aretantamounttorestatementsofthe complaintsunderArticle8(art.8).Itdoesnotthereforefindit necessarytoexaminethemseparately.",para.72.

TsirlisandKouloumpasv.Greece, 29.05.1997

Active- overt

Religion

Unlawfuldetentionforinsubordinationduetothelackoflegal recognitionoftheapplicants'statusasministersofknownreligions (Jehovah'sWitnesses)andlackofcompensationforit,5:1and5:5.
Relevanttoafindingofaviolationof5:1wasthefactthat:"...the relevantauthorities'persistencenottorecogniseJehovah's Witnessesasa"knownreligion"andthedisregardofthe applicants'righttolibertythatfollowed,wereofadiscriminatory nature...",para.60.Hence:"...theCourtdoesnotconsiderit necessarytoexaminethesamefactsalsofromtheangleofArticle 9eithertakenalone(art9)orinconjunctionwithArticle14ofthe convention(art.14).",para.70.

KroonandOthersv.The Netherlands,27.10.1994

Active- overt

Sex

Impossibilityfornaturalfathertohavepaternitylegallyrecognised asamother'srighttochallengethepaternityofherhusbandwas limited,8.

"...thiscomplaintisessentiallythesameastheoneunderArticle 8..."and"...notconsiderthatanyseparateissuearises...",para.42.

Kokkinakisv.Greece,25.05.1993
Active- overtand application

Punishmentofproselytism,9.

"...relatestothesamefactsasdothosemadeunderArticles7and 9..."and"...unnecessarytodealwithit.",para.57.

JohnstonandOthersv.Ireland, 18.12.1986

Active- overt

Illegitimacy
Absenceoflegalregimereflectingfamilytiesofillegitimatechildand naturalparents,8.

"...takenintoconsiderationintheexaminationofthegeneral complaint..."and"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.79.
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Dudgeonv.TheUnitedKingdom, 22.10.1981

Active- overt

Geo¬ graphical location

Criminalisationofhomosexualrelationsbetweenconsentingadult men,8.

"WhereasubstantiveArticleoftheConventionhasbeeninvoked bothonitsownandtogetherwithArticle14(art.14)andaseparate breachhasbeenfoundofthesubstantiveArticle,itisnotgenerally necessaryfortheCourtalsotoexaminethecaseunderArticle14 (art.14),thoughthepositionisotherwiseifaclearinequalityof treatmentintheenjoymentoftherightinquestionisafundamental aspectofthecase...",para.67."...amountsineffecttothesame claim,albeitseenfromadifferentangle,..."para.69.

Luedicke,BelkacemandKogv. Germany,28.11.1978

Active- overt

Nationality

Interpretationcosts,6:3(e).

"...Article6para.3(e)(art.6-3-e)seekstopreventanyinequality betweenanaccusedpersonwhoisnotconversantwiththe languageusedincourt[...]hence,itistoberegardedasa particularruleinrelationtothegeneralruleembodiedinArticles6 para.1and14(art.14+6-1)takentogether.Accordingly,thereis
noscopefortheapplicationofthetwolatterprovisions.",para.53.

b)TheCourtdoesnotreason whyitisnotnecessarytoreview. Thesameeventslieattheroots ofthecomplaintsunderArticle
14andthesubstantiveArticle andtheyhavealreadybeendealt withunderthesubstantive Article. IsmihanOzelandOthersv.Turkey, 27.02.2001

Active- overt

Different interestrates
Protectionofproperty,A1P1.Issue:Delaysinpaymentof compensationresultinlossasinterestratesarelowerthaninflation. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwithA1P1.Issue:Interestrate lowerthaninflation.

"laCournejugepasnecessaired'examinerI'allegation...",para. 33.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesamefactual circumstances.

Platakouv.Greece,11.01.2001 (notfinal)

Active- overt

Different partiestoa courtcase

Fairtrial,equalityofarms,6:1.Issue:Supsensionoftimelimits duringjudicialholidaysbenefitstheStateonly(alsootherissues). Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6:1.Issue:Supsensionof timelimitsduringjudicialholidaysbenefitstheStateonly.
"...laCourestimequ'ilnes'imposepasdestatuersurlegriefen question.",para.51.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthe samefacutalcircumstances.

FormerKingofGreeceandOthers v.Greece,23.11.2000

Active- overt

Membersof royalfamily
Peacefulenjoymentofpossessions,A1P1.Issue:Thestateby legislationdeclaredownerofpropertyownedbymembersofroyal familyinaprivatecapacity.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith A1P1.Issue:Thesamelegislationdirectedonlyatonefamily.

"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.103.Theissuesatstake seemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

Caballerov.TheUnitedKingdom, 08.02.2000

Active- overt

Different categoriesof accused persons

Righttolibertyandsecurity,5:3.Issue:Automaticdenialofbail (GovernmentconcededtoviolationsofArticles5and5:3). Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith5:3.Issue:Automaticdenial ofbailforcertaincategoriesofaccusedpersons.
"...notfinditnecessary...",para.27.Theissuesatstakeseemto ariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.
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NewsVerlagsGmbH&CoKGv. Austria,11.01.2000

Active- application
Different media

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Injunctiononpublishing picturesofacrimesuspectinterferes.Discrimination,14in conjunctionwith10.Issue:Injunctiononpublishingpicturesofa crimesuspectnotappliedtoothermedia.
"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.62.Itwasundisputedthat othermediacouldpublishthesuspect'spictureandthiswasa factorrelevanttofindingaviolationofArticle10inisolation,para. 62,cf.para.59.Hence,theissuesandargumentsatstakeseem toariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstancesandhavebeen alreadydealtwithunderArticle10.

Beyelerv.Italy,05.01.2000
Active- overt

Nationality

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.Issue:Pre-emptionoveraworkof art.ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwithinconjunction withanyparticularConventionArticle.Issue:Pre-emptionovera workofartbasedonnationality.

"...noreasontoexamineseparately...",para.126.Nationality acknowledgedasapotentiallyrelevantfactortopre-emptionto keepworksofartinthecountry,para.117.A1P1wasfoundtobe violated,irrespectiveofthenationalityoftheapplicant,astherehad beenunjustenrichment,para.121.Theissuesatstakeseemto ariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.TheCourtalso seemstohavealreadydealtwiththeargumentsrelatingtothe nationality/discriminationissueunderA1P1.

Arslanv.Turkey,08.07.1999
Active- covert

Race

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Convictionfordisseminating propagandaagainsttheindivisibilityoftheState.Discrimination,14
inconjunctionwith10.Issue:ConvictionbecauseofKurdishorigin ofauthorandtheworkconcernedtheKurdishquestion.

"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.54.Theissuesatstake seemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.The argumentsalsoseemtohavealreadybeendealtwithunderArticle 10asregardsthecontentofthework.

Okguogluv.Turkey,08.07.1999
Active- covert

Race

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Convictionfordisseminating propagandaagainsttheindivisibilityoftheState.Discrimination,14
inconjunctionwith10.Issue:ConvictionbecauseofKurdishorigin ofauthorandtheworkconcernedtheKurdishquestion.

"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.63.Theissuesatstake seemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.The argumentsalsoseemtohavealreadybeendealtwithunderArticle 10asregardsthecontentofthework.

Matthewsv.TheUnitedKingdom, 18.02.1999

Active- overt

Residence

Righttoparticipateinelectionstochoosethelegislature,A3P1. Issue:TheabsenceofelectionsinGibraltartotheEuropean Parliament.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwithA3P1.Issue: TheabsenceofelectionsinGibraltartotheEuropeanParliament discriminatedagainstitsresidents.
"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.68.Theissuesatstake seemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

Tinnelly&SonsLtd.andOthers andMcElduffandOthersv.The UnitedKingdom,10.07.1998
Active- overt

Religion

Accesstocourt6:1.Issue:Restrictionsonnationalsecurity groundstohaveaclaimofdiscriminationdecidedbyacourtora tribunal.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6:1.Issue: Restrictionsonnationalsecuritygroundstohaveaclaimof discriminationdecidedbyacourtoratribunaldiscriminate.
"...notnecessary...",para.87.Discriminationissuenotpursuedin caseofafindingofaviolationof6:1.TheCourtnevertheless pronouncedthatitwasnotnecessarytoreviewArticle14since therewasaviolationof6:1.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseout ofthesamefactualcircumstances.
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LarissisandOthersv.Greece, 24.02.1998

Active- application
Religion/ Political opinion

Freedomofreligion,9.Issue:Punishmentforproselytising civilians.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith9.Issue:Law againstproselytismappliedonlytoreligiousminorities.
"HavingfoundaviolationofArticle9[...]noseparateissue...",para. 69.However,asregardstheproselytismofairmen(notcivilians), theCourthadfoundtheclaimofdiscriminatoryapplicationoflaw unsubstantiated.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthe

samefactualcircumstances.TheCourtalsohadalreadydealtwith theargumentsrelevanttothediscriminationissueasnotprovenas regardstheproselytismofairmen.Thesameargumentsonlackof proofwouldseemtoapplytotheproselytismofcivilians.

CaneaCatholicChurchv.Greece, 16.12.1997

Active- overt

Religion

Righttoacourt,6:1.Issue:Legalpersonalitydenied. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6:1.Issue:Legalpersonality onlydeniedtoapplicantandnottwootherreligions.Freedomof religionandProtectionofProperty,9andA1P1.Issue:Legal personalitydenied.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith9and/or A1P1.Issue:Legalpersonalityonlydeniedtoapplicantandnot twootherreligions.

Violationof6:1andArticle14takentogetherwith6:1.Inviewof thatconclusion:"...notnecessary..."toruleoncomplaintsbased onArticles9,A1P1individuallyandtogetherwithArticle14,cf. para.50.TheissuesunderArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle6:1 ontheonehandandunderArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle9 orA1P1ontheotherhandseemtoariseoutofthesamefactual circumstances.

Papageorgiouv.Greece, 22.10.1997

Active- overt

Fairhearing,6:1.Issue:Legislationenactedwhenapplicanthada caseunderappeal,expectingafavourableoutcome.The legislationresolvedtheissueandmadetheappealpointless. Lengthofproceedings,6:1.Issue:Twoyearsandeightmonths. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6:1(unspecified).Issue: Legislationenactedwhenapplicanthadacaseunderappeal, expectingafavourableoutcome.
"...noneedtoruleonthosecomplaints.",para.51.Theissuesat stakeseemtobethesameunderthefairhearingaspectofthe case.

MatoseSilvaLda.andOthersv. Portugal,16.09.1996

Active- application
Measurenot applied uniformly

Peacefulenjoymentofpossessions,A1P1.Issue:Restrictive measureshinderedtheordinaryenjoymentofpropertyfor13years. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwithA1P1.Issue:Restrictive measuresonlyappliedtoapplicantsandnotneighbours.
"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.96.Theissuesatstake seemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

JohnMurrayv.TheUnited Kingdom,08.02.1996

Active- overt

Geo¬ graphical location

Accesstoalawyer,6:1inconjunctionwith6:3(c).Issue:Denied accesstolawyerfor48hours.Discrimination,14inconjunction
with6.Issue:DeniedaccesstolawyerunlikeinotherpartsofUK.

"...notconsiderthatitisnecessary...",para.72.Theissuesat stakeseemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

Piermontv.France,27.04.1995
Active- overt

Residence

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Expulsionandbanonre¬ enteringongroundsofpoliticalexpressions.Exclusionorderon enteringongroundsofanticipatedpoliticalexpressions. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith10.Issue:Expulsion,banon re-enteringandexclusionordersnotapplicabletoresidents.
"...unnecessary...",para.90.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseout ofthesamefactualcircumstances.

Vereinigungdemokratishcer SoldatenOsterreichsandGubiv. Austria,19.12.1994

Active- overt

Political grounds

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Denialtodistributeanda prohibitiononthedistributionofapublicationcriticalofconditionsin military.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith14.Issue:Denial andprohibitionbasedonpoliticalgrounds.
"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.56.Theissuesatstake seemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.
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HolyMonasteriesv.Greece, 09.12.1994

Active- overt

Religion

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.Issue:Twolegislativeactson transferofpropertytoStateanditsmanagement.Righttoacourt, 6:1.Issue:Thefirstofthetwolegislativeactsdeprivesofrighttoa court.Freedomofreligion,9andfreedomofassociation,11. Issue:Thefirstofthetwolegislativeactsdeprivesofnecessary meanstopursuereligiousobjectivesandpreservethetreasuresof Christendom.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6,9,11and A1P1.Issue:Thefirstofthetwolegislativeactsonlyapplicableto monasteriesbelongingtotheGreekChurch.
Afindingofnon-violationofArticle14inconjunctionwithA1P1.As regardsArticle14inconjunctionwithArticles6,9or11:"...not consideritnecessary...",para.94.Theissuesatstakeseemto ariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

Hentrichv.France,22.09.1994

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.Issue:Selectedvictimofpre-emption
ofpropertybyRevenue.Equalityofarms,6:1.Issue:Revenuedid nothavetoarguereasonsforpre-emptionandapplicantcouldnot arguethatthepricewasmarketvalue.Lenghtofproceedings,6:1. Issue:Sixyears.Presumptionofinnocence,6:2.Issue:Pre¬ emptionamountedtoadeclarationoftax-evasion.Righttoan effectiveremedy,13.Issue:Thisclaimwasfoundabsorbedinthe Article6:1issues.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwithA1P1,6 and13.Issue:NoindicationsinthejudgmentortheCommission report.Byinference,theselectiveapplicationofpre-emptionand lackofrespectfortheprincipleofequalityofarmswouldappearto betheissuesraisedunderArticle14.

"...unnecessary...",para.66.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseout ofthesamefactualcircumstances.

Keeganv.Ireland,26.05.1994
Active- overt

Birth (marriedv. unmarried fathers)

Righttorespectforfamilylife,8.Issue:Lawpermittedthechildof
anunmarriedfathertobeplacedforadoptionwithouthisknowledge orconsent.Accesstocourt,6:1.Issue:Nostandinginthe adoptionprocedure.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith8and 6:1.Issue:Theissuesunder8and6:1didnotapplytomarried fathers.

"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.62.Theissuesraisedseem toariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

Kremzowv.Austria,21.09.1993
Active- overt

Convicted personsin custody v.notin custody

Fairtrial,6:1inconjunctionwith6:3(c).Issue:Applicantabsent fromappealshearing.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6. Issue:Norighttobepresentatappealshearingunlikeaccusedat liberty.

"...notconsideritnecessary...",para.80.Theissuesatstake seemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

OpenDoorandDublinWellWoman
v.Ireland,29.10.1992

Active- overt

Sex/ Politicalor otheropinion /Natureof organisation
Freedomofexpression(receiveorimpartinformation),10.Issue: Injunctionsonprovidinginformationonabortionabroad. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith10.Issue:Provisionof informationnotdeniedif"economicoperator".Righttorespectfor privatelife,8.Issue:Denialofaccesstoinformationonabortions abroad.Discrimination,Article14inconjunctionwith8.Issue: Accesstoinformationnotdeniedmenorpro-lifecounsellors.

"...notnecessary...",para.83.WithregardtofindingunderArticle
10itwasnotconsiderednecessarytoreviewtheArticle8orArticle 14issues.Theissuesraisedseemtoariseoutofthesamefactual circumstances.
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Castellsv.Spain,23.04.1992
Active- application

Measurenot applied uniformly

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Convictionforinsultingthe government.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith10.Issue: Othersexpressingsimilarviewsnotconvicted.
"Asthisquestionisnotafundamentalaspectofthecase,theCourt doesnotconsideritnecessarytodealwithitseparately...",para. 52.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesamefactual circumstances.

Philisv.Greece,27.08.1991
Active- overt

Profession

Only"TheTechnicalCamberofGreece"hadthecapacitytotake casesonengineers'feestocourt.Accesstocourt,6:1.
PronouncingonthescopeofthecasetheCourtdeclaredthatit

couldexaminethecomplaintunderArticle14:"...becauseitrelates tothesamefactsasthecomplaintsunderArticles6and13...", para.56.Reviewhad"...nousefulpurpose...",para.68.

XandYv.TheNetherlands, 26.03.1985

Active- overt

Mental health

Respectforprivatelife,8.Issue:Sexualassaultonahandicapped woman.Lackoflegalcapacitymeantthatnocriminalproceedings couldbeinstigated.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith8.Issue: Differenttreatmentofvariouscategoriesofpersonsdeservingof specialprotectionagainstsexualassaults.
"AnexaminationofthecaseunderArticle14(art.14)isnot generallyrequiredwhentheCourtfindsaviolationofoneofthe formerArticlestakenalone.Thepositionisotherwiseifaclear inequalityoftreatmentintheenjoymentoftherightinquestionisa fundamentalaspectofthecase,butthisdoesnotapplytothe breachofArticle8(art.8)foundinthepresentproceedings...", para.32.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesamefactual circumstances.

Aireyv.Ireland,09.10.1979
Active- overt

Property

Accesstocourt,6:1.Issue:Possibilitytoappearinpersonbefore acourttoobtainadecreeofjudicialseparationdoesnotprovide effectiveaccesstocourt.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6:1. Issue:Judicialseparationmoreeasilyavailabletothosewhoare notforfinancialreasonsinhibitedfromhiringasolicitor.
"...examinationisnotgenerallyrequiredwhentheCourtfindsa violationoftheformerarticletakenalone.Thepositionisotherwise ifaclearinequalityoftreatmentintheenjoymentoftherightin questionisafundamentalaspectofthecase,butthisdoesnot applytothebreachofArticle6(1)foundinthepresent proceedings;accordinglytheCourtdoesnotdeemitnecessary alsotoexaminethecaseunderArticle14.",para.30.Theissues atstakeseemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

c)TheCourtdoesnotreason whyitisnotnecessarytoreview. Differenteventslieattherootsof thecomplaintsunderArticle14 andthesubstantiveArticle FuentesBobov.Spain,29.02.2000
Active- overt

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Dismissalfromjobatthestate televisioncompanyinfringes.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith 10.Issue:Dismissalfromjobnotannulledwhereasaprevious suspensionhadbeenannulled.

"...laCourn'estimepasnecessaire...",para.53.Theissuesat stakeseemtoariseoutofdifferentfactualcircumstances.
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InformationsvereinLentiaand Othersv.Austria,24.11.1993
Active- overt

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Publicmonopolyofaudio-visual media.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith10.Issue:No indicationsinthejudgment.FromtheCommissionreportitcanbe inferredthattheissuesraisedwerea)thedifferenttreatmentof differenttypesofinternalcabletelevisionsystemsandb) discriminationagainsttheSloveneminorityasregardsrightsof accesstobroadcasting.

"...unnecessary",para.44.Theissuesraisedseemtoariseoutof differentfactualcircumstances.

Beldjoudiv.France,26.03.1992
Active- overt

Nationality

Righttorespectforfamilylife,8.Issue:Deportationbecauseof criminalconviction.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith8.Issue: Noindicationsinthejudgment.FromtheCommissionreportitcan
beinferredthatthediscriminationcomplaintaroseoutoflegislation whichincertainconditionsbroughtaboutthelossofFrench nationalityforpeopleofAlgerianorigin.

"...theCourtdoesnotconsideritnecessary...",para.81.The issuesraisedseemtoariseoutofdifferentfactualcircumstances.

2.Non-violationofsubstantive Article-notnecessarytoreview Article14

Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14

Bottav.Italy,24.02.1998
Passive- accommod ate/ private sphere

Disabled

Failuretoremedyomissionsbyprivatebathingestablishments whichpreventeddisabledaccess.8notapplicableastheclaim concernsinterpersonalrelationsofsuchbroadandindeterminate scopethatthereisnoconceivablelinkbetweenapplicant'sprivate lifeandstateobligation.

"...noroomforitsapplicationunlessthefactsofthecasefallwithin theambit..."and"...AstheCourthasconcludedthatArticle8isnot applicable,Article14cannotapply...",para.39.

X,YandZv.TheUnitedKingdom, 22.04.1997

Passive- accommod ate

Transsexual
Lackoflegalrecognitionofthestatusofatranssexualfemaleto maleasthefathertohispartner'schild,8.

"...tantamounttoarestatementofthecomplaintunderArticle8(art. 8)andraisesnoseparateissue."and"...notnecessary...",para. 56.

Gregoryv.TheUnitedKingdom, 25.02.1997

Active- application

Race

Allegationofjuryracism,sufficientstepstakenbyjudge,6:1.
"...theapplicant'scomplaintunderArticle14(art.14)doesnotgive risetoanyseparateissue.",para.54.Afindingofnon-violationof Article14neverthelessdeclared.

Ankerlv.Switzerland,23.10.1996
Active- overt

Different partiesto case

Equalityofarms,6:1.

"...alreadydeterminedthequestionofcompliancewiththeprinciple ofequalityofarms..."and"...noseparateissue...",para.41.

Henningsv.Germany,16.12.1992
Active- overt

Different typesof judicial proceedings

Accesstocourt,6:1.

"...noreasontoexaminethisclaimsinceitissubsumedinhis generalcomplaintthathewasdeniedaccesstocourt.",para.28.

3.Violationofsubstantive Article(s)-Article14reviewed.A clearinequalityoftreatmentisa fundamentalaspectofcase?
Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14
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a)Thesameeventslieatthe rootsofthecomplaintsunder Article14andthesubstantive Articleandtheyhavealready beendealtwithunderthe substantiveArticle. EdoardoPalumbov.Italy, 20.11.2000

Active- overt

Tenantsv. landlords
Protectionofproperty,A1P1.Issue:Unabletorecoverpossession ofapartmentbecauseoflegislationonresidentialpropertyleases. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwithA1P1(not6:1).Issue:The legislationinissueprotectedtenantstothedetrimentoflandlords.

Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesame factualcircumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue (lenientreview).

ChassagnouandOthersv.France, 29.04.1999

Active- overt

Small landowners v.large landowners/ opinion

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.Issue:Legislationcompellingsmall landownerstotransferhuntingrightsinterfereswithpeaceful enjoyment.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwithA1P1.Issue: Samelegislation,distinctionbetweenlargeandsmalllandowners
andbetweenhuntersandnon-hunters.Freedomofassociation,11. Issue:Legislationcompellingtheapplicants(smalllandowners)to becomemembersofhunters'associations.Discrimination,14in conjunctionwith11.Issue:Samelegislation,distinctionbetween largeandsmalllandownersandbetweenhuntersandnon-hunters. Freedomofthought,andconscience,9.Issue:Samelegislation compellingtheapplicants(smalllandowners)totoleratehunting againsttheirwill.

"...noindependentexistence..."and"WhereasubstantiveArticleof theConventionhasbeeninvokedbothonitsownandtogetherwith Article14andaseparatebreachhasbeenfoundofthesubstantive Article,itisnotgenerallynecessaryfortheCourttoconsiderthe caseunderArticle14also,thoughthepositionisotherwiseifa clearinequalityoftreatmentintheenjoymentoftherightin questionisafundamentalaspectofthecase...",para.89."The discriminatorytreatment[...]liesinthedistinctiondrawnbetween [largeandsmalllandowners]...",para.90.ViolationofA1P1and Article14inconjunctionwithA1P1,thesameissuesatstakeunder both.ReviewunderArticle14inconjunctionwith11:"...isin substanceanalogoustotheexaminationconductedabove...",para. 120.ViolationofArticle11andArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle 11,thesameissuesatstakeunderboth.Notnecessarytoreview 9.ThesameissuesatstakeasundertheotherArticles.Detailed examinationoftheArticle14issues(strictreview).

CaneaCatholicChurchv.Greece, 16.12.1997

Active- overt

Religion

Righttoacourt,6:1.Issue:Thelegalpersonalityoftheapplicant denied.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6:1.Issue:Thelegal personalityoftheapplicantdeniedonbasisofreligion.
Violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesame factualcircumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue (lenientreview).

HolyMonasteriesv.Greece, 09.12.1994

Active- overt

Religion

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.Issue:Twolegislativeactson transferofpropertytoStateanditsmanagement.Righttoacourt, 6:1.Issue:Thefirstofthetwolegislativeactsdeprivesofrighttoa court.Freedomofreligion,9andfreedomofassociation,11. Issue:Thefirstofthetwolegislativeactsdeprivesofnecessary meanstopursuereligiousobjectivesandpreservethetreasuresof Christendom.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6,9,11and A1P1.Issue:Thefirstofthetwolegislativeactsappliedonlyto monasteriesbelongingtotheGreekChurch.
Non-violationofArticle14inconjunctionwithA1P1.Notnecessary toreviewArticle14inconjunctionwith6:1,9or11.Theissuesat stakeseemtoariseoutofessentiallythesamefactual circumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue(lenient review).
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SundayTimes(II)v.TheUnited Kingdom,26.11.1991

Active- application

Geo¬ graphical location

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Interlocutoryinjunctionsapplied onpublication.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith10.Issue: Interlocutoryinjunctionsnotappliedtoforeignnewspapers.
Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesame factualcircumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue (lenientreview).

ObserverandGuardianv.The UnitedKingdom,26.11.1991
Active- application

Geo¬ graphical location

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Interlocutoryinjunctionsapplied onpublication.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith10.Issue: Interlocutoryinjunctionsnotappliedtoforeignnewspapers.
Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesame factualcircumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue (lenientreview).

Moustaquimv.Belgium,18.02.1991
Active- overt

Nationality

Respectforfamilylife,8.Issue:Deportationinterferes. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith8.Issue:Deportationfor criminalconvictiononlyapplicabletonon-Belgiansandnon-EU citizens.

Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesame factualcircumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue (lenientreview).

Bouamarv.Belgium,29.02.1987
Active- overt

Juvenile offenderv. adult

Lawfuldetention,5:4.Issue:Lackofpossibilitytohavethe lawfulnessofthedetentiondecidedspeedilyinjuvenilecases. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith5:4.Issue:Lackofpossibility
tohavethelawfulnessofthedetentiondecidedspeedilyinjuvenile casescomparedwithbetterpossibilitiesforadults.

Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofthesame factualcircumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue (lenientreview).

Marckxv.Belgium,13.06.1979
Active- overt

Illegitimacy
Respectforfamilylife,8aloneandinconjunctionwith14.Issues: a)Establishingmaternalaffiliationofillegitimatechildrenneeded recognitionorcourtdeclaration(8)ascomparedwithsimpler procedureformarriedmothers(8+14).b)Limitedextentinlawof familyrelationshipofillegitimatechild(8)ascomparedwithfull integrationoflegitimatechildren(8+14).c)Limitedpatrimonial rightsofillegitimatechild(8)ascomparedwithextensiverightsfor legitimatechildren(8+14).Thecasealsoconcernedtheissueof themother'slimitedcapacitytomakepatrimonialdispositionsin favourofherillegitimatechildonwhichnoindependentviolationsof substantiveprovisionswerefound.ViolationsofArticle14in conjunctionwithArticles8andA1P1were,however,found.

"...althoughArticle14(art.14)hasnoindependentexistence,it mayplayanimportantautonomousrolebycomplementingthe othernormativeprovisionsoftheConventionandtheProtocols: Article14(art.14)safeguardsindividuals,placedinsimilar situations,fromanydiscriminationintheenjoymentoftherights andfreedomssetforthinthoseotherprovisions.Ameasure which,althoughinitselfinconformitywiththerequirementsofthe ArticleoftheConventionortheProtocolsenshriningagivenright
orfreedom,isofadiscriminatorynatureincompatiblewithArticle 14(art.14)thereforeviolatesthosetwoArticlestakenin conjunction.ItisasthoughArticle14(art.14)formedanintegral partofeachoftheprovisionslayingdownrightsandfreedoms...", para.32.Violations.Theclaimsseemtoariseoutofthesame factualcircumstances.DetailedexaminationoftheArticle14issue (strictreview).

b)Differenteventslieatthe rootsofthecomplaintsunder Article14andthesubstantive Article
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P.M.v.Italy,11.01.2001(notfinal)
Active- overt

Tenantsv. landlords/ Rented propertyv. notrented

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.Issue:Unabletoregainpossession
ofapartmentbecauseoflackofpoliceassistance.Righttoacourt, 6:1.Issue:Lackofimplementationofacourtjudgmentby legislationandbylackofpoliceassistance.Discrimination,14. Issue:Legislationonsuspensionsofevictionordersdiscriminates. ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwithinconjunctionwith anyparticularConventionArticle.

Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofdifferent factualcircumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue (lenientreview).

Elsholzv.Germany,13.07.2000
Active- overt

Birth (marriedv. unmarried fathers)

Accesstochild,8.Issue:Sufferedprejudiceongroundof legislationoncontactsbetweenunmarriedfathersandchildren. FindingofCourtbasedontheinsufficientinvolvementofthe applicantinthedecision-makingprocessonaccountofrefusalto orderanindependentpsychologicalreportandtheabsenceofa hearingbeforetheRegionalCourtinquestion.Discrimination,14in conjunctionwith8.Issue:Sufferedprejudiceongroundof legislationoncontactsbetweenunmarriedfathersandchildren.
Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeariseoutofthesamefactual circumstances.TheCourt,however,dealswiththeArticle8issue onbasisofadifferentfactualcircumstancethantheArticle14 issue.DetailedexaminationoftheArticle14issue(althoughnot particularlystrictreview).

McMichaelv.TheUnitedKingdom, 24.02.1995

Active- overt

Birth (marriedv. unmarried fathers)

Fairhearing,6:1.Issue:Inabilitytoseeconfidentialreportsand otherdocumentsinadoptionproceedings.Respectforfamilylife,8. Issue:Inabilitytoseeconfidentialreportsandotherdocumentsin adoptionproceedings.Discrimination,14inconjunctionwitheither 6:1or8.Issue:Asanunmarriedfatherthesecondapplicanthad nolegalrighttocustodyortoparticipateintheadoption proceedings.

Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofdifferent factualcircumstances.DetailedexaminationoftheArticle14issue (althoughnotparticularlystrictreview).

Gillowv.TheUnitedKingdom, 24.11.1986

Active- overt

Closelinks with Guernsey/ Owners undera certain
rateblevalue only

Righttorespectforthehome,8.Issue:Interference,unspecified. DealtwithbytheCourtintermsofthelegislationinquestionnot constitutingaviolationwhereastheexerciseofdiscretionunderthe legislationconstitutedaviolation.Discrimination,14inconjunction with8.Issue:Preferentialtreatmentaccordedtocertaingroups underthelegislation.

Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofdifferent factualcircumstances.DetailedexaminationoftheArticle14issue (althoughnotparticularlystrictreview).

DeJong,BajletandvandenBrink
v.TheNetherlands,22.05.1984

Active- application
Different military missions

Lawfularrestordetentiononareasonablesuspicionofhaving committedanoffence,5:1(c)(non-violation).Arrestedordetained broughtpromptlybeforeajudge,5:3.Issue:Auditeur-militairdoes notexercisejudicialpower.Lawfulnessofdetentiondecided speedily,5:4.Issue:Lenghtofabsenceofaccesstoacourt. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith5.Issue:Procedurecontrary tousualpracticeonaccountofspecialmission.
Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofdifferent factualcircumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue (lenientreview).
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SundayTimes(1)v.TheUnited Kingdom,26.04.1979

Active- application
Expression

inParliament v.thepress/ Injunction onlyapplied
toapplicant

Freedomofexpression,10.Issue:Injunctiononpublicationand continuingrestraintsonaccountofthelawoncontemptofcourt. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith10.Issue:Otherpublications notsubjecttosimilarrestraintsanddifferentrulesappliedin Parliament.

Non-violation.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofdifferent factualcircumstancesasregardsthedifferentrulesappliedin Parliament.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue(lenient review).

EngelandOthersv.The Netherlands,08.06.1976

Active- overt

Military personnelv. civilans/ Different militaryrank
Lawfularrestordetention,5:1.Issue:Provisionalarrestfulfilling noneofthepurposerequirementsofArticle5:1.Violationinrespect ofoneofthefiveapplicants.Also,aclaimofunlawfulcommittalto

adisciplinaryunitwherenoviolationwasfound.Discrimination,14 inconjunctionwith5:1.Issue:Differentdisciplinarymeasures accordingtorankanddifferenttreatmentofservicemenand civilians.Fairtrial,6.Issue:Judicialproceedingsconductedin camerainoppositiontotherequirementforpublichearings. Violationinrespectofthreeoffiveapplicants.Also,claimsof variousotherviolationsofArticle6wherenoviolationswerefound. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith6:Lesserguaranteesin militarydisciplinaryproceedingsthaninciviliancriminal proceedings.

Non-violationofArticle14inconjunctionwithbothArticle5:1and6. Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutofdifferentfactual circumstances.CursoryexaminationoftheArticle14issue(lenient review).

4.ViolationofArticle14-not necessarytoreviewsubstantive Article

Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14

CampandBourimiv.The Netherlands,03.10.2000
Active- overt

Illegitimacy

Familylife,8.

Noviolationinrespectofrelationshipofchildandmotherormother andfather'sfamily.Asregardschildandfather'sfamily:"...the complaintinrespectofthefamilylifebetweenSofianandhis father'srelativesiscloselyrelatedtotheapplicants'contentionthat thelawinforceallowedtheserelativestotreatSofiandifferently fromachildwho,unlikeSofian,hadalegallyrecognisedfamily relationshipwithitsfatherasfromitsbirth.TheCourtconsiders
thatthisissuefallsmoreappropriatelytobeexaminedunderArticle 14oftheConventiontakeninconjunctionwithArticle8.",para.29. Violation.

Thlimmenosv.Greece,06.04.2000
Passive- accommod ate

Religion

Freedomofreligion,9.Issue:Convictionforinsubordinationand refusaltoappointasacharteredaccountantinterferes. Discrimination,14inconjunctionwith9.Issue:Refusaltoappoint asacharteredaccountantbecauseoftheconvictionfor insubordinationdiscriminates.

"...noindependentexistence..."and"...theapplicationofArticle14 doesnotpresupposeabreachofoneormoreofsuchprovisions andtohisextentitisautonomous.ForArticle14tobecome applicableitsufficesthatthefactsofacasefallwithintheambitof anothersubstantiveprovisionoftheConventionoritsProtocols...", para.40.Violation.AsregardsArticle9inisolation:"...not necessary...",para.53.Theissuesatstakeseemtoariseoutof thesamefactualcircumstances.
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SalgueirodaSilvaMoutav. Portugal,21.12.1999

Active- overt

Homosexual

Accesstochild,8.

"Giventhenatureofthecaseandtheallegationsoftheapplicant, theCourtconsidersitappropriatetoexamineitfirstunderArticle8 takeninconjunctionwithArticle14...",para.23."Inviewofthe conclusionreachedintheprecedingparagraph,theCourtdoesnot consideritnecessarytoruleontheallegationofaviolationof Article8takenalone;theargumentsadvancedinthisrespectare essentiallythesameasthoseexaminedinrespectofArticle8 takeninconjunctionwithArticle14.",para.37.

ChassagnouandOthersv.France, 29.04.1999

Active- overt

Small landowners v.large landowners/ opinion

Protectionofproperty,A1P1independentlyandinconjunctionwith 14.Violationsonbothcounts.Freedomofassociation,11 independentlyandinconjunctionwith14.Violationsonboth counts.Article9independently.Notnecessary.
"...noindependentexistence..."and"WhereasubstantiveArticleof theConventionhasbeeninvokedbothonitsownandtogetherwith Article14andaseparatebreachhasbeenfoundofthesubstantive Article,itisnotgenerallynecessaryfortheCourttoconsiderthe caseunderArticle14also,thoughthepositionisotherwiseifa clearinequalityoftreatmentintheenjoymentoftherightin questionisafundamentalaspectofthecase...",para.89. ViolationsofArticle14inconjunctionwithbothA1P1and11.Not necessarytoreview9.

Gaygusuzv.Austria,16.09.1996
Active- overt

Nationality
Deniedsocialsecuritybenefits,14inconjunctionwithA1P1.Also claimsofindependentviolationsunder6:1and8.

Violation,"...notconsideritnecessarytoexaminethecaseunder Article6para.1(art.6-1).",para.55."...noseparateissuearises underArticle8oftheConvention(art.8).",para.57.Theissuesat stakeseemtoariseoutofthesamefactualcircumstances.

Burghartzv.Switzerland, 22.02.1994

Active- overt

Sex

Familyname,8.

Violation."Giventhenatureofthecomplaints,theCourt,likethe Commission,deemsitappropriatetoexaminethecasedirectly underArticle14takentogetherwithArticle8.",para.21. "...unnecessarytodeterminewhethertherehasalsobeenabreach ofArticle8takenalone.",para.30.

Hoffmannv.Austria,23.06.1993
Active- overt

Religion

Custodyoverchildren,8.

"Inviewofthenatureoftheallegationsmade,theCourt,likethe Commission,considersitappropriatetoexaminethepresentcase underArticle8takeninconjunctionwithArticle14...",para.30. Violation."Inviewoftheconclusionreachedinparagraph36 above,theCourtdoesnotconsideritnecessarytoruleonthe allegationofaviolationofArticle8takenalone;thearguments advancedinthisrespectareinanycasethesameasthose examinedinrespectofArticle8takeninconjunctionwithArticle 14.",para.37."...noseparateissuearisesunderArticle9,either aloneorreadinconjunctionwithArticle14,sincethefactual circumstancesreliedon[...]arethesameasthosewhichareatthe rootofthecomplaintunderArticle8takeninconjunctionwith Article14,ofwhichaviolationhasbeenfound.",para.38.
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5.Non-violationofsubstantive article(s)-Article14reviewed
Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14

Beardv.TheUnitedKingdom, 18.01.2001

Passive- accommod ateand Indirect discriminati on

Race(ethnic origin)

Respectforprivateandfamilylife,8.ViolationofArticle14not expresslydealtwithinconjunctionwithanyparticularConvention Article.

Non-violation,referstofindingunderArticle8.

Chapmanv.TheUnitedKingdom, 18.01.2001

Passive- accommod ateand Indirect discriminati on

Race(ethnic origin)

Respectforprivateandfamilylife,8.Protectionofproperty,A1P1. Accesstocourt,6:1.ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwith inconjunctionwithanyparticularConventionArticle.
Non-violation,referstofindingunderArticle8.

Costerv.TheUnitedKingdom, 18.01.2001

Passive- accommod ateand Indirect discriminati on

Race(ethnic origin)

Respectforprivateandfamilylife,8.Protectionofproperty,A1P1. ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwithinconjunctionwith anyparticularConventionArticle.

Non-violation,referstofindingunderArticle8.

JaneSmithv.TheUnitedKingdom, 18.01.2001

Passive- accommod ateand Indirect discriminati on

Race(ethnic origin)

Respectforprivateandfamilylife,8.Protectionofproperty,A1P1. Accesstocourt,6:1.ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwith inconjunctionwithanyparticularConventionArticle.
Non-violation,referstofindingunderArticle8.

Leev.TheUnitedKingdom, 18.01.2001

Passive- accommod ateand Indirect discriminati on

Race(ethnic origin)

Respectforprivateandfamilylife,8.Protectionofproperty,A1P1. ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwithinconjunctionwith anyparticularConventionArticle.

Non-violation,referstofindingunderArticle8.

K.-H.W.v.Germany,22.03.2001
Active- different effect

National origin

Nopunishmentwithoutlaw,7.

Non-violation.

Streletz,KesslerandKrenzv. Germany,22.03.2001

Active- different effect

National origin

Nopunishmentwithoutlaw,7.

Non-violation.

Cha'areShalomVeTsedekv. France,27.06.2000

Active- overt

Religion

Freedomofreligion,9.

Non-violation.
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Rekvenyiv.Hungary,20.05.1999
Active- overt

Police officers

Banagainstpoliticalactivities,10and11.
"...noindependentexistence..."and"...ameasurewhichinitselfis inconformitywiththerequirementsoftheArticleenshriningthe rightorfreedominquestionmayhoweverinfringethisarticlewhen readinconjunctionwithArticle14forthereasonthatitisofa discriminatorynature.",para.67.Non-violation.

SmithandGradyv.TheUnited Kingdom,27.09.1999

Active- overt

Homosexual
Homosexualsexcludedfrommilitaryservicenotsevereenoughto constituteaviolationofArticle3.

"...noviolationofArticle3oftheConventiontakenaloneorin conjunctionwithArticle14.",para.123.Non-violation.

SheffieldandHorshamv.The UnitedKingdom,30.07.1998
Passive- accommod ate

Transsexual
Positiveobligationtorecogniseforlegalpurposesthenewsexual identityofapplicants,8.

Court'sreasoningunderfairbalancetestinArticle8is:"...equally encompassedinthenotionof"reasonableandobjective justification"forthepurposesofArticle14...",para.76.Non¬ violation.

BuildingSocietiesv.TheUnited Kingdom,23.10.1997

Active- overt

Nothaving already received restitutionof tax

ProtectionofpropertyA1P1.Accesstocourt,6:1.
Non-violationofA1P1inconjunctionwith14.On6:1inconjunction with14:"...reflectthesubstanceoftheirearliercomplaintsunder Article1ofProtocolNo.1takeninconjunctionwithArticle14.", para.118."...thereasonswhichithasadducedinrespectofthe abovefindingequallysupporttheconclusionthattherehasbeen noviolation...",para.119.

StubbingsandOthersv.TheUnited Kingdom,22.10.1996

Passive- accommod ate

Victimsof childsexual abuse

Fairtrialandrighttorespectforprivatelife,6:1and8.
Non-violation.

Cv.Belgium,07.08.1996
Active- overt

Nationality

Deportation,8.

Non-violation.

SpadeaandScalabrinov.Italy, 28.09.1995

Active- overt

Tenantsv. landlords/ Residential v.non¬ residential property

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.

Non-violation.

Schuler-Zgraggenv.Switzerland, 24.06.1993

Active- overt

Sex

Righttoafairtrial,6:1.

Violation.

Kamasinskiv.Austria,19.12.1989
Active- overt

Civilaction v.criminal proceedings
Righttoafairtrial,allthedifferentprovisionsofArticle6,takenon theirown,togetherorinconjunctionwithArticle14.Complaints reviewedundertheseConventionprovisionsasdesignatedbythe Court.Oneofthemwastheclaimthatwitnessesforthe prosecutionhadcivilclaimsinthecase.Reviewedunder6:1and 14inconjunctionwith6:1.

Non-violation.

MonnellandMorrisv.TheUnited Kingdom,02.03.1987

Active- overt

Convicted personsin custodyv. notin custody

Righttoliberty,5.Fairtrial,6.

Non-violation.
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Mathieu-MohinandClerfaytv. Belgium,02.03.1987

Active- application
Language

MembershipinFlemishCouncil,A3P1.
"Theargumentsonwhichtheclaim[...]restsarethesameas thosereliedonbytheapplicantsinrespectofArticle3ofProtocol No.1takeninisolation.TheCourtaccordinglysimplyreferstothe reasonsforwhichithasalreadyrejectedthosearguments.",para. 59.

JohnstonandOthersv.Ireland, 18.12.1986

Active- covert

Financial means

Possibilitytoobtaindivorce,8.

Non-violation.

LithgowandOthersv.TheUnited Kingdom,08.07.1986

Active- application
/Passive- extend measures and accommod ate

Different categoriesof companies

Deprivationofproperty,A1P1.

Non-violation.

JamesandOthersv.TheUnited Kingdom,21.02.1986

Active- overt

"Long- leasehold" andlower rateable value landlords only

Compulsorytransferofproperty,A1P1.

Non-violation.

Abdulaziz,CabalesandBalkandali
v.TheUnitedKingdom,28.05.1985

Active- overt

Birth

Respectforfamilylife,8.

RefertoRasmussen"ambit"formula,para.71.Non-violation.

Abdulaziz,CabalesandBalkandali
v.TheUnitedKingdom,28.05.1985

Active- covert/ Indirect discriminati on

Race

Respectforfamilylife,8.

RefertoRasmussen"ambit"formula,para.71.Non-violation.

Abdulaziz,CabalesandBalkandali
v.TheUnitedKingdom,28.05.1985

Active- overt

Sex

Respectforfamilylife,8.

RefertoRasmussen"ambit"formula,para.71.Violation.
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VanDerMusselev.Belgium, 23.11.1983

Active- overt

Profession

Forcedorcompulsorylabour,4.
"...complementstheothersubstantiveprovisionsoftheConvention andtheProtocols.Itmaybeappliedinanautonomousmanneras abreachofArticle14doesnotpresupposebreachofthoseother provisions.Ontheotherhand,ithasnoindependentexistence sinceithaseffectsolelyinrelationto"theenjoymentoftherights andfreedoms"safeguardedbytheothersubstantiveprovisions. AstheCourthasfoundthattherewasnoforcedorcompulsory labourforthepurposesofArticle4,thequestionariseswhetherthe factsinissuefallcompletelyoutsidetheambitofthatArticleand, henceofArticle14.",para.43.Non-violation.

Marckxv.Belgium,13.06.1979
Active- overt

Illegitimacy

Patrimonialrights,8.

Violation.

Irelandv.TheUnitedKingdom, 18.01.1978

Active- application
Different terrorist groups

Righttolibertyandsecurity,5cf.15.Notnecessarytoreview6,
butassumingitsapplicabilitytheCourtreferstothefindingsunder Article5.

Non-violation.

Kjeldsen,BuskMadsenand Pedersenv.Denmark,07.12.1976
Passive- accommod ate

Religion

Righttoeducation,A2P1.

Non-violation.

EngelandOthersv.The Netherlands,08.06.1976

Active- overt

Military personnelv. civilians/ Different militaryrank

Freedomofexpression,10.

Non-violation.

SchmidtandDahlstromv.Sweden, 06.02.1976

Active- overt

Membersof unionon strike

Freedomofassociation,11.

Non-violation.

SwedishEngineDrivers'Unionv. Sweden,06.02.1976

Active- overt

Notamong most representa¬ tiveunions

Freedomofassociation,11.

Non-violation.

NationalUnionofBelgianPolicev. Belgium,27.10.1975

Active- overt/ Passive- extend measures
Notamong most representa¬ tiveunions

Freedomofassociation,11.

"...ameasurewhichisinitselfinconformitywiththerequirements oftheArticleenshriningtherightorfreedominquestionmay thereforeinfringethisarticlewhenreadinconjunctionwithArticle
14forthereasonthatitisofadiscriminatorynature.Itisasthough Article14formedanintegralpartofeachoftheArticles...",para. 44.Non-violation.

BelgianLinguistics,23.07.1968
Active- overt

Language

Righttoeducation,A2P1.Respectforprivateandfamilylife,8.
"...ameasurewhichisinitselfinconformitywiththerequirements oftheArticleenshriningtherightorfreedominquestionmay howeverinfringethisArticlewhenreadinconjunctionwithArticle 14forthereasonthatitisofadiscriminatorynature.",para.9,p. 33.Violation.
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6.Noindependentviolationofa substantiveArticleclaimed
Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14.

Mazurekv.France,01.02.2000
Active- overt

Illegitimacy
Lesserinheritancerights.OnlyArticle14inconjunctionwithA1P1 orinconjunctionwith8.

ViolationofArticle14inconjunctionwithA1P1.OnArticle14in conjunctionwithArticle8:"Havingregardtotheconclusionsetout inthepreviousparagraphandtothefactthatthearguments advancedbythepartiesarethesameasthoseexaminedinthe contextofArticle1ofProtocolNo.1,takeninconjunctionwith Article14,theCourtdoesnotconsideritnecessarytoexaminethis complaint.",para.56.

Gergerv.Turkey,08.07.1999
Active- overt

Terroristv. other offences

Rghttolibertyandsecurity,5:1,onlyinconjunctionwithArticle14. Otherindividualviolationsclaimed.

Non-violation.

Larkosv.Cyprus,18.02.1999
Active- overt

Government tenantv. private tenant

CnlyArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle8andinconjunctionwith A1P1.

ViolationofArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle8."...not necessary..."toruleonArticle14inconjunctionwithA1P1,cf. para.35.

Petrovicv.Austria,27.03.1998
Passive- extend measures

Sex

OnlyArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle8.
RefertoRasmussen"ambit"formula,para.22.Violation.

VanRaaltev.TheNetherlands, 21.02.1997

Active- overt

Sex

OnlyArticle14inconjunctionwithA1P1.
RefertoRasmussen"ambit"formula,para.33.Violation.

KarlheinzSchmidtv.Germany, 18.07.1994

Active- overt

Sex

OnlyArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle4:3(d)orA1P1.
RefertoRasmussen"ambit"formula,para.22.ViolationofArticle

14inconjunctionwithArticle4.3(d).Asregardsclaimofviolation ofArticle14inconjunctionwithA1P1:"...notconsiderit necessary...",para.30.

Vermeirev.Belgium,29.11.1991
Passive- ban discriminati on

Illegitimacy

OnlyArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle8.

Violation.

Kamasinskiv.Austria,19.12.1989
Active- overt

Convicted personsin custodyv. notin custody

Righttoafairtrial.Thecomplaintsoftheapplicantconcernedall
thedifferentprovisionsofArticle6,takenontheirown,togetheror inconjunctionwithArticle14.Complaintsreviewedunderthese ConventionprovisionsasdesignatedbytheCourt.Oneofthem wastheclaimthatconvictedpersonsincustodycouldberefused leavetoattendappealhearings.Inrespectofthiscomplaintno reviewwasundertakenunderaspectsofArticle6independently, onlyArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle6.

Non-violation.
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Kamasinskiv.Austria,19.12.1989
Active- effect

Language

Righttoafairtrial.Thecomplaintsoftheapplicantconcernedall
thedifferentprovisionsofArticle6,takenontheirown,togetheror inconjunctionwithArticle14.Complaintsreviewedunderthese ConventionprovisionsasdesignatedbytheCourt.Oneofthem wastheclaimthatvariousgroundsforpleasofnullitywerenot availablewithequaleffecttonon-German-speakingdefendants.In respectofthiscomplaintnoreviewwasundertakenunderaspects ofArticle6independently,onlyArticle14inconjunctionwithArticle 6.

Non-violation.

Inzev.Austria,28.10.1987
Active- overt

Illegitimacy

OnlyArticle14inconjunctionwithA1P1.
RefertoRasmussen"ambit"formula,para.36.Violation.

Rasmussenv.Denmark, 28.11.1984

Active- overt

Sex

OnlyArticle14inconjunctionwithArticles6and8.
"Article14complementstheothersubstantiveprovisionsofthe ConventionandtheProtocols.Ithasnoindependentexistence sinceithaseffectsolelyinrelationto"theenjoymentoftherights andfreedoms"safeguardedbythoseprovisions.Althoughthe applicationofArticle14doesnotnecessarilypresupposeabreach ofthoseprovisions-andtothisextentithasanautonomous meaning-,therecanbenoroomforitsapplicationunlessthefacts

atissuefallwithintheambitofoneormoreofthelatter.",para.29. Non-violation.

7.ClaimofaviolationofArticle 14notpursuedbeforetheCourt. Notnecessarytoexamineex officio

Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14

Willev.Liechtenstein,28.10.1999

Reprimandforexpressions.Freedomofexpression,10(violation).
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

BaskayaandOkguogluv.Turkey, 08.07.1999

Active- overt

Politicalor otheropinion
Convictionsfordisseminatingpropagandaagainsttheindivisibility oftheState.Freedomofexpression,10(violation).
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

A.v.TheUnitedKingdom, 23.09.1998

Stepfatherrepeatedlybeatchildwithcane.Lawdidnotprovide adequateprotectionagainsttreatmentorpunishmentcontraryto Article3(violation).Notnecessarytoconsider8.
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

Incalv.Turkey,09.06.1998
Active- overt

Political opinion

Independentandimpartialcourt,6:1(violation).
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

UnitedCommunistPartyofTurkey andOthersv.Turkey,30.01.1998
Active- overt

Political opinion

Dissolutionofapoliticalparty,freedomofassociation,11(violation)
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

PierreBlochv.France,21.10.1997
Active- overt

Political opinion

Article6:1notapplicable.

14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

Hussainv.TheUnitedKingdom, 21.02.1996

Reviewoflawfulnessofdetention,5:4(violation).
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.
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Vogtv.Germany,26.09.1995

Dismissalofteacherbecauseofpoliticalactivities.Freedomof expression,10(violation).Freedomofassociation,11(violation).
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

PragerandOberschlickv.Austria, 26.04.1995

Freedomofexpression,10(non-violation).

14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

Kremzowv.Austria,21.09.1993
Active- overt

Lawfuldetention,5:1(a),violationof5:1(a)onlyclaimedin conjunctionw.14.

14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

Henningsv.Germany,16.12.1992
Active- overt

Prosecutors vs.private parties

Accesstocourt,6:1(non-violation).

14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

Wiesingerv.Austria,30.10.1991

Peacefulenjoymentofpossessions,A1P1(non-violation).
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

Koendjbihariev.TheNetherlands, 25.10.1990

Lawfulnessofdetentiondecidedspeedily,5:4(violation).
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

Obermeierv.Austria,28.06.1990

Accesstocourt,lengthofproceedings,6:1(violation).
14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

MellacherandOthersv.Austria, 19.12.1989

Active- overt

Categories
ofproperty owners

Reductionofrent,A1P1(non-violation).

14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

Tyrerv.TheUnitedKingdom, 25.04.1978

Active- overt

Sex/Age

Corporalpunishment,3(violation).

14notpursuedbeforetheCourt.

8.ClaimofaviolationofArticle 14decidedwithreferenceto issuesofproof.Theissueof necessityofreviewdoesnot seemtoariseandthisseems unrelatedtothequestionof whethertherehasbeena violationofthesubstantive Article(s)ornot.

Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14

Tanliv.Turkey,10.04.2001
Active- covert

Race

Righttolife,2(violation).Prohibitionoftorture,3(non-violation). Righttolibertyandsecurity,5(non-violation).Righttoaneffective remedy,13(violation).

Non-violation.Deliberatetargetofforceddisappearanceon accountofethnicoriginnotproven.

Bilginv.Turkey,16.11.2000
Active- covert

Race

Prohibitionoftortureorinhumananddegradingtreatment,3 (violation).Righttorespectforthehome,8(violation).Protection ofproperty,A1P1(violation).Righttoaneffectiveremedy,13 (violation).ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwithin conjunctionwithanyparticularConventionArticle.
Non-violation.DiscriminatorypolicyagainstKurdishcitizens unsubstantiated.

IbrahimAksoyv.Turkey, 10.10.2000

Active- covert

Race

Freedomofexpression,10(violation).
Non-violation.Differenttreatmentbasedonethnicoriginnot proven.
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Mageev.TheUnitedKingdom, 06.06.2000

Active- covertand overt

Nationality/ Association witha national minority/ Geo¬ graphical location

Accesstoasolicitor,6:1inconjunctionwith6:3(c)(violation).
Non-violation.Differenttreatmentbasedonnationaloriginor associationwithanationalminoritynotproven.Geographical locationinstead.

Velikovav.Bulgaria,18.05.2000
Active- covert

Race

Righttolife,2(violation).Righttoaneffectiveremedy,13 (violation).

Non-violation.Treatmentmotivatedbyracialprejudicenotproven.

OzgurGundemv.Turkey, 16.03.2000

Active- covert

Race

Freedomofexpression,10(violation).ViolationofArticle14not expresslydealtwithinconjunctionwithanyparticularConvention Article.

Non-violation.Differenttreatmentbasedonnationaloriginor associationwithanationalminoritynotproven.

Qigekv.Turkey,27.02.2001(not final)

Active- covert

Race

Righttolife,2(violation).Prohibitionoftortureorinhumanand degradingtreatment,3(violationandnon-violation).Righttoliberty andsecurity,5(violation).Righttoaneffectiveremedy,13 (violation).

Non-violation.Deliberatetargetofforceddisappearancenot proven.Allegationsoffailuretomakeprovisionsforuseofthe Kurdishlanguagebeforeofficialsunsubstantiated.

Ergiv.Turkey,28.07.1998
Active- covert

Race

Righttolife,2(violationandnon-violation).Righttorespectfor privateandfamilylife,8(notnecessary).Righttoaneffective remedy,8(violation).ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwith inconjunctionwithanyparticularConventionArticle.
Non-violation.DiscriminatorypolicyagainstordinaryKurdish citizensunsubstantiated.

Tekinv,Turkey,09.06.1998
Active- covert

Race

Righttolife,2(non-violation).Prohibitionoftortureorinhumanand degradingtreatment,3(violation).Righttolibertyandsecurityand fairtrial,5:1and6:1(notnecessary).Freedomofexpression,10 (non-violation).Righttoaneffectiveremedy,13(violation). ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwithinconjunctionwith anyparticularConventionArticle.

Non-violation.DiscriminationbecauseofKurdishoriginnot substantiated.

Kurtv.Turkey,25.05.1998
Active- covert

Race

Righttolife,2(violation).Prohibitionoftortureorinhumanand degradingtreatment,3(violationandnotnecessary).Rightto libertyandsecurity,5(violation).

Non-violation.Deliberatetargetofforceddisappearanceon accountofethnicoriginnotproven.

SelgukandAskerv.Turkey, 24.04.1998

Active- covert

Race

Righttorespectforthehome,8(violation).Protectionofproperty, A1P1(violation).Fairtrial,6(notnecessary).Righttoaneffective remedy,13(violation).

Non-violation.DiscriminationbecauseofKurdishoriginnot substantiated.

LarissisandOthersv.Greece, 24.02.1998

Active- application
Religion

Proselytisingofairmen,9.

Non-violation.Differenttreatmentnotproven.

Kayav.Turkey,19.02.1998
Active- covert

Race

Righttolife,2(violation).Fairtrial,6(notnecessary).Righttoan effectiveremedy,13(violation).

Non-violation.LivesofKurdsprotectedtoalesserextentnot proven.

Mente§andOthersv.Turkey, 28.11.1997

Active- covert

Race

Righttorespectforthehome,8(violation).Prohibitionoftortureor inhumananddegradingtreatment,3(notnecessary).Fairtrial,6:1 (notnecessary).Righttoaneffectiveremedy,13(violation).
Non-violation.DiscriminationbecauseofKurdishoriginnot substantiated.
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AkdivarandOthersv.Turkey, 16.09.1996

Active- covert

Race

Rghttorespectforthehome,8(violation).Protectionofproperty, A1P1(violation).Prohibitionoftortureorinhumananddegrading treatment,3(notnecessary).Righttolibertyandsecurity,5(not necessary).Fairtrialandeffectiveremedy,6:1and13(not necessary).ViolationofArticle14notexpresslydealtwithin conjunctionwithanyparticularConventionArticle.
Non-violation.DeliberateandunjustifiedpolicyagainstKurds unsubstantiated.

Stjernav.Finland,25.11.1994
Active- overt

Illegitimacy/ Lackofuse ofname

Respectforprivatelife,8(non-violation).
Non-violation.Badgeofdifferentiationofillegitimacynotproven. Lackofuseofnameinstead.

Fredinv.Sweden,18.02.1991
Active- application

Lawonly appliedto applicants

Protectionofproperty,A1P1(non-violation).
Non-violation.Similarsituationsnotproven.

FlakanssonandSturessonv. Sweden,21.02.1990

Applicantv. sellerand otherbuyers

Protectionofproperty,A1P1(non-violation).
Non-violation.Differenttreatmentnotproven.

Olssonv.Sweden,24.03.1988

Socialorigin

Respectforfamilylife,8(violation).

Non-violation.Nosubstantiationofclaim.

SporrongandLonnrothv.Sweden, 23.09.1982

Active- application
Categories

ofproperty owners

Protectionofproperty,A1P1(violation).
Non-violation.Differenttreatmentnotproven.

9.ClaimofaviolationofArticle 14decidedwithreferencetolack ofdefencesofState

Theclaim being made

Thebadge
ofdifferent¬ iation

Fieldoflife

ReasoningoftheCourtonthenecessityofreviewunder Article14oronthescopeofArticle14

PineValleyDevelopmentsLtd.and Othersv.Ireland,29.11.1991

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.

Nojustificationforthedifferenceoftreatmentforwarded,para.64.

Darbyv.Sweden,23.10.1990

Protectionofproperty,A1P1.

Governmentdidnotarguethatthedistinctioninquestionhada legitimateaim,para.33.
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ODDNY MJOLL ARNARDOTTIR:

Vidauki nr. 12 vid Mannrettindasattmala Evropu
- Nyir moguleikar a svidi jafnrcedisverndar

Mannrettindasattmalans -1

1. Inngangur

bann 4. november 2000 voru 50 ar liSin fra undirritun Mannrettindasattmala Evropu.
A })eim timamotum for fram undirritun a viSauka 12 vi3 sattmalann sem felur i ser
almennt bann vi3 mismunun. Island var a me3al Jteirra 25 aSildarrikja EvropuraSsins

-5

sem undirrituSu vi3aukann en hann mun taka gildi er 10 adildarriki hafa fullgilt hann.

Nugildandi regla 14. gr. Mannrettindasattmalans er berum ordum takmorkuS vi5 bann
vi5 mismunun j^egar um er a3 rasda svi3 {^eirra mannrettinda sem vemdu8 eru i

sattmalanum a3 o3ru leyti. Mannrettindadomstollinn hefur tulkad J)etta J^annig a3
akvae8i3 se sjalfstaett i J^eim skilningi a5 beiting }?ess se ekki ha3 J^vi a3 brotiS hafi
veri3 gegn annarri efnisgrein sattmalans. GildissviS 14. gr. se |)6 takmarkad J^annig a8
ekki komi til alita a6 beita henni nema malsatvik falli undir svi3 annarrar efnisgreinar
sattmalans.4 Agaett daemi um takmarka5 gildissvid 14. gr. er jafnretti a svi8i
atvinnufrelsis og rettarins til vinnu. bessi rettindi eru ekki verndu3 i
Mannrettindasattmala Evropu sem fjallar a5 meginstefnu til a5eins um borgaraleg og

stjornmalaleg rettindi. Af Jovi lei3ir a3 bann vi3 mismunun i 14. gr. sattmalans getur

ekki att vi5 a Jrvi svi3i. Mannrettindasattmalinn tryggir |)vi ekki me5 sjalfstae3um

1 Grein Jjessi er bygg5 a erindi sem flutt var a malbingi J)ann 4. november 2000 \ tilefni af 50 ara
afmaeli Mannrettindasattmala Evropu. Mal^ingid var haldid a vegum Mannrettindastofnunar Haskola
Islands, Mannrettindaskrifstofu Islands og ReykjavikurAkademiunnar.
2 Mannrettindasattmali Evropu, ETS nr. 5.
3 Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
undirritadur i Rom Jjann 4. november 2000, ETS nr. 177.
4
Sja l'tarlega umljollun um fessi atridi i van Dijk og van Hoof: Theory and Practice of the European

Convention on Human Rights, bis. 711-716 og Harris, O'Boyle og Warbrick: Law of the European
Convention on Human Rights, bis. 464-469.
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haetti meginegluna um jafnraedi og bann vi8 mismunun sem segja ma a8 hafi oQlast
al[^j681ega viQurkenningu.5 bessi takmarkaSa sta5a 14 gr. sem nokkurs konar
fylgirettar hefur gjarnan veriQ gagnrynd. Hefur £>a einkum veriQ bent a a5 hun feli 1
ser ryrari rettarvernd en jafnrae8isakvs8i annarra mannrettindasattmala.6

ba5 var fyrir frumkvaedi J^eirra stofnana innan EvropuraSsins sem vinna annars vegar

a8 jafnretti kynjanna og hins vegar gegn kynjtattahatri a8 vidauki 12 var8 a8
veruleika. I baQum tilfellum var a jrvi byggt a8 naudsynlegt vasri a8 tryggSur vaeri

sjalfstcedur rettur til jafnrae3is og bann vi8 mismunun a vidkomandi svi6um og unni8
a5 tillogum jaess efnis. A grundvelli jDeirra tillagna hof styrinefnd EvropuraSsins a

svi3i mannrettinda vinnu a5 nyjum viQauka vi5 Mannrettindasattmalann sem myndi
me3 almennum haetti vikka ut gildissvi5 14. gr. hans.7 Afrakstur Jteirrar vinnu er

efnisakvaeQi 1. gr. vi5aukans sem her fer a eftir i lauslegri })y8ingu:

□Oil lagaleg rettindi skulu trygg8 an nokkurrar mismununar svo sem vegna

kynferdis, kyn^attar, litarhattar, tungu, truarbragSa, stjornmala- e8a annarra

skodana, Jajodernis e3a }tj63felagsst63u, tengsla vi5 JtjoQernisminnihluta,

eigna, uppruna e3a annarrar stoQu.

□Enginn skal saeta nokkurri mismunun af halfu opinberra a5ila svo sem vegna

Jteirra astaedna sem nefndar eru i 1. malsgrein.

Segja ma a6 l vidauka 12 og skyringum vi5 hann se einkum snert a J^remur
alitaefnum. bau eru hugtakid mismunun og greiningaraQferQ mala jaar sem rikjandi
vi8horf eru stadfest, gildissviS banns vi3 mismunun sem vikka3 er ut og jakvaedar

5
Sja t.d. tilvi'sun til slikrar meginreglu i a5fararor5um a3 viSauka 12: "Having regard to the

fundamental principle according to which all persons are equal before the law and are entitled to the
equal protection of the law.". Sja almennt Anne F. Bayefsky: The Principle of Equality or Non-
Discrimination in International Law.
6 T.d. van Dijk og van Hoof, bis. 711; Asbjorn Eide og Torkel Opsahl: Equality and Non-
Discrimination, bis. 201; Lars Adam Rehof and Tyge Trier: Menneskeret, bis. 393.
7
Sja nanar Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental

Freedoms (ETS no. 177), Explanatory Report, fylgigagn me3 ETS nr. 177 a veraldarvefnum:
http://'conventions.coe. int/treatv/en/Reports/Html/l 77.htm, malsgreinar 5-10. Her eftir ver5ur vitnaS til
j)essarrar heimildar sem skyringa vi3 viSauka 12.
8 A ensku er 1. gr. viSaukans svohljobandi:
"□The enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without discrimination on any ground
such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.
□No one shall be discriminated against by any public authority on any ground such as those mentioned
in paragraph 1.
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skyldur rfkja J^ar sem opnaQ virSist fyrir nyja moguleika. Verdur nu vikid nanar ad
Jsessum alitaefnum.

2. Hugtakid mismunun og greiningaradferd mala — stadfesting
Vidauki 12 stadfestir rikjandi vidhorf og domaframkvaemd um hugtakid mismunun og

greiningaradferd Mannrettindadomstolsins 1 malum a grundvelli 14. gr

Mannrettindasattmalans. betta er arettad i skyringum vid vidaukann sem og 1 umsogn

Mannrettindadomstolsins um hann. I Jrvi feist ad }?ad telst mismunun ef greinarmunur
sem gerdur er a sambaerilegum tilvikum byggir ekki a hlutlaegum og malefnalegum
forsendum. Vid mat a Jrvi hvort slikar hlutlasgar og malefnalegar forsendur seu fyrir
hendi er kannad hvort med j)vi ad gera greinarmun se leitast vid ad fullnaegja logmastu
markmidi og hvort gengid se lengra en jrorf krefur vid val a adferd til ad na Jrvi
markmidi eda m.o.o. hvort akvedinnni medalhofsreglu se fylgt.9 Tilvik sem era ad

odru leyti sambasrileg kunna ad hafa i ser folginn einhvern jrann mun sem rettlaett

getur mismunandi medferd Jreirra.10 I hugtakinu mismunun feist Jwi ekki ad

einfaldlega se bannad ad gera greinarmun vid medferd mala.

Ekki var baett vid upptalningu {reirra astedna sem geta legid til grundvallar mismunun
en jraer astaedur sem berum ordum era taldar upp i 14. gr. Mannrettindasattmalans og i
1. gr. vidauka 12 era: kynferdi, kynjrattur, litarhattur, tunga, truarbrogd, stjornmala-
eda adrar skodanir, Jjjodernis eda {rjodfelagsstada, tengsl vid }?j6dernisminnihluta,

eignir, uppruni eda onnur stada. Var a |avi byggt ad vidbaetur vaeru oj^arfar |)ar sem
listinn faeli ekki i ser temandi talningu og domstollinn hefdi J)egar beitt 14. gr. um
mismunun a odrum grundvelli en j^ar va;ri talin. Pa var talin haetta a J?vi ad vidbaetur
vid listann gaetu leitt til orettaetanlegrar gagnalyktunar i tulkun.11

9
Skyringar vi8 vifiauka 12, malsgrein 18. Opinion of the European Court of Human Rights on draft

Protocol 12 to the European Convention on Human Rights, malsgrein 5. Sja mali6 um "belgiska
tungumalastridid malsgrein 10. Si8ari domar hafa fylgt fessarri greiningaradferd.
10
Skyringar vid vidauka 12, malsgrein 19. Opinion of the European Court of Human Rights on draft

Protocol 12 to the European Convention on Human Rights, malsgrein 5. Badar heimildir vitna her til
malsins Rasmussen gegn Danmorku, malsgrein 40 og feirra matsvika sem rlkjum eru veitt vid mat a
jjvi hvort og \>a ad hvada leyti slikur munur getur rettlaett mismunandi medferd mala. Ordid "matsvik"
er her notad sem l'slensk Joyding a enska hugtakinu "margin of appreciation" sem [rekkt er t
domaffamkvasmd Mannrettindadomstols Evropu. had hefur liklega verid hor Vilhjalmsson sem a
fyrstur setti [Detta islenska ord tram i erindi sem ekki hefur verid birt a prenti.
"
Sja skyringar vid vidauka 12, malsgrein 20 }rar sem m.a. er vitnad i malid Salgueiro da Silva Mouta

gegn Portugal, malsgrein 80 sem fjallar um mismunun a grundvelli kynhneigdar. I skyringunum eru
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3. Gildissvid banns vid mismunun - utvikkun

f>a3 er ljost a8 me8 vidauka 12 er gildissvi6 verndar gegn mismunun verulega vikkad
12

ut. Samkvasmt skyringum vi5 viSaukann a bann vi3 mismunun a3 na til:

a) Hverskonar rettinda sem eru berum or6um veitt einstaklingum i landsretti.
b) Hverskonar rettinda sem leiQa ma af skyldum opinberra adilja samkvaemt

landsretti.

c) Beitingu opinbers valds vi6 toku matskenndra akvarQana.

d) Hverskonar annarra athafna e5a athafnaleysis af halfu opinberra adilja.

Me5 viQauka 12 er ftannig kve9i5 a um sjalfstcedan rett sem ekki er fylgirettur me8
o6rum akvaedum Mannrettindasattmalans eins og 14. gr. hans. Hi3 sjalfstseQa bann vi3
mismunun nasr til hverskonar lagalegra rettinda sem og athafna og athafnaleysis

opinberra aSilja. Me5 hinu rymkaSa gildissviQi 1. gr. vi5auka 12 opnast J)vi viQtsekt

og a9ur okannaS svi3 fyrir Mannrettindadomstolnum. Einkum ma setla a5 til kasta
domstolsins muni koma ymis mal sem varda efnahagsleg, felagsleg og menningarleg
rettindi. Sem dsemi ma nefna jafnrse3i a vinnumarkadi, l heilsugaeslu og l ymisskonar

felagslegri ^jonustu. I skyringum a gildissvi8i 1. gr. viQaukans virQist aherslan vera a

hefdbundin sjonarmi5 J^ess efnis a8 alJojoQleg mannrettindi vardi samskipti

einstaklinga og rikja en si'3ur samskipti einkaadila innbyr9is.13 Hja Jdvi ver3ur J)6 ekki
vikist a5 jakvae9ar skyldur rikja samkvasmt Mannrettindasattmala Evropu geta leitt til
svokalladra einkarettarahrifa og ver5ur fjallaQ um {?a3 her a eftir.14

fotlun, kynhneig6 og aldur nefnd sem daemi um hugsanlegar viSbaetur vi5 upptalninguna. Su afstada a5
baeta ekki vid upptalninguna var a undirbuningsstigi vidaukans gagnrynd af halfu ^ings Evropuradsins.
1 umsogn J)ingsins kom fram ad fad teldi ad upptalning hugsanlegra astasdna mismununar aetti ad taka
til serstaklega varhugaverdra tegunda mismununar og fvi aetti ad baeta kynhneigd vid listann. Sja Draft
Protocol No. 12 to the European Convention on Human Rights, malsgrein 6.
12
Skyringar vid vidauka 12, malsgrein 22.

Ij Sama heimild, einkum malsgreinar 22 og 29.
14
Bjorg Thorarensen: Einkarettarahrif Mannrettindasattmala Evropu og skyldur rikja til athafna

samkvcemt sattmalanum, bis. 85, setti tram hugtakid "einkarettarahrif' yfir bad sem a albjodavettvangi
er oft kallad "drittwirkung" eda larett ahrif (e. "horizontal effect") mannrettindaakvasda, [i.e. "...[regar
lagaakvasdi sem luta ad mannrettindum gilda um logskipti einstaklinga innbyrdis en ekki adeins um
logskipti einstaklinga vid rikid." Eins og Andrew Clapham: Human Rights in the Private Sphere, bis.
91-93, bendir a eru einkarettarahrif fyrir tilstilli jakvaedra skyldna rikja adeins eitt dasmi af fleirum bar
sem einkarettarahrifa akvaeda Mannrettindasattmala Evropu kann ad gaeta.
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4. Jakvcedar skyldur - nyir moguleikar
4.1. Hugtokin jakvcedar skyldur og einkarettarahrif
Sogulega hafa mannrettindaakvaeQi einkum beinst aQ neikvasQum skyldum rikja.
NeikvaeSu skyldurnar fela 1 ser a5 rikiQ skuli ekki fremja mannrettindabrot e3a
nokkurs konar athafnaleysisskyldu. JakvaeQar skyldur rikja a grundvelli
mannrettindaakvasQa fela hins vegar 1 ser a3 rlki skuli gripa til a3ger3a e3a athafna til

bess a3 tryggja mannrettindi og fela j>vi 1 ser nokkurskonar athafnaskyldu. baQ er ljost
aQ slik athafnaskylda getur leitt til fjarutlata af halfu riksins.15 I framkvaemd birtast

jakvaeQar skyldur rikja 1 (dvi a3 Jiau teljist hafa frami3 mannrettindabrot vegna

vanraekslu um a3 tryggja akveQin mannrettindi e8a raunhaefa
mannrettindarettindavernd meQ logum e3a l raun.16 Undir slikar jakvaeQar skyldur

geta falliQ ymis tilvik, einkum jiau sem luta a3 rettarstoQu einstaklinga og logskiptum

einstaklinga vi5 rikiQ en einnig ]aau sem luta aQ logskiptum einstaklinga eQa
einkaaQila innbyrQis. I slQastnefnda tilvikinu leiQa |ovi jakvaeQar skyldur til jaess aQ
mannrettindaakvaeQi hafa svokolluQ einkarettarahrif, ja.e. rikiQ er gert abyrgt
samkvaemt mannrettindaakvaeQi fyrir {aaQ aQ hafa ekki tryggt aQ samskipti einkaaQila

innbyrQis luti akveQnum efniskrofum.17

4.2. Hugtokin jcikvcedar skyldur ogjakvcedar adgerdir
Rett er einnig aQ fjalla her um hugtokin jakvaeQar skyldur og jakvaeQar aQgerQir og

leggja aherslu a muninn a jaeim. f>aQ sem her er nefnt jakvaeQar aQgerQir naer t.d. yfir

jaaQ sem i 2. mgr. 22. gr. laga um jafna stoQu og jafnan rett kvenna og karla, nr.
96/2000, er nefnt serstakar timabundnar aQgerQir og aQgerQir til aQ auka moguleika

18kvenna eQa karla serstaklega. baQ getur gerst aQ hugtokunum jakvaeQar skyldur rikja

15 Um neikvaedar og jakvaedar skyldur a vettvangi Mannrettindasattmala Evropu, sja Harris, O'Boyle
og Warbrick, bis. 19-20 og Bayefsky, bis. 30-32.
16
Sja t.d. dom Mannrettindadomstolsins i malinu Airey gegn Irlandi, malsgrein 25, bar sem tekid var

fram ad naudsynlegt geti verid ad rfki gripi til adgerda til ad fullnasgja skyldum sinum samkvaemt
sattmalanum og ad ekki vaeru eftii til ad greina a milli athafiia og athafnaleysis i Jdvi sambandi. I malinu
var Jiad talid brot a 1. mgr. 6. gr. Mannrettindasattmalans ad konu var ekki tryggd gjafsokn i
skilnadarmali.
17

Harris, O'Boyle og Warbrick, bis. 20-21 og van Dijk og van Hoof, bis. 23. Sja t.d. dom
Mannrettindadomstolsins i malinu, X og Y gegn Hollandi bar sem riki var gert abyrgt vegna bess ad
ekki var hasgt ad koma fram akaeru vegna kynferdisbrots gegn osjalfrada stulku.
18

Jakvaedar skyldur eru venjulega kalladar "positive obligations" a ensku. Ymis ord eru hofd yfir
jakvaedar adgerdir a ensku s.s. "special measures", "positive action", "affirmative action", "preferential
treatment" og "reverse discrimination".
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og jakvasdar a3ger8ir se ruglad saman eda bau notu3 a oljosan hatt.19 Jakvaedar
skyldur rikja fela einfaldlega 1' ser a8 riki geti talist hafa framid mannrettindabrot me3
a3ger3arleysi um a3 tryggja mannrettindi. Jakvaedar a3ger3ir a grundvelli
jafnraedisreglna eru a3ger3ir sem gripiS er til 1 t>vi skyni a3 stu31a med virkum hsetti
a3 fullu jafnrasdi a }?eim svi8um bar sem bad rikir ekki 1 raun. Slikum jakvaedum
adgerdum er aetlad a3 beinast gegn og leidretta adstaedur sem valda e8a vidhalda
mismunun. bcim er astlad a3 vera timabundnar og falla nidur begar bessar adstaedur

90
hafa verid leidrettar. Sem dasmi um jakvaedar adgerdir ma t.d. nefna ymisskonar
ataksverkefni sem eiga a8 stu31a a3 vitundarvakningu, serstok verkefni a sviQi
menntunar og bjalfunar og allt upp 1' sertaekt forskot e3a vilhalla me8fer3 einstaklinga
sem tilheyra akvednum hopum 1 samkeppni um afmorkud gaedi.21

Jakvaedar skyldur og jakvas5ar a3ger3ir eru bVI' ekki sama fyrirbaeriQ. Jakvae3ar

skyldur rikja kreijast a3ger6a af beirra halfu en bar geta komi5 til greina ymsar

a3ger3ir a3rar en jakvasQar aQgerQir. JakvasQar skyldur gastu bo einnig lrasQilega naQ
til jakvaeQra aQgerQa.

4.3. Nugildandi rettarstada a grundvelli 14. gr. Mannrettindasattmdla Evropu

Hugmyndir um jakvasQar skyldur rlkja a grundvelli akvasQa Mannrettindasattmala

Evropu eru yngri en hugmyndir um neikvasQar skyldur rikja og eru baer 1 sifelldri

broun. I domum Mannrettindadomstolsins a grundvelli hinna ymsu efnisgreina
sattmalans hafa smam saman basst viQ dasmi um jakv^Qar skyldur en an bess bo aQ
domstollinn hafi sett fram heildstasQa nalgun a fyrirbsriQ.22 bad hefur verid talid

einkenna jakv^Qu skyldurnar ad umljollun um basr verdi ad nalgast a grundvelli hvers

19
Bayefsky, bis. 29, bendir t.d. a a6 h'klega se hugtakib "affirmative action" (jakvaeSar adgerbir) notab

i merkingunni "positive acts" (jakvaeSar skyldur samkvaemt hugtakanotkun Bayefsky) 1 almennum
athugasemdum Mannrettindanefndar SameinuSu fjodanna um jafnretti kynjanna, nr. 4 tfa 1981,
malsgrein 2. I endurskoSuSum almennum athugasemdum Mannrettindanefndar SameinuSu bjoSanna
um jafnretti kynjanna, nr. 28 ffa 2000, malsgrein 3, er visaS til "positive measures". Louise Mulder:
How Positive can Equality Measures Be?, sja einkum bis. 67-69, virSist nota hugtakiS "positive
measures" sem yfirhugtak yfir baeSi jakvaeSar skyldur og jakvaeSar aSgerSir.
20

Sja t.d. Bayefsky, bis. 26-27 sem dregur saman bessa meginbaetti hugtaksins ut fra ymsum
bjoSrettarlegum heimildum, m.a. 1. mgr. 4. gr. AlbjoSasamnings SameinuSu bjoSanna um afnam allrar
mismununar gagnvart konum, U.N.G.A. Res. 34/180, og 4. mgr. 1. gr. AlbjoSasamnings SameinuSu
bjoSanna um afnam allrar kynbattamismununar, U.N.T.S. nr. 195, sem fela 1 ser skilgreiningar a
jakvaeSum aSgerSum.
21

Sja t.d. ymis daemi um jakvaeSar aSgerSir a sviSi janfrettis kynjanna sem neftid eru 1 Elaine Vogel-
Polsky: Positive action and the constitutional and legislative hindrances to its implementation in the
member states of the Council ofEurope, bis. 70-78.
22 Harris, O'Boyle og Warbrick, bis. 284.
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efnisakvaedis fyrir sig. Tilvist jakvaedra skyldna og hverjar krofur J>aer leggi a

adildarrikin se breytilegt eftir adstaedum.23 Hvad vardar jakvaedu skyldurnar er einnig
naudsynlegt ad lfta til matsvika rikja. Kenningin um matsvik visar til J)ess hversu
langt domstollin skuli ganga 1 a3 endurmeta gerdir fullvalda rikja og til skiptingar
valds a milli adildarrikjanna og domstolsins.24 Bent hefur verid a ad domstollinn visi

gjarnan til matsvika og veiti rikjum ]aannig vidtaekara svigrum til eigin mats a
25

adstaedum adur en hann gripi til [^ess ad leggja jakvaedar skyldur a jtau.

Til skamms tima hefur Mannrettindadomstoll Evropu veigrad ser vid Jrvi ad tengja

jakvaedar skyldur vid 14. gr. sattmalans. I gagnmerkum domi sem kvedinn var upp 6.

april 2000 l malinu Thlimmenos gegn Grikklandi bra Joo svo vid ad domstollinn kom i

fyrsta sinn ad jakvaedri skyldu a grundvelli banns vid mismunun. Efnisatridi malsins
voru |oau ad madur sem var medlimur i sofnudi votta jehova hafdi verid daemdur til 4
ara fangelsisrefsingar fyrir ad neita vegna truarastaedna ad klaedast hermannabuningi.
Nokkrum arum sidar var honum neitad um loggildingu sem endurskodandi j)ar sem

lagaskilyrdi krofdust [3ess ad hann hefdi ekki verid daemdur til refsingar fyrir alvarlegt
brot en brot hans flokkadist sem slikt. I forsendum domsins var tekid fram ad til j>essa
hafi verid a fyvi byggt ad J)ad se mismunun fygar einstaklingar i sambaerilegri adstodu
saeta mismunandi medferd en ad ]aad se ekki eina birtingarmynd mismununar. bad geti

einnig talist mismunun ef riki vanraekja ad fara a mismunandi hatt med mal sem eru i

grundvallaratridum olik og su vanraeksla verdur ekki rettlastt med hlutlaegum og
26

malefnalegum forsendum.

I mali |)essu taldi domstollinn adgerdaleysi rikisins fela i ser mismunun.

Adgerdarleysid foist i J)vi ad hafa ekki i logum akvaedi sem taeki tillit til j^ess hversu
edlisolikt brot mannsins vaeri alvarlegum afbrotum. Med dominum ma segja ad til
vidbotar adur rlkjandi aherslu a ad fara eins med tilfelli sem teljast sambaerileg hafi
verid bastt aherslu a ad fara ekki eins med tilfelli sem teljist edlisolik. Domurinn
bendir Jdo i sjalfu ser til J)ess ad nokkud mikid geti Jmrft til ad koma. I nalgun domsins

2j Sama heimild, bis. 284-285.
24 R. St. J. Macdonald: The Margin ofAppreciation, bis. 84-85 og Paul Mahoney: Marvellous Richness
ofDiversity or Invidious Cultural Relativism?, bis. 3-4.
25

Mahoney, bis. 5 setur Joetta fram sem tilgatu. Jeroen Schokkenbroek, The Basis, Nature and
Application of the Margin-of-appreciation Doctrine in the Case-Law of the European Court ofHuman
Rights, bis. 32 setur fetta fram sem nidurstodu af heildstasflri greiningu domaframkvasmdar.
26 Thlimmenos gegn Grikklandi, malsgrein 44.
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var 1 fyrsta lagi visaQ til J)ess a3 tilfellin J)urfi a3 vera 1 grundvallaratriSum olik til j^ess
a3 skylda til J^ess a5 veita mismunandi me3fer3 vakni.27 Vi3 mat a |)vi hvort um
hlutasgar og malefnalegar forsendur hafi verid a3 rae3a var si3an litiQ til joess hversu
langt var gengiS gagnvart manninum me5 ]rvi a3 meina honum a3 gerast loggiltur
endursko3andi. Brot hans a5 neita af samviskuastasSum a3 ganga 1 hermannabuningi

var andstaett oQrum alvarlegum brotum ekki tali3 benda til ohei3arleika e5a skorts a

si6fer5i sem haft gaeti ahrif a haefni hans til a5 starfa sem endurskodandi. Auk (>ess var
tali3 of langt gengi5 a6 leggja a hann frekari viQurlog J)ar sem hann haf3i j^egar

afplana5 fangelsisrefsingu vi3 brotinu.

4.4. Jakvcedar skyldur 1 Ijosi vidauka 12
Alitaefnum sem var3a jakvasQar skyldur rikja a grundvelli banns vi5 mismunun og

j^ad hvort jraer geti leitt til einkarettarahrifa e3a skyldu til a3 gripa til jakvaedra a3ger3a
er varpa5 i brennipunkt me3 viQauka 12 og i skyringunum vi3 hann. I vidaukanum
vir3ist leitast vi5 a5 sigla milli skers og baru og finna me3alhofslei3 a milli engra

jakvseQra skyldna og mjog vi'Staekra jakva:3ra skyldna. Ummaeli skyringanna vi3
viQaukann vir3ast a koflum misvisandi um J^aQ hvernig setlunin er aQ draga fwna
morkin. Her a eftir verQur J)6 leitast vi8 a3 skyra hvernig J)essi mork verdi a3
likindum dregin.

Til a3 byrja me5 er gagnlegt a3 setja fram faein da^mi um hugsanlegar

birtingarmyndir jakv^Sra skyldna i nokkurs konar ro3 sem liggur fra tilfellum sem

ganga stutt i a3 leggja byrdar a riki a grundvelli jakv^Sra skyldna upp 1 tilfelli sem
29

ganga langt. Rett er a3 geta [less a3 Joessi ro5un daema er sett fram til skyringar og
einfoldunar en ekki sem algild sannindi um jia5 hversu rikar jakvasQar skyldur }?au

teljast leggja a riki. Til daemis er vel hugsanlegt a5 jakvaeQ skylda til a3 banna
mismunun sem hefur einkarettarahrif (flokkur 1, sbr. 4) teljist ganga skemur en

vanraeksla um a8 taka mi3 af e31ismun tilvika (flokkur 3). Eftirfarandi eru daemi um
tilvik sem gaetu talist mismunun a grundvelli jakvae3rar skyldu:

27
"...significantly different.", sama heimild, malsgrein 44. Mannrettindadomstollinn hefur margoft

adur taliS a6 einkenni sem eru olik med annars sambaerilegum tilvikum ("...differences in otherwise
similar situations...") geti i sjalfu ser rettlaett mismunandi medferd, sbr. t.d. Rasmussen gegn
Danmorku, malsgrein 40.
28 Thlimmenos gegn Grikklandi, malsgrein 47.
29

Dasmin eru einkum byggd a skyringunum vid vidauka 12 og a domi Mannrettindadomstolsins l
malinu Thlimmenos gegn Grikklandi.
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1. Vanraeksla um ad banna tilteknar tegundir mismununar me5 logum.
2. Vanraeksla um a5 lata medferd sem tryggd er einum hop na til annars hops.
3. Vanraeksla um ad log eda rettarframkvaemd taki mid af edlismun mismunandi

tilvika til ad koma l veg fyrir mismunun (sbr. Thlimmenos gegn Grikklandi).
4. Vanraeksla um ad tryggja 1-3 a svidi logskipta einstaklinga innbyrdis

(einkarettarahrif).
5. Vanraeksla um ymisskonar adgerdir til ad studla ad jafnraedi, J?.m.t. ad tryggja

einstaklingum sem tilheyra akvednum hopum sertaeka vilhalla medferd

(jakvaedar adgerdir).
6. Vanraeksla um ad tryggja 5 a svidi logskipta einstaklinga innbyrdis (jakvaedar

adgerdir med einkarettarahrifum).

bad sem fyrst vekur athygli i vidaukanum er ad ekki er berum ordum visad til

jafnraedis i sjalfri 1. gr. hans heldur eingongu studst vid hina neikvaedu ordmynd
^0 • ... .

mismunun. Tilvisanir til jafnraedis visa mun frekar til jakvaedra skyldna heldur en
hin neikvaeda ordmynd mismunun. Telja ma jaetta fyrstu visbendinguna um varkarni i

nalgun vidauka 12 J^egar kemur ad jakvaedum skyldum. Ekki var jeo haegt ad lita fram

hja meginreglunni um jafnraedi og hennar er jm getid i inngangsordum ad
• ^ 1

vidaukanum og nanar i skyringum vid hann. bar er {)ess getid ad hun feli l ser ad
fara skuli eins med tilfelli sem seu sambaerileg og ad fara skuli a mismunandi hatt
med tilfelli sem seu mismunandi. Vanhold a slikri medferd geti sidan falid i ser

mismunun og jiannig seu meginreglan um jafnradi og bann vid mismunun tengd.32
Her er moguleikanum a jakvaedum skyldum rikja a grundvelli meginreglunnar um

jafnraedi komid ad med sambaerilegri nalgun og roksemdafaerslu og

Mannrettindadomstollinn beitti i Thlimmenos malinu. bessi nalgun felur i ser ad ekki
er beinlinis byggt a meginreglunni um jafnraedi ne lyst yfir jakvaedum skyldum en

svipadri nidurstodu komid ad med tulkun a neikvaeda hugtakinu mismunun. bessi

nalgun hvetur augljoslega til varkarni en utilokar i sjalfu ser ekkert.

30
Hugtokin jafriraedi og mismunun eru talin vera jakvasQ og neikvas3 ordmynd somu meginreglu, sja

t.d. Bayefsky, bis. 1, nedanmalsgrein 1, me5 tilvisunum til heimilda.
31
Skyringar vi3 vi6auka 12, malsgreinar 1, 14 og 15.

'2 Sama heimild, malsgrein 15.
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Fleiri ummaeli 1' skyringunum eru i svipudum dur. bannig er teki5 fram a6 ekki se
utilokad a3 jakvasdar skyldur geti falist 1 vidaukanum t»ott vissulega se meginmarkmid
hans a3 fela i ser neikvaeda skyldu rikja. Hva3 vardar {lessar jakvaedu skyldur er nanar

skyrt a3 ]iar se att vi5 hugsanlega skyldu til a3 koma 1 veg fyrir mismunun e5a a3
baeta fyrir tilfelli Ipar sem mismunun hefur att ser sta3.33 Sem daemi um slikt er nefnt
a3 skyrar eyQur 1 lagalegri vernd gegn mismunun geti leitt til J^ess a3 riki teljist hafa
brotid gegn jakvaedum skyldum a grundvelli 1. gr. vidaukans.34 Her vekur athygli a3
enn er vidhaft neikvaett ordalag og visad til |)ess a3 koma i veg fyrir eda bceta fyrir
mismunun en ekki visad til adgerda sem eiga a5 studla ad fullu og virku jafnrasdi. I

ljosi Jieirra ummxla skyringanna sem nu hafa veri3 rakin og a3 teknu tilliti til
Thlimmenos domsins verdur a8 telja a3 jakvaedar skyldur samkvaemt vidaukanum geti
nad til flokka 1-3 1' upptalningunni her ad framan og sambaerilegra daema.

f>a er a3 huga a3 4. flokki i daematalningunni her a3 framan, jakvaedum skyldum sem

na til Jaess ad rikjum ber ad gripa til adgerda sem varda logskipti einstaklinga
innbyrdis. Skyringar vi3 vidauka 12 leggja allnokkra aherslu a umfjollun um

einkarettarahrifin og skilaboQin eru nokkuS skyr. Teki3 er fram a3 ekki se stefnt a5

Javi a3 }aa8 se almenna reglan a3 jakvaedu skyldurnar lei3i til einkarettarahrifa.35 f>o er

Jaess getid a5 Jaad se ekki utilokad og ad til Jaess ad slikt se hugsanlegt Jaurfi ad vera

um ad raeda skyra og alvarlega mismunun. Nanar tiltekid er utlistad ad i mesta lagi

geti verid um ad raeda jaau svid logskipta einstaklinga innbyrdis sem fari fram a

opinberum vettvangi og seu had lagasetningu sem rikid beri akvedna abyrgd a. Nefnd
eru daemi s.s. starfsradningar, adgangur ad veitingastodum og adgangur ad

almenningsjajonustu sem einkaadilar veita svo sem a svidi heilsugaeslu, vatns- eda
-37

rafmagnsveitna. Skyringarnar vid vidauka 12 gera Jaannig rad fyrir moguleika a

einkarettarahrifum Jaegar um er ad raeda skyra og alvarlega mismunun a afmorkudum
svidum. Logd er a Jaad ahersla i skyringunum ad einkarettarahrifin seu takmorkud.

Ad lokum er komid ad flokki jakvaedra adgerda eda serstokum timabundnum

adgerdum 1 Javi skyni ad studla ad fullu og virku jafnraedi. I adfararordum ad vidauka

33 Sama heimild, malsgrein 24.
j4 Sama heimild, malsgrein 26.
Sama heimild, malsgrein 25.

j6 Sama heimild, malsgrein 26.
j7 Sama heimild, malsgrein 28.
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12 er t^ess getiS a3 bann vi5 mismunun komi ekki 1 veg fyrir a5 rikjum se heimilt a3
grfpa til jakvae9ra a3ger5a a3 {?vl skilyrdi uppfylltu a5 sllkar a5ger3ir seu

rettlaetanlegar a hlutlaegum og malefnalegum forsendum.381 skyringum vi5 vi5aukann
er si'San teki3 fram a3 su staQreynd a3 akveQnir hopar folks seu ilia staddir e3a \)ad a3

synt se fram a a5 mismunun riki 1 raun geti faliS 1' ser rettlsettingu fyrir adgerSum sem
39 *

veita sertaeka vilhalla me3fer3 l jrvi skyni a3 stu31a a5 jafnrae9i. bar er fy) einnig
tekid skyrt fram a9 i viQaukanum se a5eins gert ra3 fyrir Jm a3 slikt se heimilt og ekki
brot a banni vi3 mismunun en a3 ekki eigi a3 tulka hann svo a3 rikjum ver9i gert skyIt
a9 gripa til jakvaeSra a3ger3a.40 Samkvaemt fyssu na jakvsedar skyldur samkvasmt
viQauka 12 ekki til jakvaeQra a3ger9a (flokkur 5). bar sem jakvae3ar a3ger9ir me5
einkarettarahrifum ganga enn lengra myndi rett a9 alykta a3 Jdvi si5ur nai jakva;3u

skyldurnar til slikra tilvika (flokkur 6).

4.5. Nyir moguleikar a svidi jafnrcedisverndar Mannrettindasattmalans
ba9 virdist ljost a5 vi3auki 12 er aflei9ing af malamiSlun. Tilraunir til a9 sigla a milli
skers og baru lei3a til j?ess a3 allnokkur ovissa er um jakvae3u skyldurnar. Lykillinn
a3 bvi a3 fa rokraent samhengi i vidaukann og skyringarnar vi3 hann virQist liggja i

Jovi a8 gera skyran greinarmun a jakv^3um skyldum annars vegar og jakvae3um

a3ger3um hins vegar. I skyringum vi3 vi5aukann er leitast vi8 a3 draga skyr m5rk

j^annig a9 hugsanlegar jakvaedar skyldur nai ekki til jakvaeSra a3ger8a. A3 o3ru leyti
vi3ist opna3 fyrir moguleikann a jakvae5um skyldum sem og einkarettarahrifum
innann vissra marka.

bott skyringar vi3 vi3aukann leitist vi9 a3 takmarka jakvas3ar skyldur vi3 jakvae9ar

a3ger8ir er ekki vist a3 mork jakv$3ra a3ger3a til a3 studla ad jafnrcedi og annarra

a9ger3a sem koma i veg fyrir eda bceta fyrir mismunun seu eins skyr i raun og J)ar
virSist byggt a. Me3 sama haetti og hugtokin jafnrae8i og mismunun eru fytta einungis
jakvae3 og neikvae3 birtingarmynd af sama fyrirbaerinu. ba8 vir3ist j)vi ekki sjalfgert
a3 greina skyrt a milli skyldunnar til a3 taka mi3 af eSlismun mismunandi tilvika

"8 betta hefur i sjalfu ser hingad til veriS taliQ gilda a grundvelli 14. gr. Mannrettindasattmalans. Er f)a6
byggt a tilteknum ummaelum Mannrettindadomstolsins i malinu um "belgiska tungumalastridid", sja
t.d. Harris, O'Boyle og Warbrick, bis. 485. Vi3 mat a f)vl hvort hlutlaegar og malefhalegar forsendur
eru fyrir hendi a6 f>essu leyti vaeri liti3 til somu atri3a og endranaer, sbr. kafla 2 her a6 framan.
j9
Skyringar vi3 vifiauka 12, malsgrein 16.

40 Sama heimild.
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annars vegar og jakvaedra adgerda hins vegar (flokka 3 og 5) og verdur a6 lokum
vikiQ aQ J)vi.

Fyrir tilkomu doms Mannrettindadomstolsins i Thlimmenos malinu og viQauka 12
hafdi a svidi jafnrasdisverndar Mannrettindasattmalans rikt ahersla a a5 fara eins med
tilfelli sem teljast sambaerileg. Slik nalgun hefur verid nefnd formleg nalgun.41
Samkvasmt henni er |)aQ skilyrdi rettarverndar a5 geta synt fram a a8 vera i

sambaerilegri adstodu eda vera "eins" og fteir sem njota betri stodu. Ja8arsta8a eda Ipad
a8 vera "ddruvisi" hefur Jdvi leitt til lakari rettarverndar.42 Nu hafa baeQi domur
Mannrettindadomstolsins 1 Thlimmenos malinu og akvedin ummasli l skyringum vid

viQauka 12 staQfest a5 bann vi8 mismunun geti falid i ser a5 skylt se a3 taka mi3 af

edlismun tilvika. I J^eirri nyju aherslu feist ad tilfelli sem eru "odruvisi" skuli njota

videigandi "o5ruvisi" me3fer6ar. Slik ahersla hefur veri5 talin fela 1 ser efnislega

nalgun.43 Me3 henni er viQurkennt a5 stundum se mismunur a tilvikum J?ess e81is a3
hann kreljist mismunandi me8fer8ar }5eirra til J^ess a5 jafnrseSi naist l raun.44 hessi

efnislega nalgun laetur jwi i sjalfu ser osvaraS hva3a eQlismunur komi til greina og

hvert inntak hinnar vi5eigandi me5fer5ar skuli vera.45 f>a3 mun radast i

domaframkvaemd Mannrettindadomstolsins. Ljost er fo a3 ef vel er a haldid getur

J?etta leitt til J)ess a5 i akvednum tilvikum se haegt a3 gera krofu um J)a8 a hendur

rikjum a6 koma til mots vi3 ser]5arfir tiltekinna jadarhopa. Er i raun stutt a milli

jakvse5rar skyldu til j)ess a5 koma i veg fyrir mismnnun sem gert er ra5 fyrir l

vidaukanum ogjakvasQrar skyldu til J^ess studla adjafnrcedi medjakvcedum adgerdum
sem ekki er gert ra8 fyrir i vidaukanum.

5. Lokaord

Eins og vikid var ad l kafla 4.3. her ad framan litur Mannrettindadomstollinn almennt
til adstasdna hverju sinni sem og matsvika rikja adur en jakv^dar skyldur eru lagdar a

41 Titia Loenen: Rethinking Sex Equality as a Human Right, bis. 257 og Klaartje Wentholt: Formal and
Substantive Equal Treatment: the Limitations and the Potential of the Legal Concept ofEquality, bis.
53. Rett er a5 taka fram ad fiegar rastt er her um formlega og efnislega nalgun er ekki verid ad visa til
j^ess hvort um er ad rreda formreglu sem adeins vardar beitingu laganna eda efnisreglu sem vardar efni
f»eirra. Jafnrtedisreglu sem er efnisregla i {reim skilningi kann ad vera beitt med formlegri nalgun. Sja
almennt um formreglur og effiisreglur Oddny Mjoll Arnardottir: Um gildissvid og edli hinnar almennu
jafnrcedisreglu stjornarskrarinnar, bis. 111-113, med tilvisunum til heimilda.
42
Sja t.d. Loenen, bis. 254 og Cllona J. M. Kimber: Equality or Self-determination?, bis. 267-268.

4"'
Loenen, bis. 268-269 og Wentholt, bis. 58.

44
Kimber, bis. 270 og Wentholt, bis. 58.

45
Wentholt, bis. 58.
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J)au. I skyringum vi5 vi3auka 12 er almennt hvatt til varkarni hva5 vardar jakvaedar
skyldur. ba3 mun skyrast nanar 1 rettarframkvasmd a komandi arum hversu langt
jakvaeSar skyldur a grundvelli 14. gr. Mannrettindasattmalans og 1. gr. vidauka 12 vi6
hann munu na. Allt mun velta a jjvi hvernig me5 fessi alitaefni ver3ur farid i

domaframkvasmd Mannrettindadomstolsins. Ljost er J)6 a3 me3 Thlimmenos
dominum og viQauka 12 eru a5 opnast nyir og a3ur okannaQir moguleikar a svi3i
jafnrae5isverndar Mannrettindasattmalans.
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